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SUMMARY

The attached Final Report of the SacramentoCity;Toxic Substances
Commission provides an Executive Summary of the separately
published background reports and a synopsis of major policy
recommendations formulated by the Commission. This report is
being simultaneously forwarded to the JointTranaportation and
Community Development and Budget and Finance Committees for
consideration at the Committees' joint hearing on Tuesday,
June 14, 1988. Major recommendations included in the report are
as follows:
1.
The .establishment of a Joint City and County Commission to
advise local agencies on toxic substances issues';
2.
That the City hire a knowledgeable expert in the field to
act as staff to the Joint Commission and coordinate City efforts
in this field;
That the major policy of the City in this field should be
3.
hazardous materials source reduction, including the establishment
of strict land use requirements requiring new and, to the extent
possible, existing businesses to utilize efficient modern
mechanisms which reduce the hazardous wastelstream; and
That the City General Plan be substantiallymodified to
4.
include a hazardous materials element to provide guidance for
land use planning and Other City actions affecting the use of
toxic substances.
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BACKGROUND

Please review the attached Final Report for a description of the
establishment and operations of the Toxic Substances
Commission. The major proposed actions are as identified in the
above section. The summary of background report recommendations,
commencing at page 14, summarize all of the Commission's recommendations pertaining to the following areas:
1.

City operations;

2.

City drinking water;

3.

City regulatory programs;

4.

City operations that involve toxics handlin

5.

Other toxics issues.

FINANCIAL DATA

The Commission has not been able to analyze the financial
implications of all of its recommendations. Many of the recommendations pertain to increasing inter-agency coordination, which
could be accomplished with two to three additional full-time
equivalent positions. These positions may have to be funded
through general revenues, although a portion of this cost could
be allocated to City services for which fees are charged,
including garbage collection and water delivery. All recommendations pertaining to City drinking water could be implemented
through minor increases in City user fees.
VOTE OF COMMISSION

By Concensus.
RECOMMENDATION

The Commission recommends:

-

1.
That the City Manager be directed to establish a position
for a Toxic Coordinator, with necessary, staff support. This
position should either be in the City Manager's office or
otherwise able to deal directly with employees in all City
agencies without the necessity of obtaining departmental
approval. The job description for this position would include,
at a minimum, responsibility for providing staffing to the
Sacramento Environmental Commission, assisting in the
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coordination of all City efforts devoted to toxAc . substances
control, and overseeing the implementation of the other
recommendations of the Commission
2.
That City staff be directed to report l backvto the City
Council regarding the manner, cost and timetable for
implementation of all Commission recommendatickng.
3.
That the City of Sacramento appointeesto the Sacramento,
Environmental Commission be directed to enlist that Commission's
cooperation in overseeing implementation of the !Toxic Substances
Commissionrs recommendations.
J
Respectfully I,submtted,

Robert B. McCray''
Chairman
CC: Reggie Young

June 14, 1988. .
All District&
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PREFACE

In. 1985, Sacramento newspaper headlines often dealt
with concerns about toxic pollution in the American River, in
groundwater underlying military bases, in railroad yards, and in
other locations. Responding to these issues; a small group of
interested citizens met with then City Councilmember Grantland
Johnson for the purpose of establishing some type of entity to
provide advice to the City on these issues.
This meeting led to the establishment of the first .
local Toxic . Substances Commission in California, Two or three
other local jurisdictions in California had recently established
citizen advisory committees for toxic substances issues. Unlike
earlier advisory committees, the Commission was empowered to
initiate investigations and to make recommendations to the City
about. its. long-term tole in the regulation of toxic substances.
. In order to ensure appropriate balance and expertise,
each of the individuals appointed to the Commission had
. I
substantial professional training or personal experience in the
control or regulation of toxic substances, the protection of
humans from the effects of toxic substances, with governmental
regulatory programs or citizen activism. The employers of
Commission members included regulated industry, the toxics cleanup industry, regulatory agencies, the University of California,
and others. However, each Commissioner represented the public
and not any specific employer or interest group.

122D0060-A/6

1.

The goal of the Toxic Substances Commission has been

to

study all aspects of the City's effort to control toxics and to
recommend necessary changes which would improve the effectiveness
of those efforts,.with a special emphasis on avoiding duplication
of services and programs offered by the County of Sacramento or
other regulatory agencies. In order, to carry out this task, the
Commission held regular meetings on a biweekly basis for 24
months. These meetings included workshop sessions and fullfledged hearings at which some of the most controversial issues
of the day were considered. These special issues included
several topics relating to the groundwater contamination at
McClellan Air Force Base, an ordinance which would have banned
most uses of.plastic pipe in,the City of Sacramento, and'the
terms of a proposed consent decree with respect to Aerojet
'General Corporation and its parent company regarding groundwater
contamination and potential American River pollution. In
addition, the Commission's five subcommittees met in small groups
and with City and other governmental staff and members of the
public and the business community to obtain information necessary
to prepare the Background Reports. The Commission received
technical assistance in the beginning and later stages of its
effort. This resulted in Commission members performing their own
staff work to a large degree.:
During the final months of the Commission, the City and
County of Sacramento have moved toward implementation of a key
.

Commission recommendation, the consolidation of .City and County
toxics advisory bodies. I have had the privilege of working with

2200060-A/6

the elected officials and administrative staff of both local
agencies, during the past two years to implement this plan, which
has been my personal goal. Both local agencies Are to be
commended for their cooperation. However, the establishment of a
joint advisory commission is only a beginning. Much additional
effort is necessary to improve the.City's record' in its own use.
and in its regulation of businesses and private parties using
toxic substances. The key first step will be t ; hire a
knowledgeable employee to help coordinate the City's efforts.
Each of the Commissioners should be commended for his
or her efforts expended. in the public. interest and for the
benefit of the City of Sacramento. City staff should also be
thanked for their assistance. John Tomko was the City's first
toxic substances expert and initial staff member to the
Commission. Following his resignation from the City job, John
returned in the final months of the Commission to provide
critical consulting services and administr4tiveassistance.
Reggie Young of the City's. Department of Public Works had the
unwelcome task of attending all of the Commission's evening
meetings. Kathleen Mullen and Margie Walker provided the
administrative assistance to physically produce: Commission
minutes and reports. I thank each of - these individuals for their
efforts and I thank the City Council for providing to me the
opportunity to make a contribution to local gwiernment.

May 26, 1988
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ROBERT B. McCRAY, Chairman
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I
FINAL REPORT

I. OVERVIEW.
Sacramento has become a city of explosive growth. A June,
1986 study by Chase Econometrici of metropolita areas with a
population in excess of 1 million found that the Sacramento area
will have the-fastest growth of any such area im the country,
ranking first in employment growth, incomegrowth and population
growth. (The Short-Term Outlook For The Sacramento Metropolitan
Statistical Area, Chase Econometrics, June;1986 ) Key factors
contributing to this surge include a favorable business climate,
an affordable housing market, reasonable land prices, and an
attractive environment; overall, an attractive quality Of life.
Subsequent. events continue to bear out thekhase'assessment Of
Sacrimento't. growth potential.; however, this. potential will not
be achieved if Sacramento is unable to mai n tain the features
,
which make it attractive.. This report by he Sacramento Toxic
Substances Commission is intended to help tity policy makers
maintain and enhance the environmental quality which is so
attractive to business.
The City Of Sacramento has escaped, to a degree, many of the
problems associated with hazardous: materials and toxics*

*What are "toxics"? Toxic substances or toxics are
chemicals which are harmful or deadly to numan beings or other
forms of life such as plants, fish, wildlife and domestic
animals. Most chemicals are dangerous inhighenough concentrations, but toxic .chemicals are of concernbecause they are
harmful in small, sometimes readily encountered concentrations.

I
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pollution experienced in other communities in California.
According to a recent report to the City Council, this is a
result of having a local economy with little heavy industry:
"While the City of Sacramento has traditionally functioned as the
employment, trade, financial and service center for the fourcounty Sacramento Metropolitan. Area, it has never developed a
significant presence, in the manufacturing sector." (Targeted
Industry' Study, City of Sacramento, The Fantus, Corporation,
10/13/87, p. 10.4. The City, also has few high tech industries
Such as those which have caused toxics groundwater problems in
Santa- Clara County.,
The City Council has recognized the potential for the City
to increase its share of manufacturing employment within the
region. The Council defined its aims as:
Encouraging clean industry to locate within the City
Increasing the tax base
Providing immediate and future jobs that provide a
higher level of salary and wages
Continue to maintain the livability and quality of life
in the City
- Retain businesses

hat fit the criteria outlined above

In order to determine how best to pursue these objectives,
the City retained the services of the Fantus Company, a
consultant experienced in wo rking with industries which are
selecting locations for new facilities. The Fantus Company
outlined a.number of steps that the City could undertake to
achieve its goals, and defined some categories of industries that
can most acceptably. match the City's needs. These industries

12200060/9
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includepanufacturers,of electronic computing equipment,
electronic components, commercial printing, adhesives and
sealants, electronic measuring instruments, surgical and medical
instruments, surgical appliances and optical instruments. Fantus
also recommended• that, for Sacramento, the most realistic size of
targeted facilities is the medium range (50 to 250 employees).
These light industries can indeed, be clean- They compare
favorably with the larger heavy ("smokestack") industries that
have contributed so heavily to environmental pollution in the
mid-West. But they are also, by and large, heavily dependent on
the use of toxic chemicals in their manufacturing processes.

Environmental quality can be quickly lost and is not easily
regained,. The City mist be. careful to ensure, that new industry
utilizes the best of modern control technology.
Our challenge, as citi2ens and. policy makers. in the City, is
to match our environmental assets , with programs and actions that
help build, and maintain our municipal excellence. The Toxic
Substances Commission was asked to make recommendations on ways
to deal, with existing. environmental hazards' and: to prevent future
toxics contamination. Implementation of the Commission's
recommendations will he/p the City maintain itS reputation as a
clean. and.healthfui..pIace to Live an& do business. The Fantus

Company:; stated the challenge.
Fantus also recommends that the City of
Sacramento carry out its plans for improving
the climate for doing business in the city
while maintaining a high quality of life.
Commitment of time and. money to such plans
will avoid the pitfalls of increased 'traffic.
congestion, rapidly escalating real estate
prices, labor shortages, and economic
dependency upon a. single industry.
2200060/9
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Many of the recommendations included in this report will provide
similar safeguards and improvements in the area of toxics, as
well as facilitating relations with hazardous materials users
through recommendations regarding improvements in City programs
and structures.
In order to maintain the quality of life that makes
Sacramento so attractive to new industries, we should develop and
implement programs that support environmental quality and
community health and therefore are useful in the effort to
attract new industry. We must also pay attention to government
and existing industry use of toxic substances. Nothing will
destroy the City's reputation as an attractive place to live and
do business as quickly as the perception of widespread toxics
contamination.

This is not an academic concern for a region

which already contains several highly polluted 'drinking water
aquifers -- the result of past mishandling of hazardous'
materials.
The Commission's numerous recommendations are summarized in
Section III of this volume and may be found in their full form in
the Background Reports, which are collected in a separately bound
volume. The large number and detail of these recommendations can
be overwhelming to anyone who doesn't deal with the issues on a
regular basis. City staff should be responsible for overseeing
implementation of the specific recommendations. Policymakers
should at least be aware of the four major policy recommendations, as described in Section II, immediately following. Also
enclosed with this report are maps identifying underground tanks,
1 22D0060/9
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abandoned hazardous waste sites and some locations of hazardous

ill

materials usage in the City of Sacramento.

•
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II.

MAJOR POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Regional Coordination,
The City of Sacramento's effort to control toxics
should be coordinated as fully as possible with that of the
County of Sacramento. This will be most effectively accomplished
through the establishment of a joint City/County Advisory
Commission for toxic substances. Such a commission should
include an appropriately balanced number of City and County
appointees, should be advisory to the Board of Supervisors and
the City Council, and should be given designated authority to
address policy issues and the implementation of toxics regulatory
programs. This means that the Commission should be involved, for
example, in the review of proposed ordinances for toxics or
hazardous waste control and also should advise the Council and
Board of Supervisors on toxics permitting issues and appeals, to
the extent allowable by state and federal law.
The mere establishment of a joint commission will not
be enough, however. There must be a commitment on the part of
the City and County to strive for uniformity in the regulation of
toxic substances.. A start towards such uniformity and consistency has been made. In 1963, the City and County adopted
virtually identical Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinances,
following significant policy discussions. Since then, underground tank storage programs have been made largely uniform and
the Sacramento City Fire Department Hazardous Materials Response
Team supplies services to several fire districts in the
unincorporated area of the County.

122100060/9.
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Continued and increasing policy coordination is
important, both from the perspective of the regulatory agencies
and for regulated industries. From the government perspective,
it will simply be more efficient for the City and County to
coordinate their efforts. The primary benefit of this
coordination is probably found in the avoidance of duplicated
0
supervisory staff, although equipment costs andigeneral overhead
may also be reduced. Also from the government and public policy
prospective, consistency may help ensure that adequate controls
are implemented. Where neighboring 1 jurisdictions have differ'
ential regulatory. requirements (as in land use controls),
businesses tend to locate in the area of weaker, regulation, to
the perceived financial detriment of the gOverninent. of stricter
regulation. . This increases pressure on that entity to reduce or
waive. its' requirements.
The value of coordination is equally dramatic from the
perspective of the regulated industry. many co m panies have
operations in both the City and County.. Uniformity decreases
their education and compliance. costs. Also, uniformity ensures
the existence of a "level playing field" across the City/County
boundaries.
An additional reason for city participation in such a
panel is that, under California law, only the county can
implement hazardous waste control programs. Without a regional
body, which shares goal setting and reviews policy for a county
hazardous watts program, the city might be without a direct voice
in inspection, surveillande and enforcement of key state
hazardous waste laws within its jurisdiction.
122D0060/9
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B. Source Reduction.
Exposure to toxic substances can occur in a wide
variety of locations and situations. 'However, hazardous wastes
are one of the largest societal problems faced by government,
1
industry and the public. In the long 'run, the only effective way
to control hazardous wastes is at their source, that is, before
they become wastes. The term for this approach, which has been
recommended by federal and state agencies and is followed by the
most advanced and largest private companies, is "source
reduction".
A. major long-term policy challenge for the City of
Sacramento will be to help initiate source reduction plans by new
and expanding businesses. There is precedent for such action.
The City of Sacramento required - the Moss Land Company, in its
Delta Shores project, to establish a hazardous materials
management plan, enumerating a number of far-reaching actions to
prevent toxic pollution that would be'required of companies
locating in the development. The City also established a
Manufacturing Research and Development ("MRD") zone, for the
location of similar light industrial projects. The City should
require comprehensive hazardous materials management plans for
all MR D zones.
To the same degree that successful businesses in a.
competitive world economy must use the most modern technology,
and. must ceaselessly strive for efficient production in order to
excel, both business and the City must bring the same commitment

12200060/9

of resources. and managementtechniques to the area of pollution
•

prevention. It is no longer enough to simply control hazardous
wastes; they are wastes, and wasteful behavior simply can't
compete in a world economy. Nor can they be accepted in our
community. Reduction of all pollution at the source should be
our common goal,
The County of Sacramento has Adopted - a policy requiring
source reduction as the key to all industrial 'waste management
practice. The County plans to enforce the state's hazardous
•
waste laws throughout its territory, including conducting
inspections and providing technical assistance Within the City of
Sacramento. As County plans and programs are developed, the
jointly coordinated actions of the City must be consistent in
intent and degree.
The Commission suggests that .many of the Commissions
recommendations be implemented as additions to the. City's General
Plan, and through the land use permitting processes. In this
way, new construction and uses can be appropriately conditioned. Compliance costs for the regulated industry will be
dramatically reduced if they are accomplished as part of facility
planning and construction, rather than through subsequent
retrofits or add-on requirements imposed by a regulatory agency.

. City Staff and Data Base.
Not long after the Toxic Substances Commission was
organized, the City of Sacramento hired a water quality engineer
with substantial experience in toxics and hazardous waste

122100060/9-,

issues. This individual was assigned to the City's Public Works
Department based on the thought that his. primary responsibilities
would be in water quality issues (the City is the major area
purveyor of: drinking water) and such issues as the Sacramento
landfill. Within a year, the City lost this most valuable and
necessary staff and has been unable to find a replacement. At
least one difficulty faced by the City is that the former toxics
position was buried in the bureaucracy -- This made it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for the individual to perform
necessary functions, including coordination of City efforts and
coordination of the various data sources maintained by City
agencies.
Such coordination is vital because so many City departments play significant roles in toxics regulation and use. These
agencies include the Fire Department, Planning Department,
Department of Public Works, the City Safety Officer and others.
The Commission found that while laudatory efforts were being
undertaken by several of these agencies, there has been no
coordinated City policy and information is not shared as freely
as it should be.
Therefore, the Commission recommends that a new
position be created for a Toxics Coordinator. Administratively,
this position must be located in the City Manager's Office or
otherwise able to deal directly with all City staff without
obtaining the permission of a department director. Major job
responsibilities will include oversight of all City efforts in
the area of toxics regulation, serving as staff to the joint

12200060/9
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commission, serving other coordinating roles with County
agencies, advising the City Council on matters within the
jurisdiction of the position and overseeing development of .a City
(or City/County) data base on toxicsubstances, and developing a
timetable and implementation plan for the other 'recommendations
adopted by the .Toxic Substances Commission; Unless this new
position is created and filled by a competent and energetic
individual with appropriate staff and political:support, the
i!

following recommendations of the Commission will undoubtedly not
be carried out and the. City will, not receive many of the
potential benefits from the establishment of a joint commission.
Finally, in order for the CityFSefforts to be better
focused, new methods for using the database breated by the City's
Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance must be implemented.
This important tool is currentlTnot,accesSiblelor adequately
used. by'other City agencies- All City, staff muat use. the
information that the Fire Department now cbllectS to better focus
the useof the City's limited resources and to ;heat off potential
problems before they become serious.

D.

General Plan Element.

As noted, the City has not developed a coordinated
policy for toxics regulation. Instead, various' City agencies
have responded to specific problems within their jurisdiction.
Thus, for example, the City Fite DepartMentbaS1 established a.
Hazardous Materials Response Team which is now offering. services
within And outside , City boundaries- The City planning - Department

11
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has established minimal policies for the review of toxics issues
involved in land use permittiing decisions. The Public Works
Department has focused attenLon on certain problems, such as the
Sacramento landfill.
For the benefit of all City agencies, especially those
involved in the issuance of permits, to land use developers and
businesses, and for the benefit of . the public, the' City should
move rapidly to establish a. general plan element pertaining to
toxic substances. The County of Sacramento established such a
general plan element in 19871 There. are other regional planning
processes going on, including the AB 2948 process which can
provide' a starting point forisuch a general plan element. It is
tempting' to delay the preparation of aHgeneral plan element while ,
these planning . efforts are gOing on, in hopes that the issues
will become more settled at

future date. This is unwise

because there is no reason to believe that the City staff
1
workload will ever become lighter OT that new problems, leading
1
to new studies, will not continue to be discovered. The problem
is that in the meantime, City staff, the City Council and private
1
parties have inadequate guidance about the general policy of the
City- of Sacramento on these very significant matters.
.For these reasons, pursuant to the Commission's recommendation, the City Council has directed staff to develop an
appropriate general plan element which will form the basis for
1
City policy with respect to itoxics regulation. The staff report
is due by July, 19-88. Either as part of that element or in a
separate document, the City !should also establish appropriate

1 221)0060/9
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guidance for its internal operations which involve the handling
of toxic substance.

122D0Q60/T
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III.

SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS.

A.

Recommendations Pertainina to City Operations.

1.

Hazardous Materials Database. (Report No. 4)

a.

The City should develop a central information

source on toxic substances to serve the needs of City and public
users. The City Fire Department has been unable or unwilling to
provide efficient responses to requests for data. Therefore,
either the Fire Department should amend its procedures regarding
accessibility of information and the formats in which information
is provided, or another City ,agency should be designated to
control and distribute information to City staff and the public.
b.

The types of information maintained by the

City should be expanded to take advantage of state databases made
available to the City during the Commission's work. This will
require dedication of City resources, including computer and
programmer time, as well as those resources necessary to intake
and update state data files. The City's capabilities should be
expanded to include computergenerated maps and overlays, for use
in land use planning and other applications_

2.

Hazardous Waste Sites. (Report No. 5) •

a.

The City of Sacramento should institute a

program to track significant hazardous waste sites affecting City
residents and employees. As,part of this program, an updated and
accurate database of ranked bites should be obtained from the
various cognizant agencies (e.g., EPA, DOES, County Health).

12200060/9
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b.

The City should consider esablishing a

procedure to identify additional hazardous waste sites. One
method would involve implementation of a soil sampling
requirement which applies to certain property ttansactions and
land use changes. San Francisco has adopted suCh an ordinance.
c.

Expansion of the City's role in overseeing

actions taken by regulatory agencies in regard to hazardous waste
sites (e.g., participating in community relations programs,
1
serving as an information source, providing technical advice)
would provide valuable support to City residents.

3. Hazardous Materials Disclosure &rdinance.
(Report No. 12)
a.

The City Fire Department s*Ild conduCt a

study on "consumer packaged hazaidous materials."
1
The City should revise its l'Hazardous
b.
Materials Disclosure Ordinance (Chapter 71 of the City Code) to
require disclosure of the use and/or handiing qxtremely hazardous
substances (as defined by Section 304 of the SUperfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act of 1986), in quantities greater than the
federal reportable quantities.
Unless a different agency ls designated for
this role, the Fire Department should (1) estOlish a city-wide
hazardous materials database, (2) establish a Community accessto-information program, and (3) prepare an 'annual hazardous
materials report, containing a summary of all Collected data,
sorted by chemical and type of industry

12200060/9
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d.

The City should pursue efforts to ensure

compliance with the Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance
(even if voluntary) by county, state and federal facilities.
e.

The Fire Department should begin tracking

carcinogenic materials. In addition, the Proposition 65 carcinogens list should be used by the Fire Department in identifying
carcinogens.

H. Recommendations Relating to City Drinking Water.
1.

Trihalomethanes in Sacramento Drinking Water.
(Report No. 13)
a.

The Cityshould reexamine its assumptions

regarding the safety of the Current, 100 parts per billion
standard for trihalomethanes,
'b-

The.CityHCouncil should require City staff to

submit specific recommendations for reducing the level of THMs to
less than 25 parts per billiOn without reducing current levels of
protection from water-borne diseases.
c.

The City should support State legislation

seeking an immediate reevaluation of the trihalomethane standard
by the California Department of Health, Services.

2. Rice Herbicids in Sacramento Drinking Water.
(Report No. 13)
a.

The City should continue to monitor rice

herbicide contamination of City drinking water supplies, and
petition the Regional Water quality Control Hoard to enforce

122E0060.19
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strict controls on the method and manner of herbicide
application.
b.

The City should, support legislation like that

proposed by Assemblyman Connelly (AB 2630) to require the state
to ban the use of persistent water quality contaminants for which
infortation on health effects is lacking.
c.

The City should lobby the Sate Health

Serviced Departtent to consider the cumulative , effects of
pesticides repeatedly found in public drinking Water supplies.
d.

The City should' work with the League of

Cities and with the County Supervisors Association of California
to obtain support for its efforts to make state,government more
responsive to the rice herbicide issue.

C. Recommendations for City Reculatory PtogramS.
I. Land. Use

(Report No.. 9)
4

a-

The City of Sacramento should establish a

Hazardous Materials Element in its General, Plan; and enact a
Hazardous Materials Control Ordinance to. provide a basis for
local, control of the use-and handling of hazardous Substances.
b.

The City of Sacramento should modify the

zoning. code to protect sensitive areas from chemical risk. This
revision should establish zones in which hazardous materials
handling is permitted without. special conditions., other zones in
which such. handling is permitted under special conditions or in
small quantities .and zones where such materials are substantially prohibited. Such an analysis may begin with Sacramento

122E3006o/9
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County's hazardous materials constraints analysis, conducted
pursuant to AB 2948.
c.

The City should require applicants for

rezones: from an agricultural Or an. industrial use to a use which
will allow increased public access., to conduct a historical
survey and/or a soil sampling program, in order to furnish the
City with relevant information about contamination.
d.

The City should require a historical survey

and/or a soil sampling program for potentially contaminated
industrial properties whose owners are requesting a building
permit that includes the disturbance of at least 50 cubic yards
of soil.
e.

The Planning Department should modify the

CEQA Initial Study checklist to allow a better determination of
whether a proposed project has potentially significant impacts to
the environment as a result of past or future hazardous materials
usage.
f.

The Planning Department should revise the

building demolition permit to require the information in
Appendix I to the Land Use Report and should require an asbestos
inspection prior to demolition.
g.

The City should develop a coordinated

approach between the Fire Department and the Business Certificate
process whereby businesses and/or home occupations are questioned
as to their proposed usage of hazardous materials, and are
required to disclose such usage at the time of applying for a
business certificate.

12200060/9
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2.

Underground Storage Tanks. :(Reprt No. 3)

a- The City and County of sacrSkento should
develop clearly defined and unifotm-requirementS for tank
removal.
b.

The following conditions should be considered

in the development of tank removal, abandonment and decontamination requirements , :
(i) Establishment of a comPrehensive
application form for underground tank removal.
(ii) Notification of tank oWners of their
responsibility for securing the affected site during tank
1
removal.
Until. the California DOpartment of
Health Service adopts state tank . .removal gUidelines, decontaminai
tion of 'a removed tank should either be done on site and under
the supervision of the. Fire Department, or. the tank should be
transported as a hazardous waste to a permitted hazardous waste
facility for decontamination.
(iv) P. certificate of tank. destruction must
be issUed by , the receiving scrapyard to the tank owner or the
owner's agent within five (5) days of removal and disposal.
(v) Filler pipes, left in the ground when a
tank is removed, should be sealed to prevent future contamination
of the site.
(vi) The application for a permit to abandon
a tank should require that the abandonment prodess be explained.

122D0060/9

(including the identification of the inert substance to be used
to fill the tank). Furthermo e, the City Fire Department and/or
the County Environmental Protection Department should inspect the
project to verify closure and ensure that contamination has not
occurred.
(vii) The County's Environmental Protection
Department should provide state-generated materials such as the
draft Leaking Underground Fuel Tank (HLUFT") Manual (and the
final when it becomes available) to tank owners and/or their
consultants on all undergrounld fuel tank sites that are having
tank(s) removed and/or where monitoring indicates that a tank has
leaked.
(viii) A tkiorough site characterization should
I
be carried out. Contamination which moves past property
boundaries should trigger a notification of adjacent property
owners of potential contamination. Contamination which moves
under a public right-of-way ihould trigger notification to the
Public Works Department and egal Department of any public agency
with jurisdiction for the roldway.
(ix) Contaminated soil that is stockpiled
on-site should be completely covered at least until the Air
Pollution Control District has conducted a health assessment on
potential air emissions fromIthe soil.
(x) Parcels from which tanks have been
removed should be earmarked in City and-County records so that
future applications for water well construction permits on such
l for potential contamination.
parcels. would prompt a revie w

12200060/9

c.

A special notice, inclUding any necessary

conditions and restrictions, should be recOrded for land .where an
underground tank has been abandoned or where an incomplete cleanup program has been carried out.
d.

A. written agreement governing the. operator's

responsibilities for tank maintenance and Security between the
owner and, the operator of an underground. tank should. be required
under the AB 2185 Business Plan. programs.
e.

The City of Sacramento should petition. the
,

State Water Resources Control Board to develop a statewide
certification program for precision leak teating contractors . , to
evaluate the. current technology of "precision leak testing"
equipment in achieving: reliable and accurate results under actual
field. conditions, and to develop a more accurate method of: tank
1
inventory.
I •
. 3. TransOortation. (Report NO,. 6)
A„ hazardous materials 'transportation database
should be established', to include information regarding the
points of embarkation and• destination, roUtes,

transport

schedules and similar information which is usef ul for emergency
avoidance and response planning.
b.

[

Transportation restriCtions for hazardous

materials, including designated routes, temporal restrictions,
and prior notification of extremely dangerous compounds, should
be established. In addition, speed enforCement/control,
vehicular separation,, and parking restrictions should be considered for hazardous materials transport vehicles
12200060/9
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c.

Appropriate fines for the violation of

hazardous material transportation requirement should be
established.
d.

The City Council should direct the Fire

Department to present the recommendations of this report to the
Region IV local emergency planning committee, for their
consideration.

4. Indoor Air Pollution.
a.

(Report No. 10)

The City should assess whether predisposing

factors of indoor toxic air pollution (e.g., new weather-tight
buildings, paneling, foam furniture) are present in City
buildings and evaluate the cOtential health impacts to employees.
b.

The City should es tablish a requirement that

prior to real estate transac'tions invo lying homes of certain
ages, an asbestos inspection' be completed and made available to
the buyer.
c.

In association with other organizations, the ,

.City may sponsor community awareness workshops on indoor air

d.

In the absence, of federal or state

regulation, the City should review and revise building codes to
reduce health risks from indoor air pollution.

12200060/9
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D.

Recommendations for City Operations that Involve Toxics
Handling.

1.

General City Operations. (Report' No. 1)

a.

The City Safety Officer, in Concert with

departmental safety committees, should conduct a. systematic audit
of each department's employee exposures to toxie substances and
current programs. to address exposures. The results of this audit
should be 'suMmarized in a report, for review by the. City council,
no later than July, 1989.
b.. The City Safety Officer shot4d conduct a
'review of community exposures to toxic substances which arise
from City agency operations. Each department should report to
the City. Safety Officer all operations which ma ,, result in public
exposure to hazardous substances. Reporting shOuld take place no
16

later than December, 1988. Once these operations have been
identified, the Safety Officer and the Industrial Hygienist
should conduct on-site monitoring to determine the significance
of community exposures and develop a plan to prevent them. A
report summarizing the Safety Officer's finding and-recommendations should be presented to the City Council no later than July,
1989.
The City Council should establish by
resolution the City's official commitment to worker health and
•
safety and: prevention of community exposures to i toxic
substances
from City operations. The resolution should esablish the
foundation and authorization for the. implementation of the two
toxic substances exposure reviews described in he two previous
recommendations, including the authorization of necessary funds.
12200060/9
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2. City Landfill. (Report No. 2)
The following recommendations pertain to 28th

a.

street landfill operations:
(i) The City should review the effectiveness
and adequacy of existing methane gas control methods and augment
systems as necessary to ensure the controlled, release of methane
to the atmosphere above the site (particularly within confined
spaces).
(ii) The City's Safety Officer should monitor
all landfill site work areas (particularly confined spaces) for
combustible gas, post warning signs prohibiting any sources of
ignition, and amend work practices in accordance with OSHA
standards governing confined work spaces..
(iii) Industrial hygiene studies should be
conducted to consider the mixture synergisms and additive effects
of airborne hydrocarbon contaminants, on human health as a
possible chronic health hazard to potentially affected landfill
surface work crews.
(iv) The City's Safety Officer should ensure
that all landfill employees are provided with adequate personal
protective equipment (i.e., gloves, face shields, hearing
protectors, etc.).
b.

The following environmental aspects of City

Landfill operations should be reviewed:
(i) The City should conduct future and
continuing studies pertaining to landfill gas characterization,
water quality, ambient air and worker health/safety evaluations.
122=60/9
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(ii) The City should pay particular attention
to the inactive portion of the landfill site with respect to'
potential leachate migration and vinyl chlOride generation.
c.

Environmental risk management in the City

Landfill will be improved by the following recommendations:
(i) The City should implement public
awareness programs, recommended in Background Report No. 15,
Household Hazardous Wastes, to minimize the potential health
risks to Solid Waste Division personnel, and to preclude any
adverse environmental consequences, such as groundwater
contamination or air pollution..
1
(ii) The City should train andfill and
collection personnel in basic hazardous materials recognition.
These personnel should be capable of identifying hazardous
substances, understand why hazardous substances don't belong at
the landfill, and know what action to take when hazardous
substances are found.
(iii) The City should review existing site
emergency contingency plans. At a minimum, the plan should
include a basic plan of action to deal with the control of
hazardous materials, including liquids. This plan should be
integrated into the City's area plan, as required by AB 2185.
d.

In order - to implement Source reduction, the

City should provide curbside newspaper and beve rage container
(glass and aluminum) :recycli•g, rather than wai ting for the
enactment of state programs. AB 2020 (Margolin, California
Beverage Container Recycling Act of 1987) establishes a statewide

12200060/9, .
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beverage container recycling program but it does not address
community curbside recycling programs, although it does provide
an opportunity for local governments to support source reduction
efforts,

•

3. Emergency ResOonse. (Report No. 14)
a.

The Fire Department should evaluate its

emergency response training Program and stage large-scale emergency response training exercises.
b.

The Fire Department should prOvide emergency

response training to "line" fire fighters.
c.

The Fire Department should revise the

Hazardous Materials Response Plan to incorporate more specific
procedures for the evacuation of the public. Those city
representatives having, the authority tO order an evacuation
should be clearly identified in the Plan.
d.

The Fire Department should provide regular

hazardous materials exposure medical examinations to all
responders potentially exposed to hazardous materials.
e.

The FireDepartment should require that

incident reports include a discussion on responder exposure to
hazardous materials.
f.

■
The FirelDepartment should provide hazardous

materials information directly to initial responders and Haz Mat
teams, before their arrival at a commercial and/or industrial
facility that has disclosed

12200060/c
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use of hazardous materials.
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I!

It
II
11

g.

The Fire Department should consolidate the

various local, state, and federal emergency response planning
requirements into a single, coordinated program.
h.

The City Council should adopt an ordinance

requiring that the Fire Department be notified ot all accidents

ii

involving hazardous. materials. Also, the Fire Department should

1

associated with the transport of hazardous mate0.als.

II
II
Ii
II

evaluate the need for a• regulatory program to address the hazards

i.

The Fire Department should budget for state-

of-the-art emergency response equipment.

4-, Household Hazardous Waste. (Rep6rt No. 15)
1
The City of Sacramento should alter its emphasis
on household hazardous wastes (HHW's) from ,a disposal perspective
to one on redUcing the' sources of' these wastes. Available
options include the following:
14

.a.

A coordinated legal governmOnt and industrial

effort to identify those household products that have the
greatest potential to generate hazardous c.istes and to develop
benign alternatives and/or establish a local redemption program
for these waste products.
b.

II

Establish a public educatioh program that

would advocate and promote the use of benign alternatives to
toxic household products.

!

c.

Lobbying the state and federal governments to

develop legislation advocating the elimination (or minimization)
of toxics in household products.

II
1

11 •
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E. Recommendations as to Other Toxics Issues.
1.

Ambient Air Quality. (Report No. 7)
a.

The City and County should establish an Air

Quality Element in their Gen ral Plans, and require that new
development be consistent wi h the air quality element.
b.

The City should continue to work with

business and environmental groups to develop public/private
partnerships and a Transportation System Management Plan to
encourage reductions in daily vehicle miles traveled.
c.

The City and County should work with

adjoining areas to promote a regional approach to air pollution
control.
d.

The City should continue its efforts to

educate the public about air pollution problems.
e.

The City should develop programs to ensure

optimal maintenance of fleet vehicles and to convert to cleaner
fuels.
f.

The City should support AB 4355, which would

give the Sacramento Air Pollution Control District greater legal
authority to control emissions from motor vehicles.
g.

The City should support legislation designed

to phase in vehicles which u se-cleaner fuels.

1
•

2.

Toxic Air Contaminants. (Report No. 8)
a.

The City of Sacramento should follow the lead

of Santa Cruz County in adopting an ordinance which prohibits

12200060/9
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"air pollution" in commercial, residential and light industrial
zones. This would provide a valuable basis' for legal action to
restrict the most obvious of polluters.
b.

The most effective control_ of toxic air

contaminants is at their source, before they contaminate the
air. Therefore, the City should adopt appropriate general plan
amendments and expand the use of hazardous materials management
programs to require mass balancing, sourcecontrols, and other
modern industrial techniques for decreasing the quantity of
hazardous wastes, as required of the Delt0hore Project in South
Sacramento.
c.

The City's general land use policies, some of

which. are intended to reduce the use of private automobiles for
daily trips, will help reduce toxic air contaminants by avoiding
unnecessary vehicle miles. Therefore, thekity should vigorously
pursue its existing trip reduction policies and those recommended
in Report No. 7.

3.

Toxics in Food. (Report No, 11)
a.

The City of Sacramento should support

legislation addressing the detection, monitoring and control of
chemical and pesticide residues in foods.
b,

The City should. support the efforts by

private industry (e.g., Raleys Supermarkets) to. increase public
awareness, of, and reduce exposure to, toxijc chemicals in food
substances,

12200060/9
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

TSCREPOI - TOXIC EXPOSURES RELATED TO CITY OPERATIONS
1.

The City Safety Officer, in concert with the City's Risk Manager, the Manager of Occupational Health
and Safety, departmental safety committees and/or safety coordinators, should conduct a review of
each department's employee exposures to toxic substances, and current programs to address exposures.
The results of this review, should be summarized in a report, for review by the City Council, no later
than July 1989.

2.

The City Safety Officer should conduct a review of community expcfsures to toxic substances which
arise from City agency operations. Each department should report to the City Safety Officer all
operations which may result in public exposure to hazardous substances. The Safety Officer should
develop a standard reporting form. Reporting should take place no later than December, 1988. Once
these operations have been Identified, the Safety Officer and the Industrial Hygienist should conduct
on-site monitoring to determine the significance of community Ilexposures and develop a plan to prevent
them. A report summarizing the Safety Officer's findings and recommendations should be presented to
the City Council no later than July, 1989.

3.

The City Council should establish by resolution the City's Adel commitment to worker health and
safety and prevention of community exposures to toxic substances from City operations. The
resolution should establish the foundation and authorization for the implementation of the two toxic
substances exposure reviews referred to in the two previous recommendations, including the
authorization of necessary funds.
•

TSCREPO2 - REVIEW OF SACRAMENTO LANDFILL OPERATIONS
A. 28th Street Landfill Operations Review
1.

The City should review the effectiveness and adequacy of existing methane gas control methods
and augment systems as necessary to ensure the controlled release of methane to the atmosphere
above the site (particularly within confined spaces).

2.

The City's Safety Officer should monitor all landfill site work areas (particularly confined spaces)
for combustible gas, post warning signs prohibiting any sources of ignition and amend work
practices in accordance with OSHA standards governing confined work spaces.

3.

Industrial hygiene studies should be conducted to consider the mixture synergisms and additive
,effects of airborne hydrocarbon contaminants on human health as a possible chronic health hazard
to potentially affected landfill surface work crews.

4.

The City's Safety Officer should ensure that all landfill employees are provided with adequate
personal protective equipment (ie. gloves, face shields, hearing protectors, etc.).

TOXREC
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B. Environmental Aspects
1.

The City should conduct future and continuing studies pertaining to landfill gas characterization,
water quality, ambient air and worker health/safety evaluations.

2.
•

The City should pay particular attention to the inactive portion of the landfill site with respect
to potential ieachate migration and vinyl chloride generation.

C. Environmental Risk Management
1.

The City should implement public awareness programs, recommended in Background Report Na. 15,
Household Hazardop Wastes. to minimize the potential health risks to Solid Waste Division
personnel, and to preclude any adverse environmental consequences, such as ground water
contamination or air pollution.

2.

The City should train landfill and collection personnel in basic hazardous materials recognition.
These individuals should be capable of identifying hazardous substances, understand why
hazardous substances don't belong at the landfill, and what action to take when hazardous
substances are found.

3.

The City should review existing site emergency contingency plans. At a minimum, the plan
should include a basic plan of action to deal with the control of hazardous materials, including
liquids. This plan should be integrated into the City's AB 2185 required area plan.

D. _Source Reduction
1. The City should plan and implement a curbside newspaper and beverage container recovery
program.
TSCREPO3 - UNDERGROUND TANK PROGRAM REPORT
1.

The City and County of Sacramento should develop clearly defined and uniform requirements for tank
removal, tank abandonment, site characterization and cleanup.

2.

The following conditions should be considered in the development of the requirements in Rec. # 1:
a.

Establishment of a comprehensive application form for underground tank removal.

b.

Notification of a tank owner that he or she is responsible for securing the affected site during
tank removal.

c.

Until the California Department of Health Service adopt state tank removal guidelines,
decontamination of a removed tank should either be done on-site and under the supervision of
the Fire Department, or the tank should be transported as a hazardous waste to a permitted
hazardous waste facility for decontamination.

d.

A certificate of tank destruction must be Issued by the receiving scrapyard to the tank owner or
the owner's agent within five (5) days of removal and disposal.

II
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e.

Filler pipes, left in the ground when a tank Is removed, should be sealed to prevent future
contamination of the site.

f.

The application for a permit to abandon a tank should require that the abandonment process be
explained (including the identification of the inert substance used to fill the tank). Furthermore,
the City Fire Department and/or the County Environmental Protection Department should inspect
the process to verify closure and ensure that contamination has not occurred.

g.

The County's Environmental Protection Department should provide the draft LUFT Manual (and
the final when it becomes available) to tank owners and/or their consultants on all underground
fuel tank sites that are having tank(s) removed and/Or where monitoring indicates that a tank
has leaked.

h.

A thorough site characterization should be consistently carried out. Contamination which moves
past property boundaries should trigger a notification of adjacent property owners of potential
contamination. Contamination which moves under a public right-of-way should trigger notification
to the Public Works Department and Legal Department of that particular jurisdiction.

i.

Contaminated soil, that is stockpiled on-site, should be completely covered at least until the Air
Pollution Control District has conducted a health assessment on air emissions from the soil.

j.

Parcels from which tanks have been removed should be earmarked so that future applications for
water well construction permits on these parcels would key a review.

II

3.

A special notice, including any necessary conditions and restrictions, should be attached to the deed
for land where an underground tank has been abandoned and at a ,cleanup site where some residual
contamination remains.

4.

A written agreement between the owner and the operator of an underground tank should be required
under the AB 2185 Business Plan program.

5.

The City of Sacramento should petition the State Water Resources Control Board to develop a
statewide certification program for precision leak testing contractors, to evaluate the current
technology of "precision leak testing" equipment in achieving reliable and accurate results under
actual field conditions, and to develop a more accurate method of tank inrntory.

TSCREPO4 - DATABASE

1
II

II

1.

The City should develop a central information source to serve the needs of the City and public uses.

2.

The City should include certain information available from state and federal data sources.

TSCREPO5 - HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
1.

The City of Sacramento should institute a program to track significant hazardous waste sites affecting
City residents and employees. As part of this program, an 'updated, and accurate database of ranked
sites should be obtained from the various cognizant agencies (e.g., EPA, ,DOHS, County Health).

2.

The City should consider establishing a procedure to identify additional hazardous waste sites. One
method would involve implementation of a soil sampling requirement which applies to certain property

•
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transactions, and land use changes. San Francisco has adopted such an ordinance.
3. Expansion of the City's role in overseeing actions taken by regulatory agencies in regard to hazardous
waste sites (e.g., participating in community relations programs, information source, technical advisor)
would provide valuable support to City residents.
TSCREPO6 - TRANSPORTATION
1.

A hazardous materials' transportation database should be established, to Include information regarding
the points of embarkation and destination, routes, transport schedules and similar information which is
useful for emergency avoidance and response planning.

2.

Routing restrictions, including designated routes, temporal restrictions, and prior notification, should be
established. In addition, speed enforcement/control, vehicular separation, and parking restrictions
should be considered for hazardous materials transport vehicles.

3.

Fines appropriate to the violation of hazardous material transportation legislation should be
established.

4.

The City Council should direct the Fire Department to present the recommendations of this report, to
the Region IV local emergency planning committee, for their consideration.

TSCREPO7 - AIR QUALITY - 'CONVENTIONAL POLLUTANTS
1. The City and County should include an Air Quality Element in their General Plans, and require that
new development be consistent with the air quality element.
2. The City should continue to work with business and environmental groups to develop public/private
partnerships and a Transportation System Management Plan to encourage reductions in daily vehicle
miles traveled.
3. The City and County should work with adjoining areas to promote a regional approach to air pollution
control.
4. The City should continue its efforts to educate the public about air pollution problems.
5. The City should develop programs to ensure optimal maintenance of fleet vehicles and to convert to
cleaner fuels.
6. The City should support AB 4355, which would give the Sacramento Air Pollution Control District
greater legal authority to control emissions from motor vehicles.
7. The City should support legislation designed to phase in vehicles which use cleaners fuels.
TSCREPO8 -TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS
1. The City of Sacramento should follow the lead of. Santa Cruz County in adopting an ordinance Which
prohibits "air pollution" in commercial, residential and light industrial zones. This would provide a

1
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•

valuable basis for legal action to restrict the most obvious of pollutants.

2.

The most effective control of toxic air contaminants is at their source, before they contaminate the
air. Therefore, the City should adopt appropriate general plan amendments and expand the use of
hazardous materials management programs to require mass balance, source controls, and other modem
industrial techniques for decreasing the quantity of hazardous wastes, as required of the Delta Shore
Project In South Sacramento.

3.

The City's general land use policies, some of which are intended to reduce use of private automobiles
for daily trips, will help reduce toxic air contaminants by avoiding unnecessary vehicle miles.
Therefore, the City should vigorously pursue Its existing trip reduction policies and those recommended
in Report No. 7.

TSCREPO9 LAND USE REPORT
-

1.

The City of Sacramento should adopt a Hazardous Materials Element to their General Plan.

2.

The City of Sacramento should modify the zoning code to protect sensitive areas from chemical risk.
This revision should establish zones In which hazardous materials handling is permitted without special
conditions, other zones in which such handling is permitted under special conditions or in small
quantities, and zones where such materials are substantially prohibited.

3.

The Planning Department should initially utilize Sacramento County's constraints analysis, conducted
pursuant to AB 2948, in developing the hazardous materials siting zones, referred to in the previous
recommendation.

4.

The City of Sacramento should require an applicant, requesting a rezone from an agricultural or an
industrial use to a use which will allow increased public access, to conduct, prior to rezoning, a
historical survey and/or a soil sampling program.

5.

The City of Sacramento should enact a Hazardous Materials Control Ordinance to provide a basis for
local control of the use and handling of hazardous substances.

6.

The City of Sacramento should enact an ordinance, requiring a historical survey and/or a soil sampling
program for potentially contaminated, Industrial properties whose owners are requesting a building
permit that includes the disturbance of at least 50 cubic yards of soil.

7.

The Planning Department should modify the CUM Initial Study checklist to allow a better
determination of whether a proposed project has potentially significant impacts to the environment as
a result of hazardous materials usage.

8.

The Planning Department should revise the building demolition permit to require the information in
Appendix Ito the Land Use Report and should require an asbestos Inspection prior to demolition.

9.

The City of Sacramento should develop a coordinated approach between the Fire Department and the
Business Certificate process whereby businesses are questioned as to their proposed usage of hazardous
materials, and are required to disclose such usage before• or within two weeks of applying for a
business certificate.
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TSCREP10 - INDOOR AIR POLLUTANTS
1.

The City of Sacramento should assess whether predisposing factors (e.g., new weather-tight buildings,
paneling, foam furniture) are present In City buildings and evaluate the potential health Impacts to
employees.

2.

In association with other organizations, the City may sponsor community awareness workshops on
indoor air pollution.

3.

In the absence of federal or state regulation, the City should review and revise building codes to
reduce health risks from Indoor air pollution.

4.

The City should establish a requirement that prior to real estate transactions involving homes of
certain ages, an asbestos inspection be completed and made available to the buyer.

TSCREP11 -TOXIC IN FOOD
The City of Sacramento should support legislation addressing the detection, monitoring and control of
chemical and pesticide residues in foods.
2. The City should support the efforts by private industry (e.g., Raleys Supermarkets) to increase public
awareness of and reduce exposure to, toxic-chemicals in food substances.
TSCREP12 - HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISCLOSURE ORDINANCE REPORT
1.

The City Fire Department should conduct a study on "consumer packaged"
hazardous materials".

2.

The City of Sacramento should revise its Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance (Chapter 71 of the
City Code) to require disclosure of the use and/or handling of extremely hazardous substances (as
defined by Section 304 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986) in quantities
greater than the federal reportable quantities.

3.

Unless a different agency is designated for this role, the Fire Department should (1) establish a i , citywide hazardous materials database, (2) establish a community access-to-Information program, and (3)
prepare an annual hazardous materials report, containing a summary of all collected data, sorted by
chemical and type of industry (SIC codes could be used).

4.

The City should pursue efforts to ensure compliance with the Disclosure Ordinance (even if voluntary)
by county, state and federal facilities.

5.

The City Fire Department should begin tracking carcinogenic materials. In addition, the Prop 65
carcinogenic list should be used by the Fire Department in identifying carcinogens.
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TSCREP13 - DRINKING WATER
PART I: TRIHALOMETHANES IN SACRAMENTO DRINKING WATER

II

1.

The City should reexamine its assumptions regarding the safety of the current 100 parts per billion
standard for trihalomethanes.

2.

The City Council should request city staff to submit specific recommendations for reducing the
level of THMs to less than 25 parts per billion without reducing, current levels of protection from
water-borne diseases.

3.

The City should support State legislation seeking an Immediate reevaluation of the trihalomethane
standard by the California Department of Health Services.
11

PART II:

II
1

11

RICE HERBICIDES IN SACRAMENTO DRINKING WATER

1.

The City should continue to monitor the situation with respect to rice herbicide contamination of
city drinking water supplies, and petition the Regional Water Quality Control Board to enforce
strict controls on the method and manner of herbicide application.

2.

The City should support legislation like that proposed by Assemblyman Connelly (AB 2630) to
require the state to ban the use of persistent water quaky contaminants for which information on
health effects is lacking.

3.

The City should lobby the State Health Department to consider the cumulative effects of pesticides
repeatedly found in public drinking water supplies.

4.

The City should work with the League of Cities and with the County Supervisors Association of
California to obtain support for its efforts to make state i;governthent more responsive to the rice
herbicide issue.

TSCREP14- EMERGENCY RESPONSE REPORT
1.

The Fire Department should evaluate its emergency response training program and stage large-scale
emergency response training exercises.

2.

The Fire Department should provide emergency response training to °line" fire fighters.

3.

The Fire Department should revise the Hazardous Materials Response Plan to incorporate more
specific procedures for the evacuation of the public. Those city representatives having the
authority to order art evacuation should be clearly identified in the Plari.

4.

The Fire Department should provide regular hazardous materials exposure medical examinations to
all responders potentially exposed to hazardous materials.

5.

The Fire Department should require that Incident reports include a discussion on responder exposure
to hazardous materials.

6.

The Fire Department should provide hazardous materials information directly to initial responders
and Haz Mat teams, before their arrival at a commercial and/or industrial facility that has disclosed
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of hazardous materials.
7.

The Fire Department should consolidate the various local, state, and federal emergency response
planning requirements into a single, coordinated program.

8.

City Council should adopt an ordinance requiring that the Fire Department be notified of all , accidents
involving hazardous materials. Also, the Fire Department should evaluate the need for a regulatory
program to address the hazards associated with the transport of hazardous materials.

9.

The Fire Department should budget for state-of-the-art emergency response equipment.

TSCREP15 - HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE REPORT
The City of Sacramento should alter its emphasis on household hazardous waste (HHW's) from a disposal
perspective to one on reducing the sources of these wastes. Available options include the following:
A coordinated local government and industrial effort to identify those household products that have
the greatest potential to generate hazardous wastes, and to develop benign alternatives and/or
establish a local redemption program for these waste products.
2.

Establish a public education program that would advocate and promote the use of benign alternatives
to toxic household products.

3.

Lobbying the state and federal governments to develop legislation advocating the elimination (or
minimization) of taxies in household products.
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TOXIC EXPOSURES RELATED TO CITY OPERATIONS
I.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

i
The City Safety Officer, in concert with the City's Risk Manageil , the Manager of Occupational
Health and Safety, departmental safety committees and/or safety i1 coordinators, should conduct a
review of each department's employee exposures to toxic substances, and current programs to address
exposures. The results of this review should be summarized in l'a report, for review by the City
Council, no later than July 1989. ,
I
The City Safety Officer should conduct a review of community expi.i7)sures to toxic substances which
arise from City agency operations. Each department should report to the City Safety Officer all
operations which may result In public exposure to hazardous substances. The Safety Officer should
develop a standard reporting form. Reporting should take place no later than December, 1988. Once
these operations have been identified, the Safety Officer and the Industrial Hygienist should conduct
on-site monitoring to determine the significance of community exposures and develop a plan to prevent
them. A report summarizing the Safety Officer's findings and recommendations should be presented to
the City Council no later than July, 1989.
1
The City Council should establish by resolution the City's official commitment to worker health and
safety and prevention of community exposures to toxic substarices from City operations. The
resolution should establish the foundation and authorization r for thei! implementation of the two toxic
substances exposure reviews referred to in the two previous recommendations, including the
authorization of necessary funds.

II. BACKGROUND
The City of Sacramento has 12 departments. Combined, these departments and other City Officers' staffs
employ over 3,500 workers represented by bargaining units, and approximately 150 in management positions.
When indoor air pollution and various office conditions are taken into acccunt, all City employees have the
potential for some type of hazardous exposure on the job. However, certain city operations may involve
direct employee exposure to known toxic materials and raise a higher level of concern. These operations
include water treatment, police department clandestine drug identification, firefighting, sign painting and
cleaning, fleet management, flood control and sewer, parks and commuritty services, and general services
(materials storage). Exposures may include chemical (liquids, gases, dusts, fumes and mists); ergonomic
(equipment, machines, hand tools); physical (ionizing/nonionizing radiatiqn, noise, vibrations); temperature;
pressure; and biological.
City operations also may result in exposure to members of the public. Of particular concern are certain
aspects of the city's water service and parks and community services aCtivities, including maintenance of
the public golf courses.
City management is responsible for compliance with applicable state and federal laws governing employee
and citizen exposure. In each department, this responsibility rests primarily with the department head and
is delegated to the supervisor in charge of affected operations.
1,
The City's Risk Manager, the Manager of Occupational Health and Safety and the Safety Officer are all
responsible, to varying degrees, with the management of employees' Uses of hazardous materials. In
addition 'many departments have safety committees and/or safety coordinators that are also involved in
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addition many departments have safety committees and/or safety coordinators that are also involved in
employee health Issues related to the uses of hazardous materials.
Specific Problems

With regard to employee and public exposures, the City appears to be doing a better than adequate job.
City management -- and in particular the City's Safety Officer -- gets high marks from all affected
employee organizations.
Recognizing the City's generally good job, this report aims to identify areas where city operations can be
Improved. According to information provided by the City's Risk Management Unit, since 1977, 171
employees have filed workers' compensation claims for Injury or illness caused by toxic chemical exposures:
Injury and illness are one clue to areas where city operations could be improved to prevent hazardous
exposures. Exposure -- even where there have been no reports of illness -- also is an index for
identifying possible improvements.
The greatest potential for hazardous material exposures occurs in the following city operations:
o

Water treatment. Employees handle one ton cylinders of chlorine gas. Even though they are fully
trained for this activity, there is potential for very serious exposures.

o

Parks and Community Services. Employees apply pesticides and herbicides to control Elm Leaf beetle
and other infestations. While these workers are licensed Pest Control Applicators, they still may be
exposed, or contribute to public exposures.

o

Police Department identification of clandestine drug operations. Police Officers are exposed during
drug busts, and in locating illegal chemical "dumps" related to drug manufacture. The problem is
nationwide -- and serious enough to warrant a special NIOSH study, currently being conducted with
the cooperation of the Sacramento and Dallas police departments.

An initial review of exposures, by department, was made by Subcommittee C, and is included as an
attachment to this report.
III. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Sacramento does a better than adequate job of protecting Its employees and residents from
toxic exposures. Against this backdrop, we recommend that the City take steps to position itself as a
model, providing exemplary protections which might lead the way for other local governments.
Such steps will benefit the City by enhancing its reputation for "good government". They also could be
expected to make a positive contribution to employee morale. Furthermore, these measures are justified by
the anticipated tangible cost savings resulting from fewer employee illnesses and injuries. Prevention of
public exposures will also ensure that the City is not named in third party claims ("toxic torts"). Although
citizen actions have not been a problem in the past, it is not unreasonable to preempt this possibility, in
light of the current high level of public concern regarding toxics.
To establish itself as a leader in preventing employee and public exposures, the following recommendations
should be implemented:

0
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Recommendation #1: The City's Safety Officer in concert with the City 4 Risk Manager, the Manager of
Occupational Health and Safety, departmental safety committees and/or safety coordinators, should conduct
a review of each department's employee exposures to toxic substances, and current programs to address
exposures. The results of this review should be summarized In a report, far review by the City Council, no
later than July, 1989. The report should focus on those departments having relatively high risk toxic
exposures, specifically the Police and Fire Departments, Public Works, Parks and Recreation and General
Services (Fleet Management Division). This report should also include recommendations to minimize
employee exposures to toxic chemicals and it should evaluate the need for an annual systematic audit of
hazardous materials within each department. This audit should include a tracking system that would balance
the inputs and outputs of hazardous materials within each department. The attached table, containing this
subcommittee's initial review of toxic exposures, within city departmenta, should be utilized. The audit
review should focus on the following six criteria:
1
a. Compliance with existing laws and standards. Has the City properly implemented the state's Hazardous
Substances Information and Training Act (Right-to-Know) as reauthorized in 1986? Does It comply with
applicable Cal/OSHA standards? Does the department comply with the "designated employee" reporting
requirements of Proposition '65'. If a department is not in compliance a plan for immediate compliance
should be developed.

b. Education. Aside from requirements in existing law, does each department provide education and
training to employees who are exposed to potentially hazardous substanpes? If not, curricula should be
developed which cover actual substances involved, potential health effects, protective gear, and related
policies and procedures.
c. Personal Protective Gear. Does each department provide protective gear which effectively prevents

hazardous exposures? This review should evaluate the need to provide protective gear in excess of the
gear required by state or federal laws, but necessary to provide maximum protection to an employee. If
needed, develop new guidelines for personal protection. (For example, Fire Department could adopt special
respiratory protective measures to prevent asbestos exposure during 7overhaul" ; it could also require
appropriate protective clothing for grass and auto fires.)
d. Engineerina Controls. Does each department implement engineering Controls where needed to prevent
toxic exposures? (One example of an effective control is the sprinkling system developed to prevent
exposure to dust from yellow leaded paint during street stripe removal operations.)
e. Workplace monitorina. Does each department monitor levels of workplace contamination as needed?
The City's Industrial Hygienist should conduct "targeted" monitoring to determine levels of employee
exposure. If levels exceed thresholds established in state or federal law, steps should be taken to ensure
immediate compliance. Furthermore, if exposure levels comply with state and/or federal standards, but
pose a concern based on the City Safety Officer's professional evaluation steps should be taken to lower
exposure levels,
f. Medical exams and treatment. Does each department provide medical 'I services appropriate to the types

of exposures incurred? Employees with serious toxic exposures should 'receive baseline, annual, and as
needed exams conducted by qualified occupational doctors. Such employees include police officers involved
in clandestine drug operations, and firefighters. Medical treatment also should be available immediately
after serious exposures, characterized by severe symptoms or knowledge of exposure to a known toxic
material.
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q. Safe substitutes. For toxic substances currently being used by city departments, determine safe
substitutes which could be used instead? Determine the feasibility of converting to the safe substitute.
Whenever a feasible safe substitute exists, the Safety Officer should recommend a plan and timeline for
converting to its usage. In those cases where a safe substitute Is not feasible, warning requirements
(similar to the Proposition 65 warning requirements) should be issued.
RECOMMENDATION #2: The City Safety Officer should conduct a review of community exposures to !toxic
substances which arise from City agency operations. Each department should report to the City Safety
Officer all operations which may result in public exposure to hazardous substances. The Safety Officer
should develop a standard reporting form. Reporting should take place no later than December, 1988. Once
these operations have been identified, the Safety Officer and the Industrial Hygienist should conduct on-site
monitoring to determine the significance of community exposures and develop a plan to prevent thern. A
report summarizing the Safety Officer's findings and recommendations should be presented to the City
• Council no later than July, 1989.
Potential problems and possible remedial actions include:
o

Pesticide and Herbicide Application Operations. Various methods of preventing public exposure should
be analyzed and the preferred method implemented. The current method employed is posting' of a
notice 24 hours in advance of application. Other methods include preventing public entry into an area
being treated, and use of non-toxic alternatives.

o

Water supply. Concerns include exposure to rice herbicides, and THMs resulting from chlorination.
Methods to prevent exposure include continued action to persuade the State Water Resources Control
Board and the Department of Food and Agriculture to effectively regulate rice herbicide use; and
exploring the use of alternatives to chlorination for drinking water supplies.

Recommendation #3: The City Council should establish by resolution the City's official commitment to
worker health and safety and prevention of community exposures to toxic substances from City operations.
The resolution should establish the foundation and authorization for the implementation of the two itoxic
substances exposure reviews referred to in the two previous recommendations, including the authorization
of necessary funds.
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Air Cond. Maint
General Services

Frean - degreases
hard sprayed onto
cooling-coils= -

Who's Affected
Employee Public

Recommended
Protective Measures.

Current Practice

gloves, respiratory
protection?

X

Heavy duty detergent
1,(4ad

soldering

respiratory protection.

Animal Control

Carbon Monoxide
(euthanasia)

City Attorney

Office products
(xeroxing, whiteout)

City Clerk

13th & I St. Airborne
particulate in new bldg.

Ask Facility Management
to have contractors
certify safety of bldg.
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(re ductwork). Talk to
Gary Szydelko.

On-site investigations?

Training for inspectors

Comm Development
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time.
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Cleaning agents
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ballast.
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Fire
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Chemical spills

Clandestine drug
operations
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Who's Affected
Employee Public
X

X

X

Current Practice
Informational memo
sent out.

Recommended
Protective Measures.
Ensure, protective
shield, Screens over
monitors. Schedule
with mix of activities
(No 8 hour "VDT-days")
Special attention to
pregnant women. (Some
studies indicate potential radition hazard to
pregnant women.)

SCBA & other Cal/Osha Exposure monitoring
approved gear Scene
Medical surveillance.
Management
Haz Mat Teams
Scene Management

Better use of MSDSs
disclosure data Medical
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Have policies and
procedures
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diesel exhaust
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exhaust systems. Seal
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Carbon
monoxide
_

Training; exhaust
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Ventilation, respiratory
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Oil - underground tanks
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Toxic Substance

Flood Control

Deliberate and
accidental spills

General Services
If

Who's Affected
Employee Public
X

M

MI Mil

Current Practice

Battery powered
Enforcement action
to detect levels - - against deliberate spills.
hazardous materials,
oxygen, hydrogen
sulfur.

Acrylomide process used X
to seal sewer lines is
carcinogenic.

Enclosed application
container; negative
pressure SCBA handy.
In case of rupture.

Leaded paints

X (machinists)

Safety meeting resolved concerns.

Transite pipe (leveled)

X (plumbers)

Training.

Airborne sawdust

X (carpenters)

Ventilation.

PCBs (transformers)

A (electricians)

Training.

Varnishes, paints,
muriatic acid.

X (painters)

Personal protective
gear.
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(ammonia).

" X . Carehif-ders

VDTs

--- See Finance

X

Recommended
Protective Measures.
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Deglazers (printing
press)

Safety Officer has
monitored.
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Auditorium

Was problem with Carbon
tetrachloride in container

Resolved

Co exhaust

Resolved

Improved gears. (one
career employee has bad
asthma.
"Venitflatióñ

See Finance
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Toxic Substance

Who's Affected
Employee Public

Miller Park

Pesticides (storage
facility).

Offices (All)

Air emissions from phone
systems.

X

Parks & Comm.

Herbicides pesticides,
Fertilizers.

X

Storing and holding
for disposal

X

Identify viable,
non-toxic alternatives?
Impliment safe control
methodologies.

Used intermitanly

Gloves ventilation

Chlorine - pools (higher
in summer).

Stored at each pool.
Repiemished once per
per week by supplier.

Training for chlorine
hookup. Steel-toed
shoes.

Medical supplies (Zoo)

Used under supervision of UCD veterinarian.

Supervision.
Storage of medicine
at UCD.

Clandestine drug labs

Niosh Report

Training Protective
gear.

Crime lab (popper angon
laser)

NM MI

Proper storage.
Training & protective
gear. Cleanup?

Resolved

X

Firing range lead/sawdust
disposal

Support Services

Recommended
Protective Measures.

Regular physicals
Training (PCAs)
Trees injected to
reduce drift

Art cleaning materials
(Crocker).

Police

,Current Practice

Cleanup
Director has safety
awareness agenda.
Safety Officer approves
all equipment.

Central Stores (24th St.
Yard). Paints, oils,
battery acid. etc.

Emergency spill
Plan? Cleanup!
Proper storage plan

Central Xerox; inks.
solvents, cleaners,
deglazers.

Proper storage
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Transportation
Engineering

"Sign dip" to remove
graffiti.

Who's Affected
Employee
Public

Current Practice

X

Lead in yellow street
stripes (dust when
removed).

Sprinkler system
to limit dust

Waste. Removal

Hazardous materials
In neighborhood pickups

X

If problem, dump
load, call Fire
Department.

Water

Small quantities of
all haz. mats. used upstream (Am. River lab)

X

Lab safety: fume
hoods, styrofoam
holders for beakers

Chlorine gas (one ton
container at 3 treatment plants)

Recommended
Protective Measures.
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Public education
Employee training

Training - extensive!
Emergencies (leaks)
Coordinated with Fire
Dept. Haz. Mat. Team.
Evacuation plan.
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REVIEW OF SACRAMENTO LANDFILL OPERATIONS

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
A. 28th Street Landfill Operations Review
1.

The City should review the effectiveness and adequacy, of existing methane gas control methods
and augment systems as necessary to ensure the controlled release of methane to the atmosphere
above the site (particularly within confined spaces).

2.

The City's Safety Officer should monitor all landfill site work a. l'eas (particularly confined spaces)
for combustible gas, post warning signs prohibiting any sources of ignition and amend work
practices in accordance with OSHA standards governing confined work spaces.

3.

Industrial hygiene studies should be conducted to consider the mixture synergisms and additive
effects of airborne hydrocarbon contaminants on human health as a possible chronic health hazard
to potentially affected landfill surface work crews.

4.

The City's Safety Officer should ensure that all landfill emploees are provided with adequate
personal protective equipment (ie. gloves, face shields, hearing protectors, etc.).

B. Environmental Aspects
1.

The City should conduct future and continuing studies pertainihg to landfill gas characterization,
water quality, ambient air and worker health/safety evaluations.

2.

The City should pay particular attention to the inactive portion of the landfill site with respect
to potential leachate migration and vinyl chloride generation.

3.

The City should notify the property owners of the inactive site,
and adjacent property owners
of the active and inactive sites,of the results of the SWAT 1 report regarding ground water
contamination and gas migration.

C. Environmental Risk Management
1.

The City should implement public awareness programs, recommehded in Background Report No. 15,
Household Hazardous Wastes, to minimize t he potential health risks to Solid Waste Division
personnel, and to preclude any adverse environmental consequences, such as ground water
contamination or air pollution.

2.

The City should train landfill and collection personnel in basic l hazardous materials recognition.
These individuals should be capable of identifying hazardous substances, understand why
hazardous substances don't belong at the landfill, and what, action to take when hazardous
substances are found.
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3. The City should review existing site emergency contingency plans. At a minimum, the plan
should include a basic plan of action to deal with the control of hazardous materials, including
liquids. This plan should be integrated into the City's AB 2185 required area plan.
D. Source Reduction
1. The City should plan and Implement a curbside newspaper and beverage container recovery
program.
11. Introduction/Background
Concern over the cumulative effects of "nonhazardous° solid waste disposal upon the environment, at the
City of Sacramento's 28th Street Landfill Site, and the environmental implications of nearly forty years of
disposal, merits attention by the City of Sacramento's Toxic Substances Commission.
Although these so called "non-hazardous" solid wastes have not been implicated in any deleterious effect on
the overall environmental quality in and around the 28th Street Landfill, nationwide experience is beginning
to demonstrate, to the scientific community, the potentially adverse and possibly serious environmental
effects of landfilling.
This report consists of a discussion of preliminary findings and recommended practices concerning the City
of Sacramento's 28th Street sanitary landfill operations. The landfill operations have been evaluated from
more than just an operational perspective; this report also assesses the health and safety impacts on the
workers at the site and any consequential environmental effects upon the community.
A. 28th Street Landfill Operations
The City's landfill site consists of three areas: an inactive site (73 acres), an active site (78 acres) and a
recently added expansion area (35 acres). Refer to the attached map for details. The location of the City
of Sacramento's inactive solid waste disposal site is west of 28th Street to 23rd Street. Disposal of solid
waste at this location began in 1949 and continue through 1973 when disposal at the currently active 78
acre site, east of 28th Street, began. The inactive site is 73 acres and includes both City owned (37 acres)
and privately owned (36 acres) land. The City had filled in private land under written agreements with the
property owner. The private acreage began to be filled in 1955 and was completed in 1966. The inactive
site, prior to 1949, was used as a public waste disposal site and was used in this manner until 1959 when
the City Council closed the site to the public. Daily burning of the city's street cleaning materials
occurred at the site through 1959. -Refuse was not burned, but buried, and compaction of household refuse
was minimal. Not until the early 1960's was heavy equipment and other similar devices used for waste
compaction.
The 28th Street landfill has a current daily intake of approximately 750 tons per day (total for 1986 -

216,028 tons) of refuse collected primarily from residential and some commercial sources. The class ill site
only accepts non-hazardous waste; liquid waste is prohibited. The site is owned and operated by the City
of Sacramento and is specifically limited to only accepting waste collected by city personnel. Landfill
operations are under the direction of the City's Department of Public Works, Solid Waste Division. As
stated previously, most of the waste comes from residential refuse collection vehicles, yard waste collection
operations, street sweepers and other miscellaneous city vehicles. No commercial haulers or private
self-haul vehicles are allowed to deposit waste at the site. Since the beginning of landfill operations, City
staff reports that the waste stream has been uniform in its non-hazardous nature and composition.
Apparently, a very homogeneous non-hazardous cross-section of wastes exists throughout the landfill.
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Daily landfill operations are on a 6:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. schedule, with peak disposal times from 9:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m. It is during this time period that most refuse trucks arrive at the site to deposit their waste.
Manpower consists of four equipment operators who push (using earthmoving equipment) waste to cells
(compaction areas) to compress, spread and layer refuse into two foot thick layers. This is a mechanized,
vehicular operation which permits the employee to ride in an enclosed ventilated cab. There are also four
maintenance workers who patrol the site on foot picking up litter and containing refuse which has blown
away from the layering operation conducted by the compaction equiP;ment operators. A general site
supervisor maintains surveillance over the landfill operation and supervises the equipment operators and
maintenance workers, which are full-time positions.
The site also includes a garage maintenance facility which consists of at security station, truck scales, an
administrative office and employee locker rooms/showers. These buildings were built above a portion of the
inactive landfill. During our investigations, the Commission learned of an incident apparently involving
locker room methane "flashover (ignition of methane gas) and a landfill worker. (Public Works, however,
has no knowledge of this incident.) Spontaneous flashovers usually involves static charges (prevalent in
winter) or other sources of ignition (i.e. cigarettes, electric heaters etc.). Methane gas is both colorless
and odorless and is a highly combustible gas (5% lower explosive limit). According to a representative from
the City's safety department landfill employees are provided with minimal personal protective equipment,
although it is not clear if any employee training is provided concerning the use, care and maintenance of
personal protective equipment or what selection protocol is being used.
The central operation to all landfills is the compaction and burial proceSs which is subject to fluctuation
and irregular activity. According to City staff, landfill burial procedu res vary according to season to
accommodate increases in rainfall and water table changes. Site security has been upgraded to prevent
transients and other unauthorized personnel from entering the site. Fencing and a manned security post
has been added to fortify site security. The closest residential area to the site is the River Park area and
"C" Street. These areas are located within one mile of the site (refer to attached map for specific details).
The City operates an adjunct program related to the collection of municipal refuse called the "Neighborhood
Clean-Up Project" This program consists of the pickup of refuse from households along selected routes
within the City. City personnel work with youths from Juvenile Hall (16-18 years old). The youth work on
a voluntary basis picking up refuse left at the curb by homeowners ar0 loading them onto city refuse
vehicles. Only non-hazardous materials are to be placed at the curb for p ickup. There apparently has been
one case of personal exposure to hazardous materials in connection with this program. The Commission is
not aware of any city policy and procedure relating to this program. 1
In 1984, the City obtained approval to expand the landfill by 35 acres. This expansion was designed to
provide separate containment from the 78 acre original landfill. Landfilling commenced in this area in 1986.
The facility is operating under permits issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) and
the California Waste Management Board. The City of Sacramento maintains copies of the permits and
supporting documents on file. The RWQCB permit is subject to conditions which require in part:
"... - Prohibition of hazardous and liquid wastes.
- A minimum of six (6) inches of compacted soil cover shall be applied
daily.
- Prohibition of placement of wastes in ponded water.
- The site shall not cause a degradation of any water supply..."
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B. Landfill Gases, Air Emissions and Water Quality
AB 3525 (Calderon) 1984, and AB 3374 (Calderon) 1986,established landfill gas and ambient air testing
requirements for disposal sites in California. These bills require that active landfills conduct measurements
to determine the composition of landfill gases, the presence of specified air contaminants, and whether
off-site subsurface migration of landfill gas is occurring.
The Air Resources Board (ARB) has published landfill testing guidelines (i.e. sampling and testing protocol).
The results of this testing must be reported to the local Air Pollution Control District (APCD) by July 1,
1987. The APCD will forward the reports to the ARB who will then prepare a report to the legislature on
"the extent of hazardous wastes in solid waste disposal sites and the potential effects these hazardous
wastes may have upon the ambient air quality of the state".
Results from the ambient air and landfill gas characterization studies conducted at the city's landfill
indicate that landfill gas contains concentrations of vinyl chloride (cancer causing agent),
trichloroethene, perchloroethene ( suspect cancer causing agents) and benzene (cancer causing agent) above
the minimum detection levels. Ambient air sample results indicate concentrations of carbon tetrachloride,
perchloroethene and benzene slightly above the minimum detection limits.
Methane gas was not detected at the southwestern boundary of the landfill. Measured levels of vinyl
chloride gas were found to be below the State of California ambient air quality standard of 10 parts per
billion (ppb). No standards exist for the other detected contaminants.
Subsequent to the Calderon air testing, Public Works staff have discovered that landfill gas is migrating
offsite. Additional landfill gas monitoring wells have been installed north, east and south of the active
site. High concentrations of methane gas (5 to 60 % by volume) have been measured in these wells. A
Task Force of state and city officials have been formed to investigate this matter, and the Department of
Public Works is taking measures to mitigate the gas migration.
As required by state regulations, the City has periodically (quarterly) monitored groundwater via
approximately 14 test wells located around the perimeter of the site. Seven of these wells are monitored
on a quarterly basis, although the City plans to monitor all 14 wells quarterly. Results from recent
groundwater studies have indicated the presence of Indicator parameters" (contaminants) above those
specified by the board in its waste discharge requirements. City staff indicated the presence of vinyl
chloride in certain test wells at trace concentrations. The Calderon mandated Solid Waste Assessment Test
(SWAT) testing of nearby domestic wells, for EPA 601 and 602 compounds, total metals and leachate
parameters, indicated that the Mize well (private, south eastern side along 1-80 freeway) exceeded the
EPA's secondary maximum concentration levels for iron and manganese. According to this report this
phenomena may be indicative of shallow groundwater migration towards the Mize well from the landfill.
Discovery of trace amounts of vinyl chloride in some of the site monitoring wells is not an unprecedented
landfill phenomena. According to a representative from the State Air Resources Board, vinyl chloride is
believed to be attributable to thermal and bacterial dechlorination of "precursor" chlorinated compounds
present within the site, such as perchloroethene and trichloroethyiene, which can result in the liberation of
vinyl chloride. Vinyl chloride can migrate away from its point of origin, •especially when methane gas is
present. Methane gas acts as a driving force or "carrier gas". Vinyl chloride could be driven, by methane
gas, to percolate through landfill strata towards and into an aquifer.
The City has taken action to evaluate vinyl chloride contamination. An example of an active control
measure to control vinyl chloride migration is the design and construction of the recently added expansion
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site to more r stringent design parameters. The site provides posithie containment and can be considered as
a separate disposal site. Also, by periodically evaluating incoming refuse loads City workers attempt to
screen out undesired hazardous waste components (precursors). It is not clear however what action these
workers would take If a hazardous waste item were discovered, 'assuming they could identify them. One
suspected pathway involving vinyl chloride migrating to groundwater involves transformation of vinyl
chloride precursors (ie. halogenated hydrocarbons) through heat and pressure into vinyl chloride gas.
Microbial action upon the precursor plays a critical role in vinyl chloride formation. Continuing support for
household hazardous waste collection programs and increased public awareness of alternatives to household
products containing toxic substances, can reduce the amount of hazardous waste "precursors" reaching the
l
site, thus reducing the possibility for vinyl chloride generation. Rele ase of subsurface methane gas
pressures by tapping methane below the surface, sectioning It off and burning it, is another effective means
of control. It is interesting to note that a study conducted in Oklaliorna at a municipal landfill site
indicated that undesirable organic chemicals were leaching ihto nearby groundwater. Many of the
compounds detected were commonly associated with industrial operations but the landfill had never received
appreciable quantities of solid waste from industrial operations. The compounds however, are also used in
the manufacture of many products used in households that are ultimately l'disposed of in municipal landfills.
As these compounds break down, potentially hazardous chemical compounds are released and become part of
the landfill leachate.
It is reasonable to assume that the volatile organics present in Sacramento's landfill originated from either
improper dumping practices (by today's standards) dating back to ithe orig ns of the site, or from a chemical
reaction of landfill components (possibly household hazardous wastes) within the landfill. The health effects
of chronic ingestion through water of even very low levels of these compounds are largely unknown.
C. Site Closure Plans
On June 20, 1986, a site closure plan was submitted, by the City of Sacramento,to the Regional Water
Quality Control Board. The most recent closure plan update was submitted in January, 1988. Groundwater
monitoring results indicate elevated concentrations of leachate constituents and the presence of trace
amounts of vinyl chloride. The City has taken actions which include plans to close the active site in order
to reduce these concentrations. To date, no contamination has been detected in the American River, and
migration of leachate in that direction has not been detected.
At this time; Sacramento is attempting to evaluate, monitor and control the spread of landfill ieachate
constituents ;into groundwater beneath both the active and inactive sites to prevent any potential threats to
the American River. These actions have included leachate control facilities, capping, site grading,
revegetation and improved drainage. Technical literature has documented and defined further leachate
treatment options which include, but are not limited to, the following methods:
- Injection of a grout curtain.
- Bottom sealing via injection wells.
- Construction of a cutoff trench using bentonite slurry.
- Ground water extraction and treatment
Whenever pOssible, site specific laboratory and pilot tests should e undertaken to select the most effective
remedial option, depending on the contaminant. City staff should be aware that the chemical composition
of leachate can vary from one portion of the site to the other and over time may require more than a
single remedial process in order to control any leachate migration effectively.
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D. Employee Health Considerations
The City employs a total of ten persons at the 28th Street Landfill representing the following job
classifications:
1 - Senior Engineer
1 - Assistant Engineer
1 - Senior Landfill (LF) Equipment Operator
4 - LF Equipment Operators
4 - Maintenance Workers
To date, there have not been any studies undertaken to evaluate landfill employee exposure to any air
contaminants which may be present at the site. However, based on experience gained at other landfills
around the country, (including those which prohibit disposal of hazardous materials) the potential exists for
a acute and chronic exposure to toxic solid, liquid or gaseous substances, biological agents, and harmful
physical objects. Although Sacramento's landfill only accepts primary refuse and household waste and
excludes bio-hazards and hazardous waste, we cannot be absolutely certain that landfill personnel are not
exposed to these substances. Although results from the ambient air SWAT indicate measured levels of
chlorinated hydrocarbon air contaminants to be below established standards and/or limits of detection, the
toxicology of these compounds indicates that airborne mixtures of these substances may create an additive
or synergistic effect, thereby increasing the risk to human health and the environment The chronic effects
of these exposures, in a mixture form, should not be underestimated. A baseline or preliminary industrial
hygiene evaluation of potential site exposures to city landfill personnel would be useful to answer the
question, "What is the occupational illness potential for city sanitary landfill personnel?"
According to the City of Sacramento's 28th Street landfill Calderon Solid Waste Assessment Tests (SWAT)
Report hazardous waste disposed at the site is of an "indeterminable quantity'. From 1949 to 1959 the
public was permitted to dump waste at the site and it is conceivable, if not probable, that substances were
disposed at the site which would be classified as hazardous or extremely hazardous wastes by today's
standards.
Since 1982, the City has benefited (except 1983) from annual programs to collect household hazardous waste
and arrange for their disposal at a hazardous waste facility. However, site activity predates this program
by 33 years. Regulations governing disposal of wastes into the environment were either not as stringent or
nonexistent during the 1940's and 50's. While this program does assure that some hazardous household
wastes are receiving proper disposal, it is likely that the number of households storing hazardous materials
compared to those participating in this program remains quite large. It is reasonable to assume that a large
percentage of household hazardous wastes may still be disposed of in the City's landfill, (albeit probably in
small quantities) where they may *present some health risk to landfill workers, and adversely affect the
surrounding landfill environment.
Although present summer and winter city landfill operations require a rather small site workforce (ten
persons), and attempts are made to prevent the introduction of hazardous landfill constituents to the site,
the City should at a minimum consider conducting an occupational health and industrial hygiene risk
assessment study of the landfill environment and work practices.
E. Landfill Waste Characterization
Waste characterization is an important analytical activity which can be conducted at a landfill site. Not
only is it useful in determining what employee and community health exposure risks may exist and which
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ones need evaluation, but the data can be of great help in explaining the presence of unexpected
contaminants in the landfill environment (i.e. vinyl chloride and precursors).
Major efforts have been made in California in recent years to investigate the presence of hazardous waste
at sanitary landfills. Los Angeles County Investigated two of their largest landfill operations, Mission
Canyon and Puente Hills, which are considered to be representative of large metropolitan area landfills,
which (unlike Sacramento) accept hazardous industrial wastes. Hazardous wastes present in these landfills
had the following composition:
Oil and similar lubricant product .. 46%
Paint and building products
29%
Gasoline and solvents
20%
Other wastes
5%
Sacramento City waste composition has been segregated by non-hazardous nature and the approximatei
percentages for 1985 is as follows:
Paper
45%
Plastics
13%
Textiles
1.9%
Food
7.6
V
Non-combustibles
14%
Inorganics
19%
Vegetal Waste (plant matter, leaves, etc.). 34%
Though the 1985 data does not differentiate between hazardous and noh-hazardous wastes, it is believed
with confidence (because the site is closed to commercial contractors and the general public) that the
Sacramento waste stream is essentially free of the toxic components found at Mission Canyon and Puente
Hills.
The Los Angeles sites permit disposal of waste by private contractors and the public directly. Industrial
disposal may include hazardous components, and disposal by private haulers often include toxic materials.
Sacramento accepts only non-hazardous household solid waste/yard waste l picked up by city personnel and
service disposal units. The City did accept hospital waste at one time, however: this was terminated.
Landfill personnel, should be able to identify hazardous materials and know what procedures to follow to
prevent hazardous materials from remaining on site where they could pose threat to employee health and
ultimately, the environment. Furthermore, though Sacramento's landfill constituents are predominantly
"non-hazardous' in nature, no formal data exists which describes the de6ree of landfill toxicity present at
the Sacramento site. Furthermore, existing landfill composition data does not shed any light on the
seasonal, weekly or daily variations that might occur with respect to both the quantity and nature of any
"hazardous waste" which could reach the landfill site. The City believes that with respect to the presence
of toxic components, seasonal variation is insignificant. Waste "profile Or equivalent data should exist to
substantiate this opinion.
F. Hazardous Materials Contingency Planning
Good practice dictates that landfill operations should have a hazardous materials contingency plan, since it
is reasonable to assume that small quantities of liquids (i.e. solvents, cauOtics, etc.) could be deposited at
the site where they could present a risk to unsuspecting site personnel. The definition of the plan and the
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determination of responsibilities to be given to landfill workers in dealing with toxic materials will depend
on the training and capabilities of the workers at the site. Management should give consideration to a
basic hazardous materials contingency plan which essentially contains the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Personal Decontamination procedures.
Alarm and notification protocol/procedures.
First responder.
A knowledge of the use, and availability of emergency equipment designed to mitigate a release
of hazardous materials which may occur at the site (spill kits, personal protective equipment,
etc).
Applicable Hazard Communication for workers.

According to City staff, the only "plan" which exists requires notification of the fire department in the
event of fires at the site. The preceding elements could augment existing plans and provide site personnel
with a means to protect both workers and the general public from injury or illness. Also, according to
City staff, in the event of a hazardous materials incident at the site, the Fire department would dispatch
response teams to mitigate the problem.
G. The Future of City Landfill Operations
Adopted City plans designate the landfill as a future park area. This designation appears on the City of
Sacramento's 1974 General Plan, 1984 Recreation and Parks Plan and the 1965 Industrial Park Plan.
Informal plans prepared by the City staff indicate that the completed landfill will initially be revegetated
with growth native to the American River area. As part of the recent landfill expansion process, the entire
area was zoned "Solid Wastes, Open Space, Parks."
No development has been planned except for possible hiking and bicycle trails and picnic areas. No
landscaping plans have as yet been prepared. The vegetation will likely be very lightly irrigated or
sprinkled in the summer to minimize fire hazards. However, to the extent possible, it is proposed to allow
vegetation to flourish without major gardening or other controls. Immediately after placement of final
cover, the area will be planted with native grasses through hydroseeding, or similar methods.
The City's Parks & Community Services Department and Planning & Development Department will be
requested to review the final use options for this site. They will prepare a more detailed development plan
consistent with surrounding land uses. When completed, this plan will be forwarded to the RWQCB for
review.
The development plan prepared for the post-closure use of the 28th Street landfill site must include Title
23 measures to protect all closure facilities throughout the post-closure maintenance period. Title 23,
Subchapter 15, Article 5, Section 2550(d) states in part:
"... (d) After closure of the waste management unit, the regulations in this article apply during the
post-closure maintenance period unless all waste, waste residues, contaminated containment system
components and contaminated geologic materials have been removed or decontaminated at closure..."
It is important to note that landfill sites have been known to generate methane gas for many years after
closure. This is of particular interest in view of the possibility for any vinyl chloride present to migrate
away from the site. Of particular concern are the residential areas which border the site and may
experience migration of methane into basements, confined spaces, etc.
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Since the start of operations to the end of 1986, the City has accepted 'approximately 2.4 million tons of
waste, using about 70 percent of the permitted landfill capacity. The facility has a final approved volume
capacity of about 5.2 million cubic yards, based on approvals received by the R.W.Q.C.B. The site is
expected to reach final capacity in 1991. The City bases this closure estimate on the construction of the
existing permitted area to specific final grading contours outlined in the City's closure plan, final report
dated June 1986. According to a representative from the City's Solid Waste Division, the closure of the
28th Street site will occur in phases, culminating in complete closure by 11. The Regional Water Quality
Board staff has indicated support for City staffs plan to replace existiqg site drain lines with a surface
drain system following final closure. Also planned is a joint review by the City and the Regional Board to
interpret groundwater flow contours and to determine potential reilisions/changes in the closure
requirements and post-closure monitoring program. A final grading plan will be implemented to direct
runoff to surface discharge channels and to eliminate runoff through the drain lines located in the berm
which separates the older site from the expansion site.
The City landfill site has some historical significance as It is believed to
the location of John Sutter's
first landing in the area in 1839. Consequently the concept of retaining
the
site as "Sutter's Landing
11
Regional Park" following closure, landscaping and revegetation evolved.
,

16

III. FINDINGS
A. METHANE GAS MIGRATION INTO THE SITE'S GARAGE/MAINTENANCE FACILITY AND OTHER
STRUCTURES FROM THE INACTIVE SITE MAY BE OCCURRING
Methane is a well documented by-product of the anaerobic decomposition of refuse. At concentrations
between 5-15% in air, methane can form combustible mixtures capable of fire and/or explosion especially
when it accumulates within a confined space. To prevent such accumulations, methods exist for reducing
the possibility of methane seepage into buildings and other structures. One method consists of suctioning
of methane below ground via a subsurface well or shaft. These devices can be equipped to burn excess
methane and generate power. The City has installed passive venting systems below existing landfill
structures to prevent methane from reaching explosive concentrations in and around structures.
B. THE CITY'S LANDFILL SITE MAY CONTAIN SMALL AMOUNTS OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON
PRECURSORS AND MICROORGANISMS NECESSARY TO PERMIT PRECURSOR DECHLORINATION AND
THE RESULTANT PRODUCTION OF VINYL CHLORIDE. RESULTS OF THE LANDFILL GAS
CHARACTERIZATION STUDY SHOULD BE EVALUATED WITH RESPECT TO THIS CHEMICAL PROCESS
Although City staff maintains that the site does not accept hazardous . waste in any form, it is prudent to
assume that some quantity of hazardous waste has been deposited into4 the site. The presence of vinyl
chloride within aquifers below the site and as a landfill gas constituent 'lends support to this contention,
since vinyl chloride maybe formed by dechlorination of chlorinated li hydrocarbons within a landfill
environment As discussed in this report, the City has concluded the Calderon landfill evaluations which
include landfill gas and ambient air testing. These results indicate the existence of various halogenated
hydrocarbons including vinyl chloride. Additional work (testing)p is necessary to determine if
microorganisms, capable of catalyzing the vinyl chloride evolution process exist at the site. Results of the
City's landfill gas migration study were negative for all ten test wells. However, more recent air testing
has detected methane gas offsite and in high concentrations. Therefore, it is concluded that subsurface
migration of methane gas towards "sensitive" areas (residential) is occurring.
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C. IT IS REASONABLE TO ASSUME THAT DESPITE THE CURRENT PROHIBITIONS, SMALL QUANTITIES
OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, ETC.) COULD REACH THE SITE AND MAY ALREADY
BE PRESENT.
Initial site activity predates current restrictive state and federal regulations governing the disposal of
hazardous and non-hazardous materials at a landfill site. The City's Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Program (HHVVCP) is a relatively young program in comparison to the age of the City's landfill site.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that toxic substances may at one time have been deposited at the site.
Furthermore, the HHWCP collects wastes from only a fraction of the total number of households,
therefore, household hazardous waste (i.e., paints, thinners, pesticides, etc.) are still being disposed of at
the site. While the individual quantities of such substances may be insignificant by current standards,
their collective/cumulative quantities could pose a threat to the environment.
D. LANDFILL SITES ARE CAPABLE OF GENERATING METHANE GAS FOR MANY YEARS AFTER CLOSURE.
THEREFORE, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THE MIGRATION OF METHANE GAS AND OTHER DECOMPOSITION
BY-PRODUCTS, WILL CONTINUE FOLLOWING CLOSURE.
This report discussed the possibility of the 28th Street landfill being converted into a public access area
(i.e. park, bicycle trail, etc.). A potential problem could exist if landfill gas constituents continue their
evolution and migration from the site. This also includes the migration of landfill gases into private
residences and buildings where they could accumulate and present a safety/health risk. Although recent
tests indicate that migration of methane towards the residential areas along the site's southern border is
not occurring, the City should maintain surveillance to assure migration does not occur in the future.
Results of the Calderon air emission and landfill gas evaluations indicate the presence of chlorinated
hydrocarbons and methane gas at the site.
E. THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO SHOULD CONSIDER THE DEVELOPMENT OF EITHER A CITY-WIDE
PROGRAM, OR ORDINANCE (WHICH EVER IS APPROPRIATE) TO ENCOURAGE SACRAMENTO RESIDENTS
TO SEPARATE SOLID WASTE ITEMS FOR RESOURCE RECOVERY (RECYCLING).
Programs, such as those instituted by State of Oregon, require communities of more than 4,000 population
to institute curbside recycling programs. Such programs, mandated by law, have resulted in solid waste
reductions of 35-50%. Less solid waste means less solid waste management costs to the City. Side
benefits to City workers might include less exposure to waste residues and general contamination (the less
you handle the lower the risk, lower risk often results In better employee morale). Sacramentan's should be
encouraged to become more "waste reduction conscious", paying particular attention to recyclable products
in the market place as well as substitution of less toxic products for those compatible with the city's
recycling/source reduction goals.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. 28th Street Landfill Operations Review
1. The City should maintain the necessary monitoring vigilance (now and in the future) for methane aas
accumulations which could develop and become a problem.
City staff has indicated that efforts to mine/monitor methane (a by-product of solid Waste
decomposition) have been conducted. Although it is not clear if the City intends to continue such
efforts, it is recommended that they do so. Mining methane is a well accomplished activity at many
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landfills (both active and inactive) and has a payback In the lform of power generation and
elimination of a safety hazard (where accumulation through seepage into confined spaces may occur).
B. Environmental Aspects
1.

Future municipal (county/city) environmental affaks advism commissions should periodically review
the status of Sacramento's landfill up to and beyond the_post-cloeure era. This should include a
review of any existing monitoring data related to the migration of toXics within and/or away from the
site.
Currently, it is not known if the 1986-1988 City of Sacramento Toxics Commission will continue to
exist. During 1987 there has been much discussion about a joint citje-county toxic's commission. It is
recommended that future commissions maintain vigilance over the Ilconversion of Sacramento's 28th
Street Landfill. This should include at a minimum, a review of landfill monitoring data and closure
time tables/practices.

2.

The City should pay particular attention to the 28th Street Landfill IInactive site for the possibility of
Increased contaminant activity (vinyl chloride aeneration and leachate miaration). In addition. the City
should notify the property owners of the inactive site. and adjacent eiroperty owners of the active and
inactive sites, of the results of the SWAT report reaardina around water contamination and aas
migration.
From the stand point of risk it is believed the older inactive portion of the site could demonstrate a
greater probability for migration of toxics away from the site. WO test data should be reviewed
periodically to confirm or deny this possibility. Also, the city shduld notify all potentially impacted
property owners of the results of the air and water SWAT Ireports,l and inform them that the site is
being further assessed.

C: Environmental Risk Management
1.

The City should expand its own efforts (and encouraae other entities including the private sector) to
increase public awareness of source reduction strategies.
The intent of this action is to minimize the collection of hazardous Or extremely hazardous wastes, by
City personnel, for landfill disposal. Encouraging the public to be selective about the chemical
products they choose in the market place (bio-degradable, recyclable, etc) will significantly and
positively influence the environment.

2.

The City should ensure that landfill and Public Works personnel involved in the collection of solid
wastes are trained in the fundamentals of safe solid waste handling including household hazardous
material recognition.
Having a well informed and well trained staff has numerous benefits. Workers who enjoy a greater
feeling of well-being about their work will generally do a better jobland be more productive. Safety
consciousness is elevated and some workers actually develop a Isense of pride about their work.
Trained individuals could offer the city an opportunity to avoid the Ilpickup of materials unsuitable for
landfilling. This benefit is public outreach. City collection personnel can assist the City by informing
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homeowners about household source reduction measures (recycling, product substitution, etc.) A
secondary approach would be to include such Information in customer billing mail outs, and media
attention (TV, Radio, etc.).
3.

Landfill sites. transfer stations, and mobile collection operations should all be covered by a "Solid
Waste Contingency Plan" (SWCP). This should Include a plan of action to deal with leases of
injurious/toxic substances into the environment.
Good response planning will assure that people don't get injured or become Ill as a result of sudden
releases of injurious (toxic) substances. The City's Public Works Department should develop an
appropriate basic solid waste site contingency plan which should include as a minimum:
o Site control (ie. surveillance, security, etc.),
o Emergency first-aid,
o Spill clean-up/response,
o Spill/release reporting,
o Personal protection/monitoring,
o Emergency notification,
o Worker decontamination procedures
The plan's scope should cover incidents at the site and/or on the city streets. The plan should also
incorporate applicable provisions of Proposition 65 reporting requirements.

D. Source Reduction
1.

Municipal recycling ordinances should be considered to encourage source reduction within the City of
Sacramento. AB-2020 (Margolin) California's new "Bottle Bill", establishes incentives for local
aovernment to shepherd the public towards zero-waste options.
Further analysis by city staff needs to be performed on AB-2020, California's "Bottle Bill", to
determine what financial support may be obtained from the state to help support a municipal recycling
campaign. The City should anticipate federal legislation which would establish a parallel national
recycling program.
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UNDERGROUND TANK PROGRAM REPORT

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City and County of Sacramento should develop clearly defined and uniform requirements for
tank removal, tank abandonment, site characterization and cleanup.

2.

The following conditions should be considered in the development of the requirements in Rec. # 1:

•

a.

Establishment of a comprehensive application form for underground tank removal.

b.

Notification of a tank owner that he or she is responsible for securing the affected site
during tank removal.

c.

Until the California Department of Health Service's adopts state tank removal guidelines,
decontamination of a removed tank should either be done on-site and under the supervision
of the Fire Department, or the tank should be transported as a hazardous waste to a
permitted hazardous waste facility for decontamination.

d.

A certificate of tank destruction must be issued by the receiving scrapyard to the tank
owner or the owner's agent within five (5) days of removal and disposal.

e.

Filler pipes, left in the ground when a tank is removed, should be sealed to prevent future
contamination of the site.

f.

The application for a permit to abandon a tank should require that the abandonment process
be explained (including the identification of the inert substance used to fill the tank).
Furthermore, the City Fire Department and/or the County Environmental Protection
Department should inspect the process to verify closure and ensure that contamination has
not occurred.

g.

The County's Environmental Protection Department should provide the draft LUFT Manual
(and the final when it becomes available) to tank ownerS and/or their consultants on all
underground fuel tank sites that are having tank(s) removed and/or where monitoring
Indicates that a tank has leaked.

h.

A thorough site characterization should be consistently carried out. Contamination which
• moves past property boundaries should trigger a notification of adjacent property owners of
potential contamination. Contamination which moves under a public right-of-way should
trigger notification to the Public Works Department and Legal Department of that particular
jurisdiction.

I.

Contaminated soil, that is stockpiled on-site, should be completely covered at least until the
Air Pollution Control District has conducted a health assessment on air emissions from the
soil.
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Parcels from which tanks have been removed should be earmarked so that future applications
for water well construction permits on these parcels would key a review.
3.

A special notice, including any necessary conditions and restrictions, should be attached to the
deed for land where an underground tank has been abandoned and at a cleanup site where some
residual contamination remains.

4.

A written agreement between the owner and the operator of an underground tank should be
required under the AB 2185 Business Plan program.

5.

The City of Sacramento should petiton the State Water Resources Control Board to develop a
statewide certification program for precision leak testing contractors, to evaluate the current
technology of "precision leak testing" equipment in achieving reliable and accurate results under
actual field conditions, and to develop a more accurate method of tank inventory.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The City's underground storage tank program is regulated by the County of Sacramento pursuant to a
Memorandum of Understanding. The city's Fire Department has the responsibility to inspect underground
tank sites, within the City limits, for compliance with applicable codes.
City Code Chapter 16 establishes standards for the construction and monitoring of facilities used for the
underground storage of hazardous materials. Chapter 16 also establishes a procedure for the issuance of
permits for the use of these facilities and stipulates conditions under which these facilities must be
operated and monitored.
SACRAMENTO COUNTY'S PROGRAM PLAN
(Obtained from the Environmental Health Branch)
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
During 1979, it was discovered that a leaking underground storage tank at Fairchild Semi-Conductor in
the Santa Clara Valley had contaminated the groundwater in that area. Further investigation in the
Santa Clara Valley revealed that many underground storage tanks used to store hazardous materials were
leaking, and that much of the groundwater reserves in the Santa Clara Valley were contaminated.
A growing body of evidence statewide indicated that much of the State's groundwater reserves are being
contaminated with chemicals. In the San Joaquin Valley, evidence of pesticide contamination in many
drinking water wells was discovered. In the Santa Clara Valley, gasoline and industrial solvents were
discovered in water supplies. In Sacramento, groundwater around the Aerojet General Corporation,
McClellan AFB, Mather AFB, and the Sacramento Army Depot was discovered to be contaminated with
industrial solvents. Many of these solvents are believed to be human carcinogens.
In 1983, Assemblymen Cortese and Sher introduced legislation which was signed into law that required
the registration and regulation of underground storage tanks. Both Sacramento County and City adopted
local ordinances in December of 1983 which predated the State mandated programs. The local programs
require existing underground tanks to undergo testing and to institute monitoring programs so that leaks
will be detected before significant damage to the environment happens. All new underground tanks must
meet criteria that precludes leaks from causing future environmental problems.
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There are approximately 4,100 underground storage tanks in Sacramento County (including Sacramento
City), located at 1500 separate facilities. Approximately 75% of the underground tanks are at gas stations
and over 90% of the underground tanks are used for fuel storage. The Sacramento County Health
Department, Environmental Health Branch, is charged with the responsibility of implementing an effective
Underground Storage Tank Program that prevents or corrects contamination of soil and/or groundwater by
leaking underground storage tanks.
B. RESPONSIBIUTY AND AUTHORITY

•

LAW

ENFORCING AGENT

Underground Storage of Hazardous
Materials, Health and Safety Code,
Chapter 6.7, Section 25280, et seq;

State Department of Health
Services; Local Health Departrduent;
State Water Resources Board

Water Code, Section 13171;

Regional Board or any ofi her
governmental agencY (13304),
Regional Board or County (13305),

Sacramento County Code, Chap. 6.34

Sacramento County Health Dept.

Sacramento City Code, Chap. 16

Sacramento City Fire Dept.

Chapters 6.5 and 6.8 of the Health
and Safety Code

State Department of Health
Services; Local Agencies and Health
Officers.

C. PROGRAM GOALS
1.

Prevent future contamination of groundwater supplies from leaking underground storage tanks.

2.

Remove and properly dispose of contamination in soils and groundwater that has been caused
by leaking underground storage tanks.

D. PROGRAM1 ACTIVMES AND IMPLEMENTATION
1.

Bring 70% of the existing underground storage facilities into compliance with State and local
regulations, and issue Permits to Operate to these facilities by January 1, 1987. The
remainder of the existing underground storage facilities wili! be brought into compliance and
permitted by January 1, 1988.

2.

I Conduct a field inspection program such that 95% of the
facilities are inspected
annually. (Fire Protection District personnel will perform the inspections in Districts which
have a Memorandum of Understanding with the Health Department.) Figure 1 depicts this
work flow.
1

3.

l
Review all new installations of underground tanks for c ompliance with State and local
requirements. This process is shown in Figure 2.
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requirements. This process is shown in Figure 2.
4.

Review the abandonment of all underground storage tanks to assure proper closure. Figure 3
shows thls procedure.

5.

Act as lead agency in the review and cleanup of sites contaminated by leaking underground
storage tanks. Sites shall be triage Into three categories; imminent public health risks (type
1), localized high level contamination (type 2), and widespread contamination that poses no
imminent public health risk (type 3). It is estimated that type 1 sites will be mitigated in 5
years, type 2 sites in 6 months, and type 3 sites in 10 years. Figure 4 depicts this process.

6.

Institute a data management system that will facilitate the accomplishment of the five
previous objectIves, and provide a tool to assess the progress towards the program goals.

7.

Conduct training for Fire Protection District inspection staff annually.

E EVAWATION AND REDIRECTION
1.

2.

Progress towards the program goals can be determined by the following:

a.

The number of permits issued compared to the number of known facilities existing in
January 1986.

b.

Comparing the number of facilities inspected to the number of valid Permits to
Operate.

c.

Determining the status of each contaminated site quarterly.

The data received from the evaluation will be used to redirect the program as necessary.

F. COMPLETED ACTIONS
1.

All new installations of underground storage tanks have been reviewed for compliance with
regulations since January 1984. Onsite construction inspections of all new facilities have
been ongoing since January 1984.

2.

All abandonments of underground storage tanks have been reviewed since January, 1985. A
total of 269 contaminated sites have been discovered to date. One hundred and sixteen sites
have fully mitigated the effects of the contamination. The rest of the sites are in various
stages of determining the extent of the contamination, or are in the process of cleaning up
the contamination.

3.

A consolidated permitting and inspection program with Fire Protection Districts and the Air
Pollution Control District was established May, 1985.

4.

Environmental Health staff has completed the initial training session for Fire District
inspection personnel.

5.

Fees for Permits and inspections were adopted by the Board of Supervisors.
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6.
7.

Underground storage tank monitoring guidelines have been adopted.
The applicetions for Permits to Operate were ,mailed to the owners of the existing
, underground storage tank facilities on January 17, 1986.

FIGURE 1
FLOWCHART FOR ANNUAL MONITORING INSPECTION

1

2
HEALTH DEPARTMENT

3
FIRE

FAC IL ITV MONITORING

INSPECTION

1.

The anniversary date will be the annual inspection date for the facility.

2.

The Sacramento County Health Department will distfibute appropnate inspection information to the
appropriate Fire Protection Agency 1 month prior to the anniversary date.

3.

The Fire Protection Agency will conduct a monitoring inspection at the facility during the anniversary
month.

4.

The Fire Protection Agency will finaltze all appropriate reports within 10 working days.

5.

The Fire Protection Agency will send all information to the Sacramento County Health. Department within
5 working days after the report his been finalized.
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FIGURE 2
FLOWCHART FOR NEW TANK INSTALLATION ,
1

APCD

2

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
3701 Branch Center Rd.

FIRE

5

4
FIRE

FACILITY
INSPECTION
(underground)
5
APCD

FACILITY VAPOR
RECOVERY INSPECTION
(final)

FACILITY
INSPECTIO
(final

6
HEALTH 1
FIRE
(optional)
7

MAIL
PERM/TS
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Figrue 2 (Cont.)
1.

The project proponent will submit all required applications, fees, and two sets of plans to the Health
Department.

2.

The Health Department will disburse the appropriate applications to the APCD and the appropriate Fire
Protection Agency within 5 working days of receipt of the completed application.

3.

The APCD and the Health Department will review the applications and provide written comments to the
Fire Protection Agency within 5 working days.

4.

The Fire protection Agency will inspect the below ground portion of the installation and complete the
Inspection forms. The Fire Protection Agency shall notify the appropriate responsible agency if a problem
arises that can't be resolved in the field. That agency shall provide the reinspection and when the
problem is corrected, provide notification to the other agencies that the facility has passed inspection.

5.

The Air Pollution Control District will be notified when the underground portion of the facility has been
inspected. The APCD shall conduct the above ground portion of the vapor recovery system inspection.

6.

When the facility passes inspection, the Fire Protection Agency shall return the inspection forms to the
appropriate agency within 5 working days.

7.

All agencies shall issue their own Permits to Operate and send them to the Health Department. The
Health Department will mail the P/Os to the project proponent when all agencies have completed their
final inspections.
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FIGURE 3
ABANDONMENT

2

3

5

1

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

FAC IL ITY
INSPECTION

FIRE

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

HEALTH DEPARTMENT'

6
SITE RESTORATION

1.

The applicant shall submit a fee and application to abandon an underground storage tank to the Health
Department.

2.

The Health Department reviews the application and sends the application to the appropriate Fire
Protection Agency within 5 working days. •

3.

The applicant must notify the appropriate Fire Protection Agency 24 hours prior to the initiation of the
underground storage tank abandonment. The Fire Protection Agency will inspect the site for
contamination during the abandonment process.

4.

If no evidence of contamination is found, the tank is removed, construction completed, and the Health
Department notified within 5 working days.

5.

If contamination is discovered, the Health Department is notified immediately, and site work is halted.

6.

Site reverts into the site restoration process.
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FIGURE 4

SITE RESTORATION PROCESS

2

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

REPORT
STATE OES

REPORT TO
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
'

5
TRIAGE

SITE RESTORED

1.

The Health Department is notified within 24 hours of an unauthorized release by the owner/operator of
the underground storage facility.

2.

The owner/operator must submit a full written report within five (5) working days to the Health
Department.

3.

The Health Department must submit a written report to the State Office of Emergency Services within
ten (10) working days of the initial notification.

4.

Based on the owner/operator's written report, the site is placed into one of 'the identified categories.

5.

Site restoration is begun.
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO - PROGRAM STATUS

A. FIRE DEPARTMENT PARTICIPATION
The City's Fire Department, under an MOU between the Department and the County, has the following
responsibilities:
1.

Train sufficient staff, with the assistance of the Sacramento County Health Department and the Air
Pollution Control District, to effectively provide inspection services at underground tank
installations;

2.

Provide initial Inspection services for underground storage facilities for both the Health Department
and the Air Pollution Control District, and provide continuing surveillance of these facilities for the
Health Department;

3.

Consult with the Health Department and the Air Pollution Control District regarding problem areas
revealed at the time of inspection;

4.

Enforcement action due to violations of the Uniform Fire Code discovered during an inspection.

B. PERMITS
Approximately 778 facilities have received underground storage tank permits with the City of
Sacramento. The number of inspections conducted by the Fire Department from 1985 to August
1987 is shown on page 13.

CITY OF SACRAMENTO UNDERGROUND TANKS
(obtained from Fire Department August, 1987 )

TANK INSTALLATION INSPECTIONS
1985

1986

1987

TOTAL

11
4
7

55
33
22

27
10
17

93
47
46

22
13
9

250
195
55

94
90
4

366
298
68

NONE

111
65
46

218
224
40

329
289
86

TOTAL
COMPLETE
PENDING

TANK REMOVALS INSPECTIONS
TOTAL
COMPLETE
PENDING
ANNUAL FACIUTY INSPECTIONS
TOTAL
COMPLETE
PENDING
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Ill. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. TANK REMOVALS, ABANDONMENTS, SITE CHARACTERIZATION, CLEAN-UP
Sacramento City Code Chapter 16 (Underground Storage of Hazardous Substances) was adopted in 1983
pursuant to the passage of state law requiring high standards for bonstruction and monitoring of
underground fuel storage tanks. Chapter 16, which essentially mirrors the state law, was adopted to
establish the City's jurisdiction in this area. Since the state law and catesponding city code took effect,
a significant number of underground tank owners have opted tor remove their tanks, rather than conform
with the strict new standard. The large number of tank removals point to the need for clear tank removal
guidelines, which are not included in the existing city code. Removal guidelines would help prevent public
exposure to tank residues and contaminated soil. They also would eneure proper disposal of removed
tanks.
Also, leaking underground fuel tanks can present numerous problems Ineluding ground water and surface
water contamination, solicontamination, air pollution, and fire and explosion hazard. Clean-up of these
sites is often a confusing and long-term endeavor for the owner of a leaking underground tank. The State
Water Resources Control Board, on July 10,1987, released a draft copy of the Leaking Underground Fuel
Tank (LUFT) Field Manual. This manual established procedures or determining when a leaking
underground fuel tank site is sufficiently clean to protect people and the environment.

Recommendation #1: The City and County of Sacramento should develop clearly defined and uniform

removed tanks.
Also, leaking underground fuel tanks can present numerous problems including ground water and surface
water contamination, soilcontamination, air pollution, and fire and explosion hazard. Clean-up of these
sites is often a confusing and long-term endeavor for the owner of a leaking underground tank. The State
Water Resources Control Board, on July 10,1987, released a draft copy Of the Leaking Underground Fuel
Tank (LUFT) Field Manual. This manual establishes procedures for determining when a leaking
underground fuel tank site is sufficiently clean to protect people and the environment.
Recommendation #1: The City and County of Sacramento should develop clearly defined and uniform

requirements for tank removal, tank abandonment, site characterization and cleanup..
Recommendation #2: The following conditions should be considered in the development of the

requirements in Rec. # 1:
a.

A comprehensive application form for underground tank removal should be adopted. This form
should clarify the steps required for proper removal. It also should provide information so that the
City and County can monitor removals effectively, targeting and preventing potential problems.
Appendix A contains a list of relevant information that should be requested before the issuance of a
permit to remove.

b.

A tank owner must be notified, in writing, that he or she is responsible for securing the affected
site during tank removal. This recommendation is intended to j prevent harm to the public and
clarify questions of liability. This notice could be Included in the application form. As leading
administering authority, the County Health Department currently tells applicants for tank removal that
they are responsible for site security, but does not give written notice. While the City and County
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should not . specify the type of security system to be used, they should provide written notice to
clarify that liability rests with the tank owner.
c.

There exists some, confusion at the State and County levels regarding the safe transportation of old
underground fuel tanks. Recent experience in another county suggests that it is illegal to haul a
tank without prior decontamination unless the tank is manifested as a hazardous waste. The City of
Sacramento's Fire Department have indicated that they cannot support on-site decontamination of
tanks. The State Department of Health Services is currently evaluating this issue but are not
expected to publish their guidelines on tank removal procedures until 1988.
We recommend, until the Department of Health Service completes their tank removal guidelines, that
decontamination on-site, under the supervision of the Fire Department, be made a part of the
required procedures for underground tank removals. In lieu of this the tank, including its contents,
should be considered a hazardous waste and be subject to all applicable Federal and State laws and
regulations; including transportation by only a registered hazardous waste hauler. If the tank is
rinsed the rinsate should also be treated as a hazardous waste.

d.

A certificate of destruction must be issued by the receiving scrapyard to the tank owner or the
owner's agent within five (5) days of removal and disposal. This certificate must be presented to
the City and County immediately upon receipt.
Issuance of such a certificate will allow the City and County to track a tank after removal. If the
County has not received a certificate of destruction within five days, it is alerted to a potential
problem with the tank removal operation.

e.

Filler pipes, left in the ground when a tank is removed, should be sealed to prevent future
contamination of the site.

f.

The application for a permit to abandon a tank (i.e., whereby a tank is left in the ground) should
require that the abandonment process be explained (including the identification of the inert
substance used to fill the tank). Furthermore, the City Fire Department and/or the County
Environmental Protection Department should inspect the process to verify closure and ensure that
contamination has not occurred.

g.

The County's Environmental Protection Department should provide the draft LUFT Manual (and the
final when it becomes available) to tank owners and/or their consultants on all underground fuel
tank sites that are having tank(s) removed and/or where monitoring indicates that a tank has
leaked.

h.

A thorough site characterization should be consistently carried out. Contamination which moves past
property boundaries should trigger a notification of adjacent property owners of potential
contamination. Contamination which moves under a public right-of-way should trigger notification to
the Public Works Department and Legal Department of that particular jurisdiction.

i.

Contaminated soil, that is stockpiled on-site, should be completely covered at least until the Air
Pollution Control District has conducted a health assessment on air emissions from the soil.

j.

Future installation of water wells could run into problems where tanks have been removed or a
clean-up has taken place. Either undetected or partially addressed soil or groundwater pollution
could result in contaminated water in future years. Parcels which have had tanks removed should be
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earmarked so that future water well permits would key a review.
warned so that soil could be tested if contamination was still detected.
B.

Operators of drill rigs could be

DEED RESTRICTIONS
City Code Chapter 16 does Include Section 16.045 relating to abandonment, whereby a tank is left In the
ground. This section is designed to prevent soil and water contamination resulting from residues left in
the tank. However, It does not require that notice be given to future owners of the land wherein the
tank resides.
Recognizing that abandoned tanks may affect land values, a system foil documentation of abandonment
needs to be set up to ensure that future land owners are notified. Also, conditions and restrictions on
site excavation and use should be developed for land where tanks have been abandoned and where clean-up
of contamination is less than total.
Recommendation #3: A special notice, including conditions and restrictions, should be attached to the
deed for land where a tank has been abandoned. The notice shall describe the exact vertical and
horizontal location of the abandoned tank, the hazardous substance it ,contained,
,r and the closure method.

Also, a clean-up which at its conclusion is less than a total removal shoLild be noted on the deed to the
property. Future development must prove compatibility with levels of contaminants left on the site, or
undergo a secondary clean-up appropriate to future uses.
C. RESPONSIBLE PARTY DESIGNATION
Under California Health and Safety Code Section 25293 the owner of an underground tank is designated as
the responsible party. Sacramento County ultimately turns to the property owner when a problem sits
unaddressed. Leak detection reports currently specify either the ovyner or the operator. AB 2185
Business Plans provide the opportunity for local governments to specify a written agreement between the
property owner and the business operator In order to designate, responsibility for leak detection reports
and site mitigation work.
Recommendation #4: A written agreement between the owner and the operator of an underground tank
should be required under the AB 2185 Business Plan program.

D.

PRECISION LEAK TESTING AND INVENTORY RECONCILATION
Existing underground storage tanks are currently being tested' for leaks utilizing "precision leak test"
equipment capable, theoretically, of detecting leaks of 0.05 gallons per hour or greater. State regulations
(Subchapter 16, Chapter 3, Title 23 of the California Administrative Colde) allow the Use of these leak
detectors during initial and annual tank inspections, however, there is little, if any, regulatory control on
the reliability and/or accuracy of these detectors.
In Sacramento county the Environmental Health Branch distributes a list, to underground tank owners, of
those contractors who are capable of performing a "precision leak test". This list contains those
contractors who have test equipment meeting the specifications af the National Fire Protection
Association 329 and whose employee(s) have received a certificate of training from the manufacturer of
the testing equipment.
Problems associated with the "precision leak test" are:
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There is no State certification of companies/contractors performing precision leak tests.
2.

The current certificate of training process does not ensure that the individual conducting the test has
the necessary qualifications. The employee who took the training may no longer be with the firm.

3.

The permissable leak rate of 0.05 gallons per hour may be a substantial contamination problem if, in
fact, the tank is leaking at this rate. This rate is apparently an average °detection limit" for the
various leak detection models.

Inventory reconciliation of underground fuel tanks is a monitoring strategy that is permissable under
current state regulations. The allowable variation In tank inventory can be substantial and can possibly
lead to soil and/or groundwater contamination if this amount were to actually leak and escape detection.
This allowable variation is apparently due to the -insensitivity" of obtaining an accurate measurement with
a measuring stick or tape and/or poor recordkeeping practices.
Recommendation #5: The City of Sacramento should petiton the State Water Resources Control Board to
develop a statewide certification program for precision leak testing contractors, to evaluate the current
technology of "precision leak testing" equipment in achieving reliable and accurate results under actual
field conditions, and to develop a more accurate method of tank invent*.
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APPENDIX A

PERMIT TO REMOVE INFORMATION

GENERAL - Owner, Address, Phone Number

- Operator, Address, Phone Number
- Site's Assessor's Parcel Number
TANK - Number of Tanks
- Sizes (Volumes) of Tanks
' - Product Stored
- Age and Composition of Tank
- Serial Numbers
REMOVAL

Contractor:

Name, Address, Phone Number, State Contractors License Number, State Haz-Mat
Haulers License Number, Contact Person, Workers Compensation Carrier and
Liability Insurance Carrier.

ACTIVITIES - Destination of Tank: Company, Address, Phone Numbers.

- Proposed tank purging procedures.
- Proposed tank rinsing procedures.
- Proposed procedures for sealing underground piping.
- Proposed soil sampling protocol.
- Proposed laboratory analysis and name of laboratory. I
TANK/VAULT DIAGRAM - Include the location of streets, adjacent buildings tanks, underground and above

ground pipes and utilities, property lines, adjacent or attached equipment, access, manways, openings, and
standpipes. Indicate distances, dimensions and depths for pipes, tanks, equipment; and buildings as needed.
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DATABASE
I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

,l
The City should develop a central information source to serve th e needs of the City and public uses.

2.

The City should include certain information available from state and federal data sources.

U. BACKGROUND:
o

The Cityneeds and ought to collect information on hazardous materials and their use within the City:

o

For planning, including land use. City planners and private developers need information about
hazardous materials storage, use and emissions to ensure that a proper mix of land use is maintained.

o

For setting future priorities for health protection either by Council investigation or through
recommendation by advisory bodies such as the Toxic Substances Commission or the Planning
Commission.

o

For effective review of existing City programs that seek td ensure public health and environmental
protection from toxic substances.
For carrying out Its emergency response responsibilities. This is already accomplished through the
Fire Department's Toxic Substances Disclosure (right-to-know) Program'

o

For designing and implementing prevention strategies, such as City initiated efforts to encourage
source reduction of hazardous waste.

o

Because certain information is mandated to be collected by I state and federal laws. Because the City
Fire Department has an extensive Company Inspection program, coupled with the Disclosure Program
and hazardous materials permit. The City Fire Department has also undertaken to incorporate
collection of information pursuant to AB 2185.
This statewide toxics emergency response program regal* the C ity to collect hazardous materials
inventories and certain information on hazardous materials i handling and onsite emergency response
planning. The City also collects information on underground tanks, which is used by the County for
permit issuance. The recently adopted Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
(SARA), contains in Title Ill, Section 313, extensive requirements for gathering both hazardous
materials storage and emissions inventories.
There are potential uses for information on hazardous materials use, handling and discharge identified
by the Commission in the course of its deliberations:

o

1,

By identifying hazardous materials and the locations of their use it is possible to assess risk to
g
sensitive populations along transportation corridors and near high density clusters of hazardous
materials users.
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o

By locating potential sources of groundwater contamination, it Is possible to identify threats to the
city's drinking water supply.

o

By developing a list of uncontrolled and abandoned hazardous waste sites, the City can avoid issuing
development permits for contaminated properties. In addition, this information is useful for the City
to set its priorities for and to review the effectiveness of State and Federal cleanup actions.

o

By comparing different lists of hazardous materials uses and permits, and it is possible to review the
effectiveness of emergency response planning.

o

With data on emissions from facilities, it is possible to plan and to set goals for source reduction of
hazardous wastes in the City. This type of data is necessary to quantify the amount of source
reduction actually implemented. Without information that includes the volume of chemicals that a
facility accepts in a given time period, the process and amounts that chemical is used in, and all
sources of emissions, certain false "reduction" may occur:
—toxic contaminants will be shunted to other environmental media, including the sewers or local
air streams.
—a downturn in the economy will register as a reduction of waste.

o

There are a number of sources of information available, but none is completely sabs1
" actory.

o

An earlier report developed by Subcommittee A (How to Find Information on Hazardous Materials Use s
Storage. Handlino. and Discharge or Disposal Activities Within the City of Sacramento) detected 47
different permitting and regulatory activities that collect data on hazardous materials in the City.
None of these information sources was individually satisfactory to serve the City's needs. In some
cases, the information collected is incomplete. In every case, the data collected concerned a specific
regulatory mandate of the collecting agency, and the information only presented a partial picture of
activities at a facility or site covered.

o

The City Fire Department maintains an excellent data collection program on hazardous materials. It
includes a semiannual visit to every business occupancy in the City as part of the Company
Inspection System. During each such visit, the completeness of the City's hazardous substances
disclosure program is ascertained, the adequacy of the City's hazardous materials permit is
ascertained, underground tanks are located, and the completeness of the business plans required by
AB 2185 will be reviewed.

o

The State of California is developing a statewide computerized hazardous materials inventory as part
of its role in implementing AB 2185. Last year, the Secretary of Environmental Affairs initiated a
pilot project at the Teale Data Center. The City of Sacramento Fire Department and the Toxic
Substances Commission was invited to participate. The Commission chose to accept the invitation,
and is able to access the pilot project's computer by a telephone hookup. However, the data
available is flawed and incomplete. The data sources that have proved most useful include the
Department of Health Services Hazardous Materials Information System, and the Registry of
Underground Tanks compiled by the State Water Resources Control Board.
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o

The Commission encountered a number of difficulties in obtaining and reviewing information:

o

The City Fire Department was slow to respond to requests from Outside. Despite several requests
from both the Commission and City staff, for example, Commission j was unable to obtain a computer
tape of the City's right to know information to integrate with other computer databases. Although
an early concern expressed by the Fire Department was the potential for inadvertently revealing
proprietary Information, the Department also indicates that the data system only includes one trade
secret.

o

The Fire Department's data is reported in an incomplete rrianner.i A review of the format for the
Department's monthly "Summary Hazardous Materials Report" indicates that the computer generated
report doesn't include volumes of hazardous materials at each facility, despite the fact that the
Department collects the information.

o

The state's integrated computer database was incomplete, and the limited databases of use to the
Commission must be updated rebularly. In addition, the software required to access the State's
information required some practice and familiarity before the data system became useful.

o

The computer systems used by the State and the City are unable to do computer mapping at this
time. This task must be done by hand.

Ill. RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

The City should develop a central information source on toxic substances to serve the needs of City
and public users. Either the Fire Department should amend its procedures regarding accessibility of
information and the formats in which information is provided, or another agency of the City should
be designated as the central agency for providing information to City and public users.

2.

The types of information available should be increased to take advantage of state databases made
available to the City during the Commission's work. This will require dedication of City resources,
including computer time and programmer time, as well as those resources necessary to intake and
update state data files. The City's capabilities should be expanded to include computer generated
maps and overlays, for use in land use planning and other applications.
Three map overlays were prepared by this Subcommittee to demonstrate the usefulness of mapping
hazardous material sites. These overlays are contained in the Executive Summary. Underground
tanks are mapped in Figure 1, from data obtained from the Sacramento County Health Department
(See Tables 1A, 1B and 1C). Sites listed on the State of California's Abandoned Site Program list are
mapped in Figure 2. Sites selected for mapping (See Table 2) were those sites, within the City of
Sacramento, identified by Subcommittee 'D' in their Background Report #5, entitled "Hazardous Waste
Sites". Businesses mapped in Figure 3 are those businesses, within the City of Sacramento, that are
major users of hazardous materials. Data was obtained from the City of Sacramento Fire
Department's Hazardous Materials Database (See Table 3).
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II

1

TABLE 1A
UNDERGROUND TANK SITES
SOIL CONTAMINATION.REMEDIATED
MARCH 1988
..
SITE

OWNER

ADDRESS

1

HIRAM W. JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL
DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
MISSION LINEN SUPPLY
ARCO
CITY OF SACRAMENTO, COMM. CENTER
BRUCE MINTZER
CAL. ALMOND EXCHANGE
CAPCO
LUTHER BURBANK HIGH SCHOOL
TRANSCO DISTRIBUTION CENTER
A&A CARPETS
WISMER & BECKER CONTRACTING
MOBIL SERVICE STATION
FREEPORT CHEVRON
CAL. HIGHWAY PATROL
RIO LINDA CHEMICAL CO.
ROBLA SCHOOL DISTRICT
SAC. BLOOD BANK
USA PETROLEUM COMPANY #121

6879 14TH. AV.
552134TH. ST.
182461ST. ST.
1840165TH.ST.
111 BERCUT DR.
2800OBROADWAY
1802 1 C ST.
905 FEE DR.
3500J‘LORIN RD.
4400FLORIN-PERKINS
6700 FOLSOM BL.
7820 FOLSOM BL.
5600FREEPORT BL.
8110FREEPORT BL.
6 MASSIE CT.
410 N. 10TH. ST.
5248 ROSE ST.
1625 STOCKTON BL.
4991 STOCKTON BL.

2

11
ii
II

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

TABLE 1B
UNDERGROUND TANK SITES
WITH SOIL CONTAMINATION
MARCH 1988

II

Ii

SITE

OWNER

'ADDRESS

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

LAWRENCE MOVING & STORAGE CO.
AMER. HEART ASSOCIATION
RAWSON DRUG & SUNDRY CO.
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
TONY SLOAN
SACTO REGIONAL OFFICE/MNTC STA
CAL-ERA LUMBER
PITTSBURG PAINT
CHEVRON
E.D. PROPERTY
HATFIELD TRUCKING SERVICE
HOLDENER CONSTRUCTION
DORRIS LUMBER & MOLDING CO.
HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT
BUSINESS OWNER

912 20TH. ST
,172730TH. ST.
2189AC0MA ST.
1601ARDEN WY.
936 CALVADOS AV.
6400 1 FOLSOM BL.
64381FOLSOM BL.
6538 FOLSOM BL.
'5535FREEPORT EL,
470 N. 16TH. ST.
1625 N. C ST.
2608IR $T.
2601 REDDING AV.
2978' STOCKTON EL.
'2416 X ST.

•
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TABLE 1C
UNDERGROUND TANK SITES
WITH GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION
MARCH 1988
SITE

OWNER

ADDRESS

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

KAYO OIL CO (JET)
RAINBO BAKERY
UNION OIL SACRAMENTO TERMINAL
UNITED SELF SERVE
KNUDSEN
STATE OFFICE BUILDING #1
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS
THRIFTY OIL STN. #432
METROPOLITAN AMBULANCE SERVICE
M. GARDNER
TOOLEY OIL #57
FAST GAS
SAC ARMY DEPOT
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
MERCY HOSPITAL OF SACRAMENTO
SHELL STATION

2430 5TH ST.
3211 6TH. AV.
76 BROADWAY
2401 BROADWAY
975 CALVADOS AV
915 CAPITOL MALL
918 DEL PASO RD.
295 EL CAMINO AV.
6329 ELVAS AV.
1041 FEE DR.
2399 FLORIN RD.
6190 FREEPORT BL.
8350 FRUITRIDGE RD
8550 FRUITRIDGE RD
4001 3 ST.
225 JIBBOOM ST. '

50
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TABLE 2
ABANDONED SITE LIST
MARCH 1988
SITE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

.

FACILITY

A-1 PLATING CO.
A-1 PLATING AND AUTO LICENSE
ALTA PLATING AND CHEMICAL CO
ALTA PLATING CO.
AMERICAN POLY-THERM CO.
AMERICAN SIGN CO.
BANNON SLOUGH DUMP
BRIGHTON OIL REFINING
BUCKLEY CHEMICAL CO.
BUCKLEY CHEMICAL CO.
BUCKLEY CHEMICAL CO.
CAL-VADA CHEM
CONSOLIDATED METALLURGICAL IND
ESSEX PENCIL PROD
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
JIBBOOM JUNKYARD
JOHN TAYLOR FERT.
KELBRO CORP.
MCCLELLAN AFB
NATOMAS AIRPORT
ORCHARD SUPPLY CO.
ORIGINAL DISPLAY FIXTURES
PENNZOIL CO.
ROSE EXTERMINATOR CO.
SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT
16TH ST PLATING
SMUD-CORP. YARD
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANS. CO .
SUPERIOR CHEMICAL INC.
UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL CO
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD CO
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD CO

ADDRESS
1721
2171
1733
2809
1636
1917
7400
7535
556
4022
3574
201
2100
1531
2700
3560
5200
1731
2147
1220
1814
1826
1708
401
515
2175
3500
1025

16TH ST
ACOMA ST
S ST
S ST
KATHLEEN AV
EL CAMINO AV
GARDEN HIGHWAY AND 1-5
FOLS01031,
32ND AV
34TH ST
MILLER WY
WESTERN AV
33RD ST
EVERGREEN ST
L ST.
JIBBOOM ST
ACADEMY WY
RAMONAAV
WATT Ay
NATOMAS AIRPORT ROAD
17TH ST
BARSTOW
BLUMENFELD DR.
D ST '
FRUITRIDGE RD.
16TH ST
59TH ST
I ST
NO. 12TH ST
ACOMA ST
24TH ST
19TH ST
IL
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TABLE 3
MAJOR DISCLOSURES OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
USES WITHIN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
MARCH 1988

,
SITE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

BUSINESS
NAME

ADDRESS

AMERIGAS
CONTINENTAL .CHEN.CO.
CHEM QUIP
MASON PAINT CO '
COOKS HARDWARE
CUSTOM DISTRIBUTORS
PROCTER & GAMBLE
VALLEY SLURRY SEAL
JOHNSTONE SUPPLY CO
RIO LINDA CHEM. CO
PROGRESSIVE CIRCUIT
CENTRAL. AUTOMOTIVE
INLAND STAR DISTR.
ORCHARD, SUPPLY
WESTERN KRAFT PAPER
WASTEWATER TR. PLANT
PACOAST, INC.
AIR PRODUCTS 1c. CHEN
NATIONAL OXYGEN, INC

3011 ACADEMY WY .
2175 AGORA ST
1730 ALHAMBRA BL
2121 BLUMENFELD DR
2125 DEL PASO BL
1041 FEE DR
8201 FRUITRIDGE RD
8510 JACKSON RD
2329 LEXINGTON ST
410 NORTH 10TH ST
4361 PELL DR
2711 R ST
8165 SIGNAL CT
1731 17TH ST
8333 24TH AV
1391 35TH AV
8120 37TH AV
5025 83RD ST
5034 83R0 ST

& OF HAZ.
MATERIALS
10
8
7
19
78
27
24
5
3
47
53
57
69
62
8
9
48
24
13
TOTAL

LBS.
186,500.
365,300 ,
127,500
170;160'
45
177,352
3,211,760:
1,444,000 '
223,600,:
3400.
271,320

t
QUANTITY
tGAL
' t
27100
44 1500
9,100
t
2082
1059
3326
243000
810;000
1i
5970
7750
3135
42416

CFT

12 CANS
50,000

6,640,437

4035 MCI

1,980

68,860

175,800
130,000
3,935,
78,155.
3,050

OTHER

2 CYL
143,IT

1,575
1929
1,
151;706
3000
L
4,377,719

12 INK

50 CYL
121,500
173,480

NOTE: THIS LISTING AND THE ACCOMPANYING HAZARD'S MAP ARE BASED ON DATA PROVIDED
BY THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO'S FIRE DEPARTMENT. LISTING.CRITERIA WAS HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS DISCLOSURE QUANTITIES OF 100,000 UNITS OR MORE, OR NUMBER OF
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS OF 40 OR MORE.
'

HAZARDOUSWASTE' SITES REPORT

BY
SUZANNE PHINNEY

With Subcomrnittee D

Edward W. Bradley, Chair
Smanne'Phinney
Bruce VV. Risley
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HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES REPORT

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The City of Sacramento should Institute a program to track Significant hazardous waste sites affecting
City residents and employees. As part of this program, an Updated i and accurate database of ranked
sites should be obtained from the various cognizant agencies (e.g., EPA, DOHS, County Health).

2.

The City should consider establishing a procedure to Identify additional hazardous waste sites. One
method 'would involve Implementation of a soil sampling requirement which applies to certain property
transactions, and land use changes. San Francisco has adopted Such an ordinance.

3.

Expansion of the City's role in overseeing actions taken by reuIatory1 agencies in regard to hazardous
waste sites (e.g., participating in community relations programs, information source, technical advisor)
would provide valuable support to City residents.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
A significant number of hazardous waste sites exist In and around the City of Sacramento. Several of these
sites were identified in 1980 and 1981 through the Abandoned Slie Program conducted by the State of
California. Since that time numerous additional sites have come to the public's and regulatory agencies'
attention through increasing awareness of practices and conditions that could result in the disposal of toxic
substances to the environment.
The purpose of this background paper on existing and potential hazardous was e sites in the City of Sacramento
and surrounding area is to:
•

1) update information on hazardous waste sites as presented in previous reports (e.g., Lung Association
Primer);
2)

determine whether these sites are or have been appropriately addressed by the regulatory community;

3)

identify the extent to which information on these sites is available to local communities and the
public;
1

4)
5)

assess relative significance or risk of these sites to public health and;
determine general actions or priorities that can be set by the Cityof Sacramento to address the above
issues.

BACKGROUND
The Abandoned Site Program conducted in 1980 and 1981 by the State of California identified approximately
1900 sites in Sacramento County where presumed industrial activities had either taken place in the past
(starting with 1945) or were currently ongoing. Questionnaires were Sent to hese facilities and based on the
response, a facility was either dismissed by the State or targeted for further activity, usually a drive-by or less
commonly, an actual inspection. Most facilities were eliminated from further actions, ("no problem based on
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questionnaire" being the most common final action). The Palm Iron site was one that was eliminated. A
lengthy computer list documents the responses to the questionnaires.
As reported in the Lung Association Primer, 17 Sacramento sites were referred for enforcement action; 15 of
these to the Department of Health Service (DOHS). By 1984, only limited action had been taken at these sites
and both the DOHS regional and state office indicated that they were not aware of any active, aggressive
program to address the sites.
In the last few years, the numbers and types of industries where toxic substance-related problems might be
encountered have dramatically increased. Because of this, the Commission took another look at the ASP
computer printout to identffy facilities which had been referred for enforcement purposes or which might be of
concern for some other reason (either type of facility or a specific finding at the site). This review identified
54 sites; these are shown in Table 1 along with the major reason for flagging the site.
OVERVIEW OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SUES
Approximately 65 hazardous waste sites In and around Sacramento were Identified from County, State and
Federal files. These sites ranged from major sites of known significant contamination (McClellan, Aerojet) to
State office buildings to small gasoline stations. An overview of these sites is shown in Attachment 1. For
each site, the location, description of the problem, cognizant agency and status of site activity is summarized.
FINDINGS
The review of hazardous waste sites conducted by Subcommittee D identified a number of findings, most
prominent of which was the overall difficulty in getting sufficient information to update the Commission on
these sites. These findings are very similar to those identified Independently by a San Joaquin County Toxic
Task Force (See Appendix A). Major findings of the Sacramento Toxics Commission include the following:
o The City does not have its own complete summary of hazardous waste sites affecting its residents nor
is this information readily available to the City.
o County, State and EPA files made available for this review were sketchy at best and in several
instances contained out-dated or misleading information. Use of industry jargon made these files
difficult to understand.
o At the present time there is no operational state ranking system for California toxic wastes sites.
o State and Federal community relations programs address only limited sites and only those where
significant remedial action is taking place.
o Identification, investigation and remediation of hazardous waste sites is at best, a very slow process.
o State and Federal buildings and activities appear to fall between regulatory cracks.
o Site mitigation recommendations from Subcommittee B should be applied to sites covered under this
report as appropriate.
o It is likely that additional sites or specific types of industries have toxic substance-related problems
that are as yet unidentified.
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These findings are described more fully below along with recommendations for addressing the problems.
1. The City does not have Its own summary of hazardous waste sites affecting its residents nor is this
information madly available to the City.
The City does not have a certain department or Individual that tracks toxic issues. While the recent Draft
EIR for the General Plan does list certain hazardous waste sites, t1 .4a information is not particularly
comprehensive nor are all potential sites in the City addressed. The!City does not appear to be on
appropriate mailing lists for information on relevant hazardous waste sites or RCRA permitted facilities.
Recommendations:
- City should Institute a procedure to allow for the tracking of significant hazardous waste sites affecting Its
residents and employees; this should, include some sort of database; peipaps City could contract this out
periodically.

- In the interim, the City should direct inquiries on hazardous waste sites to existing sources of information
(e.g., Toxics Primer, General Plan EIR, groups such as Golden Empire Health Planning Center, Sacramento
Toxics Alliande which take an active role in this regard).
2.

County, State and Federal (EPA) files made available for this review Were sketchy at best and often
contained cut-dated or incorrect information.

Almost all the databases reviewed contained only very limited information. Some of these were in a format
that would be indecipherable to the general public and required a code doss reference to understand the
numerical and abbreviated information. Most of the information related to an Agency's internal efforts to track
a site. When telephone calls were placed to an Agency, particularly DOHS, It fr.las hard to find the right person
to talk to. The general feeling was that no one was sure about who was doing what because of all the
reorganizations In'the various departments.
Some of the information provided to Commission members was out of lidate and in some cases misleading. For
example, several of the sites (Schnitzer Steel, Hazel Avenue Ponds) were Identified as being investigated as part
of the Aerojet investigation, whereas the Agencies have conducted only preliminary assessments at most and
further site specific work is not currently intended as part of the Aerojet work.
Recommendations:
- The City should request in writing an updated accurate database or summary of hazardous waste sites from
the various cognizant agencies (EPA, DOHS, County Health).
3. At the present time, there is no operational state ranking system for California toxic sites.
0

DOHS has recently prepared a report 'Expenditure Plan for the Hazardous Substance Cleanup Bond Act of 1984"
(See Appendix B)which at least peripherally addresses this issue. Pertinent quotes, include:
pg.99 "As sites which remain on this list are fully characterized, they will be transferred to the
category 3 list and priority ranked as required by AB 129 based on all available
information.'
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pg.91 "Responsible party (RP) lead sites also aren't ranked because they are being addressed by
RP's".
Unless some' sort of ranking of hazardous waste sites is provided to local communities, there is no way that
they can prioritize their activities with respect to these sites and also no way that they can assure that local
public health is being protected. Apparently, DOHS has recently contracted with Radian Corp. to determine
citizen concern at selected sites.
Recommendations:
Some sort of ranking system is necessary. Optimally, this would be conducted by the regulatory agencies.
Such a system may be provided by DOHS in the near future per their wToxics Triage Priority Setting
Document" (Appendix C). This document d etails various criteria and a scoring system for ranking sties. If
DOHS does not provide material which ranks Sacramento hazardous waste sites in the near future, the City
may want to use the Triage system itself.
4. State and Federal community relations programs address only limited sites and only those where significant
remedial action is taking place.
Over the past two years, only limited community relations programs have been implemented. These were for the
Jibboom Junkyard site, McClellan AFB and for Aerojet. Union Pacific will be required to develop a Community
Relations Plan as part of their overall Work Plan. This general lack of communication for all but the very
largest sites makes it very difficult for local governments and citizens to know what is going on in their
neighborhood.
An example of the lack of adequate communication is a recent incident involving a residential area In south
Sacramento. Apparently, some of the residents were concerned about the number of miscarriages in their area
When the residents asked the County if there were any hazardous waste sites or industries In the area, they
were reassured that there was nothing unusual which could be causing a problem. Only later did they discover
that a site nearby (General Radiator) was In litigation with the County D.A. over the cleanup of a previous
disposal/industrial site). A community relations effort is now underway.
In addition, the EPA will soon be issuing grants to community groups for a technical advisor at Federal
Superfund projects., This provides the City with an opportunity to request funds for Superfund projects within
their jurisdiction.
Recommendations:
- The City needs to push for the development of more community relations programs for sites of significant
concern. These programs should be developed and, implemented by the responsible agency.
- The City should pursue the EPA grants for a technical advisor for federal Superfund projects.
5.

Identification, investigation and remediation of hazardous waste sites Is, at best a very slow process.

The majority of sites Identified In Attachment 1 have not had been investigated or remediated. Of those" sites
where known contamination exists, progress has often been very slow. In addition, there is currently no
program in effect that tries to identify what other hazardous waste sites may exist and which appear to fall
between regulatory cracks. A good example is the Union Pacific site. The property was about to change hands
when ft was discovered that the site likely contained hazardous wastes. Sampling by DOHS confirmed this.
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Recommendation:
- The City should push for a fast-tracked identification, investigation and Ih remediation of hazardous waste
sites. This could be accomplished by submitting comments on proposed actions by the regulatory agencies.
- Some sort of' program to Identify possible additional hazardous waste sites needs to be developed. Perhaps,
something along the line of the soil sampling program implemented by the City of San Francisco for the
sale of industrial property. (See Background Report No. 9, Land Use).
6.

State and Federal buildings and activities appear to fall between regulatory creaks.

L
State and Federal buildings and/or activities are often exempt from the regulatory overview provided for similar
industrial ones. For example, they are exempt from certain Prop 65 discharge requirements, from local building
codes and were not addressed by the Abandoned Sites Program.
The Sacramento Bee reported In December, 1981 that the Department of General Services had dumped chemicals
into a pit at 19th and T Streets for 7 years. Soil samples ranged from 17,000 parts per billion to 2,400,000 ppb
or 0.2%. County files indicate that contamination Is still associated with the site. Another known source is the
State Transportation yard.
Also the State Printing Plant is discharging vinyl chloride at levels ranging l 'up to 30 ppb into the American
River (one mile upstream of the City's treatment plant). This is currently permitted under their NPDES permit
from the Regional Water Quality Control Board. The State has argued tnat the vinyl chloride is not their
problem since it is already in the groundwater (from the SP site). Others have voiced concern that continued
extraction of the groundwater will exacerbate migration of the SP plume.
Recommendations:
- State and Federal activities should respond to the intent of existing laws even though they are currently
exempt Legislation should be drafted to correct any deficiencies in this area.

- The City and County, as well as local School Districts, should also conform to the intent of the law. This
would also demonstrate a good neighbor attitude.
7.

Site mitigation recommendations relating to underground tanks should be applied to sites covered under this
report as appropriate.

While underground tanks are addressed under a different report, the problems associated with these tanks are
many times very similar to those seem at the larger hazardous waste sites. A list of leaking underground
storage tanks within Sacramento County Is provided in Appendix D.
Many of the measures identified for mitigating underground tank problems are also applicable to hazardous
waste sites in general. It is anticipated that any measures proposed to identify potential sites (such as soil
testing of industrial property prior to transfer or sale, especially if change in zoning occurs) would also apply.
8.

It is likely that additional sites or specific types of industries have toxiC, substance-related problems that
are as yet unidentified.
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The review of the Abandoned Site Program computer inventory identified a number of sites that could have
presented problems based on the types of activities that had taken place. Many of these were eliminated' frorn
further review by the State. At least one of these sites (Union Pacific) has since been identified as being
contaminated.
It is also possible that whole classes of industries may present concerns that have so far not been realized.
For example, the City of Buffalo did a study of salvaging and recycling operations within the City. They found
that salvaged autos and trucks contained hazardous liquids, that salvage shops often handled transformers or
barrels and drums and that such operations often used degreasing substances for cutting, cleaning and greasing.
The report identified 33 separate operations that were possible environmental hazards.
Recommendations:
The City should cross reference information on types of hazardous substances used by existing industries
with the list of sites shown in Table 1. This may point out where problems might be expected.
- Additional attention might be directed toward salvage operations if considered applicable.

NM

MI MIN NM ME

MIN

Facility Name

1=11

Facility No.

Address

IM

ME MN MIN CM
Reason for F/agg1na

1. A-1 Plating Co. (Inactive 03)

34-34-0093

1721 16th Street, Sacramento 95814

Heavy metals

2.

34-34-0002

2171'Acoma Street, Sacramento 95815

Heavy metals

34-37-0002

P.O. Box 13400, Sacramento 95813

HHMS/Enf .- Action

4. .Alta Plating and Chemical Co.

34-34-0007

1733 "S" Street, Sacramento 95814

Refered to enf.

5.

Alta Plating Co.

34-34-0109

2809 "S" Street, Sacramento, 95816

Heavy metals

6.

American Poly-Therm Co.

34-30-0001

P.O. Box 38619, Sacramento 95838

Referred to HWHB-enf.

7.

American Sign:Co.

34-73-0037

1917 El Camino Avenue, rSacramento 95815

Dump: 11 years

8.

Bannon Slough Dump

34-49-0018

Carden Highway i 15 Freeway,

Type of facility

A-l'Plating and Auto License
Frame Co.

3.
,

Aerojet-General Corporation

(Inactive 14)

Sacramento 95833
9.

Billington Htr. 4 Armature Works

34-76-0001

11347 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova 95670

Site cleaned up

10.

Bob GraVenkamp Auto Wrecker

34-50-0020

3316 47th Avenue, Sacramento 95823

Ponds/sumps on-site

11.

Brighton 011 Refining (Inactive

34-29-0012

7400 Folsom Blvd., Sacramento 95826

Soli to dump

045)

-

12.

.

Brighton-Bengal 011 Ref.

3429-0013

(Inactive 047)

-

AA Purity Oil

95670

Striekly--Ch-Mni-cX1 -Co -.-- ( inactive —7-14-28.0135. - ---7535'12nd-Avenue Sacramento -95824-

-

14.

- 11/00-11hlte-Rock- Road, Rancho Cordova ._

,Type.-7 of-facl1lty

195)
Buckley Chemical Co. (Inactive

34-28-0095

556 34th Street, Sacramento 95800

Type of facility

34-28-0142

4022 Hiller Way, Sacramento 95817

Type of facility

01178)
15.

Buckley Chemical Co.

SE05-0387.006
3/26/87

Facility Dame
16.

Cal-Vada Chem (Inactive 191)

34-28-0106

Reason for Flagging

Address

Facility No.

3574 Western Avenue

Sacramento 05838

Same location as American Poly
Therm

17.

Cavitt Ranch aka Holthouse Ranch

34-4970022

Referred to enf.

Scott Drive & White Rock Road,
Rancho Cordova, 95670

18.

Consolidated Metallurgical Ind.

34-50-0038

201 33rd Street, Sacramento 95816

Formerly Aerojet-General

19,

Delta Gunnite

34-17-0001

11100 White Rock Road, Rancho Cordova

Referred to RWMR enf.
-

95670

20.

Essex Pencil Prod. (Inactive 1145)

34-24-1031

2100 Evergreen Street, Sacramento 95815

Sample taken - heavy metals

21.

Fair Oaks Dump

34-49-0001

Citrus Road, Fair OakS 95628

Type of facility

22.

Firestone Tire & Rubber . Co.

34 30 0013

1531 *L" Street, Sacramento 95814

Other Firestone plant on

-

-

Superfund List

23.

Franklin Field County Airport

14-45-0069

Bruceville Road, Franklin 95823

Used by crop dusters

24.

Gerber Dump

34-49-0014

Gerber I. ExcelsW Road, Sacramento

Referred to HWMB-eof.

95923
25.

GZ Products

34-28-0001

East of 2401 Gold River Road,

Rancho

Referred t o
' illiKB-enf.

Cordova 95670

26.

J8 Radiator SpecialtY Inc.

34-37-0037

7120 McCurdy Lane, Sacramento 95828

Referred to 100M8-enf.

27.

Jackson Business Park

34-76-0011

9140 Jackson Road, Rancho Cordova 95670

Referred to HWMB-enf.

28.

JIbboom Junkyard

14-49-0023

Jibboom Street, Sacramento 95814

Referred to HUMB-enf.

29.

John Taylor Fert. (Inactive 1327)

34-28-0146

2700 Academy Way, Sacramento 95813

Referred to HWMB-enf.

'

SE010 0387,D06
-

3/26/87

MI =I

=I

MIN

MIIII

MI MI MI

MN =I =I I= UM MIMI NM

MI

Mil ME iM
Facility Name

NM MI

Facility No.

Ma NM
Reason for Flagging

. Address

30.

John Taylor Fert.

34-28-0068

841 V. Elkhorn Blvd., Rio Linda 95671

"No Problem"

31.

gelbro Corporation

34-24-0027

3560 Ramona Avenue, Sacramento 95826

Site was Class Ill dump

12.

Libby Ponds

34-20-0001

Hazel Avenue 4 U.S. 50, Rancho CordOva

Referred to HWMB-enf.

94 088

-

33. Mather AFB

34-97-0003

Mather AFL), Rancho Cordova 95655

Contamination

34. McClellan AFB

34-97-0002

5200 Watt Avenue, Sacramento 95852

Contamination

35. McDonnell Douglas

34-37-0001

11505 Douglas, Sacramento 95670

Type

36.

Monroe's Dump

7.-49-0020

Palladay Road, Elverte 95626

Type of facility

37.

Natomes Airport

34-45-0010

Hatemas Airport Road, Sacramento 95838

Referred HMMS-enf,

38.

Orchard Supply Co.

34-28-0048

1731 17th Street, Sacramento 95818

Referred HMMS-enf,

39.

Origlnal Display Fixtures'

34-25-0007

2147 Barstow, Sacramento 95815

Old incinerator on-site

40.

Pennzoil Co.

34-29-0005

1220 Blumenfeld Drive, Sacramento 95815

011 Spill

41.

Rose Exterminator Co.

34-28-0062

1814 "D" Street, Sacramento 95814

Ref. to HMMS-enf.

42.

Sacramento ArMy -Depot -

34-97-0004

Sacramento Co. SWDS-Whlte Rock

34-49-0003

43.
-

44.

(Inactive #153)

126id -South'
Schnitzer Steel

9EM5-0387.D06
3/26/87

-

Sacramento-Army Depot-v-Sacremento-98l3White Rock Road; Rancho Cordova 93670

of

facility

- Burn-pits/evap. ponds
Type of facility

7

34-34-0001

12000 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova 95670

Referred to HWIS-enf.

an

Facility Name
45.

Facility No.

Reason for Flagging

Address

34-34-0050

1126 11th Street, Sacramento 95814

Referred to UWE-en/.

46. SHUD-Corp. Yard

34-49-0015

1708 59th Street, Sacramento 95817

,Referred to HWHB-enf.

47.

SHUD-Rancho Seco

34-49-0016

Of

Referred to HWHE-enf.

48.

Southern Pacific Transp. Co.

34-40-0001

401 "I" Street, Sacramento 95814

HWHB-enf.

49.

Spezia Flying Service

34-07-0013

P.O. Box 67, Walnut Grove 95690

On-site disposal: Ponds

34-28-0133

515 N. 12th Street, Sacramento 95814

Referred to HMHS-enf.

Universal Chemical Co.

34-28-0094

2175 /bootee Street, Sacramento 93815

Spills, chlorine

• 52.

Western Pacific Railroad Co.

34-40-0003

3500 24th Street, Sacramento 92509

Sathples taken, phone tip

.53.

Western Pacific Railroad Co.

34-40-0002

1025 19th Street, Suite 1, Sacramento

Per above

-

50.

16th Street Plating

Superior Chemical Inc.

(Inactive

Twin Citlea Road, Clay 95638

'70 I-3
0 Go
OO C)
M
t71
C)
LA

Cr

/129)
51.

95814
54.

White Rock Dump No., Sacramento

34-49-0002

091582C, Rancho Cordova 95670

Referred to HWHB-enf.
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SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES 1 IN SACRAMENTO

A-1 PLATING COMPANY.
2171 Acoma Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
DESCRIPTION: Elevated levels of heavy metals froth electroplating
operations have been detected at this site. Soil concentration
copper, nickel,
levels have ranged in the thousands of ug/t
chrome, cyanide and muriatic acid. These metals are highly toxic
and persistent. There is 'a potential for groundwater
contaminatiOn due to the soil contamination.
Cognizant Agency: DHS

STATUS OF SITE ACTIVITY: OHS sampled in 85. Aifeasibility study
was scheduled for completion in November 198i1Iand a remedial
action planshould be available in February 1987.

ACE OIL COMPANY
323 A Street
Galt, CA 95632
DESCRIPTION: Ace Oil Company stores and distributet petroleum
products. Two fires in 1985 resulted in contamination of several
areas on-site. A container and tank storage are heavily
contaminated with petroleum products, and there are several other
areas of lower level contamination. The depthof c*Itaininatibe,
was determined to be approximately 30 feet according to some
studies conducted in late 1985. Groundwater is at 80 feet and
Galt City wells within 1/4 mile and 2 private wells
there are
within 700 .feet.
[
Cognizant Agency: DHS
STATUS: A 1draft remedial investigation plan was scheduled for
submittal to DHS in August 1986,, with remedial action to be
implemented and completed by 9/87. .
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AEROJET-GENERAL
Folsom Blvd. and Hazel Avenue
Rancho COrdova, CA 95813
DESCRIPTION: Aerojet General manufactures rocket motors, in
addition to some limited chemical manufactoring. Past operations
resulted in extensive contamination of soil and groundwater.
Primary contaminants are trichloroethylene (TCE) and
trichloroethane (TCA).
COGNIZANT AGENCY: EPA.

STATE/FEDERAL SUPERFUND RANKING': Federal #109
STATUS OF SITE ACTIVITY: Aerojet has conducted extensive
investigations to determine the extent of chemicals in sil
and groundwater. The Aerojet site is on both the state and
federal site lists. Aerojet has installed air stripping plants
at several locations on-site to pump and treat chemicalsin
groundwater. Negotiations between Aerojet and the governmental
agencies are underway for completion of a' remedial
invest i gat ion 4 eas ib i 1 ity study.

ALTA PLATING AND CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 13400
Sacramento, CA 415813
DESCRIPTION: The Alta Plating and Chemical Corporation has
operated as an electroplating firm since the late 1960s. All
waste materials are recycled or seweredl no manifesting of waste
occurs. The regulatory agency files do not indicate any on-site
disposal of hazardous waste.
STATUS OF SITE ACTIVITY: An assessment was completed by OHS in
January 1986 and no further action Was deemed necessary.

AMERICAN POLY-THERM COMPANY
P.O. Box 38619
Sacramento. CA 95838
DESCRIPTION: American Poly-Therm manufactures plastics for the
aerospace industry. Questions have arisen about the company's
handling and disposal of manwFaCtoring wastes. Wastes primarily

consist of solvents, resins. oil and plastics.

.

STATUS: In a February 1986 report, DHS recommended that the site
be designated with active statuS, low priority. A site
inspection was also warranted due to process spills, poor
housekeeping and illegal storage.
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CAVITT RANCH AKA HOLTHOUSE RANCH
• Scott Drive and White Rook Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

DESCRIPTION;
STATUS:

CITADEL PRESS, INC.
DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:

DAVIES PROPERTY
11491 White Rock Road
Rancho Cordova, CA q5670
oCoupiet by the
Clinical Equipment Company which manufactured 'fibetisIass and
stainless steel products for medical use. The company went out of
Also
business and Left some containers of chemicals
there is a possibllty that chemicals could have been disposed of
in the septic system.
DESCRIPTION: Davies Property was previously

STATUS: In 1981 the Resiohal Water Quality CohtrolSoard
recommended that the well and soil below the leachfield that
servet the commercial building be sampled'.

EXPO STCL PEST & TERM SERV.

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:

FOLSOM PRISON
DESCRIPTION:
STATUS1
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GERBER DUMP
Gerber & Excelsior Road
Sacramento. CA 95823

DESCRIPTION: Gerber Dump, located on Gerber Road, operated as a
waste disposal site from 193S-1967—It is estimated that over one
million cubic Yards of refuse were buried at this 160-acre site.
The area is presently closed.
STATUS: DHS had designated site for further review in April
1985. Update??

GLIDERAL DOOR
DESCRIPTION: .
STATUS:

G-Z PRODUCTS
East of 2401 Gold River Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

DESCRIPTION: The G-Z Products Site is presently a vacant lot
which was once used as a liquid and slurry waste disposal site.
The slurry has been identified as polymerized fiberglass and is
below the hazardous level necessary For soil removal.. G-Z also
routinely dumped carbon tetrachloride combined with styrene. Some
volatile organics are present above the action levels.

STATUS: As of the 4/85 report, the state reported that the site
was being evaluated by the Central Valley Regional Water Quality
Control Board and EPA as part of the off-site investigation of
Aerojet.
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HAZEL AVENUE PONDS
Northwest Corner of Hazel Avenue & Hwy. 50
Rancho Cordova, CA
DESCRIPTION: The Hazel Avenue Ponds were once used by the Libby
Olive Processing Plant. The ponds, which consist of'a series of
depressionsand gullies in dredger tailings, my haVe been used
by other nearby industries for disposal of wastes. !Levels
of arsenic,„ mercury, Selenium, chroMium, sulfites, dieldrin, and
DOD have been found in pond soils. Contaminated wat er from
dredger tailings may enter American River and move downstream
into the City of Sacramento's drinking. water intake
1

I

STATUS: As Of 9/86 OHS recommended that deep soil samples be
taken at the site to determine if these ponds are tl hes source of
contamination found in nearby Department of Fish and Game
wells. A OHS Preliminary Assessment of the site is pending.

JACKSON BUSINESS PARK
9140 Jackson Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Business
Park from approximately 1975-1976. The busineis repaired
transformers, many of which contained polychlorinated blphenyis
(PCBs). Apparently one .745 gallon drum containing PCBs was
discovered, which was eventually removed.
DESCRIPTION: Bill•ngton Motors operated in the Jackson

STATUS:
cleaned

I
In' late 1984, OHS certified that the property had been
of 'cOntaminants in accordance with an approved plan.

B RADIATOR SPECIALTY, INC.
7120 McCurdy Lane
SacraMento, CA 95828

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:
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JIBBOOM JUNKYARD
Jibbom Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

DESCRIPTION: The Jibboom site is located near Discovery Park in
Sacramento on the east bank of the Sacramento River. The site
was previously operated as a junkyard/transformer salvage yard.
The majority of the area has been covered by the construction of
1 5 and frontage roads. The remaining uncovered portion consists
of 2.7 acres. The site was placed on the National Priorities
List (NFL) in December 1982 based on sampling results which
indicated the presence of heavy metals and PCBs. No metals or
PCB's have been measured during routine sampling and analyses of
the water Supply. Samples taken in 1984 revealed levels of
copper, zinc and lead which exceeded the state standards for
defining hazardous waste. Soils also contained polychlorinated'
biphenyls (PCB's). The PCB concentrations approached, but did not
exteed current state and federal limits.
-

STATE/FEDERAL SUPERFUND RANK/Na:: Federal Superfund- #682 (June 86)

STATUS: Under the direct oversight of the US Army Corps of
Engineers, U.S. P011ution Control Inc. will excavate and remove
approximately 7,200 cubic yards of contaminated soil. The S2
million excavation and removal project is scheduled to begin in
July, 1986 and is estimated to take four months to complete. The
site's 2.7-acre contaminated area will be excavated to a depth of
1 to 1.5 feet. Once the excavation is complete, the area will be
backfilled, graded with clean soil and seeded.

JOHN TAYLOR FERT
2700 Academy Way

Sacramento, CA 95815
OR (7777)
841 W. Elkhorn Blvd.
Pio Linda, CA 95673

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:
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mATHER AFB
Rancho Cordova, CA 95655
DESCRIPTION: Mather AFB is located east of Sacramento in the
Rancho CordOva area. Wastes that have been dispose d of on-base
include triChloroethylene(TCE), oils, hydraulic fluidds, paints,

thinners, electrolyte ,plating solutions, sand blasting wastes,.
jet fuel and PCB-contaminated oil. Samples cOlected in 1984 by
the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Bard revealed
the presence of trichloroethylene, trans 1,2 dichloiAoethylene and
1,1 dichloroethylene in off-site private wells

STATUS: Matner AFB is participating in the Department of Defense,
Installation Restoration Program. This will Indlude a records
search. hydrogeologidal survey and selection of appropriate .
remedial adtions.

McCLELLAN AFB
5200 Watt Avenue •
Sacramento, CA 95852

DESCRIPTION: McClellan AFB is a 2,598 acre site, located
northeast of Sacramento. The base uses organic solvents for the
maintenance, repair and modification of aircraft. Hazardous
wastes known to have been disposed of on-base include industrial
wastewater Sludge, metal plating waStes, tric loroefthylene(TCE).
waste solvents, fuels and oils, paint wastes, polyChlorinated
biphenyls 4+PCB) wastes, low-level radioactive wastes
herbicide/pesticide containers, cyanide wastes, ashes, and
miscellanedus waste chemicals. The site has been categOrized into
three areas: (Area A, 13, and C) in terms of past use and disposal
practices. Groundwater and soil contamination have been verified
by soil and water samples. Since 1979, 12 offrbasewells have
been closed due to TCE Contamination. Off.-base groundwater
contamination has been attributed to Area B ad is suspected, but
not confirMed for Area C.
McClellan AFB it participating in the Department of
Defense, Installation Restoration Program. The A17 Force has
completed, an extensive hydrogeologic survey of the'site, and has
monitoring wells in operation. Currently, McClellan AFB has an
air stripper and an incinerator/carbon adsorption operation in
place to treat the contaminated groundwater.

. STATUS:
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McDONNELL. DOUGLAS CORP.
11505 Douglas
Sacramento, CA 95670

DESCRIPTION: The McDonnell Douglas Corp. is a 3,800 acre site
located adjacent to Aerojet General in Rancho Cordova. There
appears to be chemical migration . (principally, TOE) in
groundwater beneath portions of the McDonnell property. There
may also be migration of chemicals -from other sources. It is
possible that McDonnell Douglas has contributed to the chemical
contamination in stills and groundwaters, although they have
denied any contribution. Of the four operating wells tested,
one has volatile organic levels above the state maximum
contaminant levels.

STATUS: The property is now owned by Aerojet, which will

be evaluating cheMical migration from its operating plant
at part Of its RI/FS.

NATOMAS AIRPORT
Nat amas Airport. Road
Sacramento, CA 95838
DESCRIPTION.: The Natomas Airport has been operating at the
present location, with cropdusting operations in addition to
Operations which =mild
normal airport activities, since 1945.
have led to the disposal of hazardous wastes are cropdusting
plane cleaning operations. maintenance shop operations, and
private plane engine and aircraft cleaning. In addition. there
are numerous above and below ground storage tanks. At Several
locations throughout Natomas Airport. visible signs 0*
discolored, oily sail exist. Department of Health Services staff
conducted a facility inspection in early 1985 which revealed
Heavy
elevated levels of DDT, DDE. and the herbicide 2.4,5-T.

metals are also of concern.
STATUS: The sampling data is currently under review by the Site
Mitigation Unit of the Northern California OHS. A site

inspection with sampling was recommended in February 86.
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ORCHARD SUPPLY CO.
1731 17th Street
Sacramento-, CA 95818

.1

DESCRIPTION: The Orchard Supply Company has been operating as an

agricultural chemical retail and wholesale outlet since 1946.
Prior to 1946 the site was occupied .by RosenbUrg's Junkyard. The
Rosenburg facility consisted of a bottle washing area,, a rag
bailing area. and a battery storage area. The tleza+o us wastes
generated at Orchard Supply consist mainly of retrograde and
outdated agricultural chemicals. Soil samples taken in 1983
revealed contamination levels above the state u levels for various
Because of the toil contamination,
pesticides and heavy metals.
groundwater degradation is a major concern: West Sacramento'
and Broderick receive about 50% of their drinking wiater from
this groundwater.
STATUS:
As of the fall of 1986, a soil sampling plan had been
submitted to DHS but not approved. The problem appeared to be
with the offsite characterization.
The offsite lai4O area has
already been cleaned up by another company.
PALM -IRON AND BRIDGEWORKS'
8845 Elder Creek Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95828

•
DESCRIPTION: Palm Iron has operated as a steel fabrication
facility since 1978. Approximately 25% of the finithed products
are painted and 90-95% of the paint used is a, standard primer.
Wastes created by the operation include shavings, groping (excess
metal cut from the wide flange beams), surplus paint and some
sandblasting waste. Soil samples taken in 1983 indicated high
lead concentrations.
STATUS: To date, all remedial action has been dont, by the
facility and consists of site characterization data to determine
the extent of contamination. Palm Iron has employed a consulting

firm to continue the investigation and to.clearv-upkhe site.

PRAIRIE CITY OHV PARK
Sacramento County

DESCRIPTION: The Prairie City Off-Highway Vehlcle Park is a
435-acre site in Sacramento County. and consists of motorcross
areas, a motorcycle trail system and a four-wheel drive area.
When the site was owned by Aerojet General, this area was
utilized as a disposal site. Between 1970-72 the site was
Aerojetts sole burn area for waste products, which included
ammonium perchlorate, potassium perchlorate. ammonium nitrate,
nitroguanidine. TCE, solid nitro-propellant residues,
nitroplasticizer waste, igniter or pyrotechnic material, and
beryllium-contaminated material.
STATUS: Aeroiet has conducted sampling at the sit t and will
be evaluating the site as part of the Aeroj.et RI/FS.
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PRINTING PRESS
DESCRIPTION:,
STATUS:

-

PURITY OIL SALES/DELTA GUNNITE
11100 White Rock Road

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
DESCRIPTION: The Purity Oil Site, now a vacant lot, previdusly
operated as a disposal site for septic tank and oil wastes. Soils
on-site are contaminated with benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
phenols, 41uoranthrene, phenanthrene, and pyrene. A well on
the property Contains 12 parts per billion of 1,1,1,
trichloroethane.

STATUS; The Central Valley Pegidnal Water Quality Control Board
is'conducting a hydrologic investigation olc the area. A OHS
Preliminary Assessment c4 the site is pending.

RICHARDS BLVD.

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:

Rosz EXTERMINATOR CO.
1814 "D". Street
Sacramento, CA 9.5814

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:
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SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT
Sacramento, CA 95813 ,

1
DESCRIPTION: The Sacramento Army Depot CSAAD)0:3cCupies a 485 acre
site within the city limits of Sacramento, approximately 7 miles
to the southeast of the Sacramento business district. SAAD is a
supply depot primarily responsible for the receip“ storage,
issuance,. maintenance and disposal of variouselecfronics
materials. Contamination resulted from the metal-elating
operations and their associated wastewaters and solid wastes.
Generally, .these wastes were discharged to unlinedsewage lagoons
or burned and/or buried on the facility. Contaminacsts in the.
groundwater include trichloroethylene and metals above the
background levels. The State has detected trichlociethylene
above background levels in offbase wells lOcited downgradient of
The Army ha S also detected
the sewage lagoons and burning pits.
metals above background levels in sediments in Morii-ison Creek
immediately downstream- of SAAD.

COGNIZANT AGENCY:
STATUS: SAPID is participating in the Department of Defense's
Installation Restoration Program. A Soil Assessment Plan
was to be submitted by May 1, 1986 and well rogs
and analytical data 48 hours after. An informal technical
advisory group, consisting of SAAD, RWIDCB, DGS, ERA, Sacramento
County Health Pepatment, and the City of Sacramento was formed
in the Spring of 1986. CERCLA funds will cOVer the removal of
the storage tanks which are contributing to the groundwater
contamination. Off-site testing is still underway to determine
the extent and source of contamination.. ApprOximatiely $2.5
million has been requested for 1987 for soil and groundwater
investigations and the design phase. An additional $3 million is
requested for 1988 to cover soil clean-up.

SACRAMENTO SURPLUS SALES CO.

DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:
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SCHNITZER STEEL
172000 Folsom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
DESCRIPTION: Schnitzer Steel presently scraps old car bodies for
recycling. The site was occupied by Air Products and Chemical
Company , which produced liquid nitrogen and liquid oxysen between
1957 and 1967. Hexavalent.chromium was used in the cooling towers
of the, chemical company to control biological growth. A
discharge pond was located near the S.E. portion of the site for
cooling water treatment and disposal. Wastewater treatment
consisted of reducing chromium from the hexavalent state to the
trivalent state. Chromium compounds in either state may be toxic.
STATUS: State records do not indicate any . action directed
toward the site.

SIXTEENTH (16TH) STREET PLATING
1E326 16th Street
Sacramento. CA 95814
DESCRIPTION:
STATUS:

SMUD.-CRP. YARD
1708 59th Street
Sacramento, CA 95817
DESCRIPTION: The Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)
owns and operates a Corporation Yard and is responsible for
electrical generation, transmission and distribution for the
Sacramento area. The facility manages three waste streams. The
major waste stream consists of PCBs (liquid and solid) and
associated electrical transformers. A second waste stream
consists of RCRA regulated wastes, mostly spent solvents. The
third stream consists of wastes generated at SMUDs various
service areas located off-site.
STATUS: No hazardous waste problems identified.
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SMUD-RANCHO SECP Off Twin Cities Road
Clay, CA 95638

1

!

DESCRIPTION: The Rancho Seco Nuclear Generatina Staion
operated since 1965 as an electrical generating pl,q int.
inactive landfill was covered in 1977 and according to
report, there doesn't seem to be any observable exosed
potential hazardous waste migration.

has
An
a DHS
waste or

STATUS:. No hazardous waste problems identified.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CO.-KOSEVILLE
Roseville, CA
DESCRIPTION: The Southern Pacific Transportation Company operates
a train yard and locomotive service facility on a 640 acre site
in Roseville. There are unlined surface impoundments used foe
treatment and disposal of liquid wastes generated from locomotive
and other railyard„maintenance operations. oliy wastes containing
heavy metals and Solvents have been identified cn-site.
Groundwater in the vicinity of the surface impoundipent areas does
not appear to be contaminated with anything other than waste
oils. Some low level solvent contamination of groundwater has
been detected in an en-site monitoring well. There is concern
that the City of Roseville municipal supply well may be impacted
by groundwater contamination in thevicinity of the locomotive
machine, shop.

from one of the
ponds have been removed and further testing was underway (1986)
!
to assess the need for further remedial action.

STATUS: All waste sludges and contaminated soils
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD-SACRAMENTu
401 "I" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

DESCRIPTION: Southern Pacific has operated a locomotive
maintenance facility at this 198 acre site since 1835. The site
is Iodated north of downtown Sacramento. The site originally was
a river channel and then a slough, which has been filled in by
Southern Pacific over the years. The facility has always been
used as a locomotive maintenance yard, first steam and then
diesel engines. The locomotives are repaired and rebuilt at this
site, generating waste oils, solvents, - caustics, battery
solutions, and sand blast materials. Historically, these wastes
were disposed of in on-site ponds, which were the remains of old
sloughs. Samples collected in August, 1986 revealed elevated
Levels of arsenic, barium, lead, cadmium, zinc, petroleum
products and asbestos. Law levels of benzene and Volatiles are
groundwater samples. Contaminants do not appear to be
present in
moving o4 - 4-ite in the shallow groundwater zOne.
STATUS: A dirt pile Containing asbestos has been covered to
prevent dispersion. OHS has prepared a draft Remedial Action
Order on the site, which will require extensive site
investigation and corrective action. Discussions are underway
between Union Pacific and OHS regarding the scope And scheduling
of required work. The RI/FS was scheduled for completion by
march 1, 1957. A Remedial Act ion Plan will be prepared subsequent
The purpose of the
to the finalization of the RI/FS reports.
plan is to inform the public of the conditions at the site the
remedial action alternatives considered and rejected, and the
clean up option selected along with justification for selection.

WHITE ROCK DUMP Rancho Cordova, P=!

95670

DESCRIPTION: The White Rock DuMp is a 242 acre solid waste
disposal site which operated from 1955-1962. Solvents, including
trichloroethylene CTCE), oils and possibly other industrial .
wastes were ditposed at this site. The site has a long history of
use as a burn dump. After official closure, it continued to be
used by illegal dumpers. Central Valley Regional Water Quality
Control Board has detected the presence of ICE in two private
wells located on properties adjacent to the property.
STATUS: The site is pending a OHS Preliminary Assessment.
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Cleanup At San Joaquin County Toxic Contamination Sites
Report by the Subcommittee on the Status of Cleanup
to the San Joaquin County Toxic Task Force
January 1980
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.Problems and Issues

1.

The list of sites requiring cleanup in San Joaquin County cannot now nor In
the foreseeable future be considered complete.

2.

Among sites which are now on the State Superfund List prepared by the
Department of Health Services. those which present the greatest risk to human
health or the environmen• appear to have been given the lowest priority for
cleanup.

3.

The Department of Health Services has not established criteria to determine
which sites will be evaluated for ranking on the State Superfund List-

4

Site identification, ranking and cleanup will continue to proceed slowly
because the agencies have insufficient staffing and funding to move more
quickly.

5,

The agencies cannot tell us which sites represent the greatest risk to human
health or the environment.

S.

Cleanups by Responsible Parties (RPs) will only progress as quickly as state
agencies devote, resources to pushing them.

T.

Poor coordination between the Regional Water Board and the DOHS appears to be
an additional factor affecting the pace of cleanup.
The agencies have not developed information management systems regarding the
status of site cleanup which would allow them to adequately manage the
process or to respond to requests for information.

9.

Strong, effective local programs are needed to accelerate the rate of site
cleanups in San Joaquin County and to prevent the creation of new
contamination sites.

10.

Local zoning practices may have contributed to the creation of problem sites
by allowing projects which used hazardous materials to be located in areas
with shallow groundwater, or which were too close to adjacent dwellings and
private wells.
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Recommendations

. 1.

Ranking of Sites .
The State Superfund list should be revised to ensure that sites which
represent the greatest risk to public health and wli' the environment receive
the highest priority for cleanup.

2.

Criteria for Selecting Sites to Evaluate
, The Department of Health Services should establish criteria for
selecting sites to evaluate for ranking on the State Superfund list.

3.

Staffing of State Agencies
The Task Force should request that San Joaquin County legislators work
through the state, budget process to provide additional staffing for
cleanup activities by the Regional Water QUalitControl Boards and the
Department of Health Services. In addition, the Task Force should
request the county supervisors to work with other counties to urge the
Governor to provide additional state staff resources to work on cleanup
programs.

4.

Coordination of State Agencies
The Task Force should request that San Joaquin County state legislators
initiate legislation or seek budget control language requiring the Water
Board and the Department of Health Services to develop a plan to ensure
better coordination their cleanup programs Ti legislation or budget
control .language should provide for continuing legislative oversight of
the coordination plan to ensure that it is , implemented. The Task Force
Should further request that the County Board of Supervisors work with
other, counties to support actions by the legislature to ensure that the
state 'agencies improve coordination in cleanup.

5.

Computerized Management Information System
•
The Task Force should request that AsSemblyman Johnston introduce
legislation which would establish a central, computerized system to
better manage the cleanup program, and provide citizens with up-to-date
information on the status of site cleanups.

6.

County Managed and Funded . Public Health Program
1
The Task Force should recommend that the County establish a single
public health agency, responsible to the Board ofiSupervisors, to play a
stronger role in cleaning up .existing sites, and managing hazardous
materials to prevent future sites.

7.

Amending Local Zoning Ordinances
P
The Task Force should request that the Board of Supervisors and the city
councils of all cities in San Joaquin County amend local zoning
ordinances to achieve better controls over the siting and operations of
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facilities using hazardous materials, and prevent the release of
hazardous chemicals to the air, ground or surface water, and workplace.
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CA:

CALIFORNiA—HEAtTH AND wELPARE

ENCT

GEORGE ORRWEJIAN: Gewerner

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
714044 P STREET

sAkawomm

CA 5, 313

(916) 324-3773

November 4, 1986 .

John Tomko
1023 a Street
Room 202
Sacramento, CA 95814

-1cat.t.N

Dear Mr. Tomko:
Robert B. McCray, Chairman, Toxic StbStances Commission,
requested that we submit to you information , on hazardous waste
sites in Sacramento County for which data was available. Enclosed
are copies of detailed site workplans from the "Expenditure Plan
for the Hazardous Substance Cleanup Bond Ac 4;
. of 1984" published
in May, 1986. Some of the sites identified are not in the
Expenditure Plan but may be recognized by thq, Northern California
Regional Section.
I hope this information is helpful. If you have questions,
please contact Tony Landis in the Northern California Section at
(916) 739-3860.
Sincerely,

Stan Phillip141 Chief
Site Mitigation Section
Toxic Substances Control DiyiaiGn
EnclosUres,

cc: Robert B. McCray, Chairman
Toxic Substances Commission
City of Sacramento
Tony Landis, Chief
Regional Site Mitigation Unit
Northern California
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RE3POZIS:.31.2 ?Al:Y.-LEAD 37.7! CLEANUP dC3K??...A.1
ACE 0EL. COMP.LIY

Z.

Site Tnfornatior:

A. !...cation and Tice of Site
Ace al Company
323 "A" Street
Galt • CA 95532
Sicr amen to County
Ace Oil Company stores and distributes petroleum prodLcts inclui.'ing oil ,
grease, diesel fuel, gasolints, and 'deed control oil.
The site is aiaour.' 102
by 272 fee: in size and is .s:.r.ed by
. Jack C.:,- ook..
•

.;enuary 13 and 2 .14,.. 1983 the faci?.ityeXperier.ted
%CI fires,
Or: FebrUary
5, ;,35 the Cepartment 'performed an inspection and found several probleM.
areas. .These i.nclude the container storage. area, the tank storage a. - ea; and
the burned building area. The container and she tank storage areas , 4ere
found to be heavily Contaminated with petroletra products. L addition,
there are t ..,o out-flow pipes running from the p.etroleum tank szo.rage Area
into an adjacent itort. This area was also to be contaminated.
aurned building area is also susp - ected of *being cor:taminated.
:urrer.'
-the tanks are enpty.

3. Description or

zar.tous 4.a..ttes

:nemical :.oxicolo;y for which positive sampling results are avail
tetraetnYl-lea•
napntnale.r:e:
pnenanthrene.:
ar:tnracene:
p yr ena :
cnrysene:
oen zc( a) p yr en a :
ethyl oen zene :
to]. uene :

acute oral LO (t-ats.) = 17 milligrens/kilograms
suspected carcinogen
acute oral LO
. (child) = 103 millograms/kilograms
acute Oral LD (mice) = 703 -millogans/kiIograms
suspected bladder carcinogen, recogr.lted skin carcinogen.
suspected of fortning neoplasms
el per lin estal carcinogen
experimental carbinogen
acute oral LD (rat) = 3500 millogransikilograms
acute inhalation LC (ht.rmar.) ; 10C millograss/kilogr and
acute. inhalation TC (humal) = 203 parts per Million gives
central nervous system swaptoms
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C. 7r.re3: :a 7.:•1ic Health and Environment
The 3/7,e 14 fenced and warning aigns art posted. A major ocncern is the
:lose proximity of rlsidential areas to :ae site.
Mart are hc..nas
•
across the strut from the site to the east and a home adjacent to the site
on the north.
Groundwater is at 30 tett' and the soils consist of sand,
ihe adjacent di, dhicn
silt and clay.
Permeability is generally low.
has been receiving agate, floas into Hen CreeA.
7

The City of Galt nas 3 dells within 1/4 tila of tfte site. There 4re tdo
private dells Aithin 700 feet of che site.
12

A.

.

•

Site Status

Status of Site ActivitY

•Jr1 FebruarY a. 1985 an imminent and suastantial entengemlent order was
issued. 'inspections were performed on February p+, 1185 end March 5, 1935 .
to determine compLience.

3,

Ace ;41 Company received Departmental aPprovall to implement A remedial
action plan on Ottober 15, 19as.
ine remedial lection. *or% was susaanded
when. it became evident that site contamination.d4s greater than originally
:naught_ Depth of contamination appears to be !apprakimately SO . fees. A
new draft remedial investigation plan wiz submited to the Department on
April 10, 1;311. Approval is pending.
!
? :looted Revenue Sour-e
'
jaCK :rooks
Ace Oil Somzenj
.t23 "A" Stre;
Galt, CA 95532
jack Crooks/Ace Oil Compah.y is fundin3 the characterization and remedial
action at this sita. State bond funds '..ney ae expended or oversilnt
activities.
The Department has budgeted 330,000

for direct casts associated dith the

Project Comol.otton Estimates
The estUtates shown below reflect oompletion or major site cleanup phases based
on current information regarding this site and RP claanuO plans and completed
actions.
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Task Crow,

Estimated
:cm pletion Cate::

1. Site Characterization
a) Prelim inar y Assessment
t ) Remedial Investi33tion
c) Feasibility Stud y
2.

Remedial Az-t ion Plan

3.

Rem edial A:: .7. ion
a)
emer.te•ion
c) Certification

a) Completed
Au;. 1995_
a) Dec. 1985
March 1997

a) Ye y
1997
b) Jul y 1937
c) Sect. . 1957
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RESPONSI3LZ PARTY,LEAD SITE CLEANUPI, 40RXPLAS
ORCHARD SUPP.L: CCIIRsart
I.' Site atformation
A. Location and 7,roe or Size
Cr chard la ppl y Company
1731 17th M.- eet
Sacramento , CA 95314
Sacramento Cb un t y

This facility is an agricultural chemical retail and wholesale outlet. The
facility also does some application of agricultural chemicals, Prior to
1946, this site was occupied by Rosenburg' .linkyard.
The majority of wastes produced by 0-chard apply are agricultural
chemicals. Spillage accounts for the soil contamination found on site.
The site is currently active and owned by tt. Robert L. Moore
address.

at the above

3. Describtion of h,azardous Wastes
On
1983, the
partment of Health, Services inspected the site and
Zi
took soil samples. llalysis showed contamination lby several pesticides and
heavy metals.
Contam inants
include chlordane , dicnlorodiphen yitrichloroethane (DDT), neptecnior, diazinon, aidrin, lindane, copper and
lead.
11

C.

Threat to

Fealth and Blvironment

;

Orchard &apply is located above the Victor formation and groundwater depth
from the surface is about 12 feet. The soil perimeability associated with
this formation is moderate.
,
Because of the soil contamination, groundwater contamination is the major
concern.
'fle3t Sacramento and Broderick receive about 503 of the drinking
water from this groundwater. The poplulation aff,l'rcted would be about 5,000
people.
The site is fenced and locked.
II.' Site aatus
A. Status of Site Activity
Orchard Sipply has contracted with American Environmental Cbrporation to da
additional sampling to determine the extent of contamination. The revised
sampie plan was received by the Department on January 24, 1985.*
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The latest inspection occurred on govember 22,

1985.

The Implementation of the proposed additional sampling is pending
negotiations concerning the execution of an enforceable agreememt.
B. Projected Revenue Sources
Robert Moore
Orchard ,Supply Co. of Sacramento
1731 17th• Street
Sacrvnento, CA 95804
Sacramento County
.

The Oepartment has budgeted 330400 for oversight/monitoring of responsible

party cleanup efforts.
The Department will recover 10011 of direct 11cost
plus staff costs and overhead related to the project. The responsible Party
will - pay all costs associated 4ith cleanup,
III. Project Completion Estimates
The estimates shown below reflect completion of major site cleanup phases based
on current information regarding this site and responsible party cleanup Plans

and completed actions.

Task Oro*,

Estimated
Completion Oates

Site Characterization

1.
.

a)
b)
c)

Preliminary Assessment
Remedial Investigation
Feasibility Study

2.

Remedial Action Plan

3.

Remedial Action
a)
b)
c)

Design
Lnplementation
Certification

a) Aug.
b) Jan.
c) May

1986
1987
1987

Aug.

1987,

a) Oct.
o) Dec.
c) Feb.

1987
1•987
1983
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DETAZLED SITE EXPENDITURE PLAN
A-4 PLATING C.21PANY

I.' Site Information
A.

Location and 7/pe of Site
2170 Acoma Street
Sacramento, CA 95.315
Sacrammto County
A-1 Plating is a chrome, copper and nickel pIat41g shop.
The rinse water
from the plating operation is discharged to the sewer.
This discharge
water is sampled and analyzed quarterly. Soil's on the north, east and
south sides of the building Are stained. The east heavily stained area is
north of the building and is orange in color.

3.

Descriotion of Hazardous Wastes
Chemical used at the facility:
copper
nickel
mtriatic acid.

MaroMium
cyanide

!
alemloal toxicology for which positive sampling results are available:
chromium:
nickel:
copper:
cyanide salts:
C.

experimental carcinogen
experimental carcinogen
suspected outagen
5-40, micrograms per kilogran oral lethal dose (ug/kg oral
L0 50)
1

Threat to P.:bIic Health and Environment
Potential impact from unrestricted access.
The facility is within the city of Sacramento
residences nearby.'

1

and there are nuserous

Potential for grounOater contamination due jto soil contamination.
Groundwater is about 96 feet below ground surface. Soil underlying the
site is sand and silt.
The American River is nearby, but since a levee is betWeen the facility and
the river there is little likelihood of contaminated surface water reaching
the river.
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rz.
A.

Site Status

Status Of Site Activity
Soil and liquid samples have been taken. A task order was issued in
December 1985 for the completion of a preliminary site assessment.

B. Projected Revenue Sources
Potential Responsible Parties:
1)

1-1 „Plating/Dale Carter
Sacramento, CA

2) Vernon Layton
Sacramento, CA

The identified responsible parties (Me) appear to be unable to pay for
site cleanup.. Vernon Layton is bankrupt and sold the business through a
foreclosure to Dale Carter. It will be necessary to utilize, bond funda to
remediate this site. The Department will undertake appropriate Cost
recovery action.
The site has not been identified as a National Priorities List (NPL) site,
nor does it seem to be a likely NFL candidate in the future. 7.t is
unlikley that federal fund will be available for site remediation.
ITT. Project 8udget and Cash Flow Estimates
The-cost estimates shown below reflect only state costs for site cleanup. All
activities will be funded frail: bond sale proceeds. Currently, $11,576.46 is
being expended on a preliminary assessment for this site.

Task Group
1.

Projected
State Costs

Site Characterization
a)
b)
c)

511_41P1__

Preliminary Assessment
Remedial Investigation
Feasibility Study

a) Completed
b) Completed
c) Nov.. ¶986

2.

Remedial Action Plan

S

30,000

3.

Remedial Action

$

150,000

a)
b)
c)

Design
Implementation
Certification

TOTAL ?Ran:CT COSTS

Estimated
Completion Dates

230,000

Feb.

1987

a) May
b) Aug.
c) Oct.

1987
1987
1987

II
1
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NPL SITE CLEANUP lc RKPLAN
AEROJI".: CORPORATION

II
II
II
II

I. Site Information
A.

r..00stion and
_ Typ- e of Site
Folsom Boulevard and Hazel Avenue
Rancho Cordova, CA
Sacremento County
This facility manufactures rocket motors. Ther4 is also some other limited
chemical manufacturing done on site. Historical disposal methods included
burning, landfilling, surface impoundment, and deep well injection.

B. Description of Hazardous Waste
Propellants/Oxidizers
Herbicides

Arsenic
Solvents
Trichlorzethylene (TU.)
Trichloroethane (TCA)

II
II

7!....aaat to Public Health and EnvirOnment
GroundWater is contaminated and plume a are heading off site in
several
directions. Off-site public and private wells have been shut down as a
result of this contamination. The American River is being contaminated by
subsurface seepage. Propellant and chlorinated solvent burning is still
done, generating an acrid„ acidic smoke. Soils are contaminated over an
extensive area.

II
II

1.
A.

Site Status

Status of Site Activity

Acre jet has instituted an extensive investigation into the extent of
contamination of soils and groundwater. Control land cleanup of groundwater
has been partially implemented. A settlement has been negotiated and filed .
by the EPA, the State, and Aterojet. This settlement agreement is currently
open for public coement before finalization.

II

II

B. Projected Revenue Sources
Potential Responsible Party:
Aerojet Corporation
Rancho Cordova, CA
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Aerojet is currently funding all the work.
Under the terms of the
settlement, Aerojet will reimburse the State for pest and future costs.
DES has budgeted $300 ,000 for related direct costa. DRS will recover
100% of direct cost plus staff costs and overhead related to the project.
The responsible parties will pay all costs associated with site cleanup. ,

III. project

completion

'Estimates

The estimate8 . shown below reflect completion of major site cleanup phases based
on current information regarding this site, RP cleanup plans, and completed
actions.

Task Group
1.

Zstimated
Completion Dates

Site Characterization

a) Preliminary Assessment
b) Remedial Investigation
c) Feasibility Study
2.

Remedial Action Plan

3.

Remedial

a)
b)
c)

al. Completed
b) Dec. 1989
c) March 1989
Sent. 1989

Action

Design
Implementation
Certification

a) March 1990
b) Sept. 1991
c) Nov. 1991

(gote: Agreement states completion expected by Dec. 1993.)
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NPL SITE E-XPENDITURE :,PLAN
JI38COM JUNKYARD

' Site
te in formation
A.

Location and TYCO of Site
1-5 ad JibbooM.Street
Sacr amento , CA 9581 4
Sacramento County

11

This Is a former lunkyard/transformer Salvage yard.
It is
Sacramento River south of the confluence with the American River.
3.

on

the

Deecription of Hazardous Waste
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's) and heavy metals have been found at this
site.

C.

Threat to PapIic Haalth and Environment

'I

Approximately 2.3 acres are contaminated, 1.41 lediaCe1y
Sacramento River and business and recreation areas.
1

adjacent

to

the

II.'Site Status
A. Status of Site Activity .
.

A feasibility study (draft) prepared under an KPA contract, was aammitted
in February 1985. The final design analysis was completed July 1985.
hmmedial action i3 in process at this time.;„

B. Projected Revenue Sources
The site is on the National Priorities Liat (NPL) and remedial actions are
being funded by EPA. These federal funds will cover 1003 of the ax/Fs
costs and 90% of the Costs of final cleanup. it appears that it will be
necessary to use bond funds to finance the state's share (13Z) of cleanup
.Costs. If bond funds are used, DHS will undertake appropriate coats
recovery actions..
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rrr.

Project Budget and Cent Flow Estimates

The cost estimates shown below reflect only the state share (10%) of site
cleanup costs. All activities will be funded from bond sale proceeds to the
extent that federal Superfund Or responsible party funding is no available.

Task Group

1.

Projected:
State Costs

Estimated
Completion Datee

Site Characterization

a) Preliminary Assessment,
b) Remedial Investigation
c) Feasibility Study
2.

Remedial Action Plan

3.

Remedial Action

a) Completed ,
b) Completed
c). Completed

Completed

a) Design
b) Implementation
c) Certification
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

a) Completed
b) Dec. 1986
c) Feo. 1987
$ 250,000

■■•Ill...11■■1■■•••b=
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FERAL FACILITI STIE cLzau# WORKPLAN
MCCLAMLAR AIR FORCE BASE

I. Site Infortation
A.

Location and 77pe of Site
McClellan Air Tome Base (IFS) - Area C
Sacramento, CA
Sacramento County
McClellan LIB, which includes 2,598 acres,
of Sacramento, within the north area of Sacramento
along the west central boundary of the base,
acres. To data, 40 potential hazardous waste
identified within Area C. In moat cases these
buried or covered with fill materials.

I is located northeast
County. Area C, located
clovers an area over 200
disposal sites have been
disposal sites have been

B. 'Descrintion of Hazardous Wastes
Hazardous wastes known to have been disposed in Area C site includes:
industrial wastewater sludge, tel plating wastes, trichloroethylene
(TCE) waste solvents, fuels and oils, Paint luastes, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB) wastes, low-level radioactive wastes, herbicide/pesticide
containers, cyanide wastes, ashes, and misCelLaneous Waste chemicals.
Groundwater underlying the site is known to be contaminated, primarily with
TCE and other chlorinated solvents.
C.

Threat to Public Health and Environment

Off-base groundwater contamination resulting from - ALNea C disposal sites has
not yet been established and is Under investigation. Because the sites are
located on a military installation, public contact I has not been a problem.
Although access is not restricted to military on-base personnel risk from
direct contact posed by these sites has not been established.

II. Site Status
A.

Status of Site Activity
_
$1.9 zillion contruct was awarded to MoClaren Engineering for tite
in 1iJanuary 1985. This
characterization and feasibility studies
investigation is ongoing and is scheduled to be completed until June 1987.
Priority was assigned to first investigmte Area C because of its proximity
to the "KESS* area where trace contamination been detected in domestic
wells, arid because of the large number of known disposal sites in this
area. During the records search phase of the !investigation, McClaren
identified an additional 19 potential sites in the Ivicinity of Area C. In
September 1985, A draft technical report provided preliminary results of
the Area C shallow exploration program. A wide variety of hazardous
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substances were detected in wastes and in the underlying soils of Area C
disposal sites. Significant contamination by chlorinated solvents lesta
detected in soils at depth in Area C-1 sites in the vicinity of the
industrial treatment plant.

B. S"-o.ected Revenue Scurees
The military is funding the site characterization and remedial action at
the site. The Department of Health Services (OHS) has budgeted $1001 1,000
from bond sale proceeds to provide consultant assistance to DHS oversight
staff. DRS will seek cost recovery from the U.S. (owernment.
Prolect Budget and Cash Flow Zstimates

The military is funding the site characterization and remedial action at this
site. Bond funds may be expended for state oversight activities,

Task
1*

GIVUD

2:std.:mated
Completion Dates

Site Characterization

a) Preliminary Amassment
b) Remedial Investigation
c) Feasibility Stady
'L.

Remedial Action Plan

3.

Remedial Action

a) Design
b) Implementation
c) Certification

a) Cmsoleted
b) Jan. 1987
c) Sept. 1987
Mar.

1988

a) Sept. 1968
b) Mar. 1990
c) May 1990

•
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FEDERAL TACILITT SITE CLEANUP WORKPLAN

MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE - AREAS A, 3, AND OTHERS
I. Site Information
A.

Location and Type of Site
McClellan Air Forte Base CAB) - Areas A, B, and Otherm
Sacramento, CA

Sacramento, County
McClellan AM, Watt' includes
2,598 acres is located northest of
Sacramento, in the north area of Sacrazento Ccunty. Area A, located in the
stutheastern portion of the Base, includes five ilotential sites including
sludge/burial pits and an industrial sludge drYinOed. Area B, located in
the southwestern corner of the Base, includes a refuse burial pit, an
abandoned metals plating shop, a storage area for electroplating chemicals,
and an abandoned industrial waste (electroplating wastewater) treatment
plant.
B. Description of Hazardous Wastes
Area A - Industrial wastewater sludges, refuse/ash, ethylene dichloride,
cresplic acid, orthodichlorobenzene, seat, emulsion and unknoma materials.
Area $ - Trichlortethylene (ICI), freon, diethyl ether, low-level
radioactive wastewater, and plating chemicals.
C. Threat to Public Health and the Environment
Area B - Groundwater contamination, primarily by l ICE, has occurred as a
result of Area B disposal activities. Volatile organics contamination has
been detected in Base Production Wells (BW) numbee 17 and 18, located in
this vicinity. An activated carbon treatment system haa been retrofitted
to 3W18 to ensure that water pumped to the distribution system is below the
State action level. Downgradient of Area City Municipal Well No. 130,
and several domestic wells have been contaMinated above the State action
level.
Dcwngradient City Municipal Well No. 1150 and domestic wells are
contaminated above the State action level.
Volatile organic contaminants have been detected in monitoring wells in the
vicinity of Area B.

II.

Site Status

A. Status of Site Activity
Phase III and ry (site oharacterization/feasibility study) - 1 31.9
million contract was awarded to McClaren Engineortag
1 ; in January 1985.

▪
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:hie investigation is ongoing and is not scheduled to be completed until
„Tune 1986.
Phase ::, Stage 2 - Off-Base groundwater contamination investigation,
Radian Corporation was selected as the contractor.
Stage 2-1 - Work was initiated in May 1984, including construction of 29
exploratory borings off-Base to obtain lithologic data and to obtain
qualitative groundwater samples from significant water bearing zones.
Draft report on resUlta of Stage 2-1 effort and proposed locations for offBase monitoring wells was submitted to the regulatory agencies in November
1984.
Stage 2-2, - Work was initiated in :Une 1985.
Per "These r" of, the
contract, d total of 38 monitoring wells have been constructed and sampled
in December 1985. "Phase of the contract provides for the construation
of an additional 25 wells which are to be located based on the re-mita of
the Phase wells. Stage 2,.2 also includes aquifer testing, flow Model
development, three rounds of sampling for Installed wells, and installation
of a dedicated sampling system for on-Base wells. The draft final report
for age 2-2 is scheduled to be completed by April 1987.
3.

-D

-c 1

:ted
Revenue Scurtes
-

Remedial activities at the site are funded by Air Farce Headquarters as
pert of a national hazardous waste cleanup program. The Department of
Health Services (DRS) will seek funding from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency for staff coats associated with DRS oyeraight
activities.

I.

Pralect Budzet and Cash Flaw Estimates

The Department , has budgeted $100,000 from the bond sale proceeds to provide
for private consultant assistance to Department oversight staff.
The
II •
Department will seek: cost recovery from the U.S. Government.

Task Grout/
1.

Estimated
Completion Dates

Site Characterization
a)
b)
c.)

Preliminary Assessment
Remedial Investigation
Feasibility Study

2.

Remedial Action Plan

3.

Remedial Action
a)
b)
c)

Design
Implementation
Certification

a) Completed
b) Dec.. 1987
c) Mar. 1989
Sept. 1989

a) Mar. 1990
b) Sept. 1991
c) Nov. 1991
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RCRA ENFORCEMENT/CLOSURE SITE CLEANUP WORKPLAN

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
ROSEVILLE 'FACILITY

I. Site Information
A. Location and Type of Site
Southern Pacific Transportation Company
Roseville, CA
?lacer County
There are unlined surface impoundmenta used for treatment• and disposal of
liquid wastes generated from Locomotive and otter railyard maintenance
operations.
S. DescriotiOn of KatardOus Wastes
Oily wastes containing heavy metals and
onsite.

solvents

have been identified

C. Threat to Public Health and F.:wirer:merit

.

Orounduater in the vicinity of the surface improundment areas, including
Fonda A through E„ does not appear to be contaminated with other than waste
oils. Latest testing during high grounOwater conditions detected low
levels of Chlorinated solventa and polynuclear aromatics (PNAm) in the
groundwater immediately underlying Pond A. Also solvent contamination of
groundwater was detected in a recently constructed monitoring well in the
vicinity of the locomotive maintenance shop. There is concern that the
CLty of Roseville municipal supply well May be impacted by groundwater
contamination in the vicinity of the locomotive machine Shop.
11

/I. Site Statui
A. StatuS of Site Activity
Pond A - All Waste sludges and contaminated soils have been removed and
at a permitted hazardous waste fac4ity. Southern Pacific
Transportation Company has submitted a closure plan for this pond. The
Department has requested a confirmation sampling program to be conducted in
the presence of Departaent staff before approval of the closure plan can be
considered.
1
redispoied

Other Areas - U.S. E71 issued a Retource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) 3011 order to Southern Pacific Tran sportation Comapny to complete
site characterization of 3 through E and other siJten which were identified
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In previous investigations. Used on 'results of this investigation, EPA
and the Dmparent will assess the need for further remedial action at
these sites. Data available from previous investigations were. not adequate
to define the vertical nature of contamination because samples Were
composited, or because allowable sample holding times were exceeded.
3. Proiected Revenue Sources ,
Since this i3 a RCRA enfOrcament/closure eite, the Hazardous Waste Control
Account funds will be used for funding the -staff support. At this time, it
appeare that the ORS will need to use bond funds for oversight/monitoring
of remedial activities at the site. The Department has budgeted 350,000
for eumh oversight. If bond funds are expended, DHS will undertake
appropriate cost recovery actions.

III. Project Completion Estimates
The estimates shown below reflect completion of major site cleanup phases based
on current information regarding this site and planned as well as completed
actions.
?

Task Crouo

Estimated
Comoletion DeteS

1.: SLte Characterization
a) Preliminary Assessment
b) Remedial Investigation
c) 'Feasibility Study
2.' Remedial Action Flan
3.

a) Comoleted .
b) May
1986
c) Jan. 1987

April 1987

Remedial Action
a) Design
b) Implementation
c) Certification

a) July 19871
b) Jan. 1988
c) March 1988
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III. Project CompletionEatimates
The estimates shown below reflect completion of major site cleanup phases based
on current information regarding this site and planned as well as completed
actions.

Task Group

Estimated
Completion Dates

1.' Site Characterization
a)
b)
c)

Preliminary Assessment
Remedial Investigation
Feasibility Study

2.* Remedial Action .Plan_

a) Completed ,
b) June 1986
c) Nov. 1986
Feb. 1.987

3.' Remedial Action
a)
b)
c)

Design
implementation
Certification

a) May
1987
b) 3ov. 1987
c) Jan. 1988

-
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RCA ENFORCEMENT/CLOSURE SITE CLEANUP WORKPLAN

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
SACRAMENTO FACILITY
I. Site Information
A.

Location and Tye of Site
Southern Pacific Transportation Ccmpany
401 I Street
Sacramento, CA
Sacramento County
There are unlined surface impoundments used for treatment and dispose/ of
numerous liquid waste streams generated in extensive locomotive maintenance
Operations at this facility.

B.

aeecriation of Hazardous Wastes
Solvents including chlorinated volatile organic compounds and heavy metals
have teen identified oneite.

C. Threat to Public Health and Environment
Because of controlled access to the facility, the threat of public ezpoSure
to hazardous wastes and contaminated soils
is mihimal. Although
groundwater underlying the site and downgradient is confirmed to' be
contaminated, it has not yet been established that the contamination has
migrated offsite. Extensive pumping by the State Printing Plant well,
located on adjacent property to the nortn, has caused contaminant migrat,ion
in that direction. Contemination has been detected in the State Printing
Plant well. Public and. private domestic wells are not known to be at risk.
II. Site Statue
A.

Status of Site Activity
Hazardous waste sludges and highly contaminated ;oils from the twol4
impoundments and discharge ditch have been excavated and disposed at a
permitted hazardous. waste facility. Shallow and deep monitoring wells have
been installed around the facility indicating that contamination has
Migrated to deeper zones and to the north as a result of pumping by the
State Printing Plant well.

B.

Projected Revenue Sources
The Hazardous Waste Control Account funds will be used for funding:the
staff support. At this time, it appears that the tHS will need to use bond
funds for oversight/monitoring of remedial activities at the site. If bond
funds are expended, DHS will undertake appropriate cost recovery actions,
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C.A L !FOR NI A

1.714 ANO WELFARE AGENCY

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, GOVINPOOr

DEPART'ENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
714/74A P STREET

SA CRAN■ ENT 0,

CA 7N 4

SectemOr 26, 1986

Deer Colleague:
or some time, I have felt that we needed a more objective method of setting work priorities for
investigation of sites suspected of being contaminated with hazardous substances. I believe that
this has become increasingly important as we have come to recognize that 'there are thousands of
sites in California that are suspected of containing hazardous substances and may present..
variable degrees of risk to public health and the environment
In recognition of the large number of sites needing evaluatio, and the need to prioritize
investigation of such sites, we have developed a new methodolcay for screening sites for further
investigation. This methodology, which we have entitled the ''Toxics Triage Priority Setting
Docznent," is intended to provide an objective and reproducible means of setting work priorities,
and is similar in Concept to various scoring systems which are use:On emergency medicine (i.e., the
=apt of triage). Indeed, the Toxics Triage. Document has been developed as a sc-senino tool to
assist in prioritizing the collection of data about sites suspected of being contaminatai by
haZardous subStances.
The Department is currently evaluating use of the Toxics Triage DocUment in its abandoned site
program, where it seems to have applicability as a guide for prioritizing efforts to further
investigate suspect sites. (At the completion of the site evaluation process, the MITRE model will
then be used to develop cleanup priorities for those sites that present a threat to public health or
the environment)
We feel the Toxics Triage Doturrent will be very useful, especially to local officials, and I would
now like to get your input about this new tool. I consider Your input very important, and I would
like to know how we can make it maximally useful. Please take the time to carefully review and
comment about the document, both in regard to its usefulness in general and in regard to the
specific descriptors listed, the scores for the different descriptOrs, the documents layout, etc.
Please return your comments to me by November 21, 1986. Following receipt of your comments, we will
carefully review them and revise the document as needed, with an expectation of getting it into use
by the end of this yew'.
In advance, thank you for your review and comments.
Sincerely,

Kenneth W. Kizer, M.D., M.P.H.
Director
Attachment
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TOXIC TRIAGE
PRIORITY SETTING DOCUMENT
This document has been developed to mist in assigning priorities for investigation of sites suspected
of containing hazardous substances. It is designed to set relative work priorities, not to predict
actual public health or environmental risks. Once sites are ranked ("triaged") according to this
methodology, then priorities can be set for further investigation of the sites.
This priority setting document has been designed to score sites about which limited information
exists, as well as for sites for which detailed information is available. As additional information is
collected, individual sites should be rescored, since this method is conservatively biased when key
factors are unknown.
HOW

to Use the Toxic Triage Document

Review the available data on each site suspected of containing hazardous substances, paying particular attention to the types of information needed to score the sites by this methodology.
Sixteen site characteristic categories which evaluate site access, contamination, exposure pathways,
and population or environment at risk are listed on the document. To the right of each characteristic, there are several "site descriptors." Each descriptor is assigned a numerical score. Select the
descriptor that best approximates conditions at the site (based on available information). Do not
use the scores for the shaded boxes. If rib information is available for a category, use the "no data"
descriptor and score.
Of note, this document's scoring system will automatically give more weight to certain factors in
order to provide an enhanced public health consideration.
Enter the score for each category in the column on the far right. Three columns are available so that
the site may be rescored as more information becomes available.
Example:
Date
,
12/20/86

01/26/67

,
06/07/87

7

Score
4

I.

Tally all of the scores for each of the 16 categories. The highest scoring sites should be given the
highest priority for further investigation. The total possible score is 100 points.
Certain assumptions were made in designing this document and must be considered when evaluating
the score:
1. There is a reason to suspect there are hazardous substances on the site that may threaten
public health and the environment
2.- All sites that are ranked by this process must receive at least a preliminary investigation.
Therefore, this document will not allow sites to receive a "no further action" designation.
Such a designation can only be given following an investigation of the site.
3. Because this Priority Setting Document typically will be used before a complete investigation
has been done, the ranked list of sites to be investigated cannot be regarded as a measure of
ear.h site's actual hazard to public health or the environment.

1
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TOXIC TRIAGE
SUMMARY SHEET
Site Plants.
Sits Location:
Imam aleinna

II

or nu° coorclinanial

DATE

-11.171EPARER

l!COPAMEINtTS

II
Ii
SCORE SHEET
DATE
SITE ACCESS & CONTAMINANTS
1.
2.
3.

II
1
Ii

Known information
Quantity.
Public access

1.
2.
3.

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Groundwater. soil
Surface water
Flood plain status
Drinking water sources
Annual precipitation
Air emissions
Food chain

4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
10.

,HAZARD POTENTIAL
11.
12.

Toxicity rsrting
Fire/explosion risk

11.
12.

POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT AT RISK
13. Population exposure
14. - Sensitive populations
15. Adverse health effects
16. Sensitive enviromnenthcosystern

II

13.
14.
15.
16.
TOTAL

(/)

DRAFT,'
TOXIC TRIAGE

ui

..
V

SITE DESCRIPTORS

I

'11

3
SITE ACCESS & CONTAMINATION
1.

2.

w

Oats

Known information Idocumentetionl ol
proaence of hazardous subsumes on.
she or evidence of release to the environmerit . I

UncorroboraterJ
allegations
t

Estimated quantity of hazardous sub.
Stances on-alto ihistostcally disposed or
currently oxistingla

Less than or equal
to 66 gallon. Ii
drumi of liquids
end/or tau than or
equal to 600 lbs.
of solid.

•

••

'
3.

ro
0
P

3

Public access to the she.

High wsuritylance,
locked pato, and
guarded.

High security lance,
locked gate, no
guard.

indicsiora of waste
on-site le.g., stained
soil, loosed vegetalion, complaints,
'Werra's, wests
facilities).

Historical records
of west. on-alto
leg.. records or
burled drums1

Greiner than 66
gallons, less thin
or squat to 110galions of liquid;
end/or pastor
than 600 lb.., less
than or equal to
1,000 lb.. of solid.

No data.

Low security lance,
unlocked gots, no
guard.

His data.

54

'Documented prosonce of waste onsits flab confirm.lion or exposed

C

Scorn

drums)

Gunter than 110
gallons of liquid;
entlfor greater than
1,000 lbs. solids.

Date

I
Score

Partially lanced or
direct access with
Of without lance.

Como
I

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
4.

-

Dela

Depth to groundwater. )
•

Greater than 400
feat, less then on
equal to 1,000 feel,

Greet., than
1,000 feet,

thaalllouldruGOLMJIILIII
lain by lrnipernwable eoG.

Glentif 1110n 200

feat, lass then or
equal to 400 loot.

°roster than 100
feet, less than or
equal to 200 feet.

Greater than 20
foot, less than or
equal to 100 lost.

Less than 20 feet.

Score
NO DATA • 8

•

—
6.

Diatoms to surface water
intonnittent strewn).

(includIng

Greater than 2
miler.

Greater than 1
milk tote than or
equal to 2 miles.

Greater than 2.000
feet, less II an or
equal to 1 nillo,

Greater than 1,000
foot. Ins than or
equal to 4300 last;

Greater then 100
feet, less then or
equal to 'pp° 100e.

100 Net or less.

Of

-

8.

Flood plain Mhz*.

Score

Nodal..

I

Not located in a
known flood plain.

No data.

500-year flood.

100-year flood.

•

---

Date

Located In known
flood plain Ifro,
quantly flooded
areas,.

Ditto

—

—
•

MI IMO MI

11•11

111•111 INN MI MI MI MB MI MINI

MI MI NM MI

Mill Pig

MON

lig Bill

ME

nil ME

01:10

MIN MIME NON 11111111

MIN UN MIS MEP OM

TOXIC TRIAGE (Continued)
SITE DESCRIPTORS
2

3
0

EXPOSURE PATIPNAYS 'Continued)
7.

Distance to names domestic thinking
water supply 'i.e., fyoundwater Of
surface wow).

Greats' den 1
milit.

Greets, than 1000
feat, less than or
equal to 1mile.

V Greve( Man 600
het, lass than or
equal to 1000 last.

Mean annual precipitation In was of

Date

100 teat or tees.

or
No data.

-

SOIPSCISCI III% ISO Attachment 1. 6

Airborne undadomicontsmination irsral
or potential).

Greeter than 100
Met, less than or
equal to 200 last.

SCAM

Note: If the she Is documanted as
.contaminating a drinking varlet supply,
then Ma loom should be the maximum
and doubled.
.
O.

•
Greater than 200
leo, lass than or
equal to 600 feet;

Sampling data
shows no drumable anissions.

6 or less
pet VIIII.
'

Inches

.
No suspected
emissions.

O

Greater than 6
Inches, Isu than or
equal to 10 irides
- per yew.

Greater than 10
Inches. less than or
equal to lb inches
par year.

Greats, than lb
Inches, less than or
aqua' to • 20 inches
per yew.

Grantee than 20
Inches per year.

04111

II

A

.
Pots nth& lot
emissions du* to
waste type and cantatrunent

Blowing dust or
emission expected
due to waste type
and containment,

Complaints of bd..
tithe symptoms;
odor. odor cornplaints; conf baud
sampling debt

Dew

SCOIS

Of

Nodal..
10.

Distance to food processing/packaging
ow agricultural production.
__ _ _ ____
V

Greeter Man 2
miles.

Greater than I
mile, less than at
equal to 2 miles..

_ -

__- - .

Cuestas than 1,000
kit, 16111 than or
_ equal 10.2,600 feat.

Greeter than 600
600 feet at less.
feet, less than or
ectualto_1,000 tees,. _

_- _

_

No data.

----

- -- -

- - - - --

-- -

= - -- ,

HAZARD POTENTIAL

Toxicants with
Sax toxicity score
of 3 or hiss.

Toxicants with
Sax toxicity score
of 2;
.

Of

V

Nu data.
Fine or explosion hazard of substances
00-11ite fuse flammability - swings from
1-4 within Flre Protection Guide on
!bunkum Materiels 8th ed., National
Fire Protection Association) et estimate
lita explosion hazard., . .

- - --

— ---- Date

)
Ii, Toxicity al the known - or suspected
substances on the sits baler to Dangerous
Properdes of industrial Materials (Irving
Sex, 6th ad./ for toxicity scores: Also,
refer to Attechrnant Therstogens and
carcinogens, .l

12.

Date

or
_

- ---

1

Greatw than 2,500
het, its than or
equal to 1 rails; _ _

Flammability ratlog of 1, or low
lastirnetwil hazard.

Flammability
log of 2,

rat-

Known or sur
pseud presence of
any id die follow.
ing: carcinogens,
taratogens, or
acute torricants
Max tOitiClly scot.
of 31.

Flammability fatlog ol 3., or medium
'estimated hazard.

Flammability ratIns of 4, or high
(estima tad) hasard.
.

or
No data.

Known at sue
incited ptesence of
2 or 3 of Me
following: carcinomins, ter stomas,
or acids toxicants
"Sax toxicity scot.
of 31.

Score

Data

Score
'

TOXIC TRIAGE (Continued)
•

SITE DESCRIPTORS

■

2

•

3

POPULATION AT RISK
13

Estimated number of people residing
end/or working stew 010.

than 2,600
feet, less then or
equal to 1 mile.

Greet& than I
mils, less than or
equal 1o2 miles,

Greeter then 2
miles.

GfIllehlf

Note:
For population ■ 0 assign a wore .of
Iwo.
For population .0 1-129, assign scores
as OWL
rof nenuistion greeter then 100, double
the weft
14.
-

GIOSHO than 1.000

lees, less than or
equal to 2,600
lest

•
Greeter then 600
feet, less than or
equal to 1,000 feel

Dew
500 Iasi as lase.

.

Scour

i.
•

g1!
i V.

Irrfi

• .•

4' '1:

:,

r

NO DATA II
-

Pimiento of wheals, hospitals, mining
homes, day case cent's', or other "sendlive" populations. ,

.

Note: II more then one score is possible tree the bighaei score.

Two miles or
Stealer.

Greater Olen 1
Milk Ida thous or

equal so 2 miles,

.

Greater than 2.000
feet. lass then or
equal to 1 mile.

ir
Date

Clem then 2.000
feet.

or

&ors

No date

.
_.„
IS.

Presence of whom health elects.

None reported.

No date.

Alleged.

Note: Double all scores in _this category.

Suspected.

Documented/
"grilled adverse
heatth allwis
allegedly due to
.81 to.

Date

1Score

•
16.

Smalling environment/ecosystem.

No sensitive Iwo.
system Of
sadism's's' species
within 1 ntile.

No doe_
.

Sensitive *cosystem leg.,
national or Stela

park, wild"or
scenic river, or
marshland) Or.

Documented
poiential or known
existing avec* to
consider ccosysion
or endangered
species.

pets

Score

endangered species
within 1 mile.
I

Stressed mgetellon niters to losailsed Wan of dead Of willed medstion. (lonamlly • adjacent
(kin and "sedation Mussed ber.eado os clirrietk conditions.

COMO

of healthy vegetation will help to differentiate between vegetation stressed because of ehernleal eautandna-

Stained sell relies lo Walked arose al sole dIscoioration.

Plity•five /Sill gallon& equal one II) chum.
3 "Depth to groundwater" refers to the minlinum depth al whkh the water table is round.
•
"Impermisable voile Mere to mile wills clays Of strongly cemented Impermeable subsurIsc. lame. Impesmeable is dalIJIsli as a.paisnembIllty sate him hum I 0 - cm/sec.
S.
Flood plain Iniormellan is available from the Depailment of Water Resources. Oil Ills Sheol. Socusinesito, California 95614.
6 "Mean annual precipitation ,' means the total amount Of InreftY
7 The Sam ••loidelly Kahle' us sapielnsd on pages 1 and t ot Decorous Properties of indusSsial Mategialo erring Sam, 6th editor* The scores we elven In the compound listings.

Carcinogens: Compaunos whkh torts calker In humane or animas, as determined by Use international Agency too itessesch an Cancer. awe Attachment 1.1
rproropsno:
•
▪

TIM lieS of compounds was teem rents compilation of terelogenkity sluales.by,J,L..Schuden ilisesi.,Cech_comporstori was reported to twee* lesatosenic effect Ural least-one animal'apettee.-1140 attenspa'svaa made to wedlithe adequecirot Ulm test per/locale or the accuracy or she reported resuitel IS** Allacelnwal

The “nemmersinty sating" hi empialned on peps 704 - 711 of the Fire Protiction aukk oa Hazardous mom/4.k 1111t edition, National Fire Protection Association. Actual IMMO*
325649 to 3201443.
•
This
Of y represents poputelloas which may sehildi incrisaired susceptibility to the attach i
:lc substances due twee, III health. etc.

EN me mu me no or um am um am ass No we um was

oreworited Oa peps
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• CHEMICALS FOR WHICH THERE IS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
OF CARCINOGENICITY IN HUMANS OR ANIMALS

Acrflonitrile
Actinernycires
Adriarnycin
Aflatoxins
0 rtho-Arninazotoluene
4-Arninobionenyl
2-Amino-5-45-nkro-2-tury1)1,3,4.thiactiazoie
Amitrole

ortno-Anisidine.hydrochloride
Aramite
Arsenic
Astiestos
Azaserine
Azathioprine
Benz Ca) anthracene
Benzene

Elenzidine
Benz° it; I fluoranthene
Benz° (j1 fluoranthene
Sento k I fluoranthene
Benzoiai oYrene
BenzotricnIoride
Benzyi yiaiet 48
Beryl ore
Beryllium
Beryllium aluminum alloy
'Beryllium chloride
Beryllium fluoride
Beryllium hydroxide
Beryllium metal
Beryllium oxide
Beryllium phosphate
Beryllium sulphate
N,N-Sis (2-chloroethy1)-2-nachthylamina (Chlornaphazine)
Bischloroethyl mitrosourea (BCNU)
Bis (chloromethyi)etter and technical-grade chlorernethyl
methyl ether
1 ,4-8utanediol dimethenesul phonate (Myleren)

Decartazine
Daunomycin
DOT

N, Tie.Diacetylbenzidine
2,4 Oiamincanisole sulphate
4, 4*.Diaminodiohenyl ether
2,4-Diaminotoluene
Dibenz(ch I acridine
Dibenz (LI] acridine
Dibenzta.h I antriracerie
7 H-Dibenzo (c,g1 carbazole
Dibenzo(a.eI pyrene
Dibenzo (a.h I OYratle
Dibenzo(a,i1 pyrene
1,2-Dibrorno-3-chloroprocane
3,3'.Dichiorobenzidine
3,3'.3ichioro-4,4'-diaminodiphanyl ether
I ,2.0 ichloroetriane
Dieooxybutane
Di (2-ethyl hexy I I onthalate
1 ,2.Diethyl hydrazine'
Dietnyistilbestrol
Diethyl sulphate
Dihytirosafroie
3,3'.0imettioxybenzidine (ortno-Dianisidine)
para-Dirnethylaminoatobenzene
trans-2 (Dimethylamino)rnethyliminol -5-(2-(5-nitro-24uryi)
I
vinyl I -1 ,3,4-oxadiazole
3,3%3imethylbenzidine (ortho-Tolidine)
Dimethylcarbamoyi chloride
1,1 -0 imeth y (hydrazine
1,2-Dimetwihyclrazine
Dimethyl sulphate
1,4-Dioxane
Direct Black 38 (technical grade)
Direct Blue 6 (technical grade)
Epichlorohydrin

Cadmium
Cadmium chloride
Cadmium oxide
Cadmium sulphate
Cadmium sulphide
Calcium chromate
Carbon tetrachloride
Carrageerian (degraded)
Cilorambucil
•Cilordecone (kepone)
1-(2-Ciloroethyl)-3-cyciohexyl-1-nitrosourea iCCNt.1)
atlortrforrn
4-ailoro-ortho-ohenylenadiarnine
Chromium arid certain chromium compounds
alms ratrNo. 2
cara-Cresitline
Cycasin
Cyclophospharnidt

EthinVioestradiol
Ethylene dibromide
Ethylene thiourea
Ethyl methanesulphonata
Formaldehyde (gas)
2-(2-Formythydrazino)4-(5-nitro-2-furyl) thiazole
Glycidaldehyde
Gyrornitrin (acetaldehyde formlmethylhydrazorte)
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexamethylphosphoramide
Hydrazine
Indeno (1
pyrene
Iron dextran complex
Isosafrole

I

II
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CHEMICALS FOR WHICH THERE IS SUFFICIENT 4VIDEN CE
OF CARCINOGENICITY IN HUMANS OR ANIMALS

Lasiocarpine
Lead acetate
Lead phosphate
Lead subacitate

Oestradio1-17B

Meiphalan
Merphalan
Mestranol
Methoicsalen with ultra-violet A therapy iPU'VA)
5-Methyl chrysene
2-1illethylaziridine
Methyiazoxymethanoi acete
4,4'-Methylene bis(2-chlorostniline)
4,4°-Methylene bis(2-methylaniline)
Methyl iodide
Methyl methanesulphonate
2.Methyl-I-nitroanthracuinone (of uncertain purity)
N•Methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine
Methyltniouraciline
Metroniciazole
Mirex
Mitornycin C
Monocrotaline
5- Morpnoi inomethy11-34 5-nitro-furfurylideneWminoj -2oxazoiidinon
Mustard Gas

Panfurart Si:(13ihyclrOxyrnethylfuratizine)
Phenacetine
Phenazopyridine
Phenoxybenzamine and its hydrochloride
Polychlorinated bichenyls
Poncsau MX
Poncaau
Procarbazine
1,3-Propane sulfone
beta-Propicilactone
Propylthiouracil

2-Napnthylamine
Nickel
Nickel carbonate
Nickel caroonyl
Nickel oxide
Nickel hydroxide
Nickel subsulphide
Niridazole
5-Nitroacenaphthene
Nitrofen (technicai grade)
1- ( 45-Nitrofurfurylidenelaminoi -2-imidazolidinone
N-(4-45-Nitro-2-fury1)-2-thiazolyllacetamide
Nitrogen mustard and its hydrochloride
Nitrogen mustard N-oxide arid its hydrochloride
2-Nitroprotene
N-Nitrosodi-n-butylamine
N-Nitrosociiethanolarnine
N-Nitrosodiethylamine
N-Nitrosodimethylamine
N-Nitrosodi-n-propylarnine
N-Nitroso-N-ethylurea
N-Nitrosomethylethylarnine
N-Nitroso-N-methylurea
N-Nitroso-N-methylurethane
N-Nitrosornethylyinylarnine
N-Nitrosornoreftline
N-Nitrosonomicotine
N-NitrosoctiDeridine
N-Nitrosopyrrolidints
N-Nitroscsarcosine
Norethisterone

Oestrone
Oil orange

SS

Safrole
Sintered calcium chromate
Sintered chromium trioxide
Sodium saccharin ,
Soots. tars and oils !
Sterigmatoeystin
StrectozotOcin
Strontium ehromatei
Testosterone and its esters
TetrachiorodibenzaPara-dioxin (TCOO)
4.4° -Thiodianiline
Thiourea
ortho-Toluidine
Toxaphenel(polychlOrinated camphenes)
Treosulphan
Tris (leziridinyl)phOsphine sulphide (Thiotetaa)
Tris(2.3-dibromoproisyl)phosphate
Tryp-P-1
Tryp-P.2
Trypan blue (cornmerti
, al grade)
Uracil mtatard
Urethane
Vinyl chloride
Zinc beryllium silicate
Znc chromate
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This list of compounds was taken from a compilation of teratogenicity studies by J. L Schardein (Chemically
Induced Birth Defects, Marcel Dekker, Inc., Nev York, 1985). These compounds have been tested for teratogenicity and found to cause an effect in at least one animal specli No attempt was made to verify the
adequacy of the tesu protocols nor accuracy of the reported results. Ti. tie list does not include many known
teratogenic pharmaceuticals nor is it necessarily all inclusive of the compounds that may be found at a
particular site. This list is only intended to be used as a tool in priority ranking of potentially hazardous sites
and any other use of the list is not authorized by the California Department of Health Services.

TERATOGENICITY OF FUNGICIDES

TERATOGENICITY OF INSECTICIDES

Agent

Group as7ef agent

Alkyldithiocarbamic acids
Benornyl
Bisonenol A
Cal ixin
Cycioneximide
Ethylene oxide
Ferbam
Hexachlorobenzene
2- imiclazolidinethione
Mancozeb

Aldrin
Apholate
1 •3-Bislcarbernoylthio12-(N,N-dirnethylamino) propane
ChlordeCone
Chlorfenyinphos
Oecamethrin
eme ton
Oialifor
Oieldrin
N,N•Oiethylbenzene sulfonamide
Oimethoate
Dirnpylate
Endrin
Ethyl-3.7, I I -trirriethyi-dodeca-e,4-dienoa te
Fentrtion
Heotachlor
Metecia
Methoorene
Methyl demeton
Methyienedioxypheny1-6,7-epoxygeraniol ether
Methyl parathion
Mirex
I-Naonthylisothiocyanate
Nicotine
Photornirex
PicteronY1 butoxide
Propoxur
Sodium arsenics
Toxaoheme

TERATOGENICITY OF HERBICIDES
Agent

Baiagrin
Buturon
Celatox
Chlorocholine chloride
4-Chioro-2-merthylpherioxyacetic acid ethyl ester
12,4-Oichlorophenoxy)acetic acid (2,4-0)
2.4-0 butoxyethanoi
2. 4-0 butyl ester
2. 4-0 diethylamine
2.4-0 dernethylarnine
2,4-0 isooctyl ester
2.4-0 isoproPyl ester
Dicotex
Dinoseb
Disodium methanarsonate
Oiuron
Hexachlorcibutadiene
Murbetol
Nitrofen
PentacrtioroPhenbl
Propharn
Pyrazon
Sodium trichloroacetate
(2,4,S-Trichlorophenoxy) acetic acid (2,4,5-T)
2,4,5-T butyl ester
iscocrid ester
2,4,5-T Propylene gyicol butyi ether ester
TriehlorbOroclionitrile

TERATOGENICITY OF MISCELLANEOUS PESTICIDES

Agent
Acrylonitrile
Brombevclen
Dicofol
Oipinertylernine
Guartylthiourea
N-Methyl-n-(1-naohthyl )fluaroatertamide
Nuyanal
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TERATOGENIC1TY OF LEAD

Chemical
Lead acetate
Lead carbonate
Lead chloride
Lead nitrate
Lead oxychloride
TERATOGENIC1TY OF MERCURY

Gromical
Bis-etnyi mercury sulfide
Chlormercuribenzoate
Dimethylmercuric sulfide '
Ethylmercuric phosphate
Mercuric acetate
Mercuric chloride
Mercuric oxide
Methyl mercuric chloride
Methyl mercuric dicyandiamide
Methyl mercuric hydroxide
Phenyl mercuric acetate
TERATOGENICITY OF MISCELLANEOUS METALS
GrOUD and chemical

Aluminum fluoride
Boron imetallic)
Cadmium chloride
Chromium chloride
Chromium trioxide
Cooper citrate
Gallium sulfate
Indium nitrate
Managanese dioxide
Molybdenum (metallic)
Nickel acetate
Nickel carbonyl
Nickel chloride
Selenium
Strontium carbonate
Tellurium (metallic)
Znc phenanthroline complex

2.Methoxyethenol
N.Methylacatamide
Methyl ethyl ketone
Methylformamide
Methyl methanesulfonate
N-Methylpyrrolidone
Nitrobenzene
2-Nitroproparie
Perchloroethylene
Succinonitrile
Tetrachloroacetone
Toluene

a.c.a..Tridstorctoluene
ct.2.5-Trichiorotoluene
2,3.5-Trichlorotoluene
m-Xylene
o-Xylene
p-Xylene
TERATOGENIC1TY OF PLASTIC CHEMICALS

Chemical
Acrylic acid
Bis12-ethylhexyllphthalate
N-Butyl carbobutoxymethyl phthalate
N-Butyl methacrylate
.
Oi-N-butyl adioate
Dicycionexyl adipate
Di-2-ethylhexyl adipate
Di-N.heptyl Phthalate
Diisobutyl atcipate
Diisobutyl phthalate
Di-2-rhethoxyethyl phthalate
Dimethyl adipate
Ditiropyl adipate
Ethyl acryiate
Ethyl adipate
Ethyl methacrylate
Ethyl phthalate
Isobutyl methecrylate
lsodecyl methacrylate
Mono-2-ethylhexyl phthalate
Phenylmethylcyciosiloxane polymer c mixture
PSB polystyrene foam
TERATOGENICITY OF HALOGENATED BIPHENYLS

TERATOGENIC1TY OF INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS

atemics/

So/vent

Arocior 1254
PBB

Acetic anhydride
Acetonitrile
Butyl alcohol
p-t-Butyl toluene
Carbon disulfide
1,2•Dimarthoxyarthane
Dimethylforrnamide
2.Ethoryethanol
N-Ethyl aceternide
Ethyl carbonate
Ethylene chlorohydrin
Ethylene glycol monornerthyl ether
Formamide
Glycerol formal

TERATOGENICITY OF MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICALS

Chemical
Allylformate
Arninoacetonitrile
2-Aminoanthracene
2-Arnino-3-rnethyloyridine
6-Arninonicatinic acid
o-Arhinophenol
4-arninopteroylaspartic acid
Maim
L-Azetidine-2-carboxylic acid

DRAcr.
DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE

.:e0 NOT CITa OR QUOTE
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TEA rOGEN1C3TY OF MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICALS (Continued)
Chemical (Continued)
Azoethane
Azoxyethanot
Sisdiamine
1- (3,5-bistrifluoromethyl)chenyl1 -4-metriyithiosemicarbatide
Sromodiethyarninoethoxybenzartiiide
t-Euryl hydroperoxide
Sutyturethan
C.arbenclazim
Chloride dioxide
P-Chl orodi ethyl aminoethoxy-benzanilide
2-Ch1aroctiethylamineethoxy-benzanilide
p-Chioromethylarninoazobenzene
Chtoroprene
Cystarnine
Dauzornycin
Deuterium
2,4•Diamino-5-p-bromopherty1-6-ethyl-pyrimidirte
2, 4-Ctiarnin0-5-p-bromophenyi-6-mettlyi-pviimidirie
2.4-Diarnino•5-c-chlorobenzyl-S-methyl-pyrimidine
2.4.0iarnino-S-o-chlorpohenyi-6-n-amyl-pyrimidine
2,1-0 iarn ino-5 (3',4'-ch I orophenyI}-6-methyl cryrimidi ne
2, 1-0 iarnino-5-3', 4'-dimethoxybenzyl-pyrirrtidine

2.4.0iarnino 5 metnyi 6-sec butyi pyrido(2,3d)pyrimidine
.

-

-

-

-

-

2.4-Ciamino-5;phenyl-6-oropyipyrimidine
Dichioroisobutylene
o-Diethylaminochloroethoxybentanilide
2-Ia-Diethy1aminoethyl /pyridine
Diethyihydrazine
2-1,13-Dimethylaminoethyl)pyridine diethyliodide
2-,j-iGimethytarrtinoethyl) pyrimidine
Dimethyiaminoourine, 3-amino-d-ribose
7, 1 2-0 i meth y1-1 ,2-benz (a janthracene
Oimetnyinitrosourea
N,N-D i methyl urea
1,1-Dichenythyclrazine
2,'-Oipyridyl
Disodium dichiorornethylene diphosphonate
Ethane-1-hydroxy-1,1-diphosphonate
Ethephon
Ethylarninoazobenrene
Ethylene thiourea
Ethyienimine
Ethyl-h-hyciroxycarbarnate
Ethyl methanesulfonate
Ethyl-h-methyicarbarnate
Ethylnitrosoaniline
Ethylnitrosourea
1-Etnyithiourea
Ethyltrithlorphon
Ethylurea + sodium nitrite
N-2-Fluorenylacetarnide
FiLl0f0-4-dimethylaminoazberszene
Formohydroxamic acid
Fundazol
Galactosamine
Guartosirte
Hexafluoroacetone trihydrrte
Humic acid
9- Hydroxyellipticine

$-Hydroxyethylcartiarnate
N-Hydroxyformaniidine
7-1-1ydroxymethy1-12-methylbenz[a] anthracene
S-Hydroxytryptophan
HYCioxanthine
e- lminodipropythi mle
lccloacetate
lb
lodoisobenzoate
Isopropyl rnethanesulfortate
Z5
,3•KeteStBrOiii
Maleic anhydride
Methylarrtinoazobenzene
1-Mettlyi-4 -aminoOrazolO(3.4-d)PYrimidine
Methyl butyric acid amide
Methyldiethylaminoethoxybenzanilide
4*-Methylr4-dimethylaminoazobenzene
Methylene dimethanesulfonate
4-Metnylethylenethiourea
.Methyl-1 -formyitlydraZine
1-Memy1-2-piisoorlovicarbamovilbenzylhydrazine
Metnyl-N=metnyianthrantiate
N-MethyiHN-nitro-N-nitrosoquanidine
Methyinitrosoaniline
N-Mettylnitrosouraa
Methylphenyltriazene
MethylprOpionic acid amide
1-Methylthiourea
Monoetnyl phenyltriv azene
MonosodiUm-L-ascarbite
4-Nitroquinoline-1=Oxide '
N-Nitrosoethylenethiourea •
o-Phenanthroline
Phertylethylphehola
Polychiorocamphehe
PolychlordtriOherrY!
Proctionic . anhytIrida
Propionitrile
N-Propyicarbamate
Propylnitrosoures
0-Prunasin
1-Im-PyridyI)-3,3-dimethyltriazene
1-Pyridy1-3-rnethyli3-ethyltriazene
Scooparone
Sernicarbazide
Sodium cyanide
3,3'4,4%Tatrechloroaz3xybenzen
2,3,7„8-Tetrachiorcidibenzo-P-dioxin
-14

2.3.7,13-Terachlortiiibenzafuran
Thiosernicarbazide

r.Thieurea
o Toi uent diamine
-

3*-Trifluoro-4.dimethyiaminoazobenzerte
Trimethylnitrosouiea
TrimethylUrea
Tris(2,3bromooropyl)phosphate,
L-Tyrosine
Uridine
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COUNTY OF SACRANIENTO
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
RONALD L. USHER. DIRECTOR

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH BRANCH
3701 Branch Canter RON"
Sacrammte. C.aliforrsia 95827
19161 366-2101

Se ptember 16, 1986

Bruce Risley
Sacramento City Toxic Commission
433 University Avenue, Suite D
Sacramento, CA 95825

Dear Mr. Risley:
Per our telephone conversation, enclosed is a list Of leaking underground storage:
tanks within Sacramento County, as of this date.
The list has been categorized into the five following areas.:
1. Suspect Leaks: These leaks were discovered through the underground storage
tank testing process which is required in the underground storage tank
regulations. The underground storage tank system demonstrates a leak-however, the source of contamination has not been identified (i.e., product line, vent line, tank, etc.).
'7 .

Confirm Leak — No Action: These leaks were discovered during the tank
abandonment procedure or through the underground s4orage tank testing process which is required in the underground storage tank regulations. No
action has been implemented to remedy the contamination as of this date.

cdal Action Plan Implemented: RemediatiOn has begunto render the
site decontaminated,
4. Groundwater Contamination —.Referred to Central Valley, State Water Resources Control Board (CVSWRCB),: This Department requested that CVSWRCB
assume the responsibility as the ',Lead Agency' in the site restoration
activities for these sites. Groundwater contamination has been verified
during the initial site Characterization proCess. This Department recognizes that the CVSWRCB has primary jurisdiction when groundwater is threatened or contaminated. This Department will support and assist the CVS14103,
whenever possible, in the site restoration processof these sites.
5. Closed Sites: This Department does not consider tSe contamination created
1
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Bruce Risley
September 5, 1986
Page 2

by the leaking underground storage tank, at these sites, a
significant health or environmental problem.
I home this information will prove helpful. If more information is needed,
please call me at 366-2109.
Sincerely,

Silva, Senior
anmental Health Sanitarian
GS:rm
090586
Attachment

SUSPECT LEARS
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Dba

Address

1.

U. Raul

1650 El Camino Ave.

2.

PG&E

5555 ,Florin-Perkins Rd.

3.

F.B. Hart

1441 Richards Blvd.

4.

ABF Co.

325.0

5.

Beacon SS

3120 Northgate Blvd.

6.

Royal Oaks Post Office

2000 Royal Oaks

7.

Sunrise Park District

7401 Auburn Blvd.

8.

County of Sacramento - SWRTP

8521 , Laguna Station Rd.

9.

Sheriff's Bldg.

711 G St.

10.

Rio Consumnes CC

12500 Bruceville Rd.

U.

Metro Airport

7201Earhart

12.

H & 3 Equipment Yard

9600 Conservation Lane

13.

Fair Oaks Park Dist.

8000 Temple Park

14.

Grant High School

15.

Arco AM/PM

16.

Citrus Heights FD

17.

SMUD - Main Office

1708 59th St,

18.

SMUD - Rancho Seco

Hwy 104

19.

SMUD -.Foothill

20.

Laurelwood Products

21.

Mobil

5600 1 Freeport

22.

Chevron

34811 Fair Oaks Blvd.

23.

7-Eleven

6591' Winding Way

24.

7-Eleven

I 6701 Auburn Blvd.

25.

Caltrans

-

1

47th Ave.

Grand Ave.
4716 Auburn Blvd.
1

6421 Greenback Lane

0 12520 Quicksilver

5521 34th St.

'SCREP05, App.
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D26. Consumnes Elementary
.orid Growers

1J580 Jackson Rd.

- St.

27.

Calif.

28.

Calvey

8541 23rd Ave.

29.

State of CA

2800 Meadowview

30.

Rainbo Baking

3217 16th St.

1

Suspect Leaks-Page 2 I

REMEDIAL ACTION PLAN IMPLEMENTED

Dba
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Address

1.

Mobil

7899 Madison Ave.

2.

Mater AFB Service Station

Building 3171

3.

Arden Gold

Main Ave.

4.

Union 76

5345 Hazel Ave.

5.

Fair Oaks Shopping Center

Arden and Fair Oaks

6.

Eskaton-American River Hasp.

4447 Coyle Ave.

7.

Mobil

2125 16th St.

8.

Texaco

6919 Stockton Blvd.

9. .Ace

323 A St. - Gait

10.

Splinter City

Watt and 1-80

11.

Crown Cleaners

5541 H St.

12.

Dunn Edwards

600 Q St.

13.

Kayo Oil

7649 Fair Oaks Blvd.

14.

Kayo Oil

6190 Freeport Blvd.

15.

Kayo Oil

7282 Franklin Blvd.

16.

Kayo Oil

6101 Watt Ave.

17.

Aerojet-Tank 01086-I-20

Hwy. 50 and Hazel

18.

Conoco

10090 Waterman

19.

Circle K

5811 Manzanita

20.

Circle K

1323 W. El Camino Ave.

21.

Circle K

10785 Coloma Rd.

. 22. Phil pott

8700 Fruitridge Rd.

23.

Circle K

5555 Hemlock

24.

Circle K

8321 Folsom Blvd.

25.

Sacramento Army Depot

8350 Fruitridge Rd.

'SCRE1'05 , Appendile .

La Mancha

7340 Greenback Li*.

27.

M. Gardner

1041 Fee Dr.

28.

Atkinson Mechanical

7820 Folsom Blvd.

29.

Metrolpolitan Ambulance

6324 Elvas Ave.

30.

Perkins Reddy Mix

8609 Jackson Rd.

31.

McClellan AFB - Camp Kohler

Remedial Action Plan-Pa
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NO ACTION Lr-TJEMENTED Page 7

Address

1.

County of Sacramento

9661 Conservation

2.

Value Marine

4421 Auburn Blvd.

3.

Kassis Property

2339 Fair Oaks Blvd.

4.

Farm Bureau

8467 Florin Rd.

5.

Chevron #I978

7599 Stockton Blvd.

6.

Cal Ere Lumber

6438 Folsom Blvd.

7.

Mayflower

908 20th St.

United Self Serve

2401 Broadway

8.

•
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GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION — REFERRED TO CVSWRCB

Dba

Address

1. Mercy Hospital

J. Street

2. Texaco

7570 Sunrise Blvd.

3. KawOil

2430 5th St.

4. Kayo Oil

7601 Greenback Lane

5. Kayo Oil

1520 Northgate Blvd.

CLOSED SITES

Dba
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Address

1.

Shell - Elk Grove Auto Care

8901 Elk Grove Blvd.

2.

Arco - Elk Grove

9000 Elk Grove Blvd.

3.

Brighton Distributors

7400 Folsom Blvd.

4.

CEP

6 Massie Ct.

5.

Willow Berm

140 Brannan Island Rd.

6.

Freeport Chevron

8110 Freeport Blvd.

7.

Citrus Heights FD

6900 Thomas

8.

Beacon

4625 San Juan Blvd.

9.

H & D Electric

5306 Walnut

10.

Circle K

3831 Walnut

11.

7-Eleven

6170 Auburn Blvd.

12.

Berharian Bros.

150 Commerce Circle

13.

Boy's Ranch

Star Route

TRANSPORTATION
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TRANSPORTATION

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

A hazardous materials' transportation database should be established to include information regarding
the points of embarkation and destination, routes, transport schedules and similar Information which is
useful for emergency avoidance and response planning.
b
Routing restrictions, including designated routes, temporal restrictions, and prior notification, should be
established. In addition, speed enforcement/control, vehiCular separation, and parking restrictions
should be considered for hazardous materials transport vehicles!

3.

Fines appropriate to the violation of hazardous materiel tranSportation legislation should be
established.

4.

The City Council should direct the Fire Department to present the recommendations of this report, to
the Region IV local emergency planning committee, for their conSideration.

II. INTRODUCTION
I
The City of Sacramento is affected by road and rail transport of haze i•dous materials. The problems associated
with this portion of their life cycles are generally due to human error. This is supported by studies at the
Federal level showing that human error accounts for over sixty two percent of the reported hazardous materials
spills and at the State level where CALTRANS' statistics for 1985 show that over ninety percent of the
accidents with a truck at fault result from such errors. Sacramento stands not just at the intersection of major
interstate highways, but also at the hub of interstate rail transportation. While, nationally, accounting for only
eight percent of the total ground transport by volume, on a ton-mile basis, in 1983 over fifty percent was by
railroad.
Transportation of hazardous materials can be impacted by local programs and regulations in three ways: data
and information systems, route regulation. and emergency response. In all of these areas, the authority of
Government is granted to the Department of Transportation (DOT) though the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act (HMTA). The specific authority granted to localities undergoes continual review and is
defined by DOT inconsistency rulings which are issued in response to a particular, contested state or local
program. Recommendations made in this report are consistent with recent information related to DOT's rulings.
I
.
The federal, state and local agencies having jurisdiction over the transbort of hazardous materials is summarized
in Attachment 1 to this report. This attachment demonstratesthat many agencies have overlapping
responsibilities, in this area, and that local governments, in many instances,' are preempted in jurisdiction by
federal and/or state legislation.
The "Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986" - (SARA) provides a mechanism for local
governments to take an active role in planning for chemical emergencies 'within their jurisdiction. This Act
requires that the Governor of each State designate a state emergency response commission, and that this
commission appoint local emergency planning committees. A Californiaipmergency response commission has been
established and the City of Sacramento is a member of the Region IV local emergency planning committee. This
committee is composed of state and local officials, police, fire, civil defense, public health professionals,

TSCFIEPC16
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environmental, hospital and transportation officials, businesses and industry representatives and community
groups from Sacramento County and adjacent counties. The City Fire Department is the City representative on
this committee.
Though the responsibility of these emergency response planning committee is predominantly related to
stationary hazardous materials' facilities/sites, the SARA amendments do allow (and in some cases require) the
local emergency planning committees to consider transportation issues. Since the regulation of hazardous
materials transport is a multi jurisdictional issue, the Toxic Substances Commission has determined that the
Region IV emergency planning committee is the appropriate group to evaluate the transport of hazardous
materials on a regional basis.

III. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation #1: The City Council should direct the Fire Department to present the following
recommendations, regarding hazardous materials transport, to the Region IV local emergency planning
,r
committee for their consideration.

k DATA AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Planning and emergency preparedness is predicated upon adequate information. A comprehensive program
would include:
the identification of the quantity and type of hazardous materials transported and the most
frequently used routes;

o

the identification of high risk areas according to population density, frequency of accidents,
traffic patterns, etc.

Recommendation #2: A hazardous materials' transportation database should be established to include:
1.

the volumes and types of hazardous materials being transported by both truck and rail;

2.

the volumes, types, and duration of hazardous materials being stored at railroad yards and/o
railcars at industrial facilities;
truck and rail routes and their frequency of use;

4.

the network of evacuation routes around particularly troublesome, potential incident sites,
including rail yards and at-grade rail crossings;

5.

an inventory of Areas which by historY, traffic patterns orpopulation
density require special planning.

in
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B. ROUTE REGULATION
Route regulation can consist of:
1.

restricting transport over roadways, except for local service calls;

2.

restricting times for road use.

Cities have the authority to adopt local routing regulations, in consultation with neighboring jurisdictions, which
increase public safety. Considering the present and projected growth within the Sacramento area attempts at
route regulation should have a regional approach.
Recommendation #3: Speed limit enforcement should be vigorously enforced. The members of the Toxic

Substances Commission were recently given a graphic description of a section of Interstate 5 over which trucks
are particularly likely to topple. The posted speed limit of thirty-five mph, was described as being seldom
adhered to and little enforced. The California Highway Patrol should closely monitoring truck traffic on state
highways, particularly within urban areas.
Recommendation #4: When transport of hazardous materials within urban areas is appropriate, safety should be
encouraged by mandating the use of headlights and vehicular separation. Parking should be restricted and at all
times, vehicles must be attended. The storage of hazardous materials within 'railcars, in proximity to residential
areas, should be prohibited.

Recommendation #5: Fines appropriate to the violation of legislation governing hazardous material
transportation should be established.

BIBUOGRAPHY
1.

U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Transportation of Hazardous Materials, OTA-SET-304
(Washington, DC:U.S. Government Printing Office, July, 1986).

2.

California Department of Transportation, Transportation of Hazardous Materials In California By
Highway and Rail, Report to the Legislature (November, 1986).

3.

Hazardous Materials Demonstration Project - Puget Sound Region.
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Table 3-1.—Jurisdictional Analysis of Agency Responsibility
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AIR QUALITY.- 'CONVENTIONAL" POLLUTANTS

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The City and County should include an Air Quality Element in theii4 General Plans, and require that
new development be consistent with the air quality element.
2. The City should continue to work with business and environmental groups to develop public/private
partnerships and a Transportation System Management Plan to encourage reductions in daily vehicle
miles traveled.
3. The City and County should work with adjoining areas to promote a regional approach to air pollution
control.
4.
5.

The City should continue its efforts to educate the public about air pollution problems.
•
The City should develop programs to ensure optimal maintenance of fleet vehicles and to convert to
cleaner fuels.

6.

The City should support AB 4355, which would give the Sacramento Air Pollution Control District
greater legal authority to control emissions from motor vehicles.

7.

The City should support legislation designed to phase in vehicles which use cleaners fuels.

II. INTRODUCTION
Poor air quality is one of the most serious environmental problems facing Sacramento today. Regulatory
programs in the past have traditionally distinguished between criteria pollutants and toxic air pollutants.
Yet today, with growing evidence of the toxic effects associated With chrdnic exposure to air pollution, that
distinction makes little sense from .a public health perspective.
r
Because of this, the Toxic Substances Commission determined that it should examine the problem of ambient
air pollution, in addition to the problem of toxic air contaminants, and Make recommendations to the City
about actions it can take to improve air quality in Sacramento.

III. FINDINGS

Sacramento has the 10th worst air quality in the nation (for ozone ard carbon monoxide). Air auality
is projected to get worse in the years to come as more people move into the Valley.
1.

Sacramento is one of five areas in California which have not met federal k air quality standards for at least
two criteria pollutants (ozone and carbon monoxide) by the December 31, 1987 federal Clean Air Act
acramento will be subject to a
deadline. "Nonattainment" of the federal standards will mean that
construction ban on large new ,sources of air pollution and may be li further penalized by the federal
government, by withholding of funds for construction of housing, highways, or i sewage treatment facilities.
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2.

Sacramento's air pollution problems are due Drimarilv to vehicle emissions.
According to the Sacramento Air Pollution Control District, Sacramento has made significant progress in
reducing some criteria pollutants, including sulfur dioxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide and particulates. The
District is hopeful that the area will meet the standard for carbon monoxide in the near future as a result
of California's motor vehicle smog inspection program, and as programs designed to encourage people to
carpool or use public transportation achieve greater success.
But it is not likely that Sacramento will be able to meet the federal standard for ozone at any time unless
there is a major change in the type of energy we use to fuel our cars, or until there is a significant
reduction in daily vehicle trips. This is because ozone or photochemical air pollution is a byproduct of the
combustion of petroleum products. Sacramento has very little industry to contribute to the ozone problem.
What industry does exist is being regulated by the district to reduce those emissions. But the district has
no authority to regulate mobile sources of emissions. That authority rests directly with the State Air
Resources Board, through its ability to set emission standards and require the use of catalytic converters;
and indirectly with local government, through its ability to control land use in ways that affect people's
decisions about using their vehicles.

3.

While the distinction between criteria pollutants and toxic air contaminants may continue to make sense
from a regulatory strategy. the short- and long-term health impacts -- the toxic effects -- associated with
smog, require that the City aive as much attention to efforts to identify and reduce environmental risks
from criteria pollutants as it would to air contaminants cor4dered 'toxic" according to state law.
In California and at the national level, "criteria pollutants' and toxic air contaminants are addressed
through separate regulatory programs. Although both types of pollutants affect public health, California law
defines "air contaminant" as "any discharge, release or other propagation into the atmosphere and includes,
but is not limited to, smoke, charred paper, dust, soot, grime, carbon, fumes, gases, odors, particulate
matter, acids, or any combination thereof." (Health and Safety Code Section 39013.)
'Toxic air contaminant" is defined more from the perspective of impacts on public health. The California
definition (Health and Safety Code Section 39655) reads in part:
"... an air pollutant which may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious
illness, or which may pose a present or potential hazard to human health. Substances which have been
identified as hazardous air pollutants pursuant to Section 7412 of Title 42 of the United States Code shall
be identified by the State board as toxic air contaminants."
Yet, in spite of different regulatory approaches, it has long been recognized that criteria pollutants can
also impact public health. Evidence is now growing that long term exposure to high levels of criteria
pollutants can be very damaging to public health.
One dramatic example is the findings of a study of relative health risks from environinental pollutants
recently conducted by the EPA in Santa Clara County. This study determined that pollutants resulting from
motor vehicles (dirt, ozone, lead and carbon monoxide) represents the single greatest risk of all the healththreatening pollutants studied, including contaminated drinking water and toxic air contaminants.
The study concluded that as many as 57 residents of Santa Clara County may die each year and an
additional 4,154 visit hospital emergency rooms due to exposure to dirty and dusty air. The report also
estimated that the county could save up to $104 million in lost work and medical bills if air quality was
improved to the point of meeting state air quality standards for all criteria pollutants.
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In the Los Angeles area (which has the worst air quality in the nation), local authorities are also studying
the public health impacts associated with smog. Initial findings by the South Coast Air Quality Management
District indicate that poor air quality may be a contributing factor in as many as 200 cancer deaths
annually.
4. Efforts to reduce automobile emissions in the Sacramento Valley — the prime cause of our air pollution
problem — will also reduce exposure to the greatest cause of benzene pollution in the reaion.
Since 1984, the State Air Resources Board and the California Department of Health Services have been
involved in a program to identify toxic air contaminants in California and identify appropriate control
measures. One of the first substances identified through this program as a toxic air contaminant is
benzene, a known carcinogen.
Benzene is a component of gasoline. The Air Board's research shows that approximately 90% of all benzene
pollution in the Sacramento area is a result of motor vehicle emissions. The Health Department concluded
that this pollutant, in this concentration, may be responsible for between 68 and 530 additional cancer
deaths in the Sacramento area over a period of 70 years. (The lower figure represents a risk assessment
based on human data; the higher figure an assessment based on animal data.)
Although the Air Board is now involved in research to identify additional measures to control benzene, it is
clear that any effort to reduce automobile emissions in general will also reduce emissions from this toxic
air contaminant.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
The City can actively assist in the reduction of air pollution by using its land use authority and public
education programs to reduce the number of vehicle-miles traveled in Sacramento and by encouraging the
use of cleaner-burning fuels.

RECOMMENDATION #1
The City and County should include an Air Quality Element in their General Plans, and require that new
development be consistent with the air quality element.
Land use control represents one of the most effect tools the City can command to reduce vehicle miles
• traveled and the concomitant air pollution. Inclusion of an Air Quality Element in the City General Plan
will help to ensure that all new development is fully evaluated in light of the impacts it will have on air
quality. To the extent that increased air pollution is expected to result from new development, the City
should require measures designed to avoid or offset such pollution. This could include requiring streets to
be broadened to reduce congestion, requiring employers to prepare and promote employee ride-sharing
programs, or other such measures.

RECOMMENDATION #2
The City should continue to work with business and environmental groups to develop public/private
Partnerships to encourage reductions in daily vehicle miles traveled.
Sacramento has been fortunate to have a number of business and environmental groups who have worked
very hard on the air quality question for some years. Groups such as the Lung Association and the Clean
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Air Partnership of Sacramento have made a number of recommendations regarding actions which could and
should be taken to improve air quality. One recommendation which the City has been attempting to
implement is that of encouraging employers to develop ride-sharing programs for their employees.
The City should identify one staff person to work directly with such groups, and continue efforts to
implement their recommendations.

RECOMMENDATION #3
The City and the County should work with adjoining areas to promote a reaional approach to air pollution
control.
Sacramento's air pollution is no respecter of political boundaries, and does not stop at the county line. Air
pollution generated within the city and county quickly becomes a regional problem, and Sacramento is also
affected by pollution generated in areas beyond the control of the county APCD.
Because of this, the City and County should work closely with other neighboring areas to develop regional
approaches to the air pollution problem. The City and County should begin to review and comment on
development plans in neighboring areas, and the same opportunity should be afforded neighboring
jurisdictions. The City and County should also seek to develop joint review for those projects which
clearly have regional impacts extending beyond city or county boundaries.

RECOMMENDATION #4
The City should continue its efforts to educate the public about air pollution problems.
In recent months the City has noticeably increased its efforts to inform the public about the extent [of
Sacramento's air pollution problem, and what individuals can do to reduce smog. Brochures have been
included in utility bills about the importance of reducing vehicle miles traveled, joining ride-share programs,
using light-rail, buses, bicycles, and other alternative forms of transportation, particularly in the hot
summer months when ozone concentrations are high.
These efforts are important features of Sacramento's efforts to reduce smog. The City should be
commended for these efforts, and encouraged to continue such public outreach programs.

RECOMMENDATION #5
The City should continue to implement proarams to provide alternate/clean fuels for its own fleet vehicles.
The City of Sacramento has been involved with alternate fuel testing since 1981. In a report to the City
Council's Budget and Finance Committee, the Director of General Services highlighted his Department's
activities to convert the city's fleet vehicles to alternate fuels (See Attachment). The Fleet Management
Division has met on several occasions with the California Energy Commission and have applied to the
Commission for participation in their flexible fuel light-duty vehicle and heavy-duty engine demonstration
programs.
Continuation of these activities by the City would demonstrate Sacramento's commitment to reducing air
pollution, provide an example to other public and private fleet operators, and help to build conviction
elsewhere about the practicality of this approach.
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RECOMMENDATION #6

•

The City should support AB-4355 which gives Air Pollution Control Districts areater leaal authority to
control emissions from motor vehicles.
In general, regulatory control over mobile sources of air pollution rests with the State, while local air
districts are responsible for regulating stationary sources. The Sacramento Air Pollution Control District
has had significant success in reducing emissions from stationary sources over the past decade: most
pollutant Indicators show that Sacramento's air quality has gotten better since 1977. But that trend is
being reversed, because Sacramento's smog problem derives primarily from mobile sources, and those
sources are increasing. The Air District is limited in what it can do to offset federal sanctions resulting
from Sacramento's failure to meet the federal standards for ozone and carbon monoxide.
A similar problem has been experienced in the Los Angeles area bY the South Coast Air Quality Management
District, which has the worst air quality in the nation. Legislation recently signed into law by the
Governor (SB 151 - Presley), will grant the South Coast District significant, new authority to adopt
regulations designed to reduce the mobile source emissions problem. Among the new regulations the District
is empowered to adopt are the following:
o

Fleet vehicles. Require public and commercial operators of fleet vehicles, when adding or replacing
vehicles in an existing fleet or starting a new fleet, to purchase "cleaner-burning" vehicles.

o

Ride-sharing. Encourage and facilitate ride sharing for commuters.

o

Restrict truck traffic. Prohibit or restrict the operation of heavy-duty trucks (with specified
exceptions) on freeways and high volume highways during peak commuter periods.

o

Diesel fuel. Subject to approval by the Air Resources Board, regulations to specify the composition of
diesel fuel manufactured for sale in the district.

In addition, the legislation requires the district to submit to the Legislature and the Air Resources Board,
by September 1, 1988, draft regulations for emissions charges designed to provide economic incentives to
reduce emissions. (The District is not empowered to adopt these regulations.)
While Sacramento's air quality is of much better quality than that of the Los Angeles air basin, Sacramento
also needs 'help if it is to reverse the downward decline in air quality that will result from ever-increasing
vehicle emissions. This is also true of other "non-attainment" areas around the State.
The City should join with other jurisdictions to support legislation, specifically AB-4355, which will provide
local air pollution control districts, in non-attainment areas, with ' the authority they need to better control
vehicle emissions.
RECOMMENDATION #7
The City should support leaislation designed to phase in vehicles which use cleaner fuels.
According to the State Air Resources Board, California non-attainment areas will not be able to meet
federal air quality standards until more cars switch to the use of cleaner burning fuels, such as methanol.
The State Energy Commission has for several years tested vehicles which run on methanol fuel. The
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Commission reports that the technology exists today which could guarantee California car owners quality
and performance from methanol burning vehicles comparable to that achieved today with gasoline-poweried
cars.
The switch to methanol is strongly resisted, however, by oil companies and car manufacturers who nave
significant investments in the status quo.
In 1987 a number of tough new air pollution measures were introduced in the California Legislature,
including bills which would have required oil companies to provide some methanol fuel for sale at some
stations, and car companies to begin to manufacture and provide for sale, in California, some vehicles which
use methanol for fuel. These bills experienced strong opposition from oil companies and car manufacturers.
AB 138 (Leonard), the methanol availability bill, was stalled in the Senate; it may be taken up again when
the Legislature reconvenes in January 1988.
AB 234 (Leonard) was amended to remove provisions which would have required car manufacturers to make
some methanol-compatible vehicles available for sale in California. As passed by the Legislature and signed
by the Governor, the bill instead requires the creation of an advisory board to study the matter.
Non-attainment areas like Sacramento should join together to support such legislation containing definitive
goals and time frames for the introduction of methanol-compatible vehicles and methanol fuel into the
market place.

REFERENCES
Information for this report was derived from the following sources:
Presentation by Norm Covell of the Sacramento County Air Pollution Control District before the
Sacramento Toxics Commission.
Program Overview prepared by the Sacramento APCD
Various reports prepared by the Integrated Environmental Management Project for Santa Clara County,
CA. (Sponsored by the EPA).
Review of California statutes relating to air pollution control.
Testimony by Jim Boyd, Executive Officer of the Air Resources Board, and Kate Williams of the
Legislative Analyst's Office before the Assembly Natural Resources Committee (December 1986).
Newspaper clippings regarding "nonattainmenr issues.
Discussion with air pollution activists.
Policy Recommendations Report, May. 1987. Clean Air Partnership of Sacramento.
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DIVISIONS:
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Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:

COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FLEET MANAGEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT
AND INSURANCE
SUPPORT SERVICES

SUBJECT: METHANOL FUEL AND METHANOL COMPATIBLE VEHICLES

SUMMARY
This informational report is provided to the City Council at the request of
Councilman Serna.
It provides an overview of methanol fuels and methanol
compatible vehicles for the City FleEt.
It also outlines Fleet Management's
involvement with alternate fuels from the early 1980's to the present.

BACKGROUND
A.

Historical

In the . early 1980's, the Fleet Management Division became interested in the
possibility of -alternate fuels for fleet vehicles. This interest was prompted
by several factors, among which were the rising costs and fluctuating supply
of foreign oil. Several private and public agencies were surveyed to determine
what technological developments were available that .might be applicable to a
fleet operation.
At that time, studies and tests were being done with propane, methanol,
electricity and compressed natural gas. Since the County and State were involved
with methanol testing and SMUD was involved with propane, the City of Sacramento
decided to test a vehicle designed to operate on compressed natural gas. We
negotiated with Dual Fuel Systems Inc., an affiliate of Southern California
Gas Company and Pacific Lighting Corporation to test their technology for a
flexibly fueled vehicle capable of being operated either on compressed natural
gas or gasoline., The City provided the test vehicle and Dual Fuel Systems
retrofitted it with the necessary components to operate as a flexibly fueled
vehicle.
In October 1981, the Sacramento Police Department ,began a 60 day road test
evaluation of this vehicle.
As retrofitted, , it had the capability of being
manually changed, by means of a toggle switch, to either fuel source by the
driver.
It was evaluated for its drivability; i.e. acceleration, cornering,
The Police Department
and steering, especially during emergency situations.
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concluded that the vehicle, while operating on natural gas, might be adequate
for low speed patrol and main thoroughfare cruising, but would be inadequate
for emergency performance. Additionally, it was found that the vehicle required
lengthy refueling procedures, trunk space was lost because of the gas cylinders,
and it did not perform as well on compressed natural gas for the full range
of driving situations. With these factors, and the added costs for retrofitting
and fueling equipment, Fleet Management *concluded that this technology, as
currently developed, did not meet the performance needs of the fleet and was
not, therefore, a viable or cost effective replacement for traditional gas
operated vehicles.
As other experimental fuels/vehicles became available, they were considered
for their possible adaptation to fleet service for the City of Sacramento. The
electric-fueled vehicle was discounted because of its limited battery capacity,
speed and travel range. Other tested retrofitted vehicles also failed to provide
reliable and cost effective service.
The California Energy Commission's (CEC) research with methanol fuel and the
Ford Escort appeared to be the most promising program being developed; and Fleet
Management followed this research with great interest. We did not actively
participate in the program, however, due to the size of the Ford Escort. When
'sub-compacts were purchased in the 1979-80 fiscal year, user departments within
the City complained to Fleet Management that this size vehicle did not meet
their needs. Therefore, as the Escort was the only methanol vehicle avai101e
in the Energy Commission's program at that time, we awaited further developments
in vehicles that would suit our needs.
B. Technological:
The State of California has been involved with synthetic fuel testing for several
years and presently has over 500 light duty methanol fueled vehicles in the
California Energy Commission's (CEC) Demonstration Fleet.
1. The first group of vehicles, consisting of forty 1981 Ford Escorts With
carburetted engines, has accumulated over two million miles of service.
2.. The second generation of methanol fueled vehicles in CEC's fleet Were
part of a special production run of 582 1983 Ford Escorts; 500 of which
were delivered to California state, county and city government fleets.
This generation of vehicles also has carburetted engines and includes
design modifications necessary to overcome problems encountered by the
1981 fleet and to meet California's 1983 model year exhaust emission control
standards.
3.

The next phase of methanol development with the Ford Escort in California
involves five 1983 model and two 1984 model Escorts with electronic fuel
injection (EFI) engines. The EFI model was designed to test and evaluate
advanced emission control technology for methanol cars. These three phases
of development have resulted in a total of 547 Ford Escorts with methanol
dedicated engines in the California Energy Commission's fleet.

4.

The newest methanol technology being tested by the State is the fleXible
fueled vehicle (FFV).
In July 1987, the Energy Commission received three
Ford manufactured flexible fueled Crown Victorias. . These vehicles are
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The four remaining FFV vehicles in
presently undergoing road testing.
California are being tested by the Air Resource , Board and the South Coast
Air Quality Management District. It shoUld be noted that to date, the
Ford Motor Company has only prOduced 30 of these 'vehicles world-wide.

ANALYSIS
As previously discussed, Fleet Management did not participate in the Energy
Commission's Ford Escort testing program since the Size of the Escort Was not
compatible with the City's needs. In addition, we were concerned that the
dedicated fuel techology of the Escort could ,adversely affect our day-to-day
operation, thereby discouraging employees from ;trying future methanol programs.
However, the flexible fuel vehicle concept currently being tested by the Energy
Commission appears to have definite possibilities for fleet application in the
City of Sacramento. With this technology in mind, : we began to identify the
classes of vehicles in the City fleet that, if, fueled with methanol, could have
the greatest impact on air pollution in Sacramento.
Currently, the City of: Sacramento has approximately 1675 pieces of equipment
in its fleet. A large percentage of this equipment consists of off-road or
construction equipment which would not lend itself to the current methanol
technology. Also included in the total are 155 pieces of fire equipment and
164 heavy-duty trucks which should not be considered because to date, there
is no demonstrated technology for these vehicle types. This leaves roughly
888 vehicles having some potential for methanol conversion.
If a class of: vehicle were chosen for its fUel consumption alone, Police and
Fire cars would be the first choice for conversion', to methanol. In 1985/86,
they accounted for 354,402 gallons or 27% of the City's fuel usage for on-road
The City of Sacramento 1985-1986 Eneroy Report.)
vehicles. (See Exhibit I:
However, the very nature of emergency vehicles demands that methanol technology
be advanced beyond its present capability and be fully tested before being
installed in Police and Fire Department fleets, Additionally, a tested methanol
fueled vehicle capable of performing well for the full range of emergency
conditions would more easily gain acceptance.by the User departments. For these
reasons, the initial introduction Of flexible fuel vehicles can not be in this
area of the fleet.
Further analysis of the City fleet by vehicle type, mileage and fuel consumption

indicated that the standard size pick-up would be a logical - first choice for
This is clearly supported , by the City of Sacramento
conversion to methanol.
In 1985/86 the 204 standard pick-ups in the fleet
1985-1986 Energy Report.
used 196,285 gallons of fuel which equates to almost twice the fuel used by
the 206 non-emergency sedans, and more than twice the fuel of the 226 sub-compact
pick-ups.
The third area in the City fleet identified by Fleet Management for methanol
The 1985/86 Energy Report indicates that the
conversion is the refuse truck.
City's Ill diesel refuse trucks used 251,023 gallons of fuel or 19% of the total
To date, there are no manufactured methanol
fuel Consumption for that period.
Further discussion of this
vehicles available in this class for fleet testing.
type vehicle is included in the "Demonstration Prograip" section of this report.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSIONS
A.

With the California Energy Commission:

On August 19, 1987 Gene Moore and Virginia Henry of Fleet Management met with
Ken Smith and his staff at the California Energy Commission. They were interested
in discussing CEC's testing program for the flexible fuel vehicle and any other
methanol developments. They identified for CEC the areas in the fleet Where
the City was interested in acquiring flexible fueled vehicles and also inquired
about methanol technology for heavy-duty equipment. Mr. Smith gave themq a
complete synopsis of methanol.development to. date and outlined how he and his
staff thought the City of Sacramento might participate in the methanol testing
program. The following describes CEC's planned approach for methanol
demonstration and Fleet Managements proposed involvement for the City's fleet.,,
1. The Energy Commission Proposalls:
The Energy Commission is planning a series of informal Workshops state-wide
to discuss the fuel availability and air quality benefits provided by flexible
fueled vehicles. At the same time„CEC will conduct a survey of fleet operators
to determine specific needs for flexible fueled .vehicles. Major American
motor vehicle manufacturers hae indicated interest in producing FFV's if
they can be assured of a large-volume order. The California Energy Commisson
survey should provide accurate information to manufacturers regarding the
types.and numbers of vehicles that are in demand. ,Additionally, it will enable
the Commission to develop a cooperative purchasing agreement through the State
of 'California, thus providing fleet operators the most economic means of
introducing FFV vehicles into their fleets. CEC proposes that through this
survey and the cooperative purchasing agreement, up to 5000 FFV's will be
available for placement in demdnstration programs throughout the state. okriy
.fleet operator may attend. these 1 workshops and, if interested in participating
in the testing program, complete : a questionnaire identifying his fleet needs.'
Informal workshops will also be conducted by the Energy Commission for
heavy-duty engine application. It should be noted that this program will
differ from the flexible fueled vehicle program because there has been no
heavy-duty engine technology' demonstration of methanol-fueled trucks. Feet
operators may designate interest in being a "host' agency by completing the
heavy-duty engine questionnaire and agreeing to participate in a risk/Cost
An
sharing program with the Energy Commission and the engine manufacturer.
providing
a
vehicle
for
additional commitment by the host agency involves:
vehicle/engine
conversion, data collection capabilities, general
methanol
CEC will provide funds for engine conversions and
maintenance, and fuel.
project technical support.
2. Fleet Management Proposal:
Fleet -Management participated in both workshops offered by the Energy Commission
on October. 15,, 1987. CEC's flexible fuel vehicle and heavy-duty engine programs
appear to be the most likely meli ans by which the City of-Sacramento can beCome
actively involved in methanol cOnversion. As previously discussed, two classes
of vehicles in the City fleet identified to have a significant impact onair
pollution, if converted to methanol, are the standard pick-up and the refute
truck. Their combined fuel consumption in 1985/86 was 447,308 gallons or
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In our discussions. with .
34% of the total fuel consumed for On-road vehicles.
Mr, Smith, he indicated, that the present technology and engine used in the
flexible fueled vehicle could easily be adapted to the standard pick-up. If
the Energy Commission selects this .class of vehicle for the testing, program,
.then Fleet Management would recommend to the COuncila 50% commitment.of the
City's standard pick-up fleet. When perfected, this technology could then
be introduced into our Police and Fire fleets impacting the pollution problem
on an even greater scale.
Of equal importance and interest to Fleet Management is the heavy-duty engine
It has been established that heavy
program. proposed by the Energy Commission.
We
duty trucks are responsible for the majority of diesel-related pollution.
would like to pursue the opportunity of beingone of the three or four host
agencies selected by GEC to test this technology. The City of Sacramento
has an excellent chance of being selected for the project based on the following
reasons: we' have a sufficient number of refuse trucks in our fleet to commit
one to . the methanol program and still provide a Pack-up truck should the
methanol vehicle experience "downtime"; we have skilled Mechanics for repair;
sufficent room at the Landfill site for fueling capabilities; and a state
of the art 'fuel monitoring/reporting system Interfaced with an on-line DEC
fleet management program for data collection capabilieies.
B.

With the Cleaner Air Partnershio Of Sacramento:

On October 6, 1957 Gene Moore and Virginia Henry of Fleet Management met with
the Cleaner Air Partnership and other -fleet owners and managers for a.
"brainstorming/planning" session at the Chamber of COmmerce.. The Cleaner Air
Partnership's concept of uniting the private and public sectors to discuss air
quality is excellent. The meeting provided good interaction with agencies who
have studied the problem and are attempting to develop sound, practical solutions..
Much can be : gained by such interaction and Fleet Management welcomed the
Opportunity to participate.
Of particular interest to the group wa's the 'flexible' fuel vehicle strategy as
it relates to methanol conversion. . This strategy was determined to have the
following benefits:
1. The very nature of the vehicle would assure drivers that they would not
run out of fuel, as the vehicle is designed to run well on either methanol
or gasoline or any mixture of the two;
Methanol fuel would not have to be provided to areas of the state where
there was no air pollution prOblem because the driver of a flexible fuel
vehicle could burn either type of fuel depending on the area in which
he was driving;
3.

FFV strategy could ensure some competition between gasoline and methanol
thus helping to prevent potential price runaways; and

4.

FFV strategy could also help protect against: possible future shortages
of either gasoline or methanol.

In addition to the above mentioned meeting, Fleet Management has reviewed the
The five recommendations set:
various publications written by the Partnership.
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forth by the Partnership in its July 1987
Policy Recommendations Report
comprehensively address the air quality problem in Sacramento. We have been
in contact with the City's Transportation Divislon of the Public Works Department
and are aware of its work with the Partnership in the area of trip reduction.
This report should address the second recommendation of the Partnership which
requires an evaluation of methanol conversion and the use of clean fuels.

LEGISLATIVE AND FINANCIAL ISSUES
Both Federal and State legislation has brought the problem of air polution to
the forefront. The Federal Clean Air Act's specific mandates and time fraMes
for compliance necessitates action on the part of responsible state and city
governments. Legislation has also been introduced to provide incentives for
technological development on the part of the auto manufacturers.
1
California Senate Bill 1147, authored by Senator Robert Presley, is providing
funds for the Energy Commission to expand the existing network of methanol fuel
stations, undertake a large-scale 'demonstration of fuel flexible vehicles, and
'demonstrate the feasibility of using methanol fuel in heavy-duty diesel engines.
For the City of Sacramento to become involved in both demonstrations programs,
additional City funding will be 'required.
With a production run of 100,000
flexible fueled vehicles, it is estimated by CEC that these vehicles Would still
cost approximately $200 more than the traditional gas-operated vehicle.
If
only 5,000 vehicles are produced for the FFV demonstration program, then CEC
estimates that the additional cost per vehicle will not exceed $1,500.
It :is
the intent of the Energy Commission and the participants of the demonstration
programs to lobby the manufacturers;in order to lower the costs even further.
Additional funding will be required for the heavy duty truck program as well.
Costs will
be incurred for administrative time, data collection, vehicle
performance monitoring, additional fuel and vehicle maintenance.
Another area of pending legislation directly related to methanol fuel concerns
underground fuel storage tanks. As coordinator of the City's underground storage
tank program, Fleet Management has kept abreast of new and pending legislation
governing this area.
We have included a "methanol compatible" requirement 'in
all our specifications for new underground storage tank systems.
This will
enable the City to be ready for methanol technology as it becomes available
and be in compliance with future legislation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is the recommendation of the Fleet Management Division of the General Services
Department that the City take a proactive approach to methanol conversion of
its fleet insofar as present technology and funding permits. The City has become
increasingly dependent on modern equipment offering many labor saving devices.
Its labor force expects the equipment to operate efficiently with a miniMum
amount of downtime; and this is the ideal towards which the Fleet Management
Division directs it energies. Each new equipment technology is evaluated by
the division with an eye for efficiency, practical application, and cost
effectiveness. If the Energy Commission's methanol program is determined to
be cost effective, provides the proper vehicle for the fleet's needs and assures
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manufacturer and technological support, then Fleet Management welcomes the
opportunity to be an involved participant. The added benefits of decreasing
our dependency on foreign imports of oil and cleanini g up the environment in
which We live makes our involvement in the project all the more worthwhile.

Respe c t

submitted,

Fr nk'MUgartegui
D rector ofGene
RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

Jack Crist
Deputy City Manager
FM:87157:RM/m1

November 10, 1987
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Toxic Air Contaminants

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City of Sacramento should follow the lead of Santa Cruz County in adopting an ordinance which
prohibits "air pollution" in commercial, residential and light', industrial zones. This would provide a
valuable basis for legal action to restrict the most obvious of pollutants.

2.

The most effective control of toxic air contaminants is at their source, before they contaminate the
air. Therefore, the City should adopt appropriate general plan amendments and expand the use of
hazardous materials mangement programs to require mass balance, Source controls, and other modern
industrial techniques for decreasing the quantity of hazardous wastes, as required of the Delta Shore
Project in South Sacramento.

3.

The City's general land use policies, some of which are intended to reduce use of private automobiles
for daily trips, will help reduce toxic air contaminants by avoiding unnecessary vehicle miles.
Therefore, the City should vigorously pursue its existing trip reduction policies and those recommended
in Report No. 7.

II, BACKGROUND
At first blush, a report by the City of Sacramento Toxics Commisilon need not deal with the subject of air
pollution by toxic air contaminants ("TACs"). Under California law, the California Air Resources Board and the
Sacramento County Pollution Control District ("APCD") have primary responsibility for the regulation of air
pollution. The Sacramento County Board of Supervisors constitutes the Board of the Sacramento County APCD.
First thoughts are not always accurate, however. It is true that the City of Sacramento is not the primary
regulator of air pollution. It has no authority to establish emission control for vehicles (although it is free to
establish higher than required inspection and maintenance programs for its own vehicles, as an example to the
community) and it is unlikely (not possible under current law) that the city Will ever issue an emissions permit
to an industrial "point source" of TACs. However, in implementing land use controls, the City has authority
which is unavailable to either the Air Resources Board Or the APCD and which may be More effective than the
authority which either of those agencies possesses.
The following discussion, labeled "Toxic Air Contaminants, chapter 4," was prepared by the staff on the
Sacramento County APCD. The discussion provides a generally adequate overview of the subject matter and
makes several recommendations, all of which pertain to the desire for more scientific data with which to
determine the extent of the health problem posed by TACs and effective regulatory methods to control them.
Significant resources are being focussed at the federal and state levels on filling these data gaps. Despite this
effort, it appears certain that only a handful of the thousands of TACs will be subjected to new controls by
state and federal regulatory programs. It is also apparent that in Sacramento County, which has few
smokestack industries or other large point sources of TACs, that the primary source of TACs by volume is the
motor vehicle. In 1982, the Sacramento County APCD hired a consulting company to conduct a survey of seven
TACs known to be present in significant amounts in metropolitan areas. These are listed in Table I. Other
TACs could not be studied because of the lack of funding. Also, airborne pesticides, which may be present at
substantial levels during parts of the year in agricultural areas, were excluded from the inventory because they
are not regulated by the APCD.
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The first question posed to the contractor, KVB, Inc., was to determine what quantities of the selected toxic
substances are being released into Sacramento's ambient air. Since it would be impossible with the given
resources and time to thoroughly answer this qUestion, the Sacramento inventory was complied by using a
combination of E.P.A. validated systems for collecting air emission data as well as phone calls and
questionnaires sent to companies thought to be point sources of TACs. Hence, the reported figures are
estimates which may be inaccurate and certainly vary from year to year.
The 1982 total emissions of the seven TACs studied in the Sacramento area amounted to 7,700 tons. Of that
total, 65% originated from "area sources" (primarily motor vehicles) and 15% from point sources. Table I
summarizes the results of the inventory. As can be seen, automobiles•and other on-road vehicles were the
largest single type of source of the TACs included in the study, accounting for 47% of the benzene, 65% of the
formaldehyde and 72% of the toluene. Most perchloroethylene (72%) comes from dry cleaning establishments.
All three of the remaining TACs which were studied arise from point sources. McClellan Air Force Base
accounted for 72% of all TACs arising from point sources.
KVB also attempted to estimate the health risks Posed by the seven TACs, attempting to compare the relative
dangers posed by the various sources of TACs.1 Unfortunately, without an accurate picture of ambient air
concentrations of TACs, it is impossible to fully assess their potential to damage public health. Also, such a
methodology totally ignores the possibility of localized "hot spot" contamination, which occurs in the
neighborhood of major point sources and intersections. Therefore, it is prudent to rely only on the mbst
general conclusions reached by KVB, as follows:
1.

Area sources account for about 90% of the hazard posed by the selected TACs. Motor vehicles are
responsible for approximately 50% of this total.

2.

The potential hazard associated with pesticide use in the County may exceed that used by the seven
selected TACs. [Hot spot analysis may be especially pertinent to this subject.]

Sacramento is on the receiving end of industry spillover and expansion from the San Francisco Bay Area.
Therefore, the KVB study also studies the semiiconductor Industry as a potential contributor of TACs in
Sacramento County. Table ll shows annual emission rates for five solvents in both the Silicon Valley area of
Santa Clara County and Sacramento County. This table demonstrates that the introduction of new so-called
"clean" industry to Sacramento has the potential to introduce significant new sources of,toxic air contaminants.
The Sacramento County APCD approaches TAC regulation on two levels. First, the APCD has established rules
for point source generation of two TACs, Asbestos, and Mercury. Second, the APCD attempts to control other
potential toxic air pollutants from point sources under the authority of Health & Safety Code Section 41700
(prohibition of nuisances) on a case-by-case basic through Its permit review process. However, neither of these

methods or any others available to the APCD allow, it to attack the major part of the Sacramento problem, the
motor vehicle. Therefore, cooperation of the land use planning agencies (the City and County) and the APCD
are required to provide governmental leadership for the resolution of this problem.
III. Recommendations
1. The City of Sacramento should follow the lead of Santa Cruz County in adopting an ordinance which
prohibits" air pollution" in commercial, residential and light industrial zones. Given the City's limited
jurisdiction, such an ordinance may be of somewhat limited utility, depending on the outcome of
potential litigation regarding preemption issues. Eventually, however, this ordinance will substantially
strengthen current regulatory efforts which otherwise are based on nuisance lawsuits, which are often
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unsuccessful unless a significant (ten or more) number of cornplainatits are available. Under a zoning
ordinance, obvious problem locations such as improperly vented painting operations could be shut down
on a priority basis by the City's zoning enforcement mechanism.
2.

The most effective control of toxic air contaminants is at their source, before they contaminate the
air. Therefore, the City should adopt appropriate general plan amendments and expand the use of
hazardous materials management programs as required of the Delta Shore Project in South Sacramento
(see Introduction).

3.

The City's general land use policies, some of which are intended to reduce use of the private
automobile for daily trips, will help reduce TACs by avoiding unnecessary vehicle miles. Therefore,
the City should vigorously pursue its existing trip reduction policies and those recommended in Report
No. 7.
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TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS
CHAPTER 4

The objective of this chapter is to place the Issue of toxic air contaminants into perspective as it relates to
long-range air quality planning activities. This chapter will indicate sources of air toxics, suggest current and
future control approaches, and discuss possible interactions with other long-range strategies for the reduction of
criteria pollutants. Finally, recommendations will be made to enhance progress toward control of non-criteria
air pollutants.

What Are Air Toxics?
Air pollution control in the United States has historically been established through the development of scientific
criteria documents and national ambient air quality standards. The pollutants regulated through this program
are termed "criteria pollutants" and include Particulate Matter (PM), ozone, Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) Sulfur
Dioxide (SO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and lead. They are typically emitted from numerous and/or diverse
mobile and stationary sources. These pollutants have relatively well understood health effects.
There are many other air pollutants, however, for which the available health effects data do not allow a clear
determination of the magnitude of public health risk. These pollutants are called "toxic air contaminants" or
"hazardous air pollutants" even though criteria pollutants such as ozone can also cause toxic health effects.
Toxic air pollutants are regulated separately from criteria pollutants through Section 112 of the Clean Air Act
because they are anticipated to produce "an increase in mortality or an increase in serious, irreversible or
incapacitating reversible illness." These pollutants are not considered to be appropriately controlled through
ambient air quality standards because their sources are often few in number or are geographically localized.
Health impacts which are a part of this Ioxics classification include both acute and chronic effects such as
carcinogenicity (induction of cancer), mutagenicity (induction of gene mutations), teratogenicity (induction of
birth defects), or other toxic or injurious effects. However, regulatory emphasis is placed on cancer because of
its seriousness, its high incidence of mortality, and because the methodology for assessing cancer risk is more
widely accepted than those for mutagen or teratogen risks.

Scope of the Potential Problem
It is recognized that toxic air contaminants could pose a significant threat to the health of the general
population (Health and Safety Code Sections 39650, et seq.). In response to growing public concerns about the
potential adverse health effects of toxic air contaminants, increasing emphasis is being placed on the control of
these contaminants in California. Addressing the Problem of air toxics requires a departure from the approach
traditionally used for criteria air pollutants. Quantities of toxic air contaminant emissions would often be
considered minor when compared to those of criteria air pollutants; control programs which would have been
adequate for criteria air pollutants may not be adequate for toxic pollutants. Toxic air contaminants are
composed of a broad spectrum of substances which vary widely in the nature and severity of potential impact
on public health. A policy flexible enough to deal with the diverse nature of the problems by toxic air
contaminants is required.

REGULATORY BACKGROUND
Federal
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The Clean Air Act mandates protection of air quality by the EPA. Section 112 of the Clean Air Act established
a program of National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for the control of non-criteria air
pollutants. To date, eight substances have been listed as hazardobs including inorganic arsenic, asbestos,
benzene, beryllium, mercury, vinyl chloride, and radionuclides. Emission regulations have been promulgated for
five of these: asbestos, benzene, beryllium, mercury, and vinyl chloride. Other pollutants which are not listed
under Section 112 but are under evaluation for their potential to be hazardous are presented in Figure 8.
'State
The ARB receives a broad mandate to protect public health from air pollutants through the California Health
and Safety Code Section 41700. Specific authority to control toxic air contaminants is contained in Sections
39650 et sea. The law provides clear direction for the identification and control of toxic air contaminants in
California and defines the responsibilities of agencies involved. This legislation requires the Department of
Health Services to evaluate and prepare recommendations on the health effects of potentially toxic air
contaminants, whereas the ARB is required to prepare a report to be used after scientific review and public
hearing, as the basis for regulatory action.
To date, ARB has adopted ambient air quality standards for vinyl chloride (1978), in addition to the criteria
pollutant, standards. Although lead is a criteria pollutant, it has toxic effects for which there may be no known
safe level. For this reason, ARB has included lead in a list of 47 potentially toxic substances compiled for
planning purpose. A preliminary schedule for health effects review of the first sixteen of these compounds has
been prepared (Figure 9).
Upon determination that a substance Is toxic, the AFIB, with the participation of air pollution control districts,
will determine the need for an appropriate regulation of that substance. ARB is mandated to adopt emission
control measures to reduce ambient levels below a known effect threshold) or to the lowest level achievable
through use of best available control technology if there is no known threshold. Local air pollution control
districts are then mandated to adopt equally or more effective control methods than those adopted by ARB.
Sacramento Courity Air Pollution Control District
The District regulates toxic pollutants for which there are state ambient 'air quality standards and federal
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. Control of other; potential toxic air pollutants from
any source currently occurs under the authority of Health and Safety Code Section 41700 on a case by case
basis through permit review, air quality modeling, and risk assessments with ',technical assistance from the ARB
and the Department of Health Services.
Sources of Air Toxics

Toxic air contaminants may originate from many diverse sources, includin6 both mobile and such stationary
sources as gasoline marketing, refining, degreasing, plastics manufacturing, chemical industry, electricity
generation, peticide application, and incinerators. Some of these pollutants are partially controlled with
current control equipment, • but analysis indicates that there Is a need for further rules and regulations to
reduce potentially toxic emissions from industrial sources.
Air toxics are also emitted as a result of the management of liquid and solid hazardous wastes. Waste disposal
in landfills, can result in toxic emissions such as tetrahydrothiophenes from refinery wastes and vinyl chloride.
Excavation of landfills during cleanup may also result in toxic air contaminant emissions.
Toxic organic gases can seep to the surface of landfills and enter the air, and can also leach through the soil
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to ground water. Cleanup of ground water contamination may eventually result in air emissions of toxic
compounds depending on the methodology used. Air stripping, a method proposed for cleaning up contaminated
groundwater in Sacramento, allows volatile organic compounds to evaporate from the water as it passes counter
current through air. Caution should be exercised when toxics are transferred from one medium to another, i as
from water to air.
Another nontraditional source category is the formation of toxic compounds through reactions in the
atmosphere. Ozone is a good example of this phenomenon for criteria pollutants. Toxic substances, such as
formaldehyde, are formed in the atmosphere by the breakdown of other organic compounds and could result in
several times the amount directly emitted from man-made sources. Some compounds such as toluene may be
converted into toxic substances through photochemical reactions. The formation of nitrosamines from amines
and nitrous acid or nitrogen oxides (criteria pollutants) in polluted air is of great interest since many N-nitro iso
compounds are potent chemical carcinogens.
Other nontraditional sources, for which there are insufficient data to quantify toxic emissions and effects,
include fireplaces, sewage treatment plants, waste oil combustion, hazardous waste treatment, storage and
disposal facilities, landfills, drinking water treatment facilities, sewage sludge and hazardous waste incineration,
hazardous material spills or industrial accidents. With current treads in California away from land disposal and
toward facilities for recycling, treatment and destruction of hazardous wastes, many of these source categories
will gain greater significance in the future.
Stratedes for Control of Air Toxics
Criteria for Control
The control of toxic air contaminants may be thought of as a two phase effort. The first phase consists of the
assessment of risks associated with exposure to ambient toxic substances, i.e., risk assessment; the second phase
includes the reduction of that risk by regulatory actions and implementation of appropriate control measures,
i.e., risk management. The assessment or evaluation of human risk is a scientific endeavor, but the judgement
of risk acceptability is a sociopolitical activity of regulatory agencies.
The process of risk assessment involves a scientific evaluation of existing data from epidemiological, clinical,
and long-term animal studies. Assessments are usually conducted only for the risk of carcinogenic effects
because methodologies for assessing the risk of other toxic effects such as nnutagenicity or teratogenicity are
not widely accepted. Four steps are usually included in the assessment of carcinogenic risk (National Research
Council, 1983; Office of Science and Technology, 1984):
•

Hazard Identification: whether a particular substance is responsible for specific adverse effects.

•

Exposure Assessment: the number of individuals who are likely to be exposed and the types,
magnitudes, and durations of those anticipated exposures.

•

Dose-Response Assessment: relationship between the magnitude of exposure and the carcinogenic
effect of any given dose level.

•

Risk Characterization: combination of the above information to estimate the carcinogenic risk to a
given population at the expected human exposure.

The existence of gaps in the data underlying risk assessments often requires scientific judgments and reasonable
assumptions to be part of the assessment process in the absence of complete information. Uncertainties are
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inherent in any cancer risk assessment. For this reason, the APCD not only includes quantitative risk estimates
when making decisions on the need to control emissions, but considers all related health data A convergence
of the most relevant toxicological evidence, such as the occurrence of non-fatal and fatal cancers, serious
genetic effects or cell transformation, is necessary.
While assessment of risk must be as scientific and objective as possible, management of a particular substance
cannot ignore the subjective perception of risk. Hazards which were once considered acceptable are reevaluated
with more recent scientific data and perceptions of health effects change. Thus, the management of risk must
include an analysis of the scientific, political and societal issues, along with comparisons of costs, risks and
benefits.
Indirect Control
Indirect control of several toxic compounds has been accomplished through regulations established to attain
ozone and PM standards. These controls have been based on factors, such as photochemical reactivity related
to the criteria pollutants, rather than assessments of health risk due to toxicity. A good example is emission
reduction of benzene, a known human carcinogen, from the gasoline imarketing industry through the installation
of vapor recovery systems. The main objective was to reduce volatile Organic ,hydrocarbon precursors to ozone,
yet emissions of an important toxic air pollutant have also been reduced.
Direct Control
The District directly controls toxic air pollutants for which EPA has promulgated National Emissions Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants and the state has adopted ambient air quality standards. Current efforts focus on
enforcement of rules and regulations based on these standards, source testing and emergency response
capabilities for hazardous accidents, limited ambient monitoring and micrometeorological characterization of
landfill emissions, and engineering review of source permit applications.
Although the law mandates eventual development of airborne toxics control measures, the District's current
control of toxics on a case by case basis will bring some sources under control in the interim. The District's
procedure for air toxics control includes permit review, air quality modeling and risk assessments.
Future Control Approach
Control of air toxics can be partially achieved by continued reduction of industrial and mobile source emissions
through techniques already in place. If it is established that existing control approaches are inadequate to
protect the public health from exposure to air toxics, it will then be necessary to develop additional control
techniques and strategies as required by law.
ARB, with the cooperation of the Districts, will develop airborne toxic control measures. Some measures could
include new chemical conversion processes during the industrial process to reduce or eliminate toxic emissions.
New types of physical removal or neutralization mechanisms may need to be developed. Developments in
electronics instrumentation and control systems may result in more precise control of process variables, which
can lead to higher efficiency and fewer system upsets and thus to a reduction in toxics emissions and hazardous
wastes. The type and degree of such newly developed controls may need to wait upon a much better definition
of the nature, origin, chemical composition, and other variables of toxic air contaminant sources, than is
presently known.
Controls may, in fact, become very complex for some toxic air pollutants. Carbon tetrachloride, for example, is
extremely persistent in the atmosphere with a half-life of almost 34 years, while other volatile organic
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compounds often break down within minutes or days of emission to the ambient air. Carbon tetrachlor ide,
however, has accumulated in the atmosphere, and ambient levels are much greater than can be accounted for i by
present emissions. Hence, reduction of ambient concentrations will require more than straight forward emission
control technology.
Interaction With Other Long-Range Strategies
As mentioned in the previous section, further reduction of PM and volatile organic emissions will also continue
to reduce emissions of some potentially toxic air pollutants. However, some strategies which accomplish a
• decrease in emissions of criteria pollutants or precursors may at the same time result in increased emissions of
toxic air contaminants or precursors.
Methanol has been proposed as an alternative clean burning fuel to replace gasoline, fuel oil and diesel fuel in
mobile and stationary sources. The combustion of methanol can result in much lower emissions of ROG, N i px,
SOx and PM than other more conventional fuels. However, another product of methanol combustior is
formaldehyde, which is a known animal carcinogen and may also be toxic to humans. Also, methanol itself is a
cumulative toxin which is known to affect the human nervous system and can cause severe impacts on the Optic
nerves. However, an initial comparison of gasoline and methanol toxicities indicated that gasoline may be more
toxic because of its aromatic and additive components (e.g., benzene, toluene, and ethylene dibromide). Thus,
before a commitment is made for extensive conversion to methanol or other alternative fuels, a comprehensive
study should be made to ensure that in the process of implementing such long-range strategy we do not
inadvertently replace one health threat with another.
Another example of a potential problem may be the use of alternative solvents and surface coatings to reduce
emissions of reactive organic gases. Changing paint formulations or using alternative coatings and solvents
could produce other environmental impacts which may have adverse side effects. For example, a method to
reduce ROG emissions is to increase the proportion of solids in existing coating formulations. However, this
process requires the use of isocyanates as a catalyst to increase the curing reaction rates. lsocyanates are
toxic and could thus pose a health hazard from accidental or prolonged exposure.
ROG emissions are also reduced through the substitution of photochemically less-reactive solvents for those
which are more reactive. Three solvents, 1 1 1,1-trichloroethane, methylene chloride, and perchloroethylene are
widely used and are generally exempt from District solvent use rules and regulations because of their lirn ted
potential to form ozone. However, these solvents are of concern as potential toxic air pollutants and are listed
by EPA, ARB, and the International Agency for Research on Cancer as pollutants for which further health
effects studies must be conducted.
•

Switching to chlorinated solvents and solvent based coatings will also result in further chlorine emissions Into
the atmosphere and eventual transport into the stratosphere. It has been hypothesized that chlorinated
compound emissions may result in depletion of the ozone layer and an increase in the occurrence of cancer idue
to the increased ultra violet radiation reaching the earth's surface.
Data Needs and Recommendations
There are numerous gaps within several scientific fields related to identification and control of toxic air
pollutants. Some will be mentioned and recommendations for further research direction will be offered here.
Within the health sciences field, there are data gaps, including the basis for understanding the modes of actions
of chemicals in the development of diseases including cancer, the relationships of short term bioassays and
animal studies to potential human impacts, and the effects of multiple pollutant exposures. The latter data
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deficiency could prove the most important since individuals are exposed to mixtures of ambient toxic pollutants.
The combined effects of two pollutants could be additive or could be greater or less than the additive effect of
the individual responses, depending on the mechanism of toxicity. It is evident that more resources should be
allocated to state and federal health and air quality agencies attempting to clarify these fundamental issues.
Greater capabilities for source testing and monitoring ambient concentrations , are needed to provide a profile of
the ambient concentrations of specific hazardous pollutants present under varying meteorological conditions.
However, current sampling and analysis methods are limited and in the experimental and developmental stages.
Continued work to standardize and ease implementation of monitoring .efforts is necessary to determine ambient
concentrations of toxic air pollutants.
In addition, atmospheric concentrations must be reliably linked to pollutant sources. Although a preliminary
stationary source emissions inventory has been completed by the District, further resources should be focused
on developing more refined inventories of hazardous airborne emissions. Consideration should also be given to
further studies relating the contribution of outdoor ambient concentrations to indoor exposures and to identify
significant indoor sources which may constitute the major portion of, the general population's total air toxics
exposure.
For the District to conduct an appropriate and effective control program to protect public health, the nature
and extent of the air toxics problem must be established. Further 'study of toxic air contaminants and potential
health impacts is recommended to provide a foundation for such a control program. These efforts should prove
complementary to the state legislated program under AS 1807 which ultimately mandates the District to adopt
and enforce airborne toxic control measures to effectively reduce community exposures.
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Table I
1982 INVENTORY OF TAC MISSIONS. IN SACRAHENTO COUNTY, TONS/YEAR

Benzene

Methylene
Chloride

-

Formaldelside

Perchlorethylene

Toluene

Trichloroethane

Trichloroethylene

Total

POINT souRus
Degreasing
Solvent Use Surface Coating
Tanks
Industrial Procedures
°there
Subtotal

1
6

114.

AREA SOURCES
870
o On-Road Vehicle
Pesticide Application 530
200
Surface Coating
60 o Off-Road Vehiclen
Utility Equipment
50
-0 -Vehicle lRefueling
50Dry Cleaning
0.Aircraft_ :
60
Merit 1820
Subtotn1
Total
Sources

35
3

370

1826

1
5
6

480

1
39

3
180

53

2300
2
130
180
160
200

900
76
65

36

5
170
10

4070
532
383
316
275
250
240
210
2.10
6506

240

374

230
100 1371

293

50
3022

1377

332

3210

551
378
114
11
5
10
1129

480

36

7635

Reference 11-2

o "Mobile Sources"
Source: Tnbnck,
M. R. Parker, R. 3. Gold -stick, KVB, Inc., Airborne Toxic Mnterialn Study for Sacramento County,
•
Pr6pnred for Sncrnmento Air Pollution Control District, Sacramento, California, Ju4, 1982.
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Table II

SACRAMENTO VS. SILICON VALLEY:
ANNUAL TAC EMISSION FROM POINTSSOUR...S(1982)
Silicon Valley

aemical

(tons/year)

Sacramento Co.
(tons/year)

. 155

36

125

480

methylene chloride

21

374

perchloroethylene

8.9

39

toluene

0.22

188

310

1117

42

31

7.4

36

7.4

9.6

trichloroethylene
trichloroethane

TOTAL
number of companies
tons/year/company
tons/year/company
excluding McClellan
Air Force Base (830 tons)

Source: Taback, H. J., N. R., Parker, R. J.Goldstick, KVB,
Airborne Tokio Materials 'Study for SacramentO County, Prepared for
Sacramento Air Pollution Control District, Sacramento, California, July,
1982.
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FIGURE 8

LIST OF TOXIC AIR POLLUTANTS
UNDER REVIEU 3? EPA!,

Acetaldehyde
Acrolein
Acrylonitrile
Ally1 Chloride
Benzyl Chloride
Chromium
Cadmium
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
Chloroprene
o-, m-, p-Cresol
p-3ichlorobenzene
Oimethyl Nitrusamine
Dioxin
Epichlorohydrin
Ethylene Dichloride
Ethylene Oxide,
Formaldehyde
Hexachlorocylcopentadiene
Maleic Anhydride
.Mananese
Methyl Chloroform

Source: EPA, 1984a.

1

Methylene Chloride
Nickel
Nitrobenzene
Nitrosomorpholine
Perchloroethylene
Phenol
Phosgene
Polychlorinated 31 phenyls
Propylene Oxiae
Toluene
Trilchloroethylene
Vinylidene Chloride
o-, m-, p-Xylene
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FIGURE 9

CALIFORNIA STATE AIR RESOURCES ,3cAao
PRELIMINARY COMPOUND 'RANKING
(47 COMPOUNDS) 1

Level 13

Level LA .

Inorganic Lead
Asbestos
Manganese
Benzene
Methylene Chloroform
Cadmium
Methylene Chloride
Carbon Tetrachloride
Perchloroethylene
Chloroform
Radionuclides
Chromium
•
Trichloroethylene
Ethylene Di bromide
Ethylene Dichloride
Ethylene Oxide
Formaldehyde •
Inorganic Arsenic
Nickel
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Polychlorinated 31pnenyls
Polychlorinated Dibenzo-p-Dioxins
Vinyl Chloride

Level

Acetaldehyde
Acrdlein
Acrylonitrile
Allyl Chlorite
Benzyl Chloride
Beryllium
Chlordbenzene

Chloroprene
Cresol
p-3ichlorobenzene
Dial kyl Nitrosamines
1,4-Dioxane
Epichlorahydrin
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Maleic Anhydride
Methyl Bromide
Mercury
Nitrobenzene
Nitrosomorpholine
Phenol and Chlorinated
Phenols
Phosgene
•Propylene Oxide
Vinylidene Chloride
Xylene

=NM,

I. Compounds are ranked according to a two-level prioritization scheme;
Level 1 compounds are of current concern in California while Level 2
compounds are of potential concern. Within Level I, there is sufficient
Information to initiate health effects evaluations for lA compounds,
whereas for 13 compounds further information and research must be
completed to begin health effects evaluations,.
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LAND USE REPORT

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City of Sacramento should adopt a Hazardous Materials Element to their General Plan.

2.

The City of Sacramento should modify the zoning code to protect sensitive areas from chemical risk.
This revision should establish zones in which hazardous materials handling is permitted without special
conditions, other zones in which such handling is permitted under special conditions or in small
quantities, and zones where such materials are substantially prohibited.

3.

The Planning Department should initially utilize Sacramento, County,rs constraints analysis, conducted
pursuant to AB 2948, in developing the hazardous materials sitting zones, referred to in the previous
recommendation.

4.

The City of Sacramento should require an applicant, reque lsting a 'rezone from an agricultural or an
industrial use to a use which will allow increased public access, I to conduct, prior to rezoning, a
historical survey and/or a soil sampling program.

5.

The City of Sacramento should enact a Hazardous Materials Control Ordinance to provide a basis for
local control of the use and handling of hazardous substances.

6.

The City of Sacramento should enact an ordinance, requiring a historical survey and/or a soil sampling
program for potentially contaminated, industrial properties whose owners are requesting a building
permit that includes the disturbance of at least 50 cubic yards of „soil.

7.

The Planning Department' should modify the CUM Initial Study checklist to allow a better
determination of whether a proposed project has potentially significant impacts to the environment as
a result of hazardous materials usage.

8.

The Planning Department should revise the building demolition permit to require the information in
Appendix Ito the Land Use Report and should require an asbestos inspection prior to demolition.

9.

The City of Sacramento should develop a coordinated approach between the Fire Department and the
Business Certificate process whereby businesses are questioned as to their proposed usage of hazardous
materials, and are required to disclose such usage before9 or within two weeks of applying for a
business certificate.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In the past five years local governments, citizens and community organizations have had a growing awareness of
the dangers that exist within our communities from accidents and exposures :, to hazardous materials. Coupled
with the increase attention these issues have received has been the irealization that hazardous materials issues
demand a coordinated and comprehensive approach by regulatory agencies. Hazardous materials management is
increasingly viewed as a necessary element by rapidly growing communities such as Sacramento.
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Hazardous materials management, particularly in the area of local government involvement, is in its infancy.
The following are hazardous materials programs of 'a proactive nature existing within the City of Sacramento:
The City of Sacramento (and now the State of California through AB 2185) has initiated a program which
requires businesses to disclose types and amounts of hazardous substances stored on their property
throughout the city.
The City of Sacramento is now inspecting (and the County Environmental Health Department is regulatirig)
the underground storage of hazardous materials.
City planners attempt to determine potential human health problems during environmental review of
proposed projects.
Sacramento has developed a Manufacture, Research and Development (MRD) zone ordinance which allows the
issuance of special permits to regulate proposed Chemical intensive projects within this zone.
The potential for putting in place well thought out controls, geared to avoid hazardous materials exposures and
accidents, still remains great. While regulatory programs can be developed in every area of hazardous materials
management, this report will focus on the potential' for lowering exposure to hazardous materials and hazardous
waste through the use of land use planning technique's.
Land use controls evolved early in the twentieth century in order that incompatible uses of land could, be
grouped and segregated. The nuisances that concerned earlier planners were often more visually noticeable (e .g.
dust, smoke and visual blight), or odors from stables and tanning operations. These early efforts at land iuse
planning are related to the concept of land use controls segregating hazardous material uses within a
community. The number of emergency incidents involving toxic and hazardous materials and emergency releases
of chemicals affecting a near by schools, residential areas, or similar sensitive use facilities are increasing and
should be addressed.
t
The City of Sacramento is undergoing very fast development, and careful and thoughtful use of land use
controls, integrated with both the permitting proc ess and increased funds for enhancing the planning proCess,
t
will serve to safeguard the City of Sacramento from hazardous materials problems.
This report recommends specific actions that the City of Sacramento should implement to reduce exposures of
toxic substances to its citizens. The recommendations are presented in two basic areas: The first area pertains
to ordinances and/or revisions to the City Code that will provide the necessary legal mechanisms to allow
adequate consideration of hazardous materials usage in land use decisions. The second area pertains to
recommended strategies that the City can implement on ensuring that the appropriate hazardous materials
ordinances/codes are complied with.

III. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
LEGAL AUTHORITY
1: GENERAL PLAN
Finding: A city's General Plan provides the foundation for more specific regulatory ordinances. It is composed
of policy statements concerning land use within the community. Broad statements which provide authorization
for the city to protect citizens and resources from hazardous materials, and which point to the preventiop of
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air, water, and soil contamination, are a valuable backbone to land use controls. Many local jurisdictions have
recently adopted a Hazardous Materials Toxic Element to their General Plan. L Sacramento County has recently
completed their Hazardous Materials Element and this document has been reviewed by Sub-Committee B The
City of Sacramento does not currently have a Hazardous Materials Element, 'though planning staff is currently
preparing one for City Council review.
Recommendation 1: The City of Sacramento should adopt a HazardoUs Materials Element to their General Plan.
As an initial step, Planning Department staff should review Sacramento County's Hazardous Materials Element
for the possible inclusion of the County's policy statements into the City's Hazardous Materials Element.
Furthermore, the City's policy statements should be broad enough to ensure that the recommendations,
contained in this report have the necessary legal authorization for implementation.

2. ZONING
Finding: At the heart of land use control is the local zoning ordinance. It provides the mechanism through
which policy statements are made specific and legally binding.
The City of Sacramento's current zoning ordinance contains
protection from hazardous materials. This designation
Manufacturing, Research, and Development (or MAD) Zone.
uses should be developed in accordance with the policies of
PUD (Planned Unit Development) Guidelines adopted for the
June 11,1987; see Appendix A.)

only one zoning designation which may provide a
was established in 1983 and is known as the
In the areas ,zoned for MRD development 'These
the City's General Plan, Community Plans, and the
Project area." (Planning Department Report dated

Development within a PUD requires a special permit, and this permit (also known as a conditional use permit)
can ensure that hazardous materials are properly stored, handled, and disposed of. The Delta Shores project
was issued a conditional use permit, however, the project has not proceeded. "
Recommendation 2: The City of Sacramento should modify the zoning code to protect sensitive areas from
chemical risk This revision should establish zones in which hazardous materials handling is permitted without
special conditions, other zones in which such handling is permitted under special conditions or in small
I
quantities, and zones where such materials are substantially prohibited. !

Finding: An Assembly Bill (AB 2948) signed in September of 1986 provides a ,means for the City of Sacramento
to engage in defining its sensitive land uses through the concept Of a "constraints analysis." The following
information was prepared by County Staff in order to acquaint local' , government officials, community groups,
and other interested parties with the intent of AB 2948: ,

''Assembly Bill 2948 is a step towards comprehensiVe statewide hazardous li waste management. As presently
written, the legislation requires an accounting of the potential forll reducing that stream. This could include
recycling and reduction, but these measures are not required at this time
As adopted, the bill has three major components: ,a Hazardous Waste Management Plan, sitting standards
for hazardous waste treatment and disposal facilities, and a process which allows applicants to appeal local
decisions which are inconsistent with the plan and sitting stanCiards l!All three components are to also
cover cities within the county. The Hazardous Waste Management Plan S and sitting standards studies will
be funded by the State of California'
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The sitting standards component of the Plan will assure that good decisions are made when locating
hazardous waste treatment and disposal facilities. The primary component of this sitting standards study is
a constraints analysis. This analysis will examine all factors which should be of concern if there is a spill
or accidental release of hazardous waste. This study considers evacuation, emergency response,
transportation, environmental damage, and long-term public health effects. Constraints would include:
Human facilities (hospitals, schools, etc.);
1
I
Environmental factors (wind, floodplain s, sensitive habitats etc.):
Hydrogeologic factors (shallow groundwater, porous soils, dredger tailings, etc.)
Recommendation 3: The Planning Department should initially utilize Sacramento County's constraints analysis,
conducted pursuant to AB 2948, In developing the hazardous materials sitting zones, referred to in the previous
recommendation.

Finding: In the City of Sacramento, as in other pities throughout the nation, land that was once zoned and
used for operations involving the use of hazardous; materials or hazardous waste is being rezoned for residential
or office uses. Mechanisms should be developed to review property for chemical contamination prior to the
rezoning of that property.
Recommendation 4: The City of Sacramento should require an applicant, requesting a rezone from an
agricultural or an industrial use to a use which will allow increased public access, to conduct, prior to rezoning,
a historical survey and/or a soil sampling program, similar to the San Francisco ordinance (Appendix B.).
3. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CONTROL ORDINANCE / HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PLANS
1
Finding: While the CEQA review can reduce risks during the development phase of a project, special permits
apply to the actual business operating in the facility, and are thus quite different in nature from the initial
reviews.Local governments can amend their zoning ordinance to reserve the right to require that new
businesses, expanding businesses, or existing businesses, handling a designated quantity of hazardous material
obtain a special permit. Special permits for hazardous materials management are currently required only in the
MRD zone.
In a city evaluation of hazardous materials risks, the city might wish to request information on many facets of
the operation: the layout and design of a facility the use of the hazardous materials in various processes, or
the storage and disposal of materials. A consolidated grouping of information from an industry, which
documents its facility and operations in some detail and provides emergency prevention and preparedness
information, is known as a Hazardous Materials Management Plan (HMMP). The Delta Shores project, originally
planned for the Freeport area was provided with guidelines for the development of a Hazardous Materials
Management Plan. Appendix C provides a comprehensive list of possible items to be required through a
Hazardous Materials Management Plan.
1
Furthermore, many communities throughout the co untry are enacting ordinances to allow the local control of
hazardous material handlers. The County of Santa' Cruz has developed a Hazardous Material Control Ordinance
(See Appendix D) that allows the County to regulate the use of hazardous materials within their jurisdiction.
Subcommittee B has reviewed this ordinance and has determined that many of the provisions can and should be
implemented by the City of Sacramento.
Recommendation 8: The City of Sacramento should enact a Hazardous Materials Control Ordinance similar to the

County of Santa Cruz's ordinance on hazardous material handlers.
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4.

SOIL ANALYSIS ORDINANCE FOR INDUSTRIAL SITES

Finding: Industrial land which Is redeveloped, and where substantial earthwork is involved, presents particular
hazards to both workers and the future users of that land. The City of San Francisco has developed, and their
Board of Supervisors has passed, an ordinance which requires applicants, for certain building permits, to analyze
the soil for the presence of hazardous wastes. (See Appendix B for the actual ordinance.)
Recommendation 6: The City of Sacramento should enact an ordinance, similar to the San Francisco ordinance,
requiring a historical survey and/or soil sampling program for potentially Contaminated, industrial properties
whose owners are requesting a building permit that includes the disturbance of at least 50 cubic yards of soil.
IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES
1. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Finding: The Environmental Review mandated under the California. Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) offers an
important means of hazardous materials management during the development of a new project. The following is
exerted from a 6/11/87 memorandum prepared for the Sacramento City Planning Commission by Planning
Department staff:
'The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires the City to consider potential risks of upset and
potential adverse impacts to human health as part of the propoied project review process. City Planning
entitlements, such as rezones, tentative maps, and special permits constitute projects pursuant to the CEQA
State Guidelines and are subject to environmental review. If there is ireason for staff to believe that a
potential hazard to impact to human health may exist on a particular project site (i.e., State / Federal /
identified site, City environmental questionnaire, County / State Health), then the staff will contact City,
County, State. Federal experts to determine potential problems and solutions.'
Actual use, storage, transport, and disposal is monitored by a variety of Local, State and Federal agencies
including the City's Fire and Public Works Departments. Each of these responsible agencies assist City
Planning staff in requiring complying effective mitigation measures for proposed projects that will utilize
hazardous materials or be situated on a site impacted by hazardous rnaterials!"
Planning Department staff have documented three projects which were identjfied as having potential hazardous
materials effects and in each case mitigation measures occurred which then allowed the new developments to
move forward. (See Appendix A, Attachments A, B, and C)
Planning Department staff work with appropriate Local, State, and Federal agencies to identify potential health
effects prior to the development of a new project. This coordination is appropriate, under the CEQA review
process and should continue. However, the CEQA's Environmental Review can be made even more effective in
reducing impacts form hazardous materials, by .expanding the Initial study il`checklist to better identify impacts
from hazardous materials. There are currently very few checklist items iwhich directly identify hazardous
materials problems. (see Appendix F)
Recommendation 7: The Planning Department should modify the CEQA Initial Study checklist to allow a better
determination of whether a proposed project has potentially significant impacts to the environment as a result
of hazardous materials usage.
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Additional questions to the checklist should include:
Will the proposal result in the discharge of hazardous materials/waste to soil?
Will the proposal result in discharge of hazardous materials/waste to surface and/or ground water?
Will the proposal result in the discharge of hazardous materials/waste to the air?
-

Will the proposal result in increased transportation of hazardous materials/waste into or through the
City of Sacramento.

Conclusion #8 of the Initial Study checklist should be revised to read, "Will not breech any published national,
state or local standards related to solid waste and/or hazardous waste." Also, a new conclusion should be added
stating, "Will not result in a significant increase in the generation of hazardous waste."
2. BUILDING DEMOLITION PERMIT
Finding: The demolition of a building may cause public and worker exposure to hazardous materials. The City
of Sacramento requires that a permit be obtained When remodeling or demolishing a building. The permit is a
standard form, used for other purposes, and does not require the applicant to provide background information
on the project (See Appendix G for a copy of the permit.).
There is currently only one law which governs this type of activity. The EPA in 1978 established procedures to
limit the release of asbestos during the demolition or renovation of existing buildings. The EPA has delegated
this program locally to the Air Pollution Control District (APCD). The APCD requires notification 20 days prior
to the initiation of an 'asbestos removal project. According to Eric Skeleton, APCD Air Control Specialist, most
local contractors are aware of the regulations, and fill out a form prior to removal (See Appendix H for a copy
of the notification form and APCD report form). However, some contractors are still unacquainted with the
regulations and bypass this procedure entirely. The EPA, nationally, has estimated a 60% to 65 % noncompliance
rate with this notification requirement.
A Sacramento County APCD staff member has indicated to this Subcommittee that District regulations regarding
asbestos removal requirements and notification will be broadened to include those sites currently exempted under
the Federal program.
Apparently, those demolitions/renovations involving the disposal of under 260 lineal feet or 160 sq. ft. are
currently exempt from
the advance notification and disposal requirements. The District is planning to reduce the exemption criteria to
10 lineal feet or 11 sq. ft.. The District is also considering (with the support of the EPA) a coordinated
program with local building departments to provide information on potential asbestos removal demolitions
and/or renovations.
The city's current demolition/renovation permit does not have a checklist for hazardous materials. A hazardous
materials section on the checklist would alert staff and applicant to potential problems and serve as a
mechanism for City notification of asbestos removal projects to the APCD. in addition, if prior to the issuance
of a demolition/renovation permit, an asbestos inspection is conducted, the probability of employees and/or the
public being exposed to asbestos fibers would be significantly reduced (especially considering the 60% to 65%
noncompliance rate estimated by EPA).
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Recommendation 8: The Planning Department should require an asbestos inspection, by a certified asbestos
contractor, prior to the issuance of a demolition/renovation permit. In audition, the Planning Department
should revise the building demolition permit to contain the Information in Appendix I. This permit' would then
be utilized by the Planning Department to notify the APCD Of projects involving asbestos removal, and the Fire
Department of projects involving the demolition of a building with an underground tank(s).
3. BUSINESS CERTIFICATE REVIEW ,
Finding:
Subcommittee B has discovered that the point at which businesse apply for the business certificate
does not immediately trigger the new business to disclose under the City's „disclosure ordinance. Hazardous
materials stored, in a new business may not be reported until the Fire Depatrient completes the first inspection
at the end of six months.
Recommendation 9: The City of Sacramento should develop a coordinated approach between the Fire
Department and the Business Certificate process whereby businesses 'are questioned as to their proposed usage
of hazardous materials and are required to disclose such usage before or within two weeks of applying for
their business certificate. A review of business certificate applications would be necessary since business
certificates cannot be conditioned.
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APPENDICES

A. Planning Department Report to Sacramento City Planning Commission, 6/11/87.
B. San Francisco land development ordinance and an Francisco Chronicle article on the ordinance.
C. Elements of a Hazardous Materials Management Planexcerpted from High Tech and Toxic, Susan Sherry and
contributing authors, Golden Empire Health Planning Center.
D.. An ordinance requiring strict control of all hazardous materialsSanta Cruz County.
E. Home Occupation Permit
F.

Initial Study ChecklistSacramento City Planning DepartmentEnvironmental Review.

G. Building/Demolition Permit.
H. Asbestos removal application form/APCD report form.
1.

Sample building demolition permit developed by Bruce Risley and members of Subcommittee B.
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CITY OF SACRAMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING ANC DEVELOPMENT
Street

Sacramento. Ca.

Administration
Room 300 449-5571

95814

Building Inspections
Room 200 449-5716
Planning
Room 200 449-5604

June 11, 1S87

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Sacramento City Planning Commission

FROM:

Clif Carstens, Senior Planner

1).1

SUBJECT: The City of Sacramento's Assessment
Hazardous Materials (M87-069)

and Regulatory Process for

INTRODUCTION
This report responds to the City Planning Commissions request for information
regarding the City's existing procedures 0 identifying, assessing, and
regulating hazardous materials, The City is required to use certain codes,
ordinances, and statutes in identieying, assessing and regulating hazardous
materials. These include mainly the City's hazardous materials disclosure and
underground storage ordinances; environmental or C2QA review of new private
projects which includes County and State ilealth pepartment assessment on storage,
handling, transport, and disposal; the City's Land Use and Zoning Regulations on
projects requiring Planning entitlements and the City's Toxic Substance
Commission. The City's Toxi.c Substance CommissiOn is currently developing
additional programs to assist .City staff in identifying and regulating hazardous
materials. Existing . regulations assist City Staff in identifying, evaluating.
and regulating pre-existing, existing and future: land uses involving the storage,
processing, disposal, or transport of hazardous materials. This report outlines
procedures and regulations used by the City to minimize potential public health
and safety impacts resulting from hazardous material., In addition, this report
includes a brief discussion . of AS 2948 regarding Statewide hazardous waste
management And how the Legislation effects the City of Sacramento. .
BACKGROUND
helpful to the City
The following background discussion outlines six main
ly hazardous material
in identifying and regulating hazardous materialsi,
4) City land use and zoning
disclosure;
2) underground storage;
3) CEPA:
5) Toxic Substance Commission: and 6) AB2948.
regulations (i.e., (RD);
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1.

Hazardous Material Disclosure ("Right-to-Know" Ordinance - Chapter 71 Of
City Code)
A hazardous substance means any substance or product for which the
manufacturer or producer is required to prepare a material safety data sheet
for the substance or product pursuant to the Hazardous Substance Information
and Training Act or pursuant to any applicable federal law or regulation. A
hazardous substance also is a material which is listed as a radioactive
material set forth in Chapter 1. Title 10, Appendix B maintained and updated
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A hazardous waste means hazardous or
extremely hazardous waste as defined by Sections 25115 and 25117 of the
California Health and Safety Code as set forth in City Code Section 66680
and 66685 of Title :22 of the California Administrative Code. A hazardous
material may be added to the list of hazardous materials . set forth in
Section 71.110 upon a finding by the City Fire Department that satisfies the
following criteria:

The material, because of its quantity. concentration, or physical or
chemical Characteristics, poses a significant present or potential
hazard to human health and safety or to the environment if released
into the community (City Code 71.120).
A hazardous material added to the list of hazardous materials shall be
designated as either a hazardous substance or a hazardous waste by the City
Fire Department.
Any person who uses or handles a hazardous material on or after the
effective date (Feb. 27. 1986) of City Code 71 is required to submit an
initial completed disclosure form to the City Fire Department. Thereafter,
any person who uses or handles hazardous material must annually submit a
completed disclosure form. The City Fire Department may specify in writing
the time for submittal of the Corm as it deems appropriate in the individual
cases. The disclosure form is prepared by the City Fire Department with the
assistance of the'Sacramento County Health 'Officer, the City Planning
Department, and other interested parties.
The City of Sacramento (under Chapter 71) assumes responsibility for the
implementation of Chapter 6.95 of Division 20 of •the California Health and
Safety Code. The City Fire Department is designated as the administrating
agency responsible for administering and enforcing Chapter 6.95 of Division
20 of the California Health and Safety Code (Ordinance No. 86-007) which
requires businesses to disclose, after obtaining their business tax
-certificate. any use of hazardous materials and prepare an emergency
response plan.
The City Fire Department's Company Inspection System (cisy
includes bi-annual inspections of businesses to.update disclosure
information. The City does not issue business licenses but does require
business owners to obtain business tax certificates which triggers the
disclosure process. These certificates raise revenue for the City and
cannot be conditioned like a business license.

1
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2.

UnderTround Storage of Hazardous Substances
,
City Code Chapter 16 establishes standards ■ for Construction and monitoring
ofl,' "facilities used for the underground storage of hazardous substances, and
td establish a procedure for issuance of permits for the use of these
facilities. Hazardous substances means all the ' ;following liquid and solid
suhstances unless the State Water Resources Control Board determines the
substance could not adversely affect the quality of the waters of the County
or the Region:
Substances on the list prepared by the Director of the Department of
Industrial Relations pursuant to Section 6382 of the Labor Code of the
State of California.
o

Hazardous substances, as defined in Section 25316 of the Department of
Endustrial Relations pursuant to Section 6382 of Labor Code of the
State of California.
Any substance or material which is blassified by the National Fire
Protection Association .NFPA) as a flammable liquid. a Class II
combustibleliquid, or a Class Ill-A combustible liquid.

'Storage' or "store" means the containment,'
handling
or treatment of
K
hazardous substances, either on a temporary basis or for a period of years.
"Storage" or "store" does not mean the storage of hazardous waste in an
underground storage tank if the person operatinethe tank has been issued a
hazardous waste facilities permit by the State Department of Health Services
pursuant to Section 25200 or granted interim status under Section 25200.5 of
the Health and Safety Code of the State ofCalitornia. Underground storage
tanks mean any one or combination of tanks, 'including pipes connected
thereto, which is used for the storage of hazardous substances and which are
substantially or totally beneath the surface of the ground. No underground
stOrage tank or facility . can be installed. after January 1. 1984 unless a
permit to operate is first obtained from the City Council. No permit to
operate should be issued for any undergrodndi storage tank or facility
installed on Or before January 1. 1984 and Used for the storage of hazardous
substances unless it complies with the intent oe Chapter 16. On or before
January 1. 1985. the owner shall outfit the _facility with a monitoring
system capable of detecting unauthorized releases of any hazardous
substances stored in the facility. and thereafter, the operator shall
monitor each facility, based on material stored and the type of monitoring
installed. No person Should abandon an underground storage tank or close or
temporarily cease operating an:Undergroundstorage tank except as provided
in Chapter 16 of the City Code. In addition. no person should operate a
facility for the underground storage of any hazardous substance within the
valid, uneXpired, and unrevoked
City of Sacramento, unless by authority of
permit to operate is issued to the owner pirsuani to the provisions of this
Chapter.

4
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3.

CECA (Environmental Review)

11

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires the City to
consider potential risks of upset and potential adverse. impacts to ti l man
health as part of the proposed project review process. City Planning
entitlements such as.rezones, tentative maps, and special permits constitute
projects pursuant to the CEQA State Guidelines and Are subject to
environmental review. If there i3 reason for staff to believe that a
potential hazard or impact to human health may exist on a particular project
site (1.:e., State/Federal identified sites, City environmental
questionnaire. County/State Health), then the staff will contact City.
County, State and Federal experts to determine potential problems and
solutions
Existing and pre-existing land uses that pose a possible health
threat, are identified_by the County and State Health Departments,
For
example, these departments have place a . moratorium on new development around
627 Harris Avenue in West Del Paso Heights until a corrective action 4)1.an
has been compiled and implemented to clean-up contaminated soils in. the
area.
Actual use, storage, transport, and disposal is monitored by a varietY of
Local. 'State and Federal agencies including the City's Fire and Public Works
Departments. Each of these responsible agencies assist City Planning staff
in compiling effective mitigation measures for proposed projects that Will
utilize hazardousmaterials or be situated on a site impacted by hazardous
materials: Examples of projects that have been initially- identified by the
City, Planning Environmental Section as having potential hazardous affects
are:
A)

The Benvenuti Plaza.(The Old Palm Iron Site-bounded by 15th, 16tla. S.
and Q Streets) where there was Potential. soil contamination;

3)

The propoied Subdivision Modification of the Old Jensen Air Field site
(bounded by Thiery Road, west of Belleau Lane) where crop dusting
operations had occurred; and
The proposed Tentative Map to accommodate An industrial warehoUse (on
14th Avenue) at an abandoned land fill site with methane gas.

During:the Environmental Review of theseprojects. the City's. Environmental .
staff investigated the project until an acceptable understanding - Of
potential hazards were determined and mitigated. In the first example.. the
applicant was able to provide the City with a letter outlining effeetive
ai“ga.Eion measures as ,identified by the appropriate State, agency
(Attachment A Page 5, Environmental Concerns). In the second example, a
soil sample analysis was conducted, by a private firm with the County-Health
Department determining that no health impacts were associated withl the
proposed project (Attachment 8). 'In the third example. City staff
coordinated the developmenZ..of necessary mitigation measures with the City.
Public Works, County Health. and State agencies to allow development o _the
site (Attachment C, 'Page 2,'Envitonmental betermination).
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4.

City Land Use and Zoning ResrAllations

1

ManufactUring, Research and Oavelooment (MR0) Zone

The City Council adopted the MRD Zone Ordinance in 1983 to ensure proper
land use and site improvements associated With manufacturing, research, and
development proposals. These uses should be deVeloped in accordance with
the policies of the City's General Plan', ComM'Unity Plans, and the ?CD
Development Guidelines adopted for the project area.
The Airport'Meadowview. North Natomas, and South Natomas Community Plan Areas have
existing MRD zones.
Bio-chemical, genetic, and ,electronic industries are
examples of land uses permitted in the MRDtone wnich might involve the use
of hazardous materials. Certain OB-PUD zones allOw similar uses.

ThO mRp tone classification should be utilized in connection with the
Planned Unit Development (PUD) designation: established in accordance with
the City's Zoning Ordinance. The purpose Of the PUD is to provide in the
design of integrated developments greater flexibility that would otherwise
not be Possible through strict . application of Zoning Regulatipns.
PUDs
regulate developments to ensure that they are well designed and consist Of
coMpatible land uses.
Development Within an area . designated a PUD requires a Special Permit. A
Special Permit can be conditione!i by the City Planning Commission (Sec. 15BZoning Ordinance) to regulate proposed projects :within the MRD or OS-PUD
zone. Conditions can ensure that hazardous materials are properly stored.
handled, and disposed of on- or off-site. Specifically, the Delta Shores
Village PUD Guidelines contain the following two conditions which were
included to protect human health and the environment from potential
hazardous materials':
Groundwater Quality Monitoring Program
Prior to the submittal of the first special permit for any non-office MRD
a groundwater quality
land use, the applicant should prepare and
„ Submit
,
monitoring program for the Delta Shores Village PUD to the City Engineer for
approval. This program should be designedto
b include periodic inspections
ant or off-site to detect any chemical contamination of the groundwater
which may occur due to chemicals. and materials typically used by high
technology industries. The program may include the use of monitoring wells
and monitoring of drainage systems serving the Delta Shores Village PUD to
the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
•

1

Hazardous Material Management Program
The applicant should . submit a. hazardous Material management program for
De4a Shores Village PUD identifying procedures for storage, handling, and
disposal of on-site hazardous materials. lThe program should - be prepared
pursuant to Federal. State, and Local regulations and be subject to review
and approval by the City Planning Commission prior to the submittal of the
first Special Permit for any non-office MRD land Use.
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The Original Delta Shores Village applicant submitted a 'whole mass
accounting" monitoring program on which City staff prepared comments. The
applicant has not responded to the City's comments. No hazardous material
application has applied for A Special Permit in the Delta Shores Village MRD
zone
5.

toxic Substances Commission
The City Council. in 1985, established the City Toxic Substances CommisSiOn
to review, evaluate; and recommend to the Council the City's pi.ocess . of
identifying, handling, staring, and disposing of toxic or hazardous
materials. The City Toxic Substances Commission's work plan is provided as
Attachment D.

S.

Sacramento County IMolementation Program for AB 2948
Assembly Bill 2948 it a step towards comprehensive statewide hazardous waste
management (see Attachment E). As presently written. the legislation
requires an accounting of the hazardous waste stream, and the Consideration
of the potential for reducing that stream.
This could include recycling and
reduction., but these measures are not required at this time. AB 2948 may be
implemented independently (or by COG areas) in all 58 counties in
California. As adopted, the bill has three major components: a Hazardous
Waste Management Plan; siting standards for hazardous waste treatment and
disposal facilities; and a process which allows applicants to appeal local
decisions Which are inconsistent with the plan and siting standards. All
three components cover cities within the county. The Hazardous Waste
Management Plans and siting standards studies will be funded by the State of
California, with three payments on six-month intervals commencing July: 1,
1987. A preliminary estimate by Sacramento County indicates that Sacramento
County could receive 390.006 for this effort. Many details Of the process
which will implement this legislation should be clarified in guidelines
issued by the State in June of 1987.
The siting standards component of the Plan will assist in locating hazardous
waste treatment and disposal facilities.
The primary component of this
siting standards study is a constraints analysis.
This analysis Will
examine factors which should be of concern if there is a spill or accidental
release of hazardous waste. The scope of this study may include evacuation.
emergency response, transportation, environmental damage, and ,long-term
public health effects. Constraints would include:
o
o
o

Human facilities (hospitals, schools, prisons. etc.);
Environmental factors, (wind. floodplains, sensitive habitats, etc.);
and
Hydrogeologic'factors, (shallow groundwater, porous soils, dredger
tailings, etc.).
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The Sacramento County Planning and Community Development Department began work on
the CountY's portion of the constraints analysis When preliminary approval of the
Hazardous Materials Element was given by the Beard Of Supervisors in November,
1986.' The constraints mapping is complete fOr , Sacramento County. Out written
summaries of the results are net. Constraints Mapping for the cities of
Sacramento, Folsom, Galt, and Isleton are not comOlete . The planning departments
of these four . cities may be the appropriate agencies tO compile this information.
The CityPlanning Division has not budgeted the constraints mapping of the City
of Sacramento and, therefore has not initiated the Orticess of compiling the
necessary information. The Sacramento County Planning Department will add this
information to the maps 'Which have alrea0 been !prepared.
The completed
constraints map will assist City staff in locatinghaZardous waste treatment and
disposal facilities and should be added to the list of methods used to regulate
hazardous materials-

SUMMARY

The codes, laws, and procedures discussed in thiS memorandum assist City staff in
identifying, -evaluating,. and regulating existinand future uses that may involve
the storage; processing, or disposal of hazardous materials. State hazardous
material disclosure regulations ("Right-To-Know" Ordinance) contribute to the
body of information used to regulate hazardous materials. This information is
most often provided to the City Fite epartment by the business owner after the
di-riissues a business tax certificate. If City Planning staff has reason to
believe that hazardous materials are involved with a Proposed project (i.e., City
Planning entitlement application) then technical 4gencies are consulted to
identify the magnitude of potential problems and to develop feasible mitigation
measures. City Planning and Building entitlement applications are transmitted to
the City Fire Department for review and comment. Project entitlement
applications' sometimes provide little or no information about pre- - existing or
possible future hazardous material activities on the part of building occupants
or business operations. However, during plan Check and/or tenant improvements
permit process, the Fire Department may identify pOssible hazardous material
situatiqns. ,Existing and new businesses are reqUired to disclose their intent to
use hazardous materials and allow the City:Fire Department to inspect the
premises pursuant to the City's "Right,To-KnoW" Ordinance Which includes the
preparation of an emergency response plan.
Please contact Steve Dee or me at 449-2037 if you have any questions regarding
this information.
CC:SD:jg
cc: Marty Van Duyn, City Planning Director
Mel Johnson, City Director of Public Works
RaY Charles, City Fire Chief
City Toxic Substances Commission
Steve Dee. Associate pity Planner
Diane Baiter, Deputy City Attorney
Tim Sullivan. Building Division
Ted Kobey, Deputy City Attorney
File M87-069
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1
In order to receive a reduction in the amount of required parking, a special
permit is required. In order to approve the special permit, the Commission must
make a finding that the proposed parking reduction will not create any adverse
Impacts, especially for adjacent residential developments.
The applicant is requesting
calculations:

18% parking reduction based upon the following

Parking Reduction
Use
Total Gross so. f t:

Parkin-el, Ratio . parking Requirement

Office
380,000
.400 •
Retail
18,200
4
250 ..
Loading Area
6,000
4 1.000 .
Total Parking Requirement:
Parking Spaces Provided

950
73
6
1,029
: 844
185 space deficit.
Percent of Total (parking reduction requested)
18%

Parking Mitigation In-lieu Measures: The applicant, has worked very diligently

with Cit.'? and Sacramento Transit Development Agency (STDA) staff to prepare a
Transportation Management Plan ..,(TMP) which would mitigate any potential adverse
parking impacts created by the narking deficit of 18 percent.
It should be noted that the applicant proposes to fund the total cost of the Palm
Iron light rail station at an estimated cost of &240,000 along with inclusion of
ground floor retail space adjacent to - thestation platforms.
The following in-lieu measures. .along with the. corresponding parking credit and
estimated cost of each Measure is Summarized below:
Measure

.

parking Reduction Credit

444,4VA6
Light Rail Subsidy

40

A

-Bus Shelters (S5,000 ea.) at north
_side of 'S'. east side of 16th.
west side Of 15th

Estimated -Cost
$240,000q-

15.-000*

Bicycle Showers and Lockers
(1.0 showers & 100 lockers)

40

42.000+

Partial subsidy to implement south side
residential preferential parking
program (if necessary)

13

60.000

'Credit for incorporating ground hoar
retail adjacent to light rail station
and along 15th/16th Streets-

73

Flex Hours
Total Space Credits
P85-065

,10
185
August 8, 1985

$357,000
Item No. 13 .
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in order to mitigate any potential long term eMployee oarting an streets located
in the south side neignborhood whicn lies south of the subject site. the
applicant has agreed to fund a portion of the costs to iaplement a residenti .
preferential parking proTram. If wittin one year following 7ZX occupancy of
subJect building, it is determined that office employees are creating an onstreet parking problem in the south side area (the area between S & W. 10th A
19th ltreets), the applicant will contribute $69,000 toward establishing the
residential parking program in this neignborhood.

II

Prior to Issuance of building permit. the applicant shall submit to the City
Attorney, Planning Oirector. and Regional Transit. a Transportation Management
Plan incorporating the above referenced seasuree and a written agreement to
underwrite the cast of the Pals iron station, three bus shelters. and a $60.000
contribution toward the implementation of the residential ;referential parking
program if it Is determined necessary. Payment for the station and bus shelters
shall occur prior to issuance of building ;emit.

1

Staff. therefore, supports the specie' permit request to reduce the parking
requirement by 18X by utilizing in-lieu parking measures as previously discussed.
B.

Building Design: The subject proposal consists of office building five stories
in height and a parking structure with a total of eight levels (7 above and one
below grade). Both .structures fall below the 7S-foot height limit of the C-4
zone. The size of the office I:sliding at 399.560 gross square feet will still be
one of the largest office stroctures in the Central City. However. gtven its
location .to the light rail line and applicants willingness to financially
support the transit system through a combination of in-lieu measures. staff
supports the major project's special permit requests
In terms of building design and materials, the applicant proposes a structure
with stepped-back and stepped-out features at various floor levels. Window
planter boxes and balconies are incorporated to provide visual relief to the
large office structure. Either an open court or anatrium approximately 36 feet
wide bisecting two sections of the office building and a pedestrian bridge at the
second floor level linking the parking garage and the office building over 'R'
Street.. are also proposed. Building aateriais conaist of either brick or tile
1
veneer with grey or brown tinted windows.

II
.

C.

1

The project is scheduled for the August 21. 1985 Design Review/Preservation Board
meeting. The staff requests that the Board pay Particular attention to the
treatment and detailing of the ground floor retail, spaces, the relationship of
the station waiting areas and the parking, structure, location and design
detailing of service entrances. perimeter landscaping, and landscaping and
detailing of the north elevation of the parking structure.
Off-Site parking variance: The subject site encompasses a one-half block area
north of 'R' Street proposed for the parking structure and one whole block south
of 'R' Street for the office building. A, variance to locate the parking
structure off site on the north half block is requested. The applicant owns both
properties: therefore staff supports the off-site variance request.

0. Lot Line Meer: The subject site consista of 11 parcels. The applicant
proposes to merge 11 parcels into two parte/a in oeder to allow development of
the subject project. Staff recommends approval of the lot line merger.
P65-065

August 8. 1985
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E. Environmental concerns: The Environmental Coordinator has determined that the
proposed Project could potentially have significant impacts on the environment in
the vicinity of the project site. The potential impacts were found to be
mitigable to a less than significant level. Therefore, the Environmental
Coordinator has filed a conditional Negative Declaration with the follosiing
mitigation teasures:
1.

Workers at the site should be alert to changes in coloration of the
soil. If deposits of red-colored soil are encountered, excavation
shall stop, and a representative of the Department of Health Services
shall be consulted to develop appropriate mitigation measures. before
construction continues.

2.

All excavated soil from this site shall remain on site, and shall not
be transported to any other location without the knowledge and approval
of the City Planning Director.

3.

The applicant shall redesign one of the four garage entrance/exit lanes
to be reversible. functioning as a third entrance lane during mornng
peak, and as a third exit lane during afternoon peak.

4.

The applicant shall ensure that the garage is managed by assigning
parking spaces.

5.

The applicant shall ensure that future office tenants use staggered
work hours-and "flex" time for employees.

6.

The applicant will design the garage so that post;-development
installation of mechanical ventilation can occur if necessary as
determined by the County Air Pollution Control District (APCD) or other
appropriate agency as identified by APCD.

7.

Six months from 50X greater occupancy of the subject office complex,
the applicant or owner of ri ecord shall have prepared by a qualified
professional, an analysis of the actual circulation of air within the
parking structure, including levels of CO and other vehicular
pollutants generated at full occupancy, peak-use times under differing
This
weather conditions (using'other variables as appropriate).
analysis should include an assessment of the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures required above, and recommended additional measures
if appropriate that will prevent health standards from being exceeded.

8.

The applicant will enture l excavation setbacks of five feet behind
existing sidewalks to accommodate street tree root systems.

9.

The applicant will ensure building setbacks of 10 feet behind existing
sidewalks above the second story level to accommodate street tree
crowns.

10.

The applicant must (to the satisfaction of the City Planning Director)
prepare and adhere - to a Transportation Management Plan that complies
with the City's Trip Reduction Ordinance and Parking Reduction
Ordinance (see Transportation Management Plan handbook).

P85-065

Augus'F -13. 1985

Item No. 13
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11.

If unusual amounts of bone, shell or artifact's are uncovered during
construction. work within SO meters of the area will cease immediately
and a qualified archaeologist will be consulted to develop. if
necessary. further mitigation measures befoze construction continues.

RECCMMEND,.;TTON: Staff recommends the following actions:
A.
B.

Ratification of the Negative Declaration:
Approval of the Special Permit related to major projects. subject to
conditions and based upon Findings of Fact to follow:
C. Approval of the Special ?ermit related to office project containing greater
than 25% office space in the C-4 cone. subject to conditions and Cased upon
tne Findings of Fact which• follow;
0. Approval of the Special Permit related to parking reduction. subject to
conditions and based upon. Findings of Fact which follow:
Approval of the Variance related to off-site parking, subject to conditions
and based upon Findings of Fact which follow:
F. Approval of the Lot Line Merger by adopting the attached resolution.
Conditions-Special ?ernit & Variance
The applicant shall submit a written agreement to the satisfaction of
the City Attorney. Planning Director and Regional Transit obligating
the applicant to c.:n.i.ttti4itort fund the cost of the Palm Iron light rail
station facilities and three bus shelters. •Peyeeet fer teeee we
semeuree ehaii take pieee preer te -ieeeamee ef'Seei4.1-mg eermetT. ;he
c;p4,i_zant ,s4a4Z. ,5(1:17n4t a Cond 604 Ztc. cast cri a
ta,42 4411:::_zn

petnit and pazi Re4„:47naZTAr.1.s.it Sat the
izzuance cri
4heLtzt4 pt4at c
itc.inzpect.Zan and iizsuance 'QS ccauplanay
petmit. (StaSS amended)
The agreement shall also obligate the applicant to contribute 560.000
toward the implementation of a residential preferential parking program
for the south side neighborhood if it is determined necessary by the
City. This neighborhood is defined as the area bounded by S. W, 10th
and 19th Streets. Determination to establish the program shall occur
within one year following 73% occupancy of the subject building.
Z.

The applicant shall submit a Transportation Management Plan to the
Planning Director for review and approval prior to issuance of building
permit which incorporates the following in-lieu measures:
Light Rail Station Subsidy
Three Bus Shelters
Ten.showers and 100 clothes lockers (5 showers & SO lockers per
men's and women's room)
Flex hours
Reservation of 18.300 gross square feet of ground floor space as
indicated in floor plan. ExhibitY, for retail and food service
uses only (StaSS amended)

P85-065

August 8. 1985
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3.

Existing billboards on subject site shall be removed prior to issuance
at building.permit.

4.

The applicant shall coordinate development of office/garage structures
with light rail line/station construction to the satisfaction of
Regional Transit.

5.

Workers at the site should be alert to changes in coloration of the
• soil. If deposits of re-colored soil are encountered, excavation
shall stop, and a representative of the Department of Health Services
shall be consulted to develop appropriate mitigation measures, before
construction continues.

6.

All excavated soil from this site shall remain on site and shall not be ;
transported to any other location without the knowledge and
approval of the City Planning Director.

7

The applicant shall redesign one of the four garage entrance/exit lanes
to be reversible, functioning as a third entrance lane during morning
peak and as a third exit lane during afternoons peak.

8.

The applicant shall ensure that the garage is managed by assigning
parking spaces.

9.

The applicant shall ensure that future office tenants use staggered
work hours and "flex" time or employees.

10.

The applicant will design the garage so that post-development
installation of mechanical ventilation can occur if necessary. as
determined by the County air Pollution Control District (APCD) or other
appropriate agency, as identified by APCD.

11.

Six months from 50% or greater occupancy of the subject office complex.
the'applicant or owner of record shall have prepared by a qualified
professional, an analysis of the actual circulation of air within the
parking structure. including levels of CO and other vehicular
pollutants generated at full occupancy, peak-use times under differing
weather conditions (using other variables as appropriate). This
analysis should include in assessment of the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures required above and recommended additional measures.
if appropriate, that will prevent health standards from being exceeded.

12.

The applicant will ensure excavation setbacks of five feet behind
existing sidewalks to accommodate street tree root systems.

13.

The applicant will ensure buiding setbacks of 10 feet behind existing
sidewalks above the second story level to accommodate street tree
crowns ) 04. a 4etbacA 4ati46axAtoity to the City ilAboicizt. (Sta6i added)

P85-065

August 8. 1985
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-a14. The applicant must (to the satisfaction of the City Planning Director)
prepare and adhere to a Transportation Management Plan that complies
with the City's Trip Reduction Ordinance and Parking Reduction
Ordinance (see Transportation Management Plan handbook).

. 15.

If unusual amount; of bone. shell. or artifacts are uncovered during
construction. work within 50 setere of the area will cease immediately
and a qualified archaeologist will be consulted to develop, if
necessary, further mitigation seasutes before construction continues.

Findings of Feet-Soecial Permit

The project, as conditioned. is based upon sound principles of land
use, in that acre intensive land uses are supportive of light rail
public transit.
2.

II
1
II

The project, as conditioned. will not be detriaentaI to the public
health. safety or welfare. nor result in the creation of a nuisance. in
that: a.

the applicant- shall adhere to the 7MP which will eitigate
potential parking impacts through eeasures supportive of light
rail. bus transit use and. bicycling Commute modes: •

b.

the aPplicant shall subsidize
portion of the cost of
implementing a residential ;referential parking program if needed.

3.

The project is consistent with the General Plan and 1980 Central City
Plan which designate the site for commercial-office use.

4.

The project is cnmpatibie with policies in the 1980 Central City Plan
which states:
. "Use appropriate eeasures to require new developments to assist in
transit improvements. including publiclyand Orivately paid transit
passes.

II

"Support programs alsed at significantly increasing transit riders."
Findings of Fact = Variance

1

2.

11

P85-085

The project does not constitute a special . privilege extended to one
individual. in that:
a.

the off-site parking site is located across the street from the
subject office site and owned by the applicant:

b.

other property owners under the ease Circumstances would be
granted a siallar approval.

The project is based upon sound principles of land use. in that
adequate in-lieu parking mitigation eeatures are required.

August 8. 1985

Item No. 13
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-93.

The project does not constitute a use variance. in that parking
facilities are periutte in the C-4 zone.

4.

The project conforms to the General Plan and 1980 Central City Plan
which designate the site f loc Commercial-Office use.

P85-065

August 8, 1985

Item No. 13
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STATE CO •C.0.114:( 011A—HEALTH AP. O %AWARE AGe4Cf

GEORGE OEIJUALIIAH, Goverpew

DEPART,45 •IT OF HEALTH SERVICES
TOXIC SURISTANCES CONTROL DIVISION
NORTHERN CALIFORN/A SECTION
420 POWER INN ROAD
SACRAMENTO, A 95126
IRIS) 739-3145

November 28, 1984

Mr. James Gately
.7.3. Company
2201 Evergreen Street
Sacrameto, CA 95815
Dear Mr. Gately:
LETTER OF APPROVED CLEANUP
This letter is to certify that the property bordered by 15th Street, '16c1 .1
Street, R and S Streets is now free of harmful Contamination.
The area was excavated in accordance with plans approved by this Department. Analyses of soil sample's obtained following the excavation show
otntaminant -levels reduced below Department Action Levels, • This land ;an
now be returned to use without restriction.
Sincerely,

Brad Parsons, Unit Chief
Surveillance and. Enforeement
BP:st
cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Jeff Marschner, Supervising Deputy District Attorney, Sacramento
Carl °vernier, Director, Sacramento County Environmental Health
Larry Nash, Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
Lloyd Batham, Program Management Section, DCHS, Sacranento

P 85065
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING ii.NO DEVELOPMENT
SaCrilffINITC1. Ca. 958T/
1 =1 'T. SWIM

AcinmMistrMkm
POOm 300 449-557:
BinklIng Inspections
Roam 200 49-5716
Planning
Room 200 44 9-it71 4

October L. 198 s
City Council
Sacramento, California
honorable Members DI Session:
SUBUECT: 1.
nvironmental Uetertination
2. Post Subdivision Modification to add six lots to a previously
approved Tentative 'Map (APN:AIUS-091-10: 035-1U1-04) (Pn5-IBT)
(FT)
-LOCATION: North of Thiery Road, west of Belleau Wood Lane
SUMMARY
This is a request to subdivide 12: acres into eignt parcels located in the
Light industrial, M-1 zone. The site Is also located in the Executive Airport
Uverlay one *4 (E.A-4). Staff and the Subdivision Review Committee recommend
approval of the Past Subdivision Modification of the Tentative Map subject to
the previously approved condtitions.
BACKGROUNO INFORMATION

On June 25. 1585. the City Council approved a Tentative Map to subdivide the
subject site into two parcels. The applicant has since found individual
warehouse users for some of the site and is.. therefore, requesting to modify
the original approval by adding six lots. for a total of eight.
The'City currently owns the right-of-way for Belleau wood Lane from Blair
Avenue to the southern property line which is unimproved. The applilant
proposes to abandon a portion of this right-of-Way (See Exhibit A). The
proposed circulation pattern provides adequate access for the new lotting
pattern. Staff and the Subdivision Keview Committee recommend approval of the
Circulation pattern since it eliminate several hundred feet of unnecessary
surfaced area.

ENVIRONMENTAL UETERMINATIUN

The Environmental Coordinator has reviewed this project and determined that it
A Negative
will save a less than significant impact on the environment.
Ueclaration with mitigation measures regarding the trees on Parcel 2 has been
filed.
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City Council
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October 18, 1983

RECOMMENDATION

The Parcel Map Advisory Agency (Planning and Public works Directors) based
upon comment by the Subdivision Review Committee recommends:
1. Ratification of the Negative peclaration:
2. Approval of the attached Resolution adopting Vindings of Vact and
approving the attached Resolution modifying Resolution 285-481 subject to
conditions as previously approved.
Respectfully submitted.

.arty Van uuyn
Planning Direc
RECUMMENUATION APFROVED:

Walter J. Slipe. City Manager

SU:pkb
attachments
P85-187

October 22, 1985
Uistrict No. 4
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RESOLUTION No.
Adopted by The Sacramento City Cóuucilon date of

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT AND APPROVING
A POST SUBDIVISION MOOIFICAIluN,FUR A itNIATIVt mAP
=OR PROPERTY LOCATZD NORTH OF THIERY RCA, WEST OF
3ELLEAU WOOD LANE

(P85-137 )

(APN:

035-091-10; 035-103.-04)

WHEREAS. the City Council. on October 22. 1985_
. held a public
post s4ba1vision modificatIon
hearing on the request for approval of a
1 rIC 2 1. *A
mr`^mcgr
of Thierv.Road. west of 3e77eau woba Lane
or
WHEREAS, all governmental and utility agencies affected by the development
of the proposed subdivision have been notified and given the opportunity to
respond:
WHEREAS. the City Environmental Ooordinatorhas determined that the
proposed project will not have a significant effect on the environment, and
has provided notice to the public of the ;reparation of a Negative
Declaration:

wHEREAS. the Parcel Map Advisory Agency has submitted.to the City Council
its report and recommendations on the proposed subdivision;
WHEREAS. the City Council has considered the design of the proposed
subdivision in relation to feasible future pastive or natural heating and
cooling opportunities; and

WHEREAS. the City Council has considered the effects that approval of the
proposed subdivision would have on the housing needs of the Sacramento
Metropolitan area and balances these needs against the public service needs
of City residents and available fiscal and envirpnmentaI resources.
NOW, IHEREPORE. BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
MAT:

1.

The Negative Declaration has been prepared in compliance with CEQA.
State and City Guidelines, and the Council has reviewed and considered
the information contained therein.

2. None of the conditions described in Government Code Section 86474.
subsections (a) through (g) inclusive. exist with respect to the
proposed subdivision.
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-

The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its design
and improVement, is consistent with the City General Plan. and Chapter
40 of the City Code, which is a Specific Plan of the City. Both the
City' General Plan and the
1 0 P4 airn=Adt
nr-`-McWvif4
Community Plan designate the subject site for
use(s).

4. The discharge of waste from the proposed subdivision into the existing
community sewer system will not result in violation of the applicable
waste discharge requirements prescribed by the California Regional
Quality Control Board. Central Valley Region in that existing treatment
plants have a design capacity adequate to service the proposed
subdivision.
5.

The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent
feasible, for future passive or natural heating and Cooling
opportunities.

S. The tentative map for the proposed subdivision is hereby approved,
subject to the following conditions which must be satisfied prior to
the filing of the final, sap unless a different time. for compliance is
specifically noted: *

a.

Provide standard subdivision improvements pursuant to Section
40,811 of the City Code, including knuckles along 47th and 48th.
Avenues.

o.

Prepare a sewer and drainage study for the review and approVal
of the City Engineer,

o.

Submit a soils t6st prepared by a registered civil engineer
to be used in street des':gn,

d.

Extend drain line on west side of property as p r Freeport Manor
Drainage Project plan on file with the City.

e.

If off site right-of-way is required, the City will condemn at the
developer's expense, if ecessary.
Existing Belleau Wood Lane and Thiery .Road Shall be improved to
.a 58,-ftmt one-half sectildn plus a traffic lane on opposite side.
12-1/2

g.

Thiery Road and 48th Avenue require construction of
foot traffic lanes to Freeport Boulevard.

h.

Bulbs . shall be designed to the satisfaction of the City Traffic
Engineer.

17/40

• Initiate abandonment proceedings for street right-of-ways.
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Place the following notes on the final map:
The four Oak_trees : indicated by the City Artcrist on the site plan
as significant shall be protected and retained by ensuring that
the following measures are met to-the satisfaction of the City
Planning irector and City Arborist prior to issuance of a building permit:
1. Temporary six foot nign chain-linkfenceS shall be placed
around the dribline of the trees in area of construction
to.prevent soil compaction resulting frt.:0 stacked con:struction•materials, oarked equipment, and vehicles. These
fences shall remain in place untillandsCaping commences.
,
.
2, Grading, trenching, cutting and/orqfilling within the
dripline of the trees designated fbr preservation shall
not occur, except filling of the ptt benind the 52" Oak.
3.Roadways and building foundations Shall not extend into
the trees'' dripline.
Irrigation systems within the tree S 1 dribline shall be
Prohibited.
5. Pruning or cutting of trees, except for Claaring of dead
wood, shall be prbhibited.
Future develooment plans shall be designed to
existing onsite trees as possible.

as many of the

The applicant shall submit the site plan to the City Planning
Oivision for-environmental staff revieW of - tree preservation,,
prior to issuance of building permit. •
Ensure that watering is employed to reduce fUgitive dust during
all phases of development.

mmoR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
P85-187
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

NEGATIVE DECLARATION
The Environmental Coordinator of the City of Sacramento, California, a municipal
corporation, does prepare, make, declare, and publish this Negative Declaration for
tne following described project:

P85 - 187

Tentative Mao to subdivide 12+ acres located in the

Lignt Industrial, M-1 zone irtia two parcels for
'property located north of Thiery Road, west of
Belleau Wood Lane. (04) (FT) (APN: 035-091-10;
035-101-04)

rme City of SacramentO, Oepartment of Community Development, .Planning Division has
reviewed the proposed project and has determined that the project, with mitigation
Jleasures, as identified in the attached Initial Study, is resolved, will not have a
An Environmental Impact Report is not
significant effect on the environment.
required pursuant to the Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (Division 13 of the
public Resources Code of the State of California).
This environmental review process and Negative Declaration filing is pursuant to
Title 14, Division 5, Chapter 3, Article 7, Section 15070 of the California
Administrative Code and pursuant to the Sacramento Local Environmental Regulations
(Resolution 78-172) adopted by the City of Sacramento and pursuant to Sacramento
City Code, Chapter 63.
A copy of this document may be reviewed/obtained at the 'City of Sacramento,
Department of Community Development, Planning Division, Environmental Unit, 927 10th
Street, 3rd Floor, Sacramento, California 95814.
marty Van Ouyn
Environmental Coordinator of the
City of Sacramento, California,
a municipal corporation

By:

21
attachment
wp Env. (w/m.m.)

wv is fl ill Nor

01:113 r4 7 .::7:7

;

S.:U:1=10 3
1:714

Rev. 2/84

▪
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CITY OF 'SACRAMENTO

Inrrix. nun
This Initial Study has boon required and prepared by the Deportment at Community Development, Planning
Division, Enviromumnrai Unit, 927 10th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA, 95814, (916)449-5604, mormumw:
CEgA Guidelines Section 15063 (Aug. 1, 1983).

107

Project Memo and/or File No:

•Pl

Aoplicont - Name:

4;o
Acares3:

SA c.rn
-

L

1 •..14.5i_.41

c. 43.

C cc,

Answer the following questions to determine If the proposed project miry have potentially significant !abaci's

Th. environment.
Yes or No
I.

Earth. WiII the orcoosal result in:
a. Unstaole eartn conoitions or in changes in geologic suostrutures?
b. Marv:yr:ions. displacement's, =impaction or overcovering of The

Soil?

So
NO

c. Change in Tocograony or ground surface relief tearures?

No

d. The testruction, covering or modification of any unique geologic or physical features?

Sc

e. Any increase in wino or water erosion of soils, eitner on or off the sire?

Mo

f. Changes in oecosition or erosion at beach sancs, or changes in siltation, deposition or
erasion wnicn may modify the cnannel of a river, stream, bey, inlet or lane?

No
----

g. Exposure of oecole or properly to geologic hazer= such as earthquakes, ground failure,
or similar hazards?
2.

No .

Air. Will The Pr000sal result In:
a. Sucstantial air emissions or deterioration of ambient air quality?
The creation of objectionable odors?

No

No

r.. Alteration of air movement, moisture or temderaTurs, or any change In climate, either
locally or regionally?
3.

No

Mater. W111 'no pr000sal result in:
a.

Changes in current's, or tne course -or direction movements, In either marine or fresh waters?

No

b.

Changes In absoration rates, drainage patterns, or The rate and amount of surface runoff?

No

c.

Aiterations to the course of flew of flood 'waters?

No

1. Change in the amount of surface water in any water body?

No

e.Oiscnarge Into surface waters, or in any alteration of surface meter quality, including at
not limited to temoerature, dissolved oxygen or turbidity?

No

t. Alteration of The direction or rate at Flow of ground waters?

No

S. Change in tne quantity of ground waters, either through direct additions or withdrawals, or
througn interception of an aquifer by cuts:or excavations?

---No

h. Substantial reduction in The amount of water orhervise available for public water supolles?

No

I. Exoosure of pecole or property to water related hazards such as flooding?

No

Plant Life. Will the orcoosal result.in:
b.

Chznge in The diversity of sPecies, or number of any soecies of plants?
Reduction of the mincers of any unique, e'er* or endangered =males of plants?

c.

Introduction of new spocies of plants ;nto'an area, or In a barrier To The normal

a.

reolenisnment of axial:lag soecies?
d.

Reduction In acreage of any agricultural croo?

No
No

N
-

No
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5. Awls& Life..
5.

ell 1 the prombsel 'result in:

Qunge in tee aivorsity of species, or mtmoer of arty species

of animeia7
,
the Rumblers Of any unique, rare or endangered imacies at animals?
intradUctice of new, species of animels Into an area, or resuit In a ,herier fe ths migration

t. Reduction of
c.

or mevweent of animists?
d.
•

Oeterlerarlon to existing fish or elidilfe habitat?

Noise.

3.

Will tme ortocsal result in:

Incrsases in existing noise love's?

d. Ewoosure of ;scale 7* sever, noise levels?
Lion? and Glare.

I.

Wiii the artoosal ;reduce new lign .r. or 'glare?

Land Use. Will the

1
1 1,
;I- obese! result [11 a sUestentlal alteration ofPlmie - mhadeor or ;fanned and

use of an area?

1 the proosal result in:
IR The rate at use of any •aturel resources?

9, Natural Reseuross. wil
a.

lnorease

a.

SuostanTtai deoierion of aey nonrenemeole RaTural resource?

.10. Risk of Upset.

C4,5 the broposal involve:

the reieaae of hazardous substances cificluolhg;„hrt nal' !halted
Ts, o(l. aestieides. =arnica's or recitation) In the event of an,accielent -or upset

a. A risk of an expiation or

-

No

conditions?
t. Possible inTerterencs with an emergency resoonse 'Ian Cr an eseirgencv evacuation olan?
II.

PeoollarrION.

Will The m-omesai alter

No

The location, dtstrIbution, density, Or growth.rete of the

muman peculation at an arse
12 Mousingo will

the P- ssotal affect existing housing, or =sate 4 demand for additional housing?

wo

12. TrsesoortationiCrrowlatica.- will the Promote'. result Iii:
a. Generation of Suasrential additional vehicular movement?
t. Effects on existing parking facijiTles, or demand

fOr •nemparkeng?

c. Substantial impact Wren milting traesporration systems?
•

Alversrions to ;resent parterns of alrcslaTion or emmeeent
AlTeretions to vaterterne, rail or

of beddie andier goods?

ale traffic?

f. Increase In traffic haZeres To eater vehicles, bicyclists

or pederfrianS?

1A. Public Services. 411 .1 the p-tacsal hare an effect Upon, or resist? la
i services In any of the following areas:

d

No
No
No

No

noad for. new or alter

a.

Fire protection?

No

b.

Po ff de or ar ec? I on?

Me

o

SCSOCIls? .

No
No

d. Parks or otner recreational faoilitlea/
I. Maintenance of oublic Facilities,

Inctuding made?

No

f. Other goverment's' services?
15.

Eners-f, Will The probesal resiilt In:
Ne

a.- Use at sufstantial amounts at fuel or energy?
b. Substantial Increase In demand Upon existing
of new sources of energy?

SCUrtad of energy Or require the development
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-3Yes er 740
6. Utilities.

WI; J.the propOsal result In a need for n
alterations to The following utilities;

3y1Fer, or substantial:

a. Power or natural gaS7
O. Communications sveysms?

C.

Water?

d. Sewer or SOCti .0 ranKS?
S.

StoeM water drainage?

f. Solid waste ana disoosal?
f7. Hume Health. Wff ! The :irodosal result in:
a.

Creation of any nearrn hazarc or potenTiaLneeir1 nazart (excluding mental

healtn)?
b.
18.

E. Xoosure of People Tosporewrial health naZirds7

Ametnetica.

Will the proloosal result in The Ocstruction of any scenic vista or view

cow To The oUblio, or will the propeeal result In the creation of an aesthetically
Oftensive'site wen: To putilIc view?
19.

Recreerion.

WI! 1

No

The or000sal result in an impact uoon the quality or quantity of

existing recreational Woortunities?
20. Cultural Resources.
Will The proposal resUlt
a.

No

in the alteration i or The destruction of a prenistoric

or historic aronaeological.iitel
Will the proocsal result In adverse pnysical or aestneric effects to a preniStortc

740

or historic Wilding. structure or object?
c.

Does Th4 ortocsal he the Outentlal

d.

Will The proposal restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the Potential

ethnic culturai values?

To cause a pnysical Change vhich would affect unique
1

No

impact area?
21. Mandatory Findings of Significance..
a. Does tne Project nave *Me potential

To degrade the quality of the environment, substantially

reduce tne habitat of a fish or eildlife ;Ovulation to or

below self-sustaining levels,

Threaten To eliminate a plant or animal community. reduce the lumber or Fee-riot the range
or a rare or endangered ;lent or aniMal or.elimtnatv imoortant exaMeles of the major pericdS

c.

of California history or prehistory?
Coes - the project haele,the potential To achieve snort -term, to tn. disadvantage of long-ter,
enVironmenTal goals? (4 snort...term leoactkIn the envlronment Is one 'onion occurs in a
relatively brief,

definitive period at tine-while long-term impacts vtll immure veil into

No

The future).
Coes tne project Neve imoacts vnich are individually.limited1

but cumulatively considerable?

(A project may Impact on Two or more separate resources %rimers tn. impact on aeon resource
is relatively small, bur vnere rne effect of the Total of Those imoacts on the envi. ranmen,
is Sign7TIcant.)
Zoos The mroject have eovironeemtal effects whicm will cause suCsranttal adverse •ffect's on

740

human beings, either directly or indirectly?

hr-ziA-cer-E—c,

06444_6s.

? o re-N;TIPr-La....e

st

L ci:irsrr 1 0-1•P
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CCICIZSIMI
The oroaosed aroject

oiti

nor have a significant adverse •rrecT on The environment for the following reasons:

miti Nave only remocrary or snort-?era construction impacts aucm as dust and aouipmant emissions, noise and
true' traffic.
2. vii

nor genersre a signifIcanr amount of additional venicies, noise or eiission levels.

I. MilI not affect nars or endangered species at animal or plant, orAlabitaT of sucn
4.
iIl mot eliminate important examples of major pertain at California history or zrenisvory,
▪

vlH nor resufr in a significant effect on air, vater oualiTy

A
-

41i1 naT be.suoj.aoted to floodoiains or /ajar geologic hazards.

or

ancient real,. levels tor adjoining areas.

7. 4111 nor Nave a a:.;:stantial asstnerlo affect.

TO

3.

oil not Dream': any zupiisneo national, star* or local standards rearing

4.

'oil I nor involve the oassitility of contaminaring a :walla 'water suooly system or aversely affect

=lid masts.

rauaararer.
10. VIII not result in or add ro a wit:starlet, of the waste discharge resuirmments aciplicaole to local sewer
systems as oresc-itao dy'Calitornia Regional Water Quality ConTrOl Board.

:t. Wit

1 not result in rhe disadvanTage of long-term environmental

12.

mil I nor result in acverse cmmularive impacts.

13.

wti I nor result in adverse rvern inducing Imoacta.

4.

VII nor ,au

IL Mil

I?

;n subsranrIal aoverse effects on human wings •lther directly or

Indirectly.

nor oe in :crni licl" with the C:ryls General and C..mmunity Plans.

Secramenro CIly General Plan and
Sac-amenro River Parkway Plan and

.

gooDIS.

!IR, t974
EIR, 1973

Sourn 44TeMES

Business Parts

Creensida Office .Park

:SIR, .197,
1977
Sacramenro Central Cry' 1990 Comorenensive Plan E1R, 1977
Sacramento Cry Plccdotain Ordinance, 1978
Zoning -Crainance, Novemeer 1978
Sacramento
Sacramento Scurn Narcmas Communiry Plan ins :SIR, 1978
Universiry Park NegarIve Declaration, 1979

SIR, f9e2

SIR, 19E2

Sacramento City American River Parkway Plan

Greennwren,Execsrive Office Park 31R, 062

Sacramento South Racket Specific Plan E1R,

CaolTol Coster

EIR, 19E12

SIRS, 1982
SIR, 1982
Nerdy Genoral SIR, 1977, 1983
Delta Shores Village PUO SIR, 1983
Surrer General andNemorfal

River Bank Nolding'Werina

At Inu• CeoSSPtad5, A Reoort on California Endancered and Pare Plan and Wildlife. California Rasources Agency
and Ceoartment of risn and Game. 1972
Soils' of Sacramento Ccunry, CA. Wairer Weir, Division of Soils, U.C. „3erkelfrr.
EIevenrn Pracress Report an Trio Ends Genera? Ion Resolarco Counts, Call/orni4 Cfterrment at TranSporTaTIon,
The raplicanr's environmental ouesrlonnairs and submitrea plans are considered parr of

this

1976

Initial Study.

CEMEMNINATiCN
On no 3asis of this initial evaivarian:
onvironment, and a NEGATIVE
I find the arzoosed ;rojitcr CD= NCT nave a significant affect on
DECLARATION will be oreoared.
1/1 find that airhoucl the or000sad ;raptor could have a significant affect on The environmenti;i :rs mill
not boo a significanr effect in this case tecauso the eirlgarlan measures described an this
has hear, acted no the oroject, A

NEGATIVE DECLARATICN WILL BE PREPARED.

I find The orcocsad droject VAY have a sIgnificanr effect on the environment, and an ENVIRCMENTAL IMPACT

REMRT is

resuired.

Ca r e
CSiOasure/

10.20.33/7r
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1
Attachment A
Initial Study
Tentative Parcel Mao for Jensen Air Fields (P85-187)
APN: 035-091-024: 035-101-004
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project is located on an 11.4+ acre site in South Sacramento near
the Executive Airport. The site is zoned Light Industrial (M-1-S) and is
currently partially developed with a single family dwelling, an airplane
hangar, and several associatedoutbuildings. Adjacent zoning on the snorth,
south, and east is entirely Light Industrial, with the Southern Pacific
railroad to the west. The appl4cant is requesting approval of a Tentative
Parcel Map which would divide the lot into two parcels.
The terrain of the site is flat with some areas of dense vegetation. The site
map provided by the applicant indicates 24- trees ansite including one 52 inch
Oak and several smaller Oaks ( 118, 8". 8"). A drainage ditch traverses the
western length of the property, ifollowing the property line, parallel to the
railroad tracks. The applicant plans to remove all onsite vegetation and
structures in anticipation of industrial development. No specific site plan
proposal is available at this tie.
1.

Earth
The applicant anticipates a future industrial development at this site.
Surface grading activity is proposed, to prepare the land for future
. construction. An undetermined amount of earth will be moved onsite to
facilitate proper drainage, landscape berms, and building and roadway
foundations. This excavation may cause a significant amount of dust to
become airborne. In order to avoid this potential impact, the applicant
will:
- ensure that watering is mployed to reduce fugitive dust during all
phases of development
Soil erosion may 'occur during construction. before new landscaping can
protect exposed soil from he weather and runoff. This will be a minimal
and temporary construction—related impact, and is not considered
significant.

4.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plant Life
The applicant has identified all onsite trees and structures for removal.
in anticipation of future industrial development. After surveying the
site and reviewing the Tentative Parcel Map, the City Arborist has
determined that removal of the 52 inch Oak and the three smaller Oaks
would result in a significant environmental impact. To avoid this impact
and mitigate the potential ofadverse impacts on other onsite vegetation.
the applicant will comply with the following as conditions on the final
zap:

1
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The applicant shall protect and tam the four Oak trees indicated by
the City Arborist on the site sap as significant by ensuring that the
following measures are met to the sati*faction of the City Planning
Director and City Arborist prior to issuance of A building permit:

:

Temporary six foot high chain-link Ernes 'shall be placed around
the dripiine of the trees in areas otHonsti•Uction to prevent soil
compaction resulting from stacked constrliction materiala. parked
equipment, and vehicles. These fences shall remain in place until
- a
landscaping commences..
a
•
1
o grading. trenching, cutting and/or fillingliffithin
the dripline of
the trees designated for preservation shall oot occur, except
filling of the pit behind the 52" 0ak.1
1
o Roadways and building foundations shall not extend into the trees'
a
.dripline,
1
1
o Irrigation systems within the trees dripline shall be prohibited.
o

Pruning or cutting
shall be prohibited.

at

trees. except for cleaning of dead woad,

- 'Future development plans shall be designed to preserve as many of the
.
existing onsite trees as possible.
•1 ■
The applicant shall submit the site plan to the City Planning Division
for environmental staff review of tree preservation, prior to issuance
of building permit.
1
17, Health Hazards
The subject site is the historic location of Jenseh Flying Services, an
aerial pesticide/herbicide applicator serving the local area since the
1940's. Although flying from this site ended sometime in the late
1960's, onsite storage of chemicals and equipMent
continued until
!
approximately August of 1983.
In June of 1983. a County Agriculture/ Commissioner notified the State
Department of Health Services (DHS) of inadequate onsite storage of
agricultural chemicals. These: pesticides were remoVed from the site by a
professional hazardout-materials removal firm. who ho the process caused
contamination of a small amount of .301.1 on the site. A sampling of the
contaminated soil indicated DOT at a maximum level of 100 parts per
million (pp.) compared to .a standard of 1 pp. aniTumaphene at 350 ppn
cOmpared to a standard of 5 ppm. Soils throughoutthe Site were tested
for chlorinated pesticides (such as DOE. DDT TomaPhene), PCB's, organophosphorus pesticides (such as Diazinon. Ma120.hion)i and metals (such as
arsenic, lead, barium). All sampling. With the exception of the
contaminated soils aentioned above. showed no traces Of hazardous
aaterial.
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Under the direction of the OHS, the firm responsible for the spillage,

prepared a clean-u0 plan. and . subsequently removed all contaminated soil* •
from the site.. In the final inspection and sampling report prepared by
OHS for all soils on the site, no traces of any hazardous materials were,
found.
I
While the potential exists that traces of pesticides say remain somewhere,
on the site, experts at theiToxic Substances Control Division of OHS have
Consequently, the:
indicated that this is not a significant possibility.
site potential for adverSe effects on human health is not considered
significant.
HTp4cb/pc
Attachient

II
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Tentative Parcel Map for Jensen Air Fields
1
(P85-1.87)
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Sacramento. Ca. nate

1: Street

Administration
Room 300 4.19-5571
Building Inspections
mOOrn ZOO +49-i716
Planning
Room ZOO

October as. 1985
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
Environmental Determination (Negative Declaration)
Tentative Parcel Map (PS5-121) (APN: 015-311-'30) (FT)

SUBJECT: 1.

2.

LOCATION: 7601 14th Aveue

SUMMARY-

This is a request to subdivide one lot totaling 11_48= acres in the Light
Industrial (M-I) zone, into four lots for industrial warehouse and storage
use. Planning Staff and the Subdivision Review Committee recommend approval
of the Tentative Parcel Map subject to conditions.
HACKGMOUNU INFORMATIUN

Applications for land divisions, that do not specifically include a request
for Planning Commission revtew can be processed by staff and transmitted
directly to the Council for consideration. Such is the case with the subjeCt
proposal. The purpose of the laSp is to allow individual ownership of the tour
proposed parcels. which have existing or planned development as follows:
occupied live-year old industrial warehouse and storage
building
Parcel El
occupied new industrial warehouse
Parcel C - unoccupied industrial warehouse nearing completion
Parcel") - proposed eight acre paved material and equipment storage
yard.

Parcel A

-

-

Existing zoning and land use designations are all compatible with the proposed
use. Surrounding land uses are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

Vacant:
Industrial:
Railroad;
Industrial:

M-1
M-I'
M-1
M-1
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dNNLMONNTAL uETEXMLNATioN

he subject property is the site pf a previous 'commercial landfill operation
permitted to accept biodegradable waste consisting of demolished building
materlals. papers, and vegetation wastes. No household or industrial wastes
were Hallowed. tarly consultation with responSible.'commenting. and concerned
agencies and individuals revealed several potentially significant
environMental impacts that required analysis iduring tne environmental review
of cis application. Utilizing the technical expertise of the r.;alifornia
1-tegignal water Quality Control doard (C:6w.181.,!tte California Waste management
doard {(wM.81. the Sacramento County 8ealtt Cepartment. and the Megistered
Civil .6:.ngineers for the project. planning staff prepared an-initial Study to
identify and evaluate the potential impacts of the project. The Initial Study
concluded that the proposal would not create any significant adverse impacts
with regard to earth. groundwater.. risk of upset. or human health provided the
applicant complied with particular mitigation . measures. These measures are
conditions an the Tentative Parcel nap and read as f011ows:
i.

-1.andfill

areas, non land-filled buildable areas as identified in the
project engineering and soils studies, and footprints, of existing.
Hunder-construction. and approved buildings on the subject site shall be
clearly indicated on the final map for eacn parcel.
'Construction and development. on subject Site including the landfill area
shall occur pursuant to -all applicable federal, state. and local
;regulations,

J. The applicant shall file a detailed (metes and,bounds) description of the
site including a map delineating the boundaries ., of the landfilled area as
identified by the project engineer, with the Mecorder of the County prior
to recordation of final map.
4
4. !A note shall be placed on the final map and on the deed for each of the
four newly created parcels that states:
NUTE:

At least some portion of this property is underlain by a former
solid waste dump. -Percolation of stormwater runoff through
onsite landfill materials and into groundwater has occurred
resulting in some contamination.
Owner(s) are responsible -for maintenance of the site. and may
be subject to inspection and !regulation to prevent
environmental damage from the site. including leachate
migration.. This responsibility could result in unforeseen
' costs and increased liability for the owner(s) if any problems
are cited by State or local regulatory agencies..

5. :Closure of the Subject landfill area shall be conducted in accordance.
with all applicable governmental regulations.
S.

Closure shall be accomplished under the direct supervision , of a
'registered civil engineer or a certified engineering geologist and shall
be coordinated with the CHKCS.
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7

capping of the size (including filling of depressions. grading. and
constructing pavetent and drainage facilities to eliminate conditions
which currently allow percolation of stormwater runoff through tne waste
materials and into ground Water) shall be completed prior to recordation
of the final map. to the satisfaction of the CdwoC8 and toe City
ngineer.
A performance band equal to the true cost of capping the site
may be posted with the CitY in lieu of completion of this measure, prior
:o filing the final map. The applicant shall suomit an est:tate prepared
by a certified civil engineer of the true cost of mapping the site. to
the satisfaction of the CW(jCd and the City Engineer, which shall fort
the basis of the perfortance bond

a

Open areas shall be graded to prevent water ponding and to facilitate
run-off from the old fill areas,

9. "Bleeding" of the asphalt which may occur after the chip seal is
constructed, shall be promptly controlled by sanding, at the expense of
the owner.
ID. The surface of the landfil I shall be provided with a minimum gradient as
recommended by the project engineer.
11

prop inlets and collector lines to handle surface water runoff shall be
designed to accommodate f ature settlement. to the satisfaction of the
City Engineer.

12. The owner of proposed Lot D.shall be responsible for monitoring the
groundwater well (located on proposed Lot 8) to the satisfaction of the
CHMICd. until such time as that agency deems the monitoring no longer
necessary. The results Of this monitoring shall be submitted to the
CXWQC5 for Assessment. andlfurther action if appropriate.
13. The well will be initial ly' sampled and tested on a quarterly basis.
arranged to coincide with the Aarch and October groundwater elevation
measurements currently made at two existing State wells in the vicinity. ,'
14. The duration and frequency of the water quality testing shall meet With
the approval of the CKW(4C8.
1.5. Each of the newly-created parcels shall include necessary easements to
allow for installation, maintenance and/or monitoring of the groundwater
well(s) and any other leachate control systems.
18. Prior tm recordation of the final map, the applicant shall install on
each of proposed Lots A. H. and C a permanent methane gas monitoring
well, at a location apProxiamtely half the distance from any proposed tor
existing) structure and the edge of the landfill boundary. The specific
location and construction of these wells shall be subject to the review
and approval of the Sacramento County dealth Department and the
California Waste Management Board, or other appropriate agency as
identified by these entities,
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17. ?rior to . recordation of the final map, the applicant shall collect five
consecutiVe daily samples from each of the monitoring wells, in order to
establish baseline gas levels. The results of this monitoring shall be
submitted to the Sacramento County Health Department for further action.
II deemed appropriate by that agency.
Id. The owners of proposed Lots A. d.

and C shall each separately and
respectivelY be responsible for monitoring tbeir metnane gas well on a
Monthly basis. untal such times as the Sacramento County Health
Department finds it is no longer necessary! The results of thia monthly
sbnitoring shall be submitted to the 8acrimento :aunty Health Department
for assessment, and further action If deemed appropriate by that agency.

19. dach of the newly-created parcels shall include the necessary easements
to allow for installation. maintenance. and/or Monitoring of gas well(S)
and/or control systems.
Notes shal I be placed on the final eap and on the deed for each of the
four newly created parcels that state:
a

No excavation shall occur on this property unless said - excavation is
aonitored by a qualified professional engineer for the presence of
methane gas, to the satisfaction of the Sacramento County Health
Department and the Sacramento City leire Department, or other
appropriate agency as identified by these entities.
NUTS:

At least some portion of this property Is underlain by a
former solid waste dump. Landfill gas consisting mainly
of methane gas and carbon dioxide with odor Causing agents
is generated in waste of this 'type. Gas voixttxhaAtoqpit
4ktI4tvx1mvotfttAxAm4447tAlloti in concentrations above the
lower explosive limit for methane have been detected at
this disposal site during Soil and engineering
investigations for development of warehouses and a machine
yard. These gases, if allowed to enter and accumulate in
enclosed spaces In buildings and utility structures can
cause fire or explosion hazards.
eases can migrate offsite and cause hazards or nuisances
on adjacent properties. The owner(s) of the disposal site
property (or any portion thereof) could be liable for
damage and correction.
Land filled with solid wastes is subject to settlement of
a higher magnitude over a longer period of time than
undisturbed land or engineerd fill. Much of this
settlement is non-uniform or differential settlement and
can cause damage to surface improvements causing higher
than normal repair and maintenance. The magnitude, rate
or extent of this settlement can not be accurately
predicted.
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Owner1v are responsible for maintenance of the site. and
may oe subject. to inspection and regulation to prevent
environmental damage from the site including gas
migration. This responsibility could result in unforeseen
Costs (such as corrective or remedial action) and
Increased liability for the owners) it any problems are
cited by State or local regulatory agencies.
rhe owners of proposed Lots A. d. and c may want tb
Install permanent combustable gas detectors witn alarms in
all occupied andior enclosed structures, to monitor tne
potential accumulation of methane gas. The critical Level
of measuremient for the purpose of this monitoring should
be the CAl..USKA established standard for combustable gas
in confined areas. of 2U percent of the "lower explosive
limit" (LL).
On Septemper 31. 1985. a Negative Declaration with mitigation measures was
filed on tne subject project, and mailed to the State Clearinghouse (SCH.=
ficr32511.) and to concerned state and local agencies for a. 30-day mandatory
review period pursuant to Section 152U6 b.2.0 of the California t:nvLraamental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. To date no comments have been received.
Attached to this report for the Council's information. are:
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

A
d
C
D

-

Vicinity Map
Proposed Tentative Parcel Map
Proposed Site Plan
Negative Declaration with Initail Study
discussion

and

environmental

RECOMMENDATION

The Parcel Map Advisory Agency (Planning and Public Works Directors) based
upon comment by the Subdivision. Review Committee, recommends that the City
Council:
1.
2.

Ratify the Negative Declaration with mitigation measures:
Adopt the attached Resolution adopting Findings of Fact and approving the
Tentative Parcel Map subject to conditions.
Respectfully submitted.
Marty Van Uuyn
'Planning Director

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

Walter J. Slipe, City Manager
HT:0kb
attachments

November 5, 1985

II
ii
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

NEGATIVE DECLARATION

EnvironmprItai

COOrCindtOr Of tie City of Sacramento, Californla,..i municipal
ices preodre, make, declare, And OIJOliSn tnis Negative Ceclaration for
the following ces•ritec project:

,

.:1r7Or'dtiOn,

P41.-- 1'27

"lr7 ,3L "14 --

11.L4 7
J:rir

•)t

L4cn Avenut. APN: U15-'31I-"JO.

eAST TRACK

ma
Sacr4mento, Oeodrtment of Community Develooment, Planning DivisOn ha.s
rriewed tne proposed oroject . and -//eiS deCermined that :me project, with mitigation
leasures, as identified in tne attached Initidi Study, as resolved, will. not nave
significant effect' on the environment.
An ErivirOnme-nrel Impact , Report is not
required pursuant to the Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (Division 13 of the
oli.c Resourtes Code

of the State of

California).

rnis environmental review prOCeSs and Negative Ueclaration filing is ourtuant to
litle 11,
tvision t, Chdpter 3, Article 7, Section 15070 of the California
•%dmihistrative Code and pursuant to tne Sacramento Local Environmental Regulations
( -,6asolucton 7d-172) adopted by the City of 'Sacramento and pursuant to Sacramento
City COde, Cmaper

A copy of tnis document may be reviewed/obtained at the City of Sacramento,
jApartment of Community 0evelOPment, planning Division,. Environmental Unit, R27 10th
treet, 3rd Floor, Sacramento, California 95814.

tarty 113n Otiy1
Environmental Coordinator of the
' City of Sacramentd, California,
e . munitipal corporation

By:
7/8C

attachment
we Env. (wta.m.)
•
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

INITTAL STUDY

-

This Initial StUdy has been required and ormsered by tPt. Demertment of Community Development, Planning
Division, Environmental Unit, 927 lOtn Street. Suite 300. Seoremmeto.CA, 95014, (916)449-5804, peirsuargt to
CE0A Guidelines Zectiom I,C63
1.,1940).
..-oject • em and/or Flin Ma:
AvOi

lactson

cant - Name:
Address:

,

3691 - ?owe:: 11-..n ?cad
•,C
95324

Answer The following questions to determine If IPte ropcied project may Uwe Potentially significant Impact, on
this environment.

Earfft. mil I

the or000sal result

a. Lute -rat:He earth concitions or in changes

• b.
c.

d.
9.

f.
g.

I1I . ;a0Aogio quosfruTures?'

OisruoTIons, Oltolacaments, comoactIon or over :covering

of Thal:soil?

i1 lit teatures?
Change In . r T000graony,or ground surface
The destruction .; covering or modification of any unioue geologic or 1Mysical features?
Any hwrease In mind or rarer erosion of soils, either OP or Off the Site?
Changes in disoceition or iirosIdn of blow= Sande, or chapoes in slitat!on, deocsitIon or
erosion • nicm nay modify the cmannel of a river, streee, blaY,Onlet cP; lake?

Nc
es
Yes
No

No

Exposure Of Decals or ortoerTy to geologic hazards sucm as ear7hotianes, ground failure,

Yes

or similar Nazaros?
2. Air. WIi r the or000sal result In;
a.

Suce•antial air emissions or deterioration of ambient air quality?

b.
c.

The Creation of objecTioneSie odors?
Alteration' cf air •ovenent„ moleture or temperature,
locally

or

No
Yes

or any Oange inclimete, either

No

regionally?

3. Mater. Mill The proposal result In:
a. Changes in currents, or the course or direction movements, inieither Maries or fresh waters?
Changes in ateorotion ratite, drainage pal -terms, or The rate
c. Alterations
4.

and amount of sUrfacs runoff?

No

Change In The amount of surface meter in any meter bodY?
not limited

Yes

No

To the course of flow of flood waters/

a. Discharge Anto surface meters, or In any alteretfon

No

of surtace meter duality, 'Including •tut

No

To temperaTUre, dissolved oxygen or turbidityl

NC

f. Alteration of The direction or rate of flomOf ground eaters?
/• Change In the ouanTity of ground meters, *liner Through direct" , edditiOns or mithdrawsis, or
througn Interception of an aquifer by outs or 'excavation-4?
Ii. Sublifantlal reduction in

The amount of meter others's.. amenable for public wirer suoplies?

I. Epeosure at onoole or oroeerTy to voter related hazards suci is flooding?

•

•

NC
No

No
—

a. Plan, Life. WIll the proposal result In:
Change In the diverliTycf species, or number of any .soecies Of olanti?
'Reduction 44 the numbers of any unique, rare or •noangered species of, plants?
b.
• c. introduCtion of new sPecies of :tants into an area, or In i tarrier to The normal
replenisfunent of existing sbocies?
a.

q. Aeouction

AA acreage of any agricultural croo?

No
No
No
-.2;)
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-2es or Mo

4

Animal Life. Will the prooqsal result In:
a.

Change In tne diversity of species, or number of any species of animaisl

t. Reduction of the numcers of any unique
c. Introduction of new species of animals

NO

rare or endangered species of animals?
Into an area, or result in a terrier to the migration

No

or movement of animals?
4. Deterioration to existing tIon or'wild I fe Maisi rat?
5. *pis..

*II I the proposal result in:

a. Increases In existing noise levels?
O. Exposure of pecole to severe noise lenneit?
7. Light and Glare. Will the proposal produce new light or glare?

.3. Land Use.
Mil I the proposal result In a sucstanrial alteration of the present or planned land
.-------.
use of an area?

•

Nsrurai Resources. Wil I The proposAl result In:
a. increase in Tne rate of use Of any natural resources?
SubsTantlal depletion of any . nonrenewaCie natural resource?

t. Rilk of Ueset. Goes The propoisal involve:
a. A risk of an explosion or The release of hazardous substances (Including, tut not ilmitud

To, oil, pesticides, Clemicals or radiation) In the event of.an accident or upset

Yes
No

conditions'?
h. Possible Interference with an emergency response Alan or

an emergency evacuation plan?

fl. Population'. Will The proposal alter The lOcstion, distribution, density, or growth rate) of the
human >00ulation of an area?

•

- 12. *using.- Wil i'the x-oposal affect existin g housing, Of create a demand for additional housing?

NO

No.

13. TramseortationiCircoixticm. Will the proposal result In:

No.

a.

Generation of substantial additional vehicular nevement?•

b.

Effects on existing parking facilities, or demand for

C.

Sultstantfar impact upon existing transportatiowaystees?

d.

Alterations to present patterns of circulation or movement of pecole

e.

Alterations

f.

Inc-ease in treffichazerds to esottir vehicles, blOyclists or pedestrians?

IA. Public Services.

new parking?

No
and/or goods?

tO waterborne, rail OF air traffic?

WIll the pro:so:sal

No

No
No

have an effect uoon, or result In a need for now or altered

governmental services In any of the folio* rig areas:

a.

Fi re protection?

NO

b.

Police protection?

NO

C.

Scnocisl

d.

Parks or other recreational facilities?

NO
NC:

e.

Maintenance of public facilities, Including roads?
Other governmental services?

f.

I. .E.-Fiergy„

1ST:7

Will the proposal result . In:

a. Use of substantial Amounts of fuel or energy?

b,

Substantial incsase In dedond uocn existing sources of
of new sources of energy?

energy or require lie &welcome/yr

No

I
I
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Yes or mo

45. Utilities. all: The proemial result in a need Nor new 5ystem-8, 1.10r sutaTanrfal
alterarlyna 1.0 tn. tom:dins utilities:
a. Power or natural gas?
t. Communlearions systems?
'■nater? ,
t.
1. Sever or seottc tanks?
9.
ittrm "miter tr/inage?
Solid waste ano 313=417
7, Human Mealta. Wi1 1 tne proposal result in:

e.

GreaTrom of

any neeltn ward or potential ,Meeltn Razart (eXcludingl,mental

nealth)?

Yels

t. EXPosure of pecole to potential health hazards?

Yes

W11 1 the proposal result in the oCistrmotion of sit? ;,sgmnio Pista or Ow
open to the ;Iloilo, or will The Proposal result in the c'eatIon ;of an aesthetically

3. AmstheTtos.•

,of1.ensive Sif, =DOM 1.0 ,UOIEC View?
Recrealioe. *11 I .e

or-modal resuit in an Imoact upon the duaWry or duantity of

existing recreational oocortunities?
2C, Cultural itesouroms.
a. ell tme proposal result In The alteration or The destruction of a Prehistoric
or historic archaeological

•

site

441i theproncsat rtiesolt in adverse physical or aesthetic er'!ects la a ;rwhistoriC
or h storfc Wilding, 'structure or object?'

c. Coes thecrcocsal have

The

potential to cause a onyslcal dulinge'enion

would affect

unidue

ethnic rulturml values?
1.

Il I the^oroccsal resTrIcr ex(stIng relfgicua or sacred useaTithinithe potential
impact area?

21, Mandatory Fledings ofi Significance.
a. Goes rm., ;rojecr have the potential to degradethe ouallty

Of

,
trmenvironment, sutstantially

reduce the hatiTar of iftsh Or wildlife population to drco ItieloW self-sustaining levels,
threareero eliminate a plan' or animal cormunity. reduce the number or restrict The range
of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate imoortant examples of the major periods
of Calihormia history or prehistory?
•

Gees The, project have The personal

environmental gas /32

re achleVe short-term, 70 the disadvantage of long-term,
irt a

shortmiera imoact on the environmeet is on. immiat ocr,

relatively brief, definitive period of time while long-tera ,Isomes will endure well into
The tuihate).
c. Cces the project have (manta

enrol

are Individually halted,

JT

cimulatively considerable?

(A project may imoacr on two or more Secarate resources loners The iecact on
is ripial?!voit small,
IS significant.)

4.

each resource

trr *ore tile effect of the total of thOse !isrOMots on the enwirOnmont

Coss the project have environmental

.No
effects

human beings, either directly or Indirectly?

will= will cause

autsTamtial adverse effects on

:4o
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U1SCUSSIuN OF INITIAL' STUU'r
JACXSUN FsUPEXTIES! TENTATIVE PAIWEL A4P (e95127)

tr

uESCS:PTioN

:he aopiicant proposes to suodivide one parcel totaling 11.48: acres partially
developed wizn :our industrial warenouses into :our :ots. in zne Lignt
.naustria: (1-7.) zone,
:he property Ls i . ocatea an T8u1 14zn Avenue.
immealate
c;acent to ana on :ne west slue or :ne souther
4.a, 11:-oda
zracxs
norzn or 14:n Avenue
I: is cne sire a: a previous,
commercial _and fil. operation. containing Class ana class Lt-2 wastes.
the 19b3 isc roacway Community 'tan designates :ne size :or seav7 Commercial
or •Inaustrial use.
he

llowing environmental analysis was prepared based on:
r)

uetalledietters from. aria personnel coMmunica:ions with. expert
star: In several State and local'agenCies i .see Attacnment 3).
',Jro:essional soil ana engineering • reports prepared oy several
reglszered civil engineers. at the applicant's expense (see
Attachment C).

:he property it what was known previously as;the west pit of the old 1. and U
landf"ill operated by walker and uonant. This site is the older of two
landfill areas that were permitted oy the County Sealth uepartment to accept
biodegradable waste consisting of demolition materials. papers, and vegetal
wastes. No household or industrial , wastes were allowed. According to
research done by the project engineer. tne landfill is approximately 55 feet
in depth. with the bottom at approximate elevation-15 feet (existing ground
surface is at approximate elevation 4U1. •
Sepresentatives of the California Waste Management Board (CWMBI have indicated
that construction of buildings on top of landfill , sites is generally not
advised due primarily to the extensive settling of the land as the wastes
decompose. According to CWM8 staff, depending on the extent of waste
decomposition at this time and the type of soil[ used for cover, the land may
or may not have sufficient bearing, capacity for inddszrial development. A
well-Constructed landfill may have an in-place density as great as 1,500
pounds per cubic Yard. whereas a poorly compacted site 'may have a density of
only 500 pounds per ;tibia yard.. In areas of 1614 density. extensive settling
can beexpettetl. The engineering report (SepteMber 5,, 1985) prepared for the
applicant by registered civil engineers, indicatecLthat settlement on the
.order Of six inches has occurred over a two-Year period at the site, and
further.' that total and differential (non-uniform) settlement on the order of
two feet may be expected to occur long term.
The applicant proposes to locate an eight acre material and equipment storage
yard over the landfill area. Commenting and respons ible agency comments
provided during the early consultation period On thit project have indicated
that no significant adverse environmental impaCts are anticipated from this
use of,the back parcel provided the applican'tcoMplles with the following
mitigation measures:
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o

Landfifl . .areas. non 'Land-tilled buildable areas (as- idenr'.:fied in
• the project engineering and soils studies. ana footprints fit
existing. under-construction. and approved nuildings on the. subject
site snail be clearly indicated on the final map for eacti parcel.

• : Construction and development on sub)ect site including the landfill
area shall occur pursuant to ail applicaole federal, state. and
local regulations.
•

re applicant snail tile a detailed (metes and bounds t descriptiOn
of tne site includ ng a map delineating tne boundaries cc the
landfil leo area as identified oy the project engineer. with the
xecorder of tne County -prior to recordation or final map.

a_

A

_note shall be placed on the final map and on the deed for eacn Of
the tour newly created parcels that states:

WM:

At least some portion or this property is underlain bya
former solid waste dump. 1, ercolation of stormwater runoff
through onsite landfill materials and into groundwater has
occurred resulting in some contamination.

Uwner(s) are responsible for maintenance of the site. and
may oe Subject to inspection and regulation to prevent
environmental damage from the site. including leachate
migration. This responsibility could result in unforeseen
costs and increasedliability for the ownerts) if any
problems are cited by state or local regulatory agencies.
As interpreted by the project engineer, the California Administrative Code
(Title 23) requires that a landfill of this type, at closure : have a coyer
thatconsists of a total thickness of four feet of material. The lower to
feet of material are to Serve as a foundation for the overlying layers. Tne
next one toot layer is required to be composed of a clayey type soil with a
Maximum permeability of 1 x I0 1-8 cm/sec. The upper one foot of material is to
be utilized for planting of' vegetation and for protection of the clay layer
The engineering report (September 5. 1985) forthe project indicated that
exploratory borings drilled in the landfill area did.not reveal anything that
though isolated
could be considered approprlat
pockets of soil were found during exploration. they Were not continuous in
nature or composed of a Material with sufficiently low permeability. uue to
the applicant's intended usage of the landfill portion of the site. an
economic, flexible. and'enVirOnmentally adequate low-infiltration surface is
desired. . The project engineer has proposed construction of an asphalt tripechip seal coat on the surface of a minimal baserock section. This is:a
relativelyheavy asphaltanplication rate in terms of normal chip Sea.).
construction practices howevery the higher rates are necessary to limit water
infiltration. This proposal( for cover material has been reviewed by staff
from the California Regional! Water Quality Control ,Board (CRWQC8) and the
concept was found adequate int:terms of protecting the environment and meeting
legal closure requirements. The proposed actionsshould not have a
significant adverse environmental impact provided the applicant complies with
the following mitigation measures:
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'Closure or the subject landfill area shall Pe . camaucted in
accordance Witn all aphilcaole gavernmenta regulations.
.Closure shall be accomp 1 isned under'the direct superinun or a
registered civil engineer or a certitled,engineering geologist and
shall te coordinated with the CRW4
a

Capping at the sire (including tilling ar4epressions, gracing. and
•:onstructing pavement and draihage tacilities to eliminate
conoitions wrilcp currently allow percolatlan of stormwater runoff
through the waste materials and: Into 'ground water) stall be
completed prior to recordation of th he tinall map. to tte satisfaction
or the L'RWilCs and tne City tingineer. A performance bond . equal to
the true cost at capping the site nay oe posted with the City in
i-leu at oompletion of this measure prior to tiling the final map.
rhe applicant shall Submit an estimate prepared by a certified
engineer of the true cost of:capOing the site. to the satisitaction
at the UKWQ, L:t1 and the City ,tngineerr. which Shall fort tme oasis at
zme performance bona.

o

uoen areas shall be graded to prevent water pondihg and to
facilitate run-off tram the old till areas,

•

'Sleedirig at tne asphalt whit:A may octur after the chip seal is
tanstructed. shall te promptly cantrolledtby sanding, at the expense
or the owner:

o

o

3.

.

rhe surface of the landfill shall be•provided with a minimum
gradient as recommended by tme projeot.engineer.
Drop inlets and collector lines to handle Surrace water runoff shall
oe designed to accommodate future settlement, to tne satisfaction of
the City ;i2gineer.

Uroundwater

The California Administrative Code (ritle23 Chapter 3, Subchapter 15)
specifies groundwater monitoring requirements andhlosure requirements to
detect and mitigate any negative impacts which landfills may have on ground
wate:r quality. .in order to assure the protectiontat water quality and the
adequacy ofr the required closure plan, the applicant designed and has had
installed a groundwater monitoring mechanism. ,
The direction of groundwater moveMent in theproject vicinity was determined
by tne project engineer based on available data, and a single well was
- instilled spnroximately ao feet from the edge of the landfill (on proposed Lot
S) at a "point of compliance' satisfactory to tae CRW(.1e:I. Due to the presence
of tWo, apparently independent acquifers. the Well was completed, with two well
casings extending to different depths inside the single exterior casing.
water saMples from both of the inner well casings were free Of priority
pollutants as tested' by the engineer using 0A methodologies. This indicates
that the landfill has not historically received hazardous materials. Results
from the other five indicator tests suggest that leaahate from the landfill is
getting into the groundwater.
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The most atonable' cause of con amination according to :ne project engineer. Is
tne conditinn of the landfill sur:ace since operations ceasea in i-etruary Or
1976. An impermeaole cover was never p .lacea on the fill and subsequent
settlement has resultea•in a general depression or trie Innatill area
Ponding
of runorf resultea in seepage into aria tnrough tne iandrili
The CHwtICH has
Indicated tnat proper closure of the site. In connection with the proposed
de ve opMen t.. should tignit in on „:„ 1-y reaute contamination or tne area
Zroundwater. in Oraer to insure mitigation of existing Concentrations or
groundwater leachaze:

10.

o

:he owner of proposea Lot u snail be responsible or monitoring the
groonawater well (located on proposed Lot 3) to the satisfaction Of
the CMW1/13. until such time as tnat agency deems the monitoring no
longer necessary. The results or this monitoring shall be submitted
to the cHWqC8 tor assessment. and further action if appropriate.
,

•

The Well will be initially samplea and tested on a quarterly basis.
arrangea to coincide with the March and October groundwater
elevation measurements currently made at two existing State wells 01
the vicinity.

•

The duration and frequency of the water quality testing snail meet
with the approval: of the •.:04c0.

•

:::ach of the newly-treated parcels snail include necessary eaSements
to allow for installation. maintenance and/or monitoring of the
groundwater well(s) and any other leachate control systems.

KiSx of Upset

Refer to =17, Human Health,
17. Human Health
Uue to the decomposition of landfill materials, methane gas and other noxious
odors were anticipated. The presence of methane gas in or near old disposal
areas could constitute a seriOua hazard, since explosions could occur during
the construction and/or use of proposed facilitiles. On May 27, 1985. the
site was inspected by the Sacramento County Health Department and a
combuStable gas survey was performed. No surface gas was detected.
Monitoring for the presence of methane gas was also performed by the tjrojeCt
engineer during exploratory well drilling and installation. Some gas Was
detected in the borings placed in the landfill and in the borings adjacent to
the landfill in the upper zone of the gravel layer (see Attachment A). The
gas was not detect ,z!d in these borings however, until the Overlying silt and
sand layers were penetrated and the gravel layer was encountered (20 fee -0.
Apparently, the methane gas has migrated laterally from the landfill some
distance in the underlying gravel layer. According to the project erigineer
hoWeVer, the overlying silt and sand layers should effectively contain the
gas.
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Tne LM H has revi4wed the engineering report s+mitfea for zne project anc nas
several ooservazions. Aittiougn. capping zheoudjet site wiza an asannit
material or low-permeability snouid litigate leacnate . F:ontamination into tne
groUndwacer rabe. tnis action nay result in an exaceroation or
potential methane gas problems. The 'natural cendency0t tne gal Is to migrate
up tnrough tne soil and into tne atmospherei TheLeffect of the proposed
capping may be to rorce more gas into latera moment toward tne asona t
boundaries. In sear= of the "patn or least reslistance". This cauld result in
the accumuletian or gas near. and pass:fly wr.nini . existing structures .:11
praposea. Lot A. as we as within buildings currently under constrUction on
prapoSed Lacs d and L urthernore paving reSdit in rocdsed migration
toward adjoining parcels on all 'Sides and includig. possinly migration
beneacn I4ch AvenUe onto parcels on trie sOutnerh sine.
1
In order to avoid any significant adverse environmental erfects rrom tne
exposure of future tar existing) building tenants talmetnane gas . witnin :nose
structures, and also from tne migration or as osite. CwMH staff as
recommended tnat tine applicant comply witn zne following mitigation measures:
Prior to recordation of tie :Ina:: nap, the applicant snail install
' on each or proposed Lots A. H. and t a ertanent methane gas
moni:;prIng well. at a location appropamely nalf the distance from
any proposed: or existing) structure and tlrie edge of tne landfill
-boundary. re specific location and conStruction of these wells
snail be subject to the review and approval.of the Sacramento Launty
Health Uepartment and the Californla waste Management ioard, or
other appropriate agency as identified by these entities:
1
Prior to recordation of the final map, theapplidant snall collect
'five consecutive daily samples from dacn of the monitoring wells. in
order to establish bas.eline gas levels. The results of this
monitoring Shall be submitted to the Sadramento 'County Health
Uepartment for further action. if deemed apPropriate by that agency.
o

The owners Of proposed Lots A. H. an C shall each separately and
respectively be responsible for monitoring their methane gas well on
a monthly basis, until such times as the Sacramento County Health
UepartMent finds it is no longer necessary. The results of this
'monthly monitoring shall be submitted to the Sacramento County
health Department for assessment. and fUrther action if deemed
appropriate by that agency.
Each of the newly-created parcels shall iaclude the necessary
easements toallow for installation, maintenance. and/or monitoring
of gas well(s) and/or control systems

Notes shall be placed on the final map and on the deed for each of
• the four newly created parcels that state.:
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No excavat- ion shal
occur on this property unllse suit:
excavation is monitored oy a qua: tried proreSs Lona I engineer ,
e or the presence or methane gas. to tne satisfact!on or the
Sacramento County deal th Department and tne Sacramento city
.F,ire Department. or other appropriate agency as identiried by
tnese entit.les.
NOTE:
•

At least some portion Or this property is tinderiain
oy a former solid waste dump.
Landtill gae
consisting mainly or metnane gas Arlo carbon dioxide
witn oaor causing agents is generatea in waste or
this type. Gas wirn a hin mecnane cOncentration has
been detected at this disposal site during soli And
.engineering investigations rox development or
warehouses ana a machine yard. Tnese gases. It
allowed to enter and accumulate in enclosed spaces 10
buildings and utility structures can cause r ire or
explosion hazards.
Gases can migrate or: ±site and cause hazards or
nuisances on adjacent properties. The owners, of
the disposal site property [or any portion thereof)
could be liable tor damage and. correction..

F

Land
illed with solid wastes is suoject to
settlement of a higher magnitude over a longer period
of time than undisturbed land or engineerd
Much of this settlement is non-uniform or
differential settlement and can cause damage tá
surface improvements causing higher than normal
repair and maintenance'. The magnitude, rate, or
extent of this settlement can not be accuraCelY
predicted.
Owner(s) are responsible tor maintenance of the site
and may be subject to inspection And regulation to
prevent environmental damage from the site. including
gas Migration. This responsibility could result in
unforeseen costa (such as corrective or remedial
action) and increased liability for the owners) if
any problems are cited by State or local regulatory
agencies.
The Owners of proposed Lots A. U. and 'C may want to
install permanent cOmbustable gas detectors with
alarms in all occupied and/or enclosed structures, to
monitor the potential accumulation of methane gas.
The critical level of measurement for the purpose of
this monitoring should be the CAL OSHA established
standard for combustable gas in confined areas, of zp
percent of the "lower explosive limit' (LEI.).
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lenciatorv ::;i:Idings of 5istn1ticance

:he subject proposal Should not , degrade tne quality rif :ne
environment provided :tie applicant compiles witn the identified
gation measures.
with•respect to the issues of groundwater-quality and methane gas
migration. compliance with tne outlined Measures will acnieve botn
tare and local environmental gnals by Identi:ying. containing. and
mitigating existing potential environmentai nazards.
L. • :he potential tor consideranie cumulative environmental impacts is
avottiea Oy compliance With me outlined conditions.
u.

Altnough the project may result in the temPorary exposure of humans
to potential healtn hazards. tnis impact is reduced to a less ttan
significant level witn iMpiementation or tne mitigation measures.

1. Landfill areas: non lane-tilled oulidabie areas as identified in the
project engineering and soils studies). and footprints of existing.,
under-,construction and 'approved buildings on the subject site shall be
clearly indicated 'on tne final map for each parcel.
2. Construction and development on subject site inCluding the landfill area
snail occur pursuant to all applicaole federal, state. and local
regulations.
U.

rhe applicant shall file a detailed (mete* and bounds) description of the
site including a map delineating :he boundaries of the landfilled area as
inentified Dy the project engineer, with the xecOrder of the County prior
to recordation of final map. •

4.

A

note shall be placed on the final map and on the deed for each of the
tour newly created parcels that states:
•

NOTE:

At leaSt some portion of this property is underlain by a former
solid waste dump. Percolation of stormwater runoff through
onsite landfill materials andi[intp groundwater has occurred
resulting. in some contamination.
Owner(s) are responsible for maintenance of the site, and may
be subject to inspection and regulation to prevent
environmental damage from the site, including leachate
migration. This responsibility could result in unforeseen
costs and increased liability for the owner(s) if any problems
are cited by state or local regulatory agencies.

5. Closure of the subject landfill area shill be"conducted in accordance
With all applicable governmental regulations.
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(.:lasure sha- ll be accomOlished unaer zne airect supervision or a
registered civil engineer or a certified engineering geologist and snail
be coordinated with the CRwQCS.
oaoping of the site 11.1cluding filling of depressions. grading, and
constructing pavement and drainage facilities to eliminate conditions
wnicn Currently allow percolation of stormwater runott througn the waste
materials and into ground water) shall ne compl .etea prior to recornation,
or the final map. to th /e satisfactioa of the CRwQC8 and the City
Engineer. A performance bond equal to tne . true cost atcapping tne size
nay oe postea with the City in lieu or completion of tnis measure, prior
to ruing tne final map. llhe applicant snail suomit an estimate prepared
oy a certified civil-engineer of the true cost or capping tne site. to
the satisfaction of the C:twQCS and the elty Engifteet. which small torn
the basis of the performance bond.
8. Open areas shall be graded to prevent water panning and to facilitate
run-oft from the old fill areas.
3.

leeding of the asphalt ; which may occur after tne chip seal is
constructed, shall be promptly controlled by sanding, at the .expense of
the Owner.

-

10.

The surface of the landfill shall be provided with a minimum gradient ai
recommendea oy the projectlengineer.

11.

Uroo inlets and collector Ilines to handle surface water runoff snail be
designed to accommodate future settlement, to the satisfaction of the
City Engineer.

12. The oWner of proposed Lot 0 shall be responsible for monitoring the
groundwater well (located on proposed Lot a) to the satisfaction of the
CKW(Xli, until such time as that agency deems the monitoring no longer
necessary. The results at this monitoring shall be submitted to the
OkwQCS for assessment, and further action if appropriate.

13. The well will be initially sampled and tested on a quarterly basis,
arranged to .coincide with the March and October groundwater elevation
measurements, currently made at two existing State wells in the vicinity.
14. The duration and frequency of the water quality 'testing shall meet with
the approval of the CIONCH.
15. Each of the newly-created parcels shall include necessary easements to
allow for installation, maintenance and/or monitoring of the groundwater,
well(s) and any other leachate control systems.
18. Prior to recordation of the final map, the applicant shall install on
each of proposed Lots A. B, and C a permanent methane gas monitoring
well, at a location approxilamtely halt the distance from any proposed (or
existing) structure and thel edge of the landfill boundary. The specific
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location and constructIon or these wellsoshall , be sub2ect to zne review
and approval of zne Sacramento LduntY ;tealzn Uepartment and tne
L:alitornia. waste Management Board. or otner dppropriate agency as
oy these entities.
17. Prior to recordation of the final map, the appLicant shall collect five
consecutive daily samples trom each of the monitoring wells. in order to
establish baseline gas levels. The results of tnis monitorinz snail be

sunlit:tad to tne Sac7nmeneo count: health. Uepar7men: tcr turner ac:Icn.
1: rieemed appropriate by that agency.
is. Tne owners or proposed Lots A, B. and c.; shall eacn separately and
respectively be responsible for monitoring their methane gas well on a
montnly . oasis.- until sucit times as tne saramento county heaitn
Oepartment finds it is no longer necessary. The results of this monthly
monitoring snail be suomitted to the Sacramento county health uepartment.
tor assessment. and curther action if deeMed agpropriace by that agency.
19. tach or' tne newly-created ;arcels shall. include the necessary easements
7o allow tor installation. maintenance. and:or immnitoring of gas Wellis)
ana.or control systems.
.2U. Notes shall he placed on the final map and on the deed for each of the
tour newly created parcels that state:

o

No excavation shall occur on this property unless said excavation is
monitored by a qualified professional engineer for the presence of
methane gas. to the satisfaction of the Sacramento County health
Uepartment and the Sacramento City Uepartment. or otner
appropriate agency as identified by these entities.
Nen::

At least some portion of this property is underlain by a
former solid waste dump. Landfill gas consisting mainly
of methane gas and carbon dioxide with odor causing agents
is generated in waste of this type. Gas with a high
methane concentration has been detected at this disposal
site during soil and engineering investigations for
development of warehouses and: a macnine yard. These
gases. if allowed to enter and accumulate in enclosed
spaces in buildings and utility structures cap cause fire
or explosion hazards.
Gases can migrate offsiteLand cause hazards or nuisances
on adjacent properties. The owner(s) of the disposal site
property (or any portion thereaf) could be liable for
damage and correction.
Land filled with solid wastes is subject to settlement of
a higher magnitude over a longer period of time than
undisturbed land or engineerd fill. Much of this
settlement is non-uniform or differential settlement and
can cause damage to surface.improvtments causing higher
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than normal repair and maintenance.
!he mitgnitude. rare.
or extent of this settlement can not be accurately
predicted.
f.Iwnerts)

are responsible tor maintenance of the site. and
may be subject to inspection and regulation to prevent
environmental damage from the site. including gas
migration. This responsiollity could result in Unforeseen
costs (such as correcciv.e or remedi . al action' and
increased liaoility for :ne owners] if any proolems are
cited by tate or local regulatory agencies.

The owners of proposed Lots A.
.
and C may want Co
install permanent combustable as detectors with alarms in
all occupied andior enclosed structures. to monitor the
potential accumulation of methane gas. The critical level
of measurement fOr tne purpose or this monitoring should
be the CAL USHA established standard for cOmbustaole as
in confined areas. of 2U percent of the "lower explosive
limit -

• HT:lr!pb
Attachments

.
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ATTAC2illENT A
(CUWEK EXV, LUS1vE LLMICI 4hASUMEMENn ue METHANL (JAS'
JACKSON P4OPEXT:V.S (PH5-Ia7)
dOKING NLMHEX
1

5

UtV,TH UV SONJA; (i.•T)

(VTI:xtAOLNO CI.LL)

15.5

3 :o 5/

0

20.0

11:

u

22.3

3i 20
5/ 85
5 to 8,1>100 (after 1 tour)

14.5

3 to Si

U

10.5

3 to 4;

20

3.5
7

UEFN ue

8.5

8 inches/ 20
12inchesi 100
8.5/

U

Personal communication with project engineer Uan Koelzer,
Septemoec 12. 1985. (Instrument calibrated at 1-100'4

ATTACHMENT A JACKSON PROPERTIES
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ATTACHMENT Id
STAY; RESEARCH REFERENCES
JACKSON PROPERTIES (Pb5-127)

Larry Nash. Senior Engineer - California Regional water Quality control Hoard.
Central valley Region (916)445-021U.
Josepn Spano, Area Engineer - California Regional Water Quality Control boar,a.
r:encrai valley Region 191S1445-u270.

Eric Maher. Associate Planner - California waste Management Board 1t322O4

Harry McGee. Associate Engineer - California Waste Management Hoard (916)323 -

Jesse Adams. waste Management Specialist
Hoard r91 b)322-0464, -

- California waste Management

Art S'eipel, Solid waste Specialist - Sacramento County Health uepartment.
Environmental Health branch (90)366-2101.

Uaniel Koelzer.-Project Registered Civil Engineer (29354)
Associates, Inc. (916)448-938t:

ATTACHMENT B ,JACKSON PROPERTIES

Field Engineering
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,EZED

1

RESOLUTION No.

r

Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of.
111

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING FINDINGS pp, FACT AND APPROVING
A TENTATIVE MAP FOR PRCP:RTY OCATE 7i. A7 7501 14TH

AVENfg

1
(.4211:

015.311-20)

WHEREAS. the City Council. on
MOvemter 5 1985
, held a public
,
hearing an the request for approval of a tentatiVe mapfor cropertv
1
7,,,—zfmr4
7A01
1,/,=nue
wHEREAS, all governmental and utility agencies affected by the development
of the proposed subdivision have been notified and given the opportunity to
respond:
1
J
wHEREAS. the City EnVironmental Coordinator has determined that the
proposed project will not have a significant effect on the environment. and
has provided notice to the public of the preparation of a Negative
Declaration:
„
1
,
1
il
WHEREAS: the Parcel Map Advisory Agency has submittedlto the City Council
its report and recommendations on the proposed 3qt:division:
1,
1 of the proposed
WHEREAS. the City Council has considered the' design
subdiviSion in relation to feasible future passive or natural heating and
•i
,
cooling opportunities; and
!
,
,
WHEREAS. the City Council has considered the effects. .hat approval of the
r
proposed subdivision wOuld have on the housing need e of the Sacramento
Metropolitan area and balances these needs againtt the public service needs
of City residents and available fiscal and environmental resources.
li
li

OF SACRAMENTO
NOW. THERE7ORE. SE IT RESOLVED BY THE. COUNCIL OF THeCITY
1
TBAT: J
1
•
I. The Negative Declaration has been prepared in compliance with CEQA.
and considered
State and City Guidelines, and the . Council has
o, reviewed
.
the .information coptalned therein.
,
2. None of the conditions described in Government Code Section 66474,
subsections (a) through (g) inclusive, eiist
with respect to the
J
;1!
Proposed subdivision.
I
,
1,
AI

Ii
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A note -snail be placed on the final map and on the deed for eacn of
the four newly createdf parcels that states:
NuTE: At least some lortxori of this property is underlain by a
Pert° tat ion of stormwater runot
tormer solid - waste dump
• through onsite landfill materials and into groundwater has
.occurred resulting in some contamination.
cwner!si are responsible for Maintenance of he site. and may
be suoject to inspection and regulation to prevent
environmental , damage from the site. including leachate
migration. This responsibility could result in unforeseen
costs and increased 1 tab i 1 ity for the owner's) if any
problems are cited by .State.. or 'local regulatory agencies.

closure of the subject landfill area shall be conducted in
attbrdance with all applicable governmental regulations.
Closure shall he accomplished under the direct supervision of 4
registered civil engineer or a certified engineering geologist and
shall be coordinated With the chwQCs.
1.

capping of the site (including filling of depresslons, grading, and
constructing pavement and drainage facilities to eliminate
conditions which currently allow percolation' of stormwater runoff
through the waste Materials and into ground water} shall be
completed prior to reCordation of the final map, to the satisfaction
of the CWQC and the City lingineer. A performance bond equal to
the true cost of canning the site may be posted with the City in
lieu of completion of this measure. prior to filing the final map.
The applicant shall silbftit an estimate prepared by-a certified civil
engineer of the true cost of capping the site. to the satisfaction
of the cmweleti and the City E:ngineer, which shall form the basis of
the performance bond.;

m.

Open areas shall bp graded to prevent water ponding and tá
facilitate run-off from the 014 fill areas.
"Sleeding" of the asphalt which may occur after the chip teal is
constructed. shall be promptly .controlled by sanding, at the expense
of the owner.

o.

The surface of the landfill shall be provided with a minimuM
gradient as recommended by the project engineer.
Crop inlets and col lettor lines to handle surface water runoff shall
be designed tb accommodate future settlement, to the satisfaction of
the City tngineer. !
The owner of proposed Lot U shall be responsible for monitoring the
groundwater well (located on proposed Lot d) to the satisfaction of
the CxwQCS. until such time as that agency deems the monitoring no
longer necessary. The results of this monitoring snail be submitted
to the UKWQCS for assessment, and further action if appropriate.
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3.

The prdposed subdivision. together with zne provisions for its design and
improvement. is Consistent with the City General Plan. and Chapter 40 of
the City code, which is a specific Plan of the City. oath the City
General Plan and the 193 East SroadwaY Community Plan designate the
subject site :or industrial useis).

4

he discharge of waste from the proposed subdi.vision into the existing
community sewer system will not result in vio1ation of the applicable
waste discharge requirements prescribed ay the califrorniaxegional
Quality control soard. Central valley Xegion in that existing treatment
plants have a 'design capacity adequate to service the proposed
subdivision_

5.

The design at the proposed subdivision pravides%'to the extent feasible,
for future passive or natural heating and Cooling. opportunities.
.'he tentative map for the proposed subdiviSion is hereby approved.
subject;o tne fallowing conditions *lion:Must, ae satisfied prior to the
filiag of the final map unless a different time for compliance is
snecitically noted:
-

a.

Provide standard subdivision iMproveMents pursuant to Section 40.31I
at the City Code:

b.

Prepare a' sewer and drainage study or the review and approval of
tne City Engineer;

c.

Locate existing sewer and water services;

d.

Show'reciprocal access, sewer. water and drainage easements on final
map: applicant shall provide a soils report:

e.

Comply with conditions resulting from City Engineer's review of
soils report on subject site:

f.

Landfill areas, non land—filled buildable areas (as identified in
the project engineering and soils studies), and footprints of
existing, under—construction, and approved buildings qn the subject
site shall be Clearly indicated on the final map for each parcel.
Construction' and development on subject site including, the landfill
area shall occur pursuant to all aPplicable federal, state, and
local regulations.

h.

The applicant shall file a detailed (metes and bounds) description
of the site including a map delineating the boundaries of the
landfilled area as identified by the 'Project engineer, with the
xecorder of the County prior to recordation of final map.
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some portion of tlis propElrtY is underlain by a .
former solid waste dump.
Lanai i 1 as consisting mainly of
methane gas and carbon dioxide with odor causing agents is
generated in waste of this type. cas t iMCCX:CCAY.Z.Ax.X.r.
concemixbactxmcdmrx. been detected at this dispoSad site during
soil. and engineering investigations for development of
warehouses and:a machine yard.
chese gases. if allowed to
enter and accuMulute in enclosed spaces in buildings and
utility structures can cause fire or explosion hazards.

NOTE: it least

..iases can migrate offsite and cause hazards or nuisances on
adjacent properties.
The owner(s) of the disposal site
property
or any portion thereof) could be liable for damage
and correction
,

Land filled with solid wastes is subject to settlement of a
nigher magnitude over a longer period of time than
undisturbed land or engineer d fill. Milan of this settlement
is non-uniforM or differential .settlement and can cause
damage to surface improvements causing higher than normal
repair and maintenance. The magnitude. rate or extent of
this settlement; can not be accurately predicted..
Cwner(s) arer...i4p.-ons4ble or maintenance of the site.. and
may be subject to inspection and regulation ta prevent
environmental damage from the site . . including gas migration.
This responsib4ity could result in unforeseen costs (such as
corrective or remedial action) and increased liability for
the owner(Si if any problems are cited by State or local
regulatory agencies.
1
The owners of proposed Lots A. 8. and C may want to install
permanent combustable gas detectors with alarms In all
occupied andior enclosed structures, to monitor the potential
aCcUmulation ;of methane gas. The critical level of
measurement tori the purpose of this monitoring should be the
CAL OSHA established standard for combustable gas in confined
areas. of 20 percent of the ."lower explosive limit" (LL}.

Mayor
ATTEST:

' city Clerk
P85-127

' in cancenZticrt4 ,-bcve the' Lpwet expio.sive Limit

Ile..Cita.Yie

have
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r.

The well will be initially sampled and tested on a quarterly basis.
arranged to coincide with the Marcn and October groundwater

elevation meatUreMents currently made at c'Wo existing Sta.tR wells in
the
vicinity.
,
S.

vhe duration ana frequency of the water quality testing shall meet
with the. approval of the L;mwqcs.
of the newt.y-created parcels shall include necessary easements
to allow tar Installation. maintenance an or monitoring of :fte
graunawater:Well(s' and any ocher leachate.contral systems,

u-

Prior to recordation of tne final map. :he applicant shall install
on each of praposea Lots A. 6. and C a permanent methane gat
monitoring well. at a location approXiamtaly halt the distance from
any proposed (or existing' structure and the edge of the landfill
boundary. Thaspecific Location and. construction of these wells
stall be subject to the review and approval of the Sacramento
!.:ounty heal:n Department and the Caldfornia waste Management hoard.
or other appropriate agency as identified by these entities.

V.

Prior to recordation of the final map. :int applicant snail collect
five consecutive daily samples from each Of tne monitoring wells, in
order to establish baseline gas Levels. The results of this
monitoring shall be submitted to the Sacramento County health
Department for further action. if deemed appropriate by that agency.
The owners of proposed Lots A. d, ana' C shall each separately and
respectively be responsible for monitoring their methane gas well on
a monthly basis, until such times at the Sacramento County health
Department f inds it is no longer necessary. The results of this
monthly monitoring shall be' submitted to the Sacramento County
Health Department for assessment, and further action if deemed
appropriate by that agency.

x.

Each of the newly-created parcels shall include the necessary
easements to allow for installation, maintenance, and/or monitoring
of gas well(s andior control systems.

7-

Notes shall be placed on the final map and on the deed for each of
the four newly created parcels that state:

shal l , occur on this property unless said
excavation. is monitored by a qua]. i,lect prbessional engineer
for the presence of methane gas, to the satisfaction of the
Sacramento County health Departmentand the Sacramento City
t'ire Department, or other appropriate agency as identified by
these entities.

No excavation

o

.
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RESOLUTION NC).

85555
-

Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
JUL 2 3 1985

RESOLUTION ESTABLISEING A WORK PLAN FOR TEE
CITY OF SACRAMENTO TOXIC SUBSTANCES COMMISSION
BE TT REWLVZO by the Council of the City of Sacramento asfollows:
That the following work plan :is established for the City of
Sacramento Toxic Substances Commission ("Commission") pursuant to
Section 2.342 of the Sacramento City Code:
WORK PLAN
The City Council, while recognizing that the Commission will be
required to respond to unanticipated.- requests which .may affect its
Long-Term 'work plan
work schedule, establishes the following
for the Commission. All time requirements extressed herein commence
with the initial organizational meeting of the Commission.

1. Review and reCommend revisions to the initial LonTrTerm. Work
Plan. Two months.'
2. Review, evaluate and report to the City Council on the
implementation of the Sacramento City Right-to-Low Ordinance
(Chapter 71 of the Sacramento City Code). Three months.
3. Review, evaluate and report to the City Council on the
implementation of the Sacramento City Underground Storage Ordinance.
Four months.
.4. Make recommendations to the City Council with respect to
each of the following subjects:
(a) The status of toxic substances generation, handling,
storage, treatment and disposal at McClellan Air Force Base.
Five months.
Co) The City's role, if any, in-identifying and pursuing the
cleanup of abandoned sites in or a"ing the City of
Sacramento in which toxic substances may be present. Six months.
Cc) The City's role, if any, in regulating small generators of
hazardous waste and household consumers of toxic substances, or edu
catihg 'such users about the risks of their activities and safer
alternatives. Ten months.
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
327 SEVENTH STREET, SACSAmENTO, CAL:FORNIA 95814
i 916) 440-6141
SUSAN R. ZIEGLER, DIRECTOR

C.r/

Peoruzr, ,

IPS7

3 i- - c7smento
Po'scm City '.7zurc!I,

RECEVED

•

;lanning :OMM! ,13;CMS.
SaC71M41t:', Area Council

APR 2 9 1367
o4 1:,c9ernmentz.,

Sacramento metrcoolitan •hamter •.1-+ Commerce,
Sacramento C:unr.y Par Bureau.,
%:tnen interested groups and farties.

Planning

F..:san P. :eger.
:lann nd

7:ecartmert

;sn
Cc...rr

ea

--Ncar7ment

SACRAMENT. ° COLtrY IMPLEkNTATrON ?ROGRAM FOR A8 2948
F:ummzr ,,

's
7vancement.

t ,owards :vrior -ehensiq statew , ce hazardous waste

ten, the14sis7ation , recA.“res an acdountIng
t!-14
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that
stream.
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a complete 1:::i.Jrrting h4 hazardous waste, while using the inal in4ormation to
eveiop oncgrams or the rescionsiole handling :14 hazardous waste in Sacramento .
COurlf.y.
rP: 3 t an dar ds
Biting standards ::mccnent o4 the ;Ian ,,T:
.:•:,CarHrig hazardous waste treatment and dispdsal
,o4 this
nd standards studY
a!] 41ctcrs which shouid be h4 one
release 04 haoartous
7hiS E7UCY
transportation, envir:-;menta damage,
:r:r3r.71:7;72t ei
--

ronmental

- -Hydrogeoiogic

etc..

nospirais.

4 t:tor3

4 actor'

irf mace
-;aoH;t:es. The Or-mary ::moonent
ana:,s,B. This anavt,.;3
i4 tnere ;3 s sc:1' or ac:.:elYta
contrzer eqicuat;on. emi-;en.c,
and
fl,7,-.7.4rm

schools, :son',

4loodolains, senve natitats,

;

(shallow groundwater, :drous Bolls, d,-edger ta!

and

rigs,

=ontunatel/, .th!s stud: , has zee large' , ::mcleted 4or the unincorporated area o4
i:ne : 4. the recomMendatihns :ncluted , n the redent .1 , adopteiZ'
•-iadardous
Element...h... the Sacramento ::uht. ::;eneral
an
;er 4 onm a :dnstraints
natardous materials imoadts
•cns!der:ng transportation, .ground water suodlY, reent!si areas',
erv . rdnmental ardtec.ipn, and sensitive 4aci1itiel."

II

11

The Sacramento Cdunty ;Tanning and CoMmunity Clevelooment ::"edartmer!t
this constraints anarxs;s as soon as oreliminarY apcnoval o4 the Haoartous riater , als
'Element was gi , en bY the Edard 04 SuoenvLsons in November o4 1;S6.
— :7. 4 constraints
nspo,ng s complete, trd .onlx the write-'.:o :4 the neaylts remains. All :mat
necessary to ,con.!ert tnil hazardo4s materials nandring c:astrants st:Jdt , ' to the
coUhtywide hazardoul waste odnstraints
].3 ta map the same honstraAn:ts 4tpr tne
: ties o4 Sacramento, FoIsoM, Galt, and Isletbn. The planning departments o4 thele
4 our citjes thduld hel: compile this in4ormatibn,. and then the Saorame,ntb
Cur
. ;anhing L"eoartment will add it to the maps whicn na;o: alread been pneoared.
:^s, c,e53

:t
./ery unusual in CalL4ornia or local land use dec.sions tO
ar , wae, as lonl as lega l. and brozedura7 repuireMents are met. However. 0;.2 2; 4S 7ai
4or appeal cl4 local de:isions to tne State :4 :affi 4 or .--a.
s
itIte Permits neoessanY to operate a 4ac.l:ity nave :_em obzlined,
decisionmaXers deny the appicant permission to site the 4atilit,
--An apoication

.: Tts• a land QS?

tne envirdnmenta7 impact

.?Ci.SiCM t.11 site the 4.1clit -/ is denied te4:re

rocs is czmalete,

—417 State oermits ne , cessarx to operate a 4acility have teen .2tta:nAld and
C7,C11 10Or'Ova1 7.5 Snarte::. but c:nditions 04 approval are 2: tur: ,inSCM.e .

I.
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7he Sacramento CountY goard s4 Suser. , isors will ,osnsider a resolution 0.; intent to
hslement this leg:slatisn on =.?^ruarY 2 4 .
should c:nsider :4 the wisn ts be involved in tris process.
rne City 3e'ettitn
::mmittee snculd also pe aware o+ the need to nsminate• memoers to tine =st , isory
MMentS t: ?Ale Scar •r : to tne 'riealltn or Planning seportments are
::MM:t7e9.
welcome.
:4 additional in4cirmation or a short worKshot on the legislation is
ease contact:
oesired,
ste.J9 lrracy
County: Planning
44 0-i!41

'en St'Jart
County ',44alth

'4 anassmemt
'The •ria:ardous ;Alaste 'Ianacement Plan is t: be a ocmprenensii,e acosunting and analysis
'This does not mean tnat a' . waste
7'1 e ni:ir-2CUS waSte ::".r91M in the county.
:n
moweer, tne zlan
e ::un.ty must be treated or :;:0 ,:S4: o4 nfri.
:4y wnere and how this otcurs at the srelent time. and prouide metnods
at ;east
is .usti=iaS:e.
t:wards treatment and disposal within tne ::unty t4
to
ma,;sr ::mcionents :4 !his o:an
= :etailed inoentory o 4 ha:Str•: ,ni waste .::ereratec in 11,v:71.JMir, ::
all
:ane.:Cen.:a.
Enoulo
...cis!e stream, and a :reixdcwn o 4 the cli 44 +int waste
::71!r;:utrs
7.2 e s ,..soerit
iCI:3.
= descristisn :4 tt':e
na:ar:sus waste,
"'This wsuld indioate , what o!_antities o4
::4 4 enent types.
0r the ar
waste ire recYcleS or ,reclaimed, d: 500:4,t •4 inte se
treated or disooseo 14 in the county, stored snsite at 4acilities in tne •
county, or snissed to :
1
.4 treatment or disposal' 4acilities.
-

:4

the pstential 4cr reducing or recYcling

hazardous waste.

=n analysis o4 tne capacitY o 4 eiiHsting trea'tmen: =acilities in the
A siting
and the need and potential 4or additional +aoiliti41,
standards study must Oe per=ormed to 4ind :OSEiT:c iscaticns 4cr
treatment and disossal 4aciiities , see "Siting Standards'. belsw).
o4 ha:ardous waste orsduced by house.. :s in-: !ma
pusinesses.
4sr :he management •4 na:ardcJJE waste and siting 4aci 1 ities. and
sonedule =sr implementing the : . an.
4or iroustry and
4ioartous Waste :".anlgement Plan will te I •e("Y
prsvide the in 4 ormatisn tnat will
cvJernment within Sacramento County.
cisossal
a' -z
4 or ;rine- disposal. assure geed decisions about siting treament an
ri
4 acilities. ind
, ncioate wnere reduction and recycling . measures ore 4 els:cle.
: 4 41ite na:artous waste 4acilitY is nol: tt be estaolisned i4 it is incvsilitent wftn
the ;Ian, inc:uding the siting stanoarts.
7 h13
:he irventorY may ce based •n imper4ect sr skttony inisrmatior.
.4 1:1 :m2rz u .! as the .3e 4 u ■ ne53 o4 the document se::mes ocparent. and is mcre
and
:und storage tan l4,
tnrsu:h und
::mpletc records oecome vii!:a.0 1
t:
"
ii:s
The
E . t't
itit4 :4:1 - 77, 4°1!
?
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Aa 27-:S sets aside 310 mil :ion 4rOm c4-, snore oii revenues to 1:und the preparation o•!:
the nadantous materials management plans.
P ,Jnoing s : come in three
disbursements, at six-month !ntervali, commencing on jul/ I,
=:locations wil
:e cased ucon the estimated luantHty . o4 nazarcous waste thlt is generated il easr.
1733 Department :4 Heith Ser. , ices EZuCY est:mated that ITC.000 tons
nazardous waste were produced :n Sacramento County ar.nualy
manarec At on-s!te
:n tne 4a
.4 unding schedule i0OrO•!4..1
:eglilature, count.es
w;tn annua: hazardous waste
cu
on tetween ITC,...1 00 and 150.r.;00 ton: are to
•
•e•elooing a Hazardous Waite Management P!;(1.
Funds to implement the
an can t., 4 provided ::, :axing o.!;-;-site hazardous waste
es an amount up to 10% o4,their annual gross receipts.

7?..e 1; ,zilow , ng scnecule ,:prepared by 5ta44 to
City
Commiss:dn) out:ines . the ma4or ceadlines kar!t!3n :nZO

Sacramento 7oxios

7=8:K
-larcn :1, 1987

I
June

Q. 1PS7

:ecemben 2:, :987
.laro.n ?I, l'PSS

September O. 17SS

Cotoder I,

ISS

Count? must not;.4 :, citieT and DOHS
intent to molement
2P48.
:OHS distriO.Jtes q:uidelines and
;n4ormation on generation.

I . Count? re'eases dra4t Plan.
ACv!iOrY

Committee :onducts public
hearinos on drat Plan, and OOHS
comments on rprat Plan.

County

releases revised Plan, approved by
local bOdies.

County surnits 4inai P 7 an to DOHS.

December 21, :788

DOHS approves 4irial Plan.

7.:! days allter approval

Count' enacts an ordinance, or
incorporates Plan •nt: .,3eneral Plan.

te Possible to acceierate'this sonetu'e in Sacramento Cot?, ceoluse
i:!insiQe o
irinar wcrk that hIs already :een done.

.,
o4'

ne

ConcHsion
an eice — e- -. state"untedport:n.t , .;:r al: the ;u-,sdictions in
Sac - anent: :oc.nts, to worK togetne , :n
. - 1:n can
t :ndustni, the
en- - onment. and al: res dents .t.:1
'ock
:punt , .
tz .zur :zooer, at:cn

n
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l'

I:ate permitz nedeisary to operate a!! l'adility

ac:r-naY

:1

nay ,' teen , :c!!...
approua1 do nd ,.. acivj At e

-3r7+C.

Protect put!ic nea'tn.
-'

c-

will te eir
Y
!even-temper panel
as speci4ied tr act:7:1:st, This'apt.eal

.

loPeals

,Ancn Hno!::;de.,1
:oar: will
hearings, and issue an oplidn on theiopel.
1--te

't:a;
vPerturn

Ct . S

the loCal decision dr17 , 'Amen the

s,gni4;;cant enoirtnmental, impacts :4'914 prootsed 'hazartvri wattte
;admty cin te mitigated:

:41F7'1

,5

.Z1 ,9

management plan:.
▪

the

count's , llcardcu,s

iTternative locations nave teen c.nldered.:.

-t-=

;Cr

77i

pr:Ject

nai

Peen teMons ,traer...;.„Bo

"2:%34d

=

1 ,14 vi3Cry

crep,ar!rc:.

.41:n

Z:Mr111!7Se

*ate.

:4;!7

r, eg!onaH

Clur
ant aCMIniSte7:'tp: the ; 1 .i-1.1,
tne ioard :4 Suo . erv.sors. and the citiel !n

e

-

.,

ins:1

the czunty.

7ne memco7.s:o

- -!.;.n industry repreeentatHs:

entn , dnmental grout representitlwe:
•

ou'o7;:

repreaentative;

zits/ representatue

appo:nted by the

Ct:!, Selection ComMittee;

memters as Pcssit;e with exzert , ae ln hazardous
gedlogy, engineern4, and water

ComMittee
on
ea
::r1m , !te.l.

mempers will advise sta44. the
reHa:ing to the

will also noi:
c-; the Plan.

c-

Suter:;adra,

wazte mana;eme-t
1:ni e
P7in.

outiAt meetin g s

r 4. 3:7t 1:23• . :turin 4; lte

:°•1 1 :"Er"

:nta
c - oqiiions 4or
Council o4 ',:d9ernmentz to precire
aro:us waste management plan. The Sacramento :=rea :tunci;
T": ,Sou,ernments
. - tends to trepare sucn
p!in.
will of :rc:encec ,rimar"!! to set, .,,e
Ea Er
Hisrmat;on sourte 4cr the

7:al-

C.42 1 ,

n the Si4CCG e. e;!:rt,

!n:rmat , cn in the Sacramento Count/
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NORMAN L GPIS & ASSOCIATES
2655 FRANKLIN MEET
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94123
TELEPHONE_ (4):928-.34

‘ , an iFrancisco Chronicle 5an,477

,,

jun.

78. 1986

Feinstein 's Signing

Toxic-Test Law
Goes on the Books
By Swiart Sward

Mayor Dianne Feinstein
signed landmark legislation
yesterday requiring developers
along San Francisco's waterfront to test for toxic contamination before construction.
No other city in the nation has a
similar law on the hooka. but several
are talking of copying San Francs new ordinance in same for=
"I think were still in the Dark
Ages about the i=pact of chemicals
on the land, and this legisiation,provides a step out of the Dark Age."
Feinstein said in an interview.
The measure, which won the
Board of Supervisors unanimous
approval on Juzie 9. will require
businesses in the city's traditional
industrial zone to test for toxic materials 11 construction disturbs at
least 50 cubic yards of soil. '
The zone is generallyAoCateci
south and east of Telegraph Hill..
Cleanup under a state-approved plan is required If contamination is Sound. The city will double-check to make sure that state
requirements are met.
The biggest project in the test. ing zone is Santa Fe Pacific Realty
Co.'s r.millior. Mission Bay develop- .
merit_
Mission Bay officials said they
have yet to conduct toxic soil tests
on their site- Like other major de-

velopers. Mission Bay did not actively oppose the ordinance_
Supervisor Bill, Maher, author
of the law, has received queries
from several cities interested in the
measure. uscluding Atlanta, Chicago and Sacramento.
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(Building Permit).

.

2

AmENDING PART II, CHAPTER 1c) (PUBLIC WORKS CODE) OF THE SAN

3

FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 (INCLUDING SECTIONS

1000 TO lui4) TmtKETy A0) Antow,
CODE) OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL CODE BY AMENDING SECTION
302(o) THEREOF, REQUIRING APPLICANTS FOR CERTAIN BUILDING PERMITS

6

TO ANALYZE THE SOIL FOR THE PRESENCE OF HAZARDOUS WASTES.

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San

9

10 1 Francisco:
Section 1. Part /I, Chapter 10 (Public Works Code) of the

11

12

I

San Francisco Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding Article

13

1

20, including Sections 1000 1'td 1014, thereto to read as follows:

14

15

NOTE: All sections are new.

16

' ARTICLE 20
ANALYZING THE SOIL FOR HAZARDOUS WASTES

17
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec,
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

la
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1000. Definitions.
1001. Analysis Required.
1002. Soil sampling and Analysis.
1003. Soil Analysis Report.
1004. Permit Approval.
1005. Certification.
1006. Comoleted Application.
1007. Authority to Adopt Rules and Regulations.
1008. Guidelines for Regulations.
1009. Applicability.
1010. Buyer Notification. .
1011. Nonassumotion o Liaoility.
1012. Permit Warning.
1013. Construction on City Property.
1014. ,Sevecapilitv.

26
27

Sec. 1000, DefinitiOns.

28

For the purposes of this article the following definitions
shall apply:

29
30

I / / /
1 St!PERVISOR MAUER
4/1/116
!
i
/

L

tr`Ori

`.1.Li!..1/NIC/:111
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1

'Certified Laooratory* shall mean a laporatory certified oy
the California Department of Health Services, pursuant to the
prOvi6.4on

nf tn:

Code, for analyzing samples for the presence of nazardous :waste.
5

'Director' shall mean the Director of : the Department of
Public Works of the City and County of San Francisco.
'Director of Public Health shall mean the Director of tne
Department of Public Health of the City and County of San

9
10

Francisco.
'Hazardous waste' shall mean any suostance that meets the

11

definition of hazardous waste in Section 25117 of the California

12

Health A Safety Code and Section 66690 of Title 22, California

13

Administrative Code and any hazardous waste as defined in the San

14

Francisco Hazardous Material's Discldsure Ordinance (Article 29,

15

an P. ranci.sco Fire Code).

16
17

Sec. 1001. .Analysis Reouired.

18

(a)

13
20
21
22
23
24

Appiicants for any building permit shall coMply with

the requirements of Section 1002 when
1. the permit is for . a construction ptO]ect tnat
involves the disturbance of at least 50 cuoic yards of soil: and
2. the parcel of land or part thereof' on whicn the
construction or part theteof , will occur is located:
(Al Sayward of the high:-tide line as indicated on

25

the Historic San Francisco Maps, prepared by the State of

26

California, State Lands Commission, State LandsDivision and

27

filed with the Recorder of the City and County Of San Francisco

28
29

pursuant to Chapter 1333 of the 1968 Statutes, as amended by tile
[
California Legislature, - for reference indon)unCtion with the Map

30

and description . of lands, sit. uated in th0 City and County of San
! SUPERVISOR •IER
4/1/6
I 'CAW Cr SWF.IVISCIS
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Francisco, that were trnnsferred to the City and county of San
Francisco under Chapter 133. The Director shall prepare and
din7
(13)

5

In any arrea of the City, and County of San

Francisco designated by the Director pursuant to Sectioh 100S.
(p)

The Director May waive the requirements imposed ny

this section if the applicant demonstrates that

the property has

een cfahtinuou . sly zoned as residential under the City Planning
Code since 1921, has been in residential use since that time, and
10

the Directot has no other

reason to believe that the soil may

contain hazardous wastes.:

;

(c)

12

Notwithstanditig the provisions ol subsection (a), the

Director has authority to require soil analysis pursuant to the

14

provisions of this article as part of any building perMit

15

'application when the Director

16

hazardous wastes may ne present

has reason to believe tna
in tne soli at tne cons.t•uction

site. •

18
19

Sec. 1002.

20

(a)

Soil Samolino and Analvsis.

The applica4 shall cause a site history for tne

21

property to oe prepared by an individual with tne reuuisite

22

training and experience as identified in the r.29u1ations of :he

23

oiiector adopted pursuant to Section 1003.

24

the site history, the applicant shall file , a copy of the sahe

25

with the- Director of Public Works, the Director of ?Unlit Health

25

and the certified laboratory.

27
20

(o)

Upon completion of

sna l geologist,
Tne applicant snail cause a profesio

civil engineer, or engineering geologi - t wnb Ls re7istered or

29

cert. ified oy the State Of CaIifcrnia or a cc

30

take samples of tne soi
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2

certified laooratory to analyze the soil saMples tb .determine the
1
pretence of hazardous wastes in tne soil. Tne following types of

3

analyses snail be conducteo:

4

1.- for inorlanit persistent and biOaccumullative 'oxic

5

substances as listed in Section 63699(o) of Title 22 of the

6

California Administrative Code;

7

2. for volatile organic toxic poll6taritS as listed in

8

40 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 122, Abpendik D., Table II:
1
3. for PCrisl

9
10

4. for pH levels:

11

5 for flammability;

12

6. for cyanides;

13

7. for sulfides;

14

B. for methane and other flammaule: gapes;
-!
Director
9..fot those hazaraaut wastes desi!9nateo—tne

15

pursuant to Section 1000 .:,

16

10. for any other hazardous waste that eitner the

17
18

Ditettor of Public Health or the certif ed ;lauot, atory, after an

19

examination of the site history has reason to ,cdriclude may oe

20

present on the site. The Director of Puulic Healtn snail make

21

any such determin a tion within 30 days of filing bY tne applicant

22

of the site history.
soil sampling shall me conducted in accordancewith

(c)

23
24

procedures for sampling soils approved my the Callifornia

25

Department of Health Services or the State Water Resources

26

Control Board and thn son Francisco Bay Regional , ■ :ater Quality
!

27

Control Board.
(d).

23
29

Samples shall ue analyzed u

in a. ,1.Tordnnce with rethodn for arialy7iTic

yied lapora'.ory

for the presence

4

oi
30 t

hn71r .i ous was ,"s ;Ipproved by tne Califoinia Department of

7ERVI:7C7 . MAHE!!
1/1/V
■
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Health Services ur toe state Water Resources Control Board and
2

the San Francisco Bay Regional iiater Quality Control Board.
1
Sec. 1003. Soil Analysis Report.

3

(a)
5
6

A report preparea oy tie. persons conducting the sail

sampling and analyses shall uu suomitted to tne Director and the
.

Director of Puolic fiealth., The report snail include the
following information;

1

the names and addresses of tne persons and tne
9
10

certified lauoratory that Conducted the soil sampling, tne soil
analysis and prepared the report;

11
12

2. an explanation of the sampling and testing
methodology;

13

3, the results.of:tne soil analyses;

14

4. whetner any ofHtne analyses Conducted indicate the

15
/6

pretence of hazaraous.wastes. If so, tne report snail list the
1
nazardous wastes and,'for each, tne level detected and tne state

17

and federal minimum standards, if any;

18

5. tne state and iederal agencies to union tne presence

19

of the hazardous wastes nas ueen reported and tne date of the

20

report;

21

6. if no analyses were conducted pursuant to Section

22

1002(0)10, a statement that the certified laooratory, after

23
24

examination of tne site history,.nas no reason to concluae that
.
hazardous wastes other than tnose listed in Section 1002 were

25

likely to oe present. on. the site.

26

(b)

The Director of PutoliC Health shall determine whether

28

the site history, Soil sampling and analyses required by Section
1
1002 were conducted and whetner tne report required ay Section

29

1003(a) is complete. If the site nistory, soil sampling or

30

analyses were not conductea or the report does not comply with

27
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1

the requirements of this article, theDirector of '-Puolic Health
.4i."11 70

s nf teneiet

3

of the report, indicating the reasons the report is

4

unacceptaole. A copy of the notification shall be sent to tne

5

Director of Puolic Works.

6

(c)

7

the permit file.

The site history and report shall become a part of

8
Sec. .1004.

9

10

Permit Approval.

Once the Director of Public Health has determined tnat the

11

required site history, soil sampling and analyses were conducted

12

and the report contains the information required by Section 1003,

13

the Director of Public Works may approve or disapprove the

14

application suoject to the terms and limitations of this section.

15

(a)

If the report indicates that there arm no hazardous

16

wastes present in the soil, the Director of PuoliC Healtn shall

17

provide the. applicant and the Director of PublicA4orks with

18

written notification tnat the applicant has complied witn tne

19

requirements of this article. The Director of PUolic ',:orks may

20

thereafter approve or disapprove the building permit application.
(b)

21

If the report indicates that hazardous wastes are

22

present for whicn there are no quantitative federal or state

23

standards, the applicant shall make a written request to the

24

applicaole agency for a written determination as to wnethec a

25

site mitigation plan is required. The applicant shall submit a .

26

copy of this request and any written determination to the

27

Director of Public Works and the Director of Public Health. Upon

29 ( receint of a written determination that a site mi.tigation plan is
29

20 !

no r9uir , d, tne Direc'or of Public Work may thereafter approve
dirarrrevo tht, nti.ldiflC permit application.
Page Gu. 6
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(c)

If the report indicates that tbe level of any

hazardous waste exceeds quantitative federal or state minimum
1.2 a dr.--.'rMiha-n linder

insect ion (o) that a

site mitigation plan it required, the applicant snail do the
5

following before the Director , of Puolic .works may approve or

6

disapprove the building permit application;
suomit a site mitigation plan to and ootain approval

1.

The

8

of that plan from the appropriate state or federal agency.

9

applicant shall suomit a copy of the site mitigation plan to the

10

.Director of Public Works and the Director of Public Health and

11

indicate the date the plan was submitted to the state or federal

12

agency;
•

13

complete the site mitigation in compliance with all

2.

The Director of Puolic

14

the requirements imposed by that agency.

15

Works may issue any permits necessary for the applicant to carr

16

out the site mitigation plan; and
complete the certification proc.edure set tor - n in

.3.

17

After receipt of the certification req.aired by

18

Section 1005.

19

Section 1005, the Director of Public Health snail provide tne

20

applicant and the Director of Public Works with writ - en

21

notification that the applicant has complied with the

22

requirements of this article.
(d)

23

If the state or federal agency has not determined

24

whether site mitigation it necessary within VC6 months from the

25

date the applicant seeks a determination from the state pursuant

26

to subsection (b) herein, or the state or federal agency has not

27

approved or disapproved the site mitigation plan witnin 12 months

28

from the date the plan

29

Works

30'

insutq a

was

submitted, the Department of Puolib

snail notify the City Attorney and the City Attorney may
legal proceeding against tne property owner and the

SUPERVISOR MAHER
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4

with the processing of the application until the site mitigation

5

plan has been approvld by the appropriate state Or federal agency

6

and the applicant has certified that the mitigation measures have

7

been completed.

8

(e)

9

For the purposes of completing the requirements of

this article, the time limitations set forth in Section
303(a)1.B. of the San Francisco Building Code do not apply.

10

11

Sec. 1005. Certification.

12

(a)

Upon completion of site mitigation, the applicant

13

shall certify under penalty of perjury to the Director of Puolic

14

Health that:
1. it nas performed all elements of tne mitigation plan;

15
and

16

2. it,has applied for and outained, tOtne extent

17
18

available, certification or verification from competent state and

19

federal authorities that mitigation measures have ueen completed

20

I

in compliance with the approved site mitigation plan and, wnere

21

required, it has conducted follow up soil sampling and analysis.

22

Copies of the state or federal verification shall oe submitted.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29 1
30

(o)

The certification from the applicaht shall

also

contain the following declaration:
The applicant recognizes that it has a riondelegable duty

to perform the work called for in the site mitigation plan;
that it, and not the City, is responsiole for compliance
with tne plan; that it, not the City, attests to and is
responsible for the accuracy of the representations made in
tne certification, and that it will continue to remain
liaole and responsiole, to the extent such liaoility or
responsioility is imposed uy state and federal law, for its
failure to comply with the site mitigation plan.'
The certification shall oecome a part of the permit file.
SUPERVISOR •AHER
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1

(c)

Certification by the competent state or federal

2

agency that mitigation measures have been properly completed

4

upon the Director of Public Health.

5
6

Sec. 1006. Completed Application.

7

No building permit application suoject to the requirements

8 . . of this article shall be complete, for the purposes of Government
9

Code Sections 65950 et seq., until the applicant submits to the

10

Department of Public Works Written notification from the Director

11

of Public Health that:
(a)

12

The Director of Public Health has reviewed and

13

accepted as complete, the soil analysis report required by Section

14

10.03, and

15

(b)

1.The report indicates tnat no state or federal

16
17

One of the following conditions is satisfied:

standards are exceeded, or
2. If the report indicates that hazardous wastes are

18
19

present for which there are no quantitative state or federal

20

standards, the Director of Puolic Health has received a written

21

determination from the appropriate state or federal agency that a

22

site mitigation plan is not required, or
3. If the report indicates that the level of any

23
24

hazardous waste exceeds quantitative state or federal minimum

25

standards or there is a determination under Section 1004(b)

26

a site mitigation plan is required, the Director of Public Health

27

has received certification from tne applicant in accordance witn

28

the provisions of Section 1005 that the site mitigation plan is

29

approved and tne mitigation is completed.

that

30
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Sec. 1007.
(a)

Authority to Adopt Rules and Reoulations.

The Director may adopt, and may thereafter amend,
ni.r7c7r.

4

necessary to implement the provisions and intent ca:f tnit

5

ordinance and not inconsistent therewith. The cults, regulations

6

and guideline's shall be consistent witn the purpose of this ,

7

article. A 'public hearing shall be held prior

S

any amendment of the rules, regulations andguidelines. In

9

addition to notices requited by law, the Director shall send

to

the adoption or

lo

written notice, at least 15 days prior to the hearing, to any

11

Interested party who sends a written request to the Director for

12

notice of hearings related to the adoption of rules, regulations

13

and guidelines pursuant to this section.

14
15
. 16

In developing such regulations, the Director shall
consider, inter alia, state and federal statutes and regulations
pertaining to - hazardous wastes with the purpose of coordinating

17

local regulations with them. The Director shall Submit to tne

18

Department of Public Health proposed rules, regulations and

19

guidelines not less than 30 days prior to the hearing.

20
Guidelinet for Regulation's.

21

Sec. 1008.

22

Rules, regulations and guidelines may address among otners,

23

the following subjects:

24

Minimum standards for acceptaole sitehistories. The
le
minimum standards shall be designed to assist int rested persons

25

(a)

26

including . , but not limited to, the Director, of Public Works, the

27

Director of Puolic Health, otner state and local public agencies

28

and certified testing laooratories, to evaluate wne'ner analyses,

29

other than thote required by Section 1002(o)1 tnrCugn 1002(b)9,

30

must be conducted to detect the presence in the sbil of hazardous

SUPERVISOR mAHER
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Wastes and to determine what analyses are appropriate.

(0)

Minimum education and experience requirements for the

Making this determination, tne Director snail consider. relevant
5

those academic disciplines and practical. experiences which would

6

qualify an individual to evaluate a property in San Francisco and

7

identify prior uses made of the property that may oe relevant in

8

determining whethet there are hazardous wastes in the soil and

9

what analyses, if any, are appropriate to identify them.
(c)

10

Precautionary, measures to minimize long-term exposure

11

to hazardous wastes that cannot be removed or are not required to.

12

De removed by the Site mitigation plan. The Director shall

13

consult - with the Department of Public Health in preparing the

14

precautionary measures
(dl . The designation of areas in tne City, in addition to

16

the area described in Section 1001(a)2(A), where the Director has

17

reason to otlieve that the soils may contain hazardous wastes and

18

the designation of the analyses specified in Section 1002.(o) that

14

shall be conducted in each , area.-

(e)

20

The designation of additional hazardous wastes, other

21

than those listed in Section 1.002(u)1 through 1002(b18, for wnich

22

analyses must bt conducted. The designation shall o, oased on a

23

determination by the Director that there is a reasonaole oasis to

24

conclude that such other hazardous wastes may be in the soil.

25

The designation may be made applicable to a specified area or

26

areas of the City or city-wide as deterMined by the Director.
(f)

27

The exclusion of hazardous wastes from the analysis

23

requirements set forfth in ,Section 1002(o) 'upon a daterminatiOn,

29

in consultation with the Department of Puolic Healh o '..nat the

30

/ / /
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4

hazardous waste does not pose a significantpresent „or potential
2

hazard to human health and safety or to theknyironment.

4

Sec. 1009. ,Abolicabilitv.

5

The provisions of this article shall hot apply
to ouilding
. 1

6

permit applications filed less than one hundred and twenty (1,10)

7

days after the effective date of the article.

8
9

Sec. 1010. Buyer Notification.

10

The seller or the seller's agent involved in the said or

1I

exchange of any eeal property within the C i ty and County of San

12

Francisco snail provide a copy of this ordnance t o the buyer or

13

buyersandsnall:00t.ainavrittenreceiptf:romitnebuyer or

14

buyees acknowledging receipt of a copy of he ordinance. Failure

15

to give notice as required by this sectiosnalljnot excuse or

16

exempt the ouyer of the property from compiancell wi.h the

17

requirements of this ordinance.

18
19

Sec. 1011, , Nonassumbtion of Liabilikv.

20

In undertaking to require certain ouilding permit

21

applications to include soil analyses for the presence of

22

hazardous wastes, the City and County of S.In FtanCisco is

23 I assuming an undertaking only:topromotethegenetal welfare.

It

26

is not assuming, nor is it imposing on itself or'on its officers
1
and employees, an obligation for breach of which1 it is liable in
money damages to any person wno claims tnat such breach

27

proximately caused injury.

24
25

28
29

/ / /

30

/ / /
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1
2

Sec. 1012.

All building permits iSsued oy the Central Permit Bureau

1

crin"t.
T.

4

5
6
7
8

10
II

13
14
15

Permit aarn1n.7.

r**1 net!

WkRNIUG
Pursuant to Article 20 of Chapter 10, Part II or the San
Francisco Municipal Code (Puolic Works Code), certain
building permits may be issued only after the permittee
analyzes the soil for the presence of nazardous wastes and,
where applicable, seeks approval of mitigation measures
from federal and state authorities and completes the site
mitigation. No officer, employee, or agency of the City
conducted the soil sampling and analyses or the site
mitigation or checked or verified them for accuracy,
reliaoility or adnerence to protocols. In issuing this
permit, neither the city nor any of its officers or
employees make any representation tmat tne soil on or about
tne site is free from 'tne presence or hazardous wastes,
Nor does the City's implementation of tnis process relieve
any person from tneir duties and responsioilities reluting
to nazardous waste contamination unuer state and federal
law. Weither soil analysis pursuant to Article 20 of tne
Puolic Works Code nor the issuance of this permit is
intended tO alter,.extinguisn, or transfer tnese
responsibilities.

16

Sec. 1013.

17

All departments, boards, commissiOns and agencies of the

Construction on City Prbo,.!r - v.

18.

City and County of San Francisco tnat authorize construction or

19

improvements on land under tneir juriseiction unuer circumstances .

20

where no building permit needs.to me obtained from the Central.

21

Permit Bureau shall adopt rules and regulations to insure tnat

22

the same site history, soil sampling, analyzing, reporting, Site

23

mitigation and certification procedures as set forth in tnis

24

article are followed. The Directors of Public Works and of

25

Puolic Health snail assist the departments, fleeces, commissions

26

and agencies to insure that these requirements are met.

27
28

Sec. 1014.

29

If any section, subsection, subuivision, pacagrupn.,

30

sentence, clause or pnrase , of tilis article or any part tnereof,
SUPERVISOR MAHER
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1

is for any reason to be held unconstitutional or invalid or

2

ineffective oy any court of competent )urisdictioni such decision

3

Rholl nnt affect the valid-f.ty or offoctivoness of the remainina

4

:portions of this article or any pat thereof. The Board of

5

Supervisors hereny declares tnat it would have passed eacn

6

.section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or.

7

phrase thereof irrespective of the fact that any one or mare

8

sections, subsections, suudivitions, paragraphs, sentences,

9

I!clauses or phrases be declared unconstitutional ori, invalid or

10

:ineffective.

11
Section 2. Part II, Chapter 1 (Building Code) of the San

12
13

Francisco Municipal Code is hereoy amended. by amending Section

14

302(b) thereof to', read at follows:'
VOTE: Additions or substitutions are Underlined: .
deletions are indicated oy ((douuiv pur..2n-neses)).

16
Sec. 302(o) Plans and Specifications.' Unless waived oy the

17

18I Superintendent, plans, specifications, design calculations,
19

geotecnnical 'reports and other documents and data shall oe

20

submitted with the application to substantiate tnat tne building

21

will comply with applicaole codes and regulations. Scion

22

documents may be required to oe Prepared under tne responsiale
charge of an engineer or architect licensed by tie F.tate to

24

practice as such, and to oe signed by said,architect or

25

engineer. The signatures may consist of an Original signature on

26

the first sheet of each set of documents', and a facsimile stamp

29 : plus the registration seal of the desian professiOnal on tno
27.
28 1. balance of the sheets.
Two complete sets of plans and specificatiOns, and one set
30

of design calculations and other documen-s, znall 0. suomitted.
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1
2

ii.i1Jiriq permi

appliCe!- ions, and for alteratlon perrnL

applic4tions Witn a valuation exceeding $$ million,. tne applicant
p7tz 11 ,^v trig. approving

4

sguncies. For tnis option, four complete sets of plans and

5

specifications mus - ue suumitted.

6

Tne reuuirements lor plans or specitications May be waived,

7

pro,: ided tna' the nature and 'extent of tne proposad .cons-ruc'ion

8

can ue clearly Oescriped in wriinq, and sucn a description

9

filed ui,.tne application.

10

Te reduirements of Atticle 20, Cnaoter

is

U of Part

11

the Si'1 ?ranciscn Municioal Code (Punlic Wor)(s Code) relating to .

12

analv.zinc he soil for the presence of nazatdoul was - eS nonly to

13

all an:c1Cca*ions, excent as otnerwise'provided 'herein,

14
Is ,

16 -

fU FO kpit
-

GEUitQC L'!%jt;I:,

City

ttorn

17 ;
18 .
..depu'y

A -.torney

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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TABLE 6_3
ELEMENTS CF A COMPREEENSIVE RAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PLAN
(Submitted to Local Government by Industy)

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT
• racility description
• Hazardous materials inventory including throuthput information
• Process description(s)
• Description of operational procedures for routine handlinc of hazardous
materiels, including delivery and pickup procedures
• List of current source reduction, recycling/reocvery:and treatment technolocies employed per waste street
• Materials balance analysis per Chemical (estimate of how much of each
chemical is emitted into the air, discharoed into sewer/s=face
disposed, recycled and/or becomes part of endproduct)
• identification of portion of materials whose fate Oannot be determined
thrcuch .the materials balance analysis
• Based on results of the materials balance analysis, .identification of
waste reduction coals for air emissions, wastewater discharoes and hazardous wastes destined for land disposal, by both volume and .hazart .
indicators
• Description of waste reduction technologies/practices to accomplish the
above goals, along with timeline
• Economic assessment of current and proposed pollution control/waste reduction methods
• Projected off site waste manacement disposal needs
• Listing of offsite hazardous waste hauler
• Listing of onsite and cffsite retyclino, treatment and land disposal
facilities used
• Listing cf contract labs used for environmental analyses
• Listing of current environmental permits and their status
• Assessment of current compliance with relevant hazardous materials laws
at the local/state/federal levels
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,TABLE 6-3
ELEMENTS OF A CDMPREHENSIVE HAZARDCUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PLAN
(Continued)

EMERGENCY PREVENTION AND PR.AREEE
NSS .

• Site description and facility map
• Oetailed descripticn cf types ard locaticrs cf hazardcus materials and
their storage methcds (storage map); demonstration cf prcper labeling,
storace and separation cf materials; demonstraticn cf compliance with
storage ordinance
• Damonstraticn cf special hardlirg precauticrs for =pressed gases, i_ncluding emergency procedures for hardling leaking gas canisters
• ?re-fire and spill cantingency plan
• Sail's nctificaticn agreement with local authorities
• ?rovisicrs for adequate emergency equipment
• :escription cd hazardous .materials training for plant ..rsonnel
=TENUOUS PRCTEOTICN

• Comprehensive plan for =going' self-monitoring and reocrting
• Schedule for routine self-inspecticrs, recordkeeoing and maintenance
• Clcsure plan including pm-visions for financial caverage in the event cf
pcst-cicsure releases
• Demorstration ce financial ccverage for both sudden spills, slow leaks
and third party liability, including cast recovery for local government
Description cf facility' security precautions
PERMIT
• Mandatory for all industrial and comercial hazardous material users
(possibly above an established volume threshold) .
• Separate permit required for each facility or gecgraohic site
• Anmal or biannual renewal
• Corpliance inspections part cf ordinance
• Permit conditional upon satisfactory campletion cf F2i-2 elements

1
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APPENDIX .D
AN ORDINANCE REQUIRING STRICT CONTROL OF ALL
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

2

APPENDIX D.
AN ORDINANCE REQUIRING STRICT CONTROL OF ALL
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
SUMMARY

The ordinance set forth in this Appendix provides an orderly
outline for an environmental review of hazardous materials use.
It draws on 1Gcal land use authority to deny or conditton
specific activities, as well as police and safety powers to
protect the public health and the environment. It embodies the
principles of mass balance analysis and removing or treating
hazardous contaminants from wastestreams that is outlined in
Chapter 3 of this report.
The purpose of the ordinance is to protect human health, life, the
environment, and property by placing on the users of hazardous
materials the obligation to control.releases,-emissions, or
discharges of all hazardous materials. The ordinance generally
requires that no person shall handle hazardous materials in a
manner which:
o violates any provision of this chapter, or any local,
federal, or state statute, code, rule or regulation relating
to hazardous material, and
o harms, or poses a significant or incremental risk of harm
to the public health or the environment.
It specifically requires that a hazardous materials user must
have a permit. The permit is granted on the completion of a
Hazardous Materials Management Plan (BMPIP), which has three
parts,
1. The environmental audit. The environmental audit builds on
the basic information required in the County's hazardous
materials disclosure ordinance and involves tracking the
• dispostion of' these materials during and after their use.
2. A demonstration that each hazardous material is controlled
through preventing or treating all emissions, discharges or
releases:
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o to the extent ...tquired by an existing pera
regulation,
standard, law, regulation, or statute that specifically pertains
to each material and its individual hazard; or
o in a manner such that each hazardous material presents
the least acute or chronic hazard or risk of that hazard,
utilizing methods including, but not limited to:
-- the best available control technology;
-- changes in process and manufacturing strategies; or
o by showing that the environmental fate of each hazardous
material is such that it presents no significant harm or the
potenti-al to harm human health or the environment.
3. A plan for monitoring and recordkeeping 'by the user to verify
that the control efforts limit releases to the degree outlined in
the control plan.
The responsibilities of a permit bolder are to:
o

handle and control hazardous materials in accordance with
, the provisions of the HMMP approved by the County;
o make records available;
o report to the County within 24 hours, all releases,
emissions and discharges that are in excess of those
approved in the HMMP.
o clean up unauthorized releases.

The County may require review of a HMMP by a consultant of its
choice, at the expense of the applicant.
Citizens may report suspected violations of HMMP's to the County
Health Officer. The County has the right to inspect a facility
covered by a permit. The ordinance establishes penalties for
violations.

e AGE 14
ORDINANCE NO.

■••■••f

AN ORDINANCE TO ADD CHAPTER .
TO THE COUNTY CODE REQUIRING A
SPECIAL PERMIT FOR USE OR HANDLING OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.
The Board of Supervisors of the County of
follows:

do ordain as

SECTION I
Chapter
follows:

of the County Code is hereby added to read as
CHAPTER

SPECIAL USE PERMIT REQUIRING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGMENT
Sections:

100 Findings and Purpose
200 General Provisions
300 Designation as a Hazardous Materials User
400 Hazardous Materials Management Permit
500 Hazardous Materials Management Plan (HMMP)
600 Responsibilities of a Permit Holder
700 Permit Process
800 Inspections
900 Enforcement
1000 Citizens Right to Act
1100 Fees
1200 Miscellaneous

100. FINDINGS AND PURPUE. The County Board of Supervisors
finds and declares:
a) Hazardous materials present in the community may pose
acute and chronic health hazards to individuals who live and work
in this County. Many hazardous materials present a serious
health risk, even when emitted in low levels over long periods of
time.

b) Mishandling of small amounts of many of these substances
have resulted in widespread and serious contamination of soil,
air and groundwater.
C) The cleanup
toxic chemicals can
properly containing
responsible for the

of soil and groundwater contaminated with
cost 100 times more than the original cost of
and handling the hazardous materials
pollution.

d) It is the responsibility, of all businesses to fully
protect their workers and the public from hazardous materials
they use.
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e) It is technis.ally and economically ieasle to design
manufacturing and commercial facilities that eliminate or
minimize the release of hazardous contaminants.
f) Aggressive efforts to control hazardous materials will
enable companies to reduce technological obiolescense and
eliminate the need to undertake expensive retrofit projects to
comply with new regulations.
g) 'many state and federal programs haVe so l ed one type of
toxic pollution problem by redirecting the contamination to
another 'part of the environment, rather than eliminating the
hazard. The County, however, has the responsiblity and the
authority pursuant to the COunty's Environmental Guidelines to
plan to protect human health and the environment from all
significant adverse effects resulting from the uSe and handling
of hazardous materials.
h) It is the intent of the County Board of Supervisors that
this Chapter shall recognize the County's responsibilities, it's
right to act to protect public health,
and the environment
from toxic contamination. This ordinance shall Condition all use
of hazardous materials by placing an obligation on the user to
strictly control their emissions, discharge's anc:Dreleases.
1) It is further the intent of the County Bdard of
SupervisOrs to require that hazardous materials Users monitor
their emissions into the environment and keep records on the
effectiveness of their hazardous Jmaterials ManagMent practices - as
a means of enforcing their obligation..
"
200. .21.7RPOSE.
•
The purpose of this chapter is to protect human health and life,
the environment, and property by placing on the ,users of
hazardous materials the obligation to control releases, emissions
or discharges of all hazardous materials.
21.4, GENERAL OBLIGATJON

SAFETY AND CARE.

No person shall use or handle hazardous materials in,a manner
which:
1. violates any provision Of this chapter, or any .
local, federal, or state statute, code, rule or
regulation relating to hazardous materials.
2. which harms or poses a significant risk of harm to
the public health or or adverse impact to the
environment.
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220, SPECIFIC OBLIGi
Any person, firm or corporation which handles or intends to
handle a hazardous material shall obtain and keep current a
Hazardous Materials Managment Permit.
230. DEFINITIONS.
a) "Business" means an employer, self-employed individual,
trust, firm, joint stock company, corporation, partnership,
association, city, district and the State, or any department or
agency thereof. For the purpose of this Chapter, a business
shall include both for and nonprofit business.
b) "Control" means to prevent, mitigate, pretreat, remove or
otherwise lessen the impact of an emission, discharge or release
of a hazardous material into the environment.
C) - "Disclosure form! meats the written request fox
information prepared by the County Health Officer pursuant to
Section 11.38.060 of the County Code.
d) "Discharge" includes, but is not, limited to, any
spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or
dumping of a hazardous material into the environment.
e) "Economic poison means any spray adjuvant, or any other
substance, or mixture of substances which is intended to be , used
for defoliating plants, regulating plant growth, or for
preventing, destroying, repelling or mitigating any and all
insects, fungi, bacteria, weeds, rodents, predatory animals, or
any other formof'plant or animal life which is a pest which may
infect or be detrimental to vegetation, man, animal,.household or
be in any environment whatsoever.
f) "Emit" to discharge or release into the atmosphere, or
through the atmosphere, into the environment.
g) "Environmental audit" means the efforts undertaken to
outline the handling of each hazardous material purusant to
Section 500.
h) "Facility' means any building, structure, instaliation,
equipment; pipe or pipeline, or any of the foregoing that are
related by nature of contiguity, ownership or industrial process.
i) "Handle" means to generate, treat, manufacture, produce,
store, use, discharge, release, or emit a hazardous material in
any fashion.
j) "Hazardous material' means any substance or product as
defined in:
1. Section 11.38.020 (k) of the County Code.
2. Section 11.39.020 of the County Code.
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k) 'Officer means
1) 'monitor' means to perform a test, sample or otherwise
check a release, emission, discharge or handlingactivity to
ensure compliance with standards set pursuant tot any provision of
this ordinance or any other law regarding the handling hazardous
materials.
m) "Permit" means the Hazardous Materials Management Permit
required pursuant to Si. :tion to Section 400 of this Chapter.
n) :"Release' means any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring,
emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting escaping, leaching,
dumping or disposing into the environment.
o) "Remove" means the cleanup of removal of released
hazardous materials or environmental media ContaMinated by
released:hazardous materials; such actions as may be necessary to
monitor, assess or evaluate the release of the hazardous
materials; or the taking of other such actions aS may be
necessary to mitigate damage to the public health and the
environment.
p) "Unauthorized •elease" means the release, discharge or
emission' of a hazardous material that is not in accordance with
the provisions of a EMMP approved by the County as part of a
Permit.
q) "Use" means to generate, produce, manufacture, treat, or
store hazardous material.
r) "User' is any business subject to provisions of Sections
11.38 (including 11.38.070 (c)) or 11.39 of the County Code, or
so designated by the County Health Officer.

ZAD,

PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR COUNT X DETERMINATIONS.

Whenever the approval or satisfaction of the County may be
required in this Chapter for the design, monitoring, testing or
other technical submittal by an applicant or Permit holder, the
County may, in its discretion, at such applicant's or Permit
holder's sole cost or expense, retain a suitably ; qualified
independent engineer, chemist, toxicologist or industrial
hygienist, or other appropriate professional consultant,
acceptable to the County, for the purpose of evaluating and
rentering a professional opinion regarding the adequacy of such
submittal to achieve the purposes of this Chapter. The County
shall be entitled to rely on such evaluation and/or opinion of
such engineer, chemist, toxicologist or industrial hygienist or
other appropriate consultant in making the relevant
determinations provided for in this Chaptei.
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300. DESIGNATION Q

A

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

nau

A business handling a hazardous material in a manner, or in a
sensitive location, such as to pose a present or potential harm
to human health and life, or the environment, is also a hazardous
materials user, in addition to those businesses defined as
hazardous materials users in Section 230 (g).

210, EXEMPTIONS

A.

FUEL PRODUCTS:

Fuel products that are regulated by the Uniform'Fire Code
shall be exempt from the proviSions of this ordinance.
B.

ECONOMIC POISONS:

Economic poisons which shall be exempt from the provisions
of this ordinance.

41Q9 THE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PERMIT

.

Any person, firm or corporation which is hazardous material user
shall obtain and keep current a Hazardous Materials Managment
Permit, hereinafter referred to as a Permit.

500 THE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGMENT PLAN.

•

Each applicant for a Permit pursuant to this Chapter shall file .a
written plan, for the County's approval, to be known as a
Hazardous Materials Management Plan (HMMP), which shall
demonstrate the safe handling and control of hazardous materials.
The HMMP may be amended at any time with the consent of the
County. Those hazardous materials users that frequently initiate
significant changes, as defined in Chapter 11.38 of the County
Code, in handling of a hazardous materials should indicate that
information in the plan, or file an amended plan. The HMMP shall
be a public record, except for items designated as trade secrets
in accordance with the provisions of Section 100 of Chapter 11.38
of the County Code.
The HMMP shall consist of:
A.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT.

Eazardous materials users will provide the county, and
themselves, with an environmental audit of eachhazardous
material they handle. Included in an environmental audit are:
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1. A list of all hazardous materials that will be used
in production, assembly and cleaning processes.

II

2.

Diagrams showing the flow of all hazardous
materials through each step,of these processes.

3.

Diagrams and descriptions of all processes that
produce wastewaters, air emissions, or hazardous
\wastes.

4. Diagrams and descriptions of all treatm._Int
processes for hazardous materials, including
information on their efficiency in removing or
destroying hazardous contaminants; and
5.

11
Ii
LI

II
II
II

Estimates of the type and volume of hazardous
materials that will be incorporated into, final
products, discharged into the sever, released into
the air, and transformed into hazardous wastes.

B. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS, DISCHARGES AND RELEASES
The HMMP shall indicate the: measures emplOyed to control '
emissions, discharges and releases of each hazardous material,
by:
1.

Showing that the user has a permit or, license, (so long
as that permit or license specifically covers each
hazardous material and its harm or potential for harm).

2.

Explaining how the user adheres to existing laws,
statutes, standards or regulations do not require a
permit or license, but do specifically cover the
handling of each hazardous material and specifically
require its control.

3

Documenting measures that will be employed to control
the hazardous material in such a manner as to present
the least acute or chronic hazard or risk to public
health, and/or least damage to the environment,
including, but not limited to: '
a) the best available control technologies, or
b) changes in process and imanufacturing
strategies to reduce handling of the hazardous
material,
if there are no laws, statutes, standards and
regulations relating to its handling and control;

4. Demonstrating the adequacy of:
a) contingency plans for Spills and unauthorized
emissions, discharges and releases of the

II
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hazardous material;
b) employee training and equipment for proper
handling of hazardous materials, and in
response to all emergencies involving the
hazardous material;
C) adequate standards for construction of storage
areas for the hazardous material; or
5.

Showing that the environmental fate of the hazardous
material handled is suCh that it presents no harm or
potential of harm to human health or to the
- environment.

No effort outlined above shall be approved by the County if it
results in increased risk or hazard of harm to the health of or
safety employees or workers involved in handling the hazardous
material, or employed at the facility.

C. MONITORING PLAN

For each hazardous material used, the user shall document the
efforts used to verify that the hazardousmaterials are
controlled in accordance with all other elements of this EMMP:
I. These efforts shall include, but are not
limited to:
a) sampling of emissions discharges and releases;
b) self-inspections of storage, manufacturing, and
transportation operations;
c) testing of emergency procedures.
2. These efforts shall take place in such a
manner as to:
a. include sampling, self-inspections and monitoring
at those times during the production process when
the highest volume discharges and the highest
probable concentrations of contamination are likely
b. monitor, inspect or sample for all hazardous
materials used in the manufacturing process which
have any potential for appearing in wastewater
discharge.
c. include periodic random sampling, monitoring or
inspection.
BOO. RESPONSIBILITIES

la

PERMIT

=DM

All Permit holders shall handle and control hazardous
A.
materials in accordance with the provisions of the Hazardous
Materials Managment Plan (5MMP)approved by the County.
B. Records of monitoring, inspections, and sampling results
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produced pursuant to a Monitoring Plan that is part of a EMMP
approved by the County shall be kept and made available to the
County for inspection at all times..
C. As soon as any, hazardous materials user has knowlege of
any unauthorized release, that user shall i [ eport the incident to
the County Health Department within 24 hours.
D. In the event of an unauthorized release, the County may
require:
1. that the hazardous materials user conduct monitoring
to establish whether there is envirCinmental
contamination as a result of the release;
2. removal of the hazardous material and contaminated
enviromental media;
3. that the hazardous material user pay the costs of a
consultant of the County's choosinglto evaluate
testing and removal activities:
700, PERMIT PROCESS
A. No Permit or change in a Permit shall be granted
pursuant to this chapter unless the applicant has completed a
Hazardous Materials Management Plan pursuant tO! Section 500.
B. One such Permit shall be issued tor a 4Isingle facility.
Additions or changes to'a Permit shall be obtained for any new
hazardous material handled; or significant change resulting or
potentially resulting in increases or changes in the types or
volumes of releases, emission or discharges.
C. Application for a Permit, or a change in a Permit shall
be made to the County on a form 'provided 8y the County.
C. If the .County finds that the applicatiOn does not
completely conform to the provisions of this chapter, the County
may issue a provisional Permit, subject to conditions to be
imposed by the County, when such a provisional Permit is
feasible, and does not appear to be detrimentalLto the public
interest. The applicant must be informed in writing of the
reasons why a full term permit was not issued. 1
1
E. A Permit may be transferred to new own!er of the same
business only if the new owners affirm to the County their intent
to comply with the terms of the Permit at the time of the
transfer of the business, and document the tranfer of the
business on a form provided by the County.
F. The term of a Permit shall be five years. At the end of
the term, the County may:
1. require another application before granting a new
Permit;
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llendments to the previous - rmit;

3, may require additional conditions on a Permit,
4. or may extend the term of the Permit for another •
five years, if:
a. there have been no complaints lodged against
the hazardous materials user for failure to
comply with any provision of this Chapter, Or
any other laws, standards or regulations
regarding the use of hazardous materials;
b. there has been no major changes in the
handling of hazardous materials at the facility
for which the permit was issued.
G. At any point during the term of the Permit, the County
may require amendments to the Permit.

800, INSPECTIONS AND RECORDS
The County may conduct inspections, at its discretion, for the
purpose of ascertaining compliance with this Chapter, and causing
to be cornected any conditions which constitute any violations of
this Chapter, or of any other statute, code, rule or regulation
affecting the use and handling of hazardous materials.
A.

RIGHT OF ENTRY

For the purpose of investigating or enforcing the provisions - of
this Chapter, the County may enter the facilities or premises of
a hazardous materials user at all reasonabler times to inspect
the same; provided that if the facilities or premises are
occupied, the County shall first present proper credentials and
request entry, and further provided, that if such facility, or
premises is unoccupied, the County shall first make a reasonable
effort to contact the user and request entry, except in emergency
circumstances. If such entry is refused, the County shall have
recourse to every remedy provided by law to secure entry.
B.

INSPECTIONS BY COUNTY ARE DISCRETIONARY

All inspections specified herein shall be at the discretion of
the County, and nothing in this Chapter shall be construed as
requiring the County to conduct any such inspection, nor shall
any actual inspection made imply a duty to conduct any other
inspection. Furthermore, nothing in this Chapter shall be
construed to hold the County, or any officer, employee or
representative of the County responsible for any, damage to
persons or property by reason of making an inadequate or
negligent inspection, or by reason of any failure to mike an
inspection or reinspection.
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C. SPECIAL INSPECTIONS:

1
In addition to the inspections specified above, the County may
require the employment by the User of special inipectors or
consultants to conduct an environmental audit, monitoring or to
otherwise determine compliance with the provisions of this
Chapter.
1
. The special inspector or consUltant:Shall be a
qualified person or firm who Shall emonstrate
expertise to the satisfaction of the County.
2.

The report of the special insPectiOp shall include
an evaluation of the facility, 1 and recommendations
consistent with the provisions of this Chapter,
where appropriate. A copy of the r e port Shall be
filed with the County at the Same time that it is
submitted to the Permit holder.

3.

The Permit bolder, Shall, within 30 days of the
report, file with the County 4 plan. to implement'
all recommendations, or demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the County whY such recommendations
shall not be implemented.

D. :SUBSTITUTED INSPECTIONS:

An inspection by an employee of any other public agency may be
deemed by the County as an acceptable substitute for any
1
requirement above.
I
E. , MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS:

All records required by this Chapter shall be maintained by the
Permit holder for a period of not less than 3 years. These
record shall be made availabe to the County during normal working
hours and upon reasonable notice. Nothing in this Section alters
or lessens responsibility to maintain records reOired under
other laws.

200, ENFORCEMENT.
:Any hazardous materials user who intentionally or negiglently
violates any of the provisions of this Chatter
A. Be denied a Development Permit by the COl Unty Planning
Department;
B. Have a Development Permit revoked;
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zardou8
C. Ordered to cea.A operations; or have the
Materials Management Permit supended or revoked by the County,
puruant to reasonable notice of a hearing:
1. The officer (Planning Commission)( Environmental
liealth Appeals Board) shall conduct the hearing specified in the
notice. The hearing shall be informal, and shall not be governed
by the rules of evidence applicable to courts of law. The'person
to whom the license was issued shall have a right to present
relevant evidence at the hearing. The officer may, but need not,
The person
permit other persons to present relevant evidence.
to whom the license was issued shall have the burden of proving,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that the suspected failure
identified in the notice, has not, in fact, occurred. At the
conclusion of the hearing, or within a reasonable time
thereafter, the officer shall determine whether the suspected
failure identified ift the notice has occurred. The determination
of the officer shall be final and conclusive.. Such determination
shall be in writing, and contain a brief statement of the
findings of fact upon which the determination is based. If the
detemination is that the suspected failure identified in the
notice has occurred, the officer shall revoke the license;
provided, however, that the officer shall have discretion not to
revoke the license if the officer determines that the failure was
not willful, is not ongoing, and is not likely to recur.
2. The officer may suspend a license prior to the
hearing when the officer determines that such action is necessary
to protect the public health and safety, domestic livestock, or
wildlife from imminent danger. The.officer shall notify the.
person to whom the license was issued, of such suspension. The
.suspension shall remain in effect until the officer makes a final
determination based upon the hearing; provided, however, that the
officer may lift the suspension at any earlier time at which the
officer determines that it is no longer necessary.
C. PENALTIES:
1. Admininstrative D'pnalties:

Upon a finding by the County that a hazardous materials user has
violated any provision of this ordinance, the County may levy a
fine of $500 per day for each violation.
2. Civil penalties:

Any hazardous materials user who intentionally or negligently
violates any provision of this Chapter, or fails to comply with
any order issued thereunder, shall be liable for a civil penalty
not to exceed $500 per day for each violation which shall be
assessed and recovered in a civil action ,brought in the name of
the people by the District Attorney. In any civil action brought
pursuant hereto, in which the County prevails, the court shall
:determine and impose reasonable expenses, including attorney's
fees, incurred by the County in the investigation and prosecution
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of the action.
3.

Criminal penal ties

Any business which violates any provision of this Section of this
shall be subject to criminal penalties not to exceed $500 per day
for each violation.
4.

.13.1Lmedies

Exclusive:

Remedies under this Section are in addition to and do not
supersede or limit any and all other remedies, civil or criminal.

1000. CITIZEN'S ,RIGHT 22 AC;g:

A. Whenever a citizen has a concern that a hazardous
materials user is improperly handling a hazardous'material, the
citizen shall make a report to the County Health Officer,
indicating:
1.

the signs, evidence or other indications of improper
handling of hazardous materials;
2. the date, or approximate date of improper handling
of a hazardous materials;
3. the impact, if known, of the mishandling of the
hazardous material;
4. the name of the user, or location of the use;
5. the name of the person reporting the mishandling and
such information as is necessary to contact them to
report action taken.

B. Within 45 days of the report of mishandling of a
hazardous material, the County shall:
1. require the hazardous materials user
to respond to the reported information of mishandling;
2. require the hazardous materials user to come into
compliance with the provisions of the AMMP accepted
for the issuance of a Permit;
3. require the hazardous materials user to apply for a
Permit; or,
4. take enforcement action against the hazardous
materials user, as provided for in' Section 800.
5. notify, in writing, the person making the complaint
of the actions taken and the reasons,.
C. A civil action may be instituted against any user by any
employee who has been discharged, demoted, suspended or in any
other manner discriminated against in terms of conditions of
employment, or threatened with any such retaliation, because such
employee has, in good faith, made any oral or written report or
complaint related to the enforcement of this Chapter to any
company official, public official, or other citizen, or has
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testified in any procL-ding in any way , related tt eto. In
addition to any actual damages Which may be awarded, damages
shall include costs and attorney's fees. The Court may award
punitive damages in a proper case.

D. The Health Officer shall keep the name of
the informant confidential.
1100. FEES.
Each permit application or request for a review of an application
shall be accompanied by a filing fee set by resolution of the
Board of Supervisors. No part of the fee shall be refunded if a
permit is denied.
1200. MISCELLANEOUS,

A. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY:
The degree of protection required by this Chapter is considered
reasonable for regulatory purposes. The standards set forth
herein are minimal standards, and this Chapter does not imply
that compliance will ensure that there will be no unauthorized
discharge of a hazardous material. This Chapter shall not create
liability on the.part of the County, any officer or employee
thereof for any damages that result from reliance on this
Chapter, or any administrative decision lawfully made thereunder.
All hazardous materials users should be and are advised to
determine to their own satisfaction the level of protection in
addition to that required by this Chapter necessary or desirable
to ensure that there is no risk or damage of public health or the
environment.
B. CONFLICT WITH OTHER LAWS:
Whenever any provision of this Chapter conflicts with the Fire
Code, or any other law, the stricter shall prevail.

C.

SWERABILITY:

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this
Chapter is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional
by a decision of any court of competent jurisdiction, such
decision shall not affect the validity of any of the remaining
portions of the-Chapter. The County Board of Supervisors hereby
declares that it would have passed this Chapter and each and
every section, subsection, clause or phrase not declared invalid
or unconstitutional, without regard to whether any portion of the
Chapter would be subsequently declared invalid or
unconstitutional.
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D. COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE:

1. Application iDx. Development Permit.
As of the effective date of this Chapter, a Permit is required
for all new facilities where hazardous materials Will be used
prior to the construction of the facility. The HMMP must be
filed at the time of the application for a Permit,

2.

Conversion Di change DI yae.

If a business changes its operations and begins the use of a new
hazardous material, or if a new business using hazardous
materials occupies a facility where another business formerly
operated; then that business is required to apply, for a Permit.

3. Existing Hazardous J4ateria1s Users.
A hazardous materials user already operating a facility on the
effective date of this Chapter, shall be required to file a plan
to come into compliance with the provisions of this Chapter upon
notification that the County considers the handling of hazardous
materials at the facility presents a risk or potential hazard to
public health, or damage to the environment. The County shall
notify the user in writing of the finding. The user will have 30
days to apply for a Permit upon receipt of the written notice.
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APPENDIX E

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY

PLANNING

92? ?N1 ii STREET
SUITE 300

MARTYVANDUYN

DEPARTMENT

PLANNING DIRECTOR

sAcRAuF o CA 9S'4
EL ePwoNE 19161 449-5004

HOME OCCUPATION PERMIT
FEE:

$35

ELIGIBLE OCCUPATIONS:
ACCOUNTANT
ARCHITECT OR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
ATTORNEY •
CONTRACTOR (OFFICE ONLY)
ENGINEER
INTERIOR DECORATOR (OFFICE ONLY)
MAIL ORDER/COMMISSION MERCHANT
.
PHOTOGRAPHER'
STENOGRAPHER
TUTOR (OFFICE ONLY)

APPRAISER
ARTIST'
BOOKKEEPER
DRESSMAKER OR TAILOR
INSURANCE AGENT/BROKER
JANITORIAL SERVICE (OFFICE ONLY)
LANDSCAPE GARDENER (OFFICE ONLY)
REAL ESTATE AGENT/BROKER
TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE

RESTRICTIONS ON ALL HOME OCCUPATIONS:
a.

A home occupation shall be limited to an office or business of, a personal service
nature only. The occupation shall not have customers, clients or employees
coming to the home.

b.

No more than one home occupation permit shall be granted per dwelling unit.

c.

No more than one truck of no larger . size than one-half ton shall be permitted in
conjunction with any home occupation.

d.

No home occupation permit shall be issued which involves food handling,
processing - or packing.

e.

No home occupation

permit shall be Issued for a kennel or auto repair shop.

f. There shal I be no sign, nameplate. or any other form of advertising displayed on
the premises in which a home occupation is conducted.
g.

EmploymenJ shall be confined to the
exceed two persons engaged therein.

h.

No vood. samples. materi.als or objects
trade. or displayed on the premises

residents of the dwelling unit and shall not

shall be sold, manufactured for stuck in
in conjunction with any home occupation.

more than 10% of the total gross ground floor

i.

No home occupati .on shall occupy
area of I, ht dwelling unit. .

J•

Nu home occupation shall be conducted
no t he
opert y

in a structure other than the main building
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1
k. There shall be no addition, alteration or remodeling permitted in connection with
any home occupation
I . No portion of any dwel ling shrill be used for a home occupation which has direct
access other than through the main entrance to the dwelling unit.
m.

No permit shall be issued for a home occupation which involves the repair,
manufacture. pror...ssing or alteration of goods (except dressmaker and tailor),
materials. or objects.

home occupation.

n.

No nuisance producinv. activity shall be permitted as a

o.

No hone occupation shall be permitted which creates noise, odor . , dust, vibration,
fumes or.snoke readily discernible at the exterior boundaries of the parcel on
•
which they are situated.

p.

No

q.

No home occupation shall be permitted for the practice of the business or art of
astrology or related practices which is subject to the licensing provisions Of
Chapter 46 of the Sacramento City Code. (Ord. No. 4223-4th Series, effective
6/14/79)

home occupation shall be permitted which will create any electrical
disturbance adversely affecting the operation of any equipment located in any
other dwelling unit or on property not owned by the person conducting said home
occupation.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR CERTAIN HONE OCCUPATIONS:
MAIL ORDER/COMMISIO.N Mk:kpiANT
I. The home will be the mailing address and office only. The applicant will
only take orders by phone or by mail at the home and the orders will be
filled by direct shipment from factory to the customer; and
2. No stock may be . stored on the premises.
CONTRACTOR, JANITORIAL SERVICE AND LANDSCAPE GARDENER
I.

an office. No employees will report to the home
for work assignment.s or to do work therein in conjunction with the
occupation: and

The home will contain only

2. No supplies or equipment will

.be

stored on

the premises.

HRESSMAKER Al) 1•Itok
1.

No manoluctarinv for stork iu trade for retail sales; and

2.

No cleallinK, dyinp. oi prule.ss nr by Mechnnicaliy operated

equipment.
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ARTIST
I. Only individual works of art may be created.
2. The nature of the artist's work shall not create a nuisance or other
undesirable condition that interferes with the public health, safety and
general welfare.
TUTOR
1. The premises may be used for an office only. Tutoring will not take place on
the premises.

INTERIOR DECORATOR AND PHOTOGRAPHER
1. The premises may be used for an office only and may not be used as a studio.

TERMS:
home occupation permit shall be valid only as to the occupation and residence
for which it is issued. Said permit shill be valid until revoked, except that
the permit shall expire automatically if the occupation for which the permit is
Issued is discontinued for a period of one year.

A

ABATEMENT:
1.

Following a public hearing. the Planning-Commission may revoke a Home Occupation
Permit upon a determination that the occupation has been and is conducted so as
to create one or more of the following conditions:
a.

A nuisance, or other undesirable condition interfering with the public
health, safety or general welfare.

b.

A violation of the provisions of this Ordinance or any other applicable law.
ordinance, or violation of the conditions imposed upon the Home Occupation
Permit.

2. Any person. including the Planning Director. may initiate proceedings
revocation of a Home Occupation Permit in the following manner:
a. An application shall be filed with the Planning Director setting
grounds upon which he believes the permit should be revoked.
Except where the proceedings are initiated by the Planning
ten dollars ($10) shall be paid with each application.

for the

forth

the

Director, a lee of
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APPEAL:

Any persons dissatisfied with any decision of the Planning Commission made
pursuant •to the provisions of this Section may appeal to the City Council in the
following sanner:
a.

Notice of appeal aust be filed with the Planning Director within ten (10)
daya following the date of said decision.

b. Within ten (10) days following the filing of said notice of appeal. the
Planning Director shall transmit to the City Clerk all pertinent information
and a statement of the basis for the Planning Commission's action.
c.

All other procedures on appeal shall be governed by Section 18 of this
Ordinance.

RD-PS-F139(4/85)

▪
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DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

1231 I STREET
SUITE 103
SACRAMENTO. CA
95814-2933

CALIFORNIA

SOLID WASTE DIVISION

916-449-S - 57

April

1987

•

T/DHN F. BOSS
SOLID WASTE
DIVISION MANAGER

Bruce Risley
Vice President, American Environmental
Management Corporation
11855 White Rock Road
Rancho Cordova, California
95670
Mr. Risley,
Enclosed are :Photocopies of the City of Sacramento's Demolition Permit.
am sorry I cannot send a hard copy of the permit; but the Permits Section
of the Building Inspection Division does not issue them without just cause:
If you have questions about obtaining a Demolition Permit, please call
449-5716. One of the clerks in the section should be able to answer your
questions about obtaining a permit.

Respectfully,
1J3 Ce900-"1"'"
Kirk W. Rosenkranz
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL:DISTRICT
NORM COVELL
AIR FOLLAJTION CONTROL OFFICER
9323 Teen Canter Drive, Suits 800
Sacramento. California 95826
(916) 366-2107

ASBESTOS DEMOLITION/RENOVATION
REPORTING AND INSPECTION FORM

Reporting Data
Contractor

Contact

Address

City,

Zip

?hone
Owner

Contact'

Address

City

Phone
Structure Infotmation
Size

Age:

Use
'Amount to Remove
Address
Starting Date
Work Description

Removal Method

Disposal Site

Completion Date

4.10
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41

.PCD USE ONLY

Inspection Data and Time
Inspector
Contacts)
:Removal Procedure Observed
.ripping

Unit

Scraping

Comments

DuSt Control. Observed
Water

Surfactant

3arriers
• Visible Emission
Comments

Waste Handling L:ond,itions
Bags
Dumpster
Debris Containment
Comments

Other Observations

Air Filtration

Other
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APPENDIX I
BUILDING DEMOLITION CHECKUST

o

How has the site been used?

o

Who had ownership?
When?

o

What did the owners manufacture/do/process on site?

o

What processes were involved?

o

Did these processes involve the use, production, handling, storage or release/disposal of hazardous
materials?. What materials and /or chemicals?

o

Were there spills? How often? What materials?

Where? How were they cleaned up?
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o

Where were chemicals loaded/unloaded?

How was waste water handled - lagoons, pits, trenches, on-site treatment, or discharge to a Publically
Owned Treatment Works.

o

Size/Capacity of Facilities?

o

Locations (show on map)

o

What solid wastes were discarded and where?

o

If dumps were used, how old were they? Locations? (show on map)

Have they been tested?
o

Does the structure contain asbestos material? Locations?
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o

Has the Air Pollution Control District been notified?

o

Are there underground tanks located on the property? Locations?

o

Has the City Fire Department been notified?
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INDOOR AIR POLLUTION

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The City of Sacramento should assess whether predisposing factors (e.g., new weather-tight buildings,
paneling, foam furniture) are present in City buildings and evaluatell the potential health impacts to
employees.

2.

In association with other organizations, the City may sponsor community awareness workshops on indoor air
pollution.

3.

In the absence of federal or state regulation, the City should review and revise building codes to reduce
health risks from indoor air pollution.

4.

The City should establish a requirement that prior to real estate transactions involving homes of certain
ages, an asbestos Inspection be completed and made available to the buyer.
P

PROBLEM STATEMENT
11
Indoor air pollution, while not a new problem, has increased in , recentil years as a result of changes in
ventilation practices and types of building materials. The principal pollutants of concern include tobacco smoke,
radon, formaldehyde gases and asbestos fibers. Recent studies document the health hazards of high
concentrations of indoor air pollutants; the associated health care costs are significant. The issue is being
addressed by the City Toxics Commission in order to: (1) determine the potential for significant risk to City
residents and employees; (2) determine how the City can best address the issue of indoor air pollution and
reduce level of risk; and (3) allow for a relative ranking of risk to City residents and employees (as part of
Task F of Commission's charter) from exposure to toxic substances so that priorities for future work can be
appropriately set.
While indoor air pollution has, in the past, received a fair amount of media coverage, efforts directed toward
research and regulation have proceeded slowly.

BACKGROUND
The following sections provide background and supporting information on indoorair pollution, particularly:
o

Causes of indoor air pollution problems;

o
o
o
o

Types of indoor air contaminants;
Health effects of exposure;
Regulatory programs; and
Public awareness.
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1.

Causes of Indoor Air Pollution Problems

Indoor air pollution problems are caused by three factors: (a) the infiltration of outdoor pollutants,
(b) the activities of the building occupants, such as smoking, and (c) the use and deterioration of
building materials and furnishings. Both work place and residential exposure is common place,
although for different reasons.
Indoor air pollution concerns in residences stem from the use of particular furnishings and building
materials and the proximity to natural contaminants such as radon. New synthetic materials have been
introduced into the living (and working) environment by way of particle board furniture, carpets,
drapes, etc. Other factors exacerbating the problem include smoking within confined quarters, and the
use of wood stoves and unvented kerosene heaters.
Problems in the work place occur predominately in new or recently renovated buildings. Larger
buildings with forced ventilation are especially prone to indoor air pollution problems. The recent
trend toward buildings with a large number of partitions reduces air circulation; the occupants of
these types of buildings tend to have limited opportunity to control their own ventilation and to
therefore dilute any high levels of indoor air contaminants.
The energy conservation movement of the 1970's resulted in modifications which reduced indoor air
exchange rates and consequently increased air pollutant concentrations. Prior to the tightening up of
buildings, it was common to have .70-1.0 air exchanges per hour. With the new adaptations, this rate
dropped to approximately 0.20. This is due to the decline In outside air intake levels. While a 10%
fresh air intake is considered adequate, inspectors have frequently found that the outside air intake
has been reduced to zero.
The building codes covering air exchange requirements have been revised many times over the past 1 , 5
years. The air exchange standards were decreased in 1975 to allow for energy conservation
adaptations, and then the minimum ventilation rate was raised in 1980 when the health impacts were
discovered. Unfortunately, many buildings were constructed under the old standards. California has
adopted the standards recommended by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).

2. Types of Indoor Air Contaminants

The primary indoor air contaminants include radon, formaldehyde, asbestos, and tobacco smoke.
Adverse health effects are also present with exposure to carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, chlordarie,
micro-organisms, and aeroallergens.
RADON: Radon is a naturally derived gas from uranium and radium. The health effects are not due
to the radon, but to the decay products. Exposure to radon is principally via the natural radioactivity
in either soil or ground water, although some exposure may occur from building materials. Radon
ground water exposure levels can be correlated to the depth of the well; the deeper the well, the
greater the chance for high levels of radon contamination.

The health effects of radon are the most clearly defined of any of the indoor air pollutants due to
extensive studies of uranium miners. Known health effects Include nasal, stomach, and lung cancers.
Radon exposure is probably the cause of one-fourth of the lung cancers in non-smokers. High levels
(e.g., around 100 picocuries/liter of air) have been found in many residences; the
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standard/recommended level is 3 or 4 picocuries/liter of air, and EPA shuts mines down with levels of
20 picocuries/liter. The EPA has published two brochures to inform people of the dangers and ways to
remedy high radon levels ("Radon Reduction Methods: A Homeowner s Guide"; "A Citizen's Guide to
,
Radon: What It Is and What To Do About In.
1
The levels of radon do not necessarily improve with increased ventilation. Increasing the air-exchange
rate can cause the infiltration of air from underneath the building, to increase, thus bringing in a
larger amount of radon. The principal ways of reducing radon exposure from contaminated ground
water are to aerate the water before it enters the house or ,filter it With charcoal. For soil exposure
a barrier between the house and the soil should be established, or the soil beneath the foundation
should be ventilated.
o

FORMALDEHYDE: Formaldehyde exposure occurs as a result of contact with building materials and
furnishings. Exposure levels have increased due to the increased use of synthetic building materials
(e .g., particle board, plywood, and foam insulation). Indoor air pollution problems are primarily evident
with prefabricated structures and mobile homes.
,
Initially, formaldehyde appeared the perfect product because of its ability to form polymers. As a
result it is found in up to 3,000 different building products. Ninety-five percent of hardwood panels
are manufactured with formaldehyde resin adhesives. It is extremely persistent and products
containing formaldehyde off-gas for months to years after installation. Apparently, the use of ureaformaldehyde (which results• in high exposure levels) is not as comMon in California as in some other
states. One building containing a significant amount of paneling was found by the County of Los
Angeles to contain formaldehyde levels much greater than the recommended standard. The
recommended indoor air quality standard for formaldehyde is 9.1 ppm. In a study of house
weatherization projects, the effects of tightening ten houses by 10 - 2p% caused the long-term average
formaldehyde concentrations to increase by the same factor.
In a study conducted by the State Department of Health Seiyices' Indoor Air Quality Lab, nearly onethird of the mobile homes included in the sample had concentrations higher than the acceptable limit
as specified by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE). The study included more than 600 mobile homes taken from an age-stratified random
sample because formaldehyde emissions from building materials4Jecreasa over time.
A study in some unoccupied research houses indicated that formaldehyde concentrations could be
reduced significantly by placing carpet and cushion, vinyl !inoleum : and polyethylene vapor barriers
over particle board underlayment Some other options for materials containing formaldehyde are
sealing off the unfurnished faces and edges of fixed furniture, and chemical treatment of plywood
subfloor.

o

ASBESTOS: Asbestos related problems occur primarily in commercial:buildings and schools. Although
many homes constructed prior to the late 1970s contained asbestos in either the acoustical ceilings or
air ducts, a real health risk apparently does not exist unless these are tampered with. The Los
Angeles County Department of Health receives approximately 20 calls/day from people concerned about
their residential exposure to asbestos. Apparently, there are a large number of asbestos removal
companies competing for business and some are using scare tactics to encourage consumers to buy
their services. Advertising slogans such as "The schools are requiring the removal of asbestos so why
should your child go home to asbestos" have been appearing in advertising materials.
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Removal rates for asbestos materials range from $6,000 to remove acoustical type ceilings, another
$6,000 to replace the ceiling, and an additional $5,000 to replace asbestos air system ducts. The EPA
Federal Consumer Products Safety Commission is currently conducting a study regarding the residential
asbestos. problem.
A related issue was recently raised In Sacramento at a hearing of the Assembly Labor and
Employment Committee. The State Occupational Health and Safety Program (Cal-OSHA) was
charged with ignoring the registration of privately-run asbestos removal firms. As a result, many
removal operations, including those recently conducted at the State Capitol garage and State
Department of Transportation buildings, have been undertaken by unregistered firms. Cal-OSHA
contends that its jurisdiction is extremely limited over private asbestos firms.
COMBUSTION BY-PRODUCTS: Combustion by-products include carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur
dioxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and particles. Carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide exposures are primarily due to kerosene heaters, wood stoves, and gas stoves and ovens. For
example, elevated nitric oxide levels occur when kerosene space heaters are used and concentrations of
CO2 are common in homes with unvented combustion sources. Children living in homes with gas
stoves have been found to have significantly lower lung capacities than children living in all-electric
homes, even when other factors were the same. •
o

•

o

CHEMICAL FUMES AND PARTICLES FROM CONSUMER PRODUCTS: Consumer products such as
aerosol sprays, plastics, paints, cleaners, bleaches, etc. used in residences may emit pollutants either
through evaporation or outgassing. Dust and particles from hobby and craft activities may be
suspended and resuspended. Concentrations will vary depending on the product and ventilation rates.
While evidence of health effects is limited (primarily due to lack of research), a concern has been
raised over long term exposure.
TOBACCO SMOKE: Tobacco smoke includes the compounds listed above, as well as arsenic, nicotine
and polycyclic hydrocarbons. Adverse health effects are well documented.
BACTERIA/FUNGI: Exposure to bacteria in contaminated air can cause infectious diseases. This may
occur when water vapor, present for humidification, condenses on the cooling coils in air conditioning
systems at temperatures which allow fort the growth of microbial species. Under certain conditions,
the air handling systems can then spread these microbial species throughout the building, leading to
the spread of diseases such as Legionnaire's Disease. According to Steve Hayward of the Indoor Air
Quality Lab in Berkeley, a good baseline of information on the incidence of infectious diseases
contracted in this manner does not currently exist.

3. Health Effects of Exposure
The health hazards of unhealthy indoor air are well documented. For example, lung cancer can result from
exposures to radon gas, asbestos, synthetic organic chemicals, and passive exposure to tobacco smoke. The
most common complaints are based on the sensory experience of the building/residential occupant.
Headaches, and eye, nose and throat irritation are most commonly described. (Determining the validity of
these symptoms has been difficult in some instances.) In addition, some individuals may develop
sensitivities to specific indoor air pollutants such as formaldehyde. Exposure to the chemical can cause an
increase in a pre-existing sensitivity or condition (e.g., asthma).
A summary of the sources and health effects of the major indoor air contaminants is provided below:
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MAJOR EMISSION SOURCES

HEALTH EFFECTS

Radon

Uranium in soil and
building materials

Lung Cancer

Formaldehyde

Particle Board, Plywood,
Insulation

Irritates eyes,
skin and lungs;
causes cancer In
lab animals

Asbestos

Pipe Insulation, Ceiling,
and Floor Tiles

Lung disease, cancer

Tobacco Smoke

Smokers

Respiratory ailments

Carbon Monoxide &
Nitrogen Oxides

Stoves & Gas Heating Systems Headaches, drowsiness, nausea
Kerosene Heaters

Fungi Bacteria

Humidifiers, Air Conditioning Systems

POLLUTANT

Allergies;, asthma!'
Legionnaires Disease

Indoor air pollutant exposure results in extensive health care costs. According to the American Lung
Association, estimated health care costs from indoor pollution ma Y now range from $15 billion to as much
as $100 billion yearly. Considering the high exposure time (the average American spends 80-90% of his/her
times indoors), it is not difficult to see why many illnesses are linked to Indoor air pollution. For example,
according to Richard Dennerline of the Los Angeles County Department of Health, probably at least 60% of
all illness is related to indoor air pollution. This includes colds and smdking-releted symptoms.
4 Regulatory Programs

The indoor air pollution problem is just now beginning to receive fdcus in the toxics arena, as evidenced by
the emphasis on the problem at several air pollution conferences and more significantly by recent coverage
under the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). , An annual budget of $5 million has been
appropriated for the 1987-1989 fiscal years under SARA. EPA will conduct, a demonstration program to test
methods and technologies for reducing indoor air pollutants with two fifths of the money to be reserved
for radon studies.
On the federal level, attention to indoor air pollution problems resulted in, the establishment of the Federal
Interagency Committee on Indoor Air quality in December 1983. The committee is comprised of 16 federal
agencies with primary objectives of (a) identifying indoor air pollutant sources and factors affecting human
exposure, (b) characterizing indoor air quality, (c) determining health 1 effects, (d) determining optimal
control and mitigation techniques, and (e) developing and conducting national studies.
On the state level, California has been particularly progressive as exemplified by the establishment in 1982
of the Indoor Air Quality Program within the California Department of Health Services. This organization
is composed of a diverse group of professionals, representing the disciplines of chemistry, engineering,
epidemiology, microbiology, psychology, and public health scienceS. The program concentrates on obtaining
information about emission sources, ventilation effects, indoor conceMrations, human activity patterns,
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exposure, health risks, control measures, and public policy options, so that informed policy decisions can be
made about the need for government action. The Indoor Air Quality Program has completed an extensive
study of formaldehyde exposure in mobile homes and other types of residences/businesses.
According to Steve Hayward (Indoor Air Quality Lab in Berkeley), radon is an important issue in California
and warrants more attention. Studies have only been conducted of 500 homes in California and have not
taken place under controlled conditions. The Berkeley lab tested 60 homes in the Bay Area and 3 out of 60
homes showed excess radon levels.
On the local level, the Sacramento County Health Department handles most of Sacramentan's day-to-day
complaints. These range from the recent problems with the State Bateman Building to residents inquiring
about their sensitivities to carpet cleaners. The office staff was reduced upon passage of Proposition 13
and as a result lost all laboratory/analytical capabilities. The office now functions primarily as an
information referral center. As a result, testing of radon, formaldehyde, and asbestos levels is limited.
5. Public Awareness
At a February 1987 conference on consumer affairs, an EPA representative emphasized that people are not
concerned enough about the health hazards of the air quality in their own homes. For example, an EPA
risk assessment study estimated that man-made air pollutant emissions from all sources may cause up to
2,000 cancer deaths annually in the United States, while exposure to natural radon gas alone is believed to
result in up to 20,000 lung cancer deaths per year.
This lack of concern about radon exposure, in particular, was obvious from the results of a survey
conducted in New Jersey. The survey revealed that residents were more concerned about the effects of the
radon gas on their real estate values than on their health, although most radon gas contamination problems
can be eliminated for "a couple of hundred dollars". Conference speakers suggested that statewide public
information campaigns are needed to stimulate people to confront the problem. It was suggested that
radon testing kits be distributed more extensively so that residents can test their own homes; however, the
cost can be up to $25/test and can require up to a 3 month sample covering multiple locations and seasons.
On a general level, a few community programs have been established throughout the country to address the
problems of indoor air pollution and provide some practical remedies. A community in Saskatoon, Canada
shares the expertise of public health inspectors and engineers and conducts visits and tests of residences.
If indoor air pollutant exposure levels exceed safe levels, recommendations are made to remedy, the
problems.
4. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Review of the literature and discussions with regulatory and agency personnel regarding indoor air pollution
yielded the following major findings:
Indoor air pollution, particularly from radon and formaldehyde, can pose far greater health risks
than outdoor air and other potential exposures to toxic chemicals.

o

The public is not adequately informed about risks or non-risks associated with indoor air
pollution.
Indoor air pollution is excluded from coverage under the federal Clean Air Act and no single
federal agency is responsible for controlling the problem.
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o

I
Local Sacramento government is under staffed with respect to indoor air p oIlution programs.
These findings are described more fully below along with recommendations for addressing the
problems.
1.

Indoor air pollution, particularly from radon and formaldehyde,n cause far greater health risks
than outdoor air and other potential exposures to toxic chemicals
According to Yale University's chairman of public health and epidemiology, almost all cancers
from radon exposure and leukemia from benzene exposure are exbected to be caused by indoor air
contamination. Radon alone is estimated to cause between 5,000 and 20,000 lung cancer deaths
annually. A recent report by EPA staff suggests that risks from ' tindoor air pollution may be even
greater than exposure from hazardous waste sites.
Recommendation:
11
The City should assess whether predisposing factors (e;g., new weather-tight buildings,
paneling, foam furniture) are present in City buildings and could adversely impact City
employees.

2.

The public is not adequately informed about risks Or non-risks associated with indoor air
pollution.
Although several groups (e.g., Lung Association, SACOG) have attempted to update local citizens
on the hazards of indoor air pollution, the public is still largely uninformed. Media response
and attention has also been very limited. This lack o6nformation has caused the public either
to complacently accept risks or, in some cases, to take; unnecessary steps to remedy perceived
risks. An example of the latter are home removal actions based on scare tactics used by
asbestos-removal firms.
Recommendation:
o

3.

The City should work with other groups to sponsor community awareness workshops on
indoor air pollution.

Indoor air pollution is excluded from coverage under the federal Clean Air Act and no single
federal agency is responsible for controlling the problem.
Federal involvement with indoor air pollution is chiefly limited to funding research. (Sixteen
federal agencies have responsibility for controlling some aspect of indoor air pollution.) For a
number of reasons, including the lack of public pressure, federal regulators have shown little
initiative in defining the problem and setting standards. In an I attempt to remedy this the new
Superfund law requires Erot to outline its strategy for addressing indoor air pollution; an interim
report states that EPA will focus both on controlling the individual pollutants and their products
arid the various types of buildings in which the contaminants are found. House bill 1697 and
Senate bill 744 were both introduced in 1987 to provide support to states and homeowners for
radon mitigation.
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Recommendations:
o
•

The City should support an active program by EPA to control and mitigate indoor + rair
pollution. State/local agencies dealing with air (ARB, APCD) could be encouraged to relay
these views to federal authorities.
In the absence of adequate federal or even state regulation, the City should consider
reviewing its building codes as a possible mechanism to reduce risks. Potential modificatiOns
could include setting ventilation standards, banning certain hazardous home building products
and setting product design standards.

o

4.

The City could follow the lead of other local governments and establish a requirement that
real estate transactions involving homes of certain ages have asbestos inspections.

The State of California has initiated a good research program, but has not adequately addressed
regulatory aspects of indoor air pollution.
The State of California does not have an effective regulatory program in the area of indoor ')air
pollution. Several other states, for example, have already taken steps to ban urea formaldehYde
insulation, have regulated such use by mandating limits on indoor concentrations or have required
warnings on urea formaldehyde sales.
Recommendations:
The City should support legislation to require the State to develop an aotive regulatory
program for indoor air pollution.
Local Sacramento government is Under staffed with respect to indoor air pollution programs.
Recent cutbacks, including Proposition 13, have limited local involvement and oversight.
Currently, only one staff position is available for overseeing any indoor air pollution progra ims
underway at the County; indoor air pollution is only one of the responsibilities of this position.
As a result, it is likely that less attention is being directed toward the problem than is
warranted given the potential health risks.
Recommendations:
o

The City should consider creating its own staff position to address indoor air pollution
problems or should support the creation of additional County positions.
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TOXICS IN FOOD
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

If feasible, the City of Sacramento should support any future legislation addressing the detection,
monitoring and control of chemical and pesticide residues in foods.

2.

Should any public information and education material be developed by the City to address toxics
exposure to Sacramento citizens, this information should include reference to potential impacts from
ingestion of toxic contaminants in food products. The City should avail itself of material being
developed by other groups (e.g., NRDC, Health and Welfare Agency).

3.

The City should support the efforts by private Industry (e.g., Raleys Supermarkets) to reduce citizen
exposure to toxic chemicals in food substances.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Toxic chemicals may be present in fresh or processed foods from pesticide uses, environmental contaminants
(e.g., PCBs, industrial chemicals), natural toxicants (e.g., aflatoxin) and from foodadditives. These levels are
often not controlled, either because there is inadequate regulation or lack of information. The same awareness
and level of stringency should be applied to toxics exposure from food ingestion as is applied to other potential
exposure sources such as drinking water and ambient air.,
BACKGROUND
Regulation of toxic chemicals in food is almost exclusively handled at the state and federal level; additional
investigation and regulation at the local level would be extremely 'costly and duplicative. There is some
concern, however, that existing federal and state programs do not sufficiently 'protect the public from exposure
to unsafe levels of toxic chemicals. For example, in 1983 the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
reviewed federal and state regulatory and enforcement practices on Pesticide , residues in food and surveyed a
number of fresh produce items found in San Francisco markets for pesticide residues. The study results showed
that 44% of the samples contained pesticide residues. Although 90% were below Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) tolerance limits, the NRDC
•
concluded that the system for setting tolerances required reform and that
analytical methods for detecting pesticides and enforcement efforts should be improved.

In a more recent survey at the request of three supermarket chains, 37.4 percent of 117 samples of fruits and
vegetables were found to contain some pesticide levels (Sacramento Bee, 9 August 1987). Illegally high levels of
pesticide residues or traces of illegal pesticides were found in 9.4 percent of the samples. These results are
very similar to those reported by the NRDC. The California Department of Food and Agriculture, however, has
reported a much lower percentage (1.88 percent) of illegally high levels of pesticides or illegal pesticides found
in 6,700 produce samples it tested in 1986.
A program to address pesticide levels in foods was envisioned in Assembly Bill 2277 which became effective in
1984. The bill required that on or before 1 September 1985, the Department of Health Services (DHS) submit to
the legislature a program for detecting and monitoring chemical and pesticide residues in processed foods. A
draft report was submitted in July 1985 and recommended a program for the annual collection of 4,000 food
samples and lab analyses of 8,000 samples. The analyses would cover the full spectrum of potential toxic
contaminants including selected pesticides, environmental contaminants, trace elements, natural toxicants and
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food additives. The cost of the recommendation program would be $1,990,000 for DHS and an estimated
$500,000 for the Department of Food and Agriculture. Much of the cost was for the performance of the lab
analyses. A bill (AB 4339) introduced in 1986 by Assembly Member Lloyd Connelly which would have
implemented DHS' recommended program died for lack of funding.
Awareness of pesticide residues on raw food has dramatically increased with the 1987 National Academy of
Sciences' report, "Regulating Pesticides in Food." Primary findings of the report include the following:
o

"...no scientific reason for the law's different treatment of raw and processed food tolerances."

•

"90% of estimated dietary oncogenic risks from pesticides stem from uses sanctioned by tolerances
granted before 1978."

o

'80% of oncogenic risk from 28 pesticides that constitute the committee's risk estimates is associated
with residues of 10 compounds in 15 foods.''

In response to the NAS report, Assembly Member Connelly introduced Assembly Bill 2455 which focused on the
risk of pesticide residues on raw food. The state currently conducts a limited routine testing program of food
crops for pesticide residues but lacks a practical method to detect many of the cancer-causing pesticides.
Under Connelly's bill the registration process for a pesticide would include analytical procedures for detecting
the product in food. This bill would aid in decreasing the overall risks but it would still be necessary to
address the hazards from pesticides which have tolerances granted before 1978. The bill was not passed and
will probably not be re-introduced.
Proposition 65, which requires businesses to notify consumers if their products contain certain carcinogens, was
passed in the fall of 1986 and will have a limited impact on food products. Those products affected are fobds
which contain chemicals added as a result of human activity (other than washing). Naturally occurring
chemicals in food will be exempt from the warning requirement.
The following are some of the current statewide efforts to raise consumer consciousness of risks posed by
pesticide residues in raw foods.
o

The Natural Resources Defense Council will follow up their 1983 study with a report/pamphlet entitled
"Consumer Guide on Pesticide Residues" which will be published September 1987. The guide will
include current health effects of pesticide residues on raw foods and effectiveness of produce washing
to remove pesticides.

o

United Farm Workers have sponsored a boycott of California table grapes. One of the main issues is
the use, primarily for cosmetic reasons, of five cancer-causing pesticides on table grape crops. Many
of the pesticides are systemic and cannot be washed off.

o

Raleys Supermarkets have developed an ongoing program of testing the pesticides which the National
Academy of Sciences Report stated posed 99% of the risk of pesticide residues on food. They have
targeted the following nine produce products: apples, oranges, grapes, lettuce, potatoes, tomatoes,
carrots, and corn. Raleys is conducting a weekly sampling program with testing at offsite laboratories.
The program will continue through the winter to pick up sampling of the seasonal Mexican crops.
Produce with zero residues will be tagged in the supermarket. Raleys endorses state and federal
testing programs but feels that these programs are under budgeted and as such cannot maintain an
extensive testing plan.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISCLOSURE ORDINANCE REPORT

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City Fire Department should conduct a study on"consUmer packaged" hazardous materials".

2.

The City of Sacramento should revise its Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance (Chapter 71 of the
City Code) to require disclosure of the use and/or handling of extremely hazardous substances (as
defined by Section 304 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986) in quantities
greater than the federal reportable quantities.

3.

Unless a different agency is designated for this role, the Fire Department should (1) establish a citywide hazardous materials database, (2) establish a community access-to-information program, and (3)
prepare an annual hazardous materials report, containing a summary of all collected data, sorted by
chemical and type of industry (SIC codes could be used).

4.

The City should pursue efforts to ensure compliance with the Disci°Sure Ordinance (even if voluntary)
by county, state and federal facilities.

5.

The City Fire Department should begin tracking carcinogenic materials. In addition, the Prop 65

carcinogenic list should be used by the Fire Department In identifying carcinogens.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The City of Sacramento adopted a Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance (Chapter 71 of the City Code)
in 1982. This Ordinance requires any person who uses or handles, a hazardous material to submit an initial,
completed, disclosure form to the City Fire Department. This Ordinance also requires an annual submittal
of a disclosure form to account for changes in hazardous materials use.
The City Fire Department is the Administering Agency for the Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance
within the city limits. Furthermore, the City Fire Department administers state and federal mandated
community right-to-know programs including, AB 2185, AB 2187, AB 3777, and Title III of the federal
"Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986."
The City's Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance, and state and federal legislation in this area, provide
local communities with the information needed to develop and implement effective hazardous materials'
management programs. The hazardous materials database, derived from the disclosure ordinance, can be
utilized by various city departments including the Fire Department (for emergency response), the Planning
Department (for land use planning or CEOA review of proposed projects) and the Department of Public
Works (for siting public works' projects).
III. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND FtECOMMENDA1ICR4
FINDING: Retail sales of hazardous materials should be considered for inclusion in the Hazardous Materials
Disclosure Ordinance. Retail stores sell a wide variety of home, 'garden, and consumer products, many of
which contain hazardous materials. These products are packaged for use by the general public, and
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currently are exempt from the provisions of the Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance. The City Fire
Department has stated that a study could be conducted, as part of their ongoing Company Inspection
Program, to determine the magnitude of the consumer products/retail sales issue. The Fire Department has
estimated that the field portion of the study would extend over a regular department Inspection cycle of six
months (see Attachment A).
RECOMMENDATION 1: The City Fire Department should conduct a study on "consumer packaged" hazardous
materials. This study should determine the type and amount of hazardous materials stored at retail sales
establishments, and the need to regulate these commercial establishments under the Hazardous Materials
Disclosure Ordinance.
FINDING: Extremely hazardous materials exist, within the City Limits, at quantities less than the
Disclosure Ordinances "reportable quantities. These quantities of extremely hazardous materials can pose a
threat to the public health and safety. The Federal government has established (see Attachment B) a list
of hazardous substances that require immediate notification, to the local emergency planning committee and
the State emergency response commission, in the event of a release of a listed substance in excess of the
reportable quantity for that substance. This list consists of those substances on the list of 402 extremely
hazardous substances published in the Federal Register, Volume 51, No. 221, on November 17, 1986; and
substances subject to the emergency notification requirements under CERCLA Section 103(a). The
reportable quantities under the Federal emergency response notification program (Section 304 of the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986) are, in most instances, less than the reportable
quantity currently specified in the City's Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance.
RECOMMENDATION 2: The City of Sacramento should revise their Hazardous Materials Disclosure
Ordinance (Chapter 71 of the City Code) to require persons using and/or handling extremely hazardous
substances (as defined by Section 304 of the Supedund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986Attachment B), in quantities greater than the federal reportable quantities, to disclose.
FINDING: Section 71.100 of Chapter 71 of the City Code (Hazardous Materials Disclosure) recognizes the
right of firefighters, health officials, planners, elected officials, and residents to have access to hazardous
materials disclosure information. Subcommittee B experienced significant delays in gaining access to the
City Fire Department's hazardous materials database during their review of the City's hazardous materials
disclosure program.
RECOMMENDATION 3: The City Fire Department should review their policies on the dissemination of
disclosure information to the public and other city departments. Specifically the Fire Department should (1)
implement Subcommittee A's recommendations on a city-wide hazardous materials's database, (2) establish a
community access-to-information program, and (3) prepare an annual hazardous material's report containing
a summary of all collected data, sorted by chemical and type of industry (SIC codes could be used). The
annual report should also indicate how many local hazardous materials users have disclosed, and how
disclosure information has been used in emergency response and/or other local decision making processes.
The annual report should be submitted to City Council for review.
FINDING: Currently, few county, state and federal facilities, utilizing hazardous materials within the 'City
boundaries, are disclosing their hazardous materials use to the City Fire Department. Since these agencies
are located at a higher level of government than the City, they are not legally bound to comply with a
City ordinance. However, City departments, especially the Fire Department are called upon to respond to
incidents at these facilities.
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RECOMMENDATION 4: The City should pursue efforts to ensure compliance, with the Disclosure Ordinance,
(even if voluntary) by county, state and federal facilities. Specifically, the City Fire Department should
notify, in writing, all such facilities that their hazardous material's use should be disclosed to the City. If
this request for compliance is unsuccessful, the City Council should consider additional alternatives,
including denial of services.
FINDING: The City Fire Department has the authority to track any amount of carcinogenic materials under
provisions of the Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance. Fire Department staff have indicated that,
though they aren't currently tracking carcinogenic materials, they would pursue it in the future.
RECOMMENDATION 5: The City Fire Department should begin tracking carcinogenic materials. In addition,
the Prop 65 carcinogenic list should be used, by the Fire Department in identifying carcinogens.
FINDING: The Fire Department has indicated (See attachment A) that implementation of the above five
recommendations will require additional funds.
RECOMMENDATION 6:
The City Council should approve the necessary funds to implement the recommendations in this report.
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
, DEPARTMENT OF FIRE

I

FIRE ADMINISTRATION

William R. Powell
Fire Chief

•

August 15, 1986
MEMORANDUM
TO

1
: JOHN TOMKO, Senior Engineer, Public Works Department

FROM • : WILLIAM R. POWELL, Chief
SUBJECT: PROPOSED REPORT TO COUNCIL REGARDING HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
DISCLOSURE ORDINANCE

In reviewing the proposed report to Council I have identified a few
areas that need more explanation or correction. Below please find
our response to each proposal:
Item 1. When Deputy Chief Feil responded to questions regarding 'a
study to identify how many businesses had items that were
hazardous, but were either exempt or below the reportable
limit, he implied that the study could be incorporated into
our ongoing Company Inspection PrograM.. HoWever, he does not
remember any questions about what additional costs or how long
the study would take. In our staff discussion of this proposal we have tentatively settled on a pilot program which
would require six months in the field, along with sixty days
preparation on the front side and at least sixty days to
evaluate what we find.
There is definitely a cost related to this pilot program.
It would require one staff person to draft the necessary reports, develop the program papers and to oversee the program.
We estimate the following costs:
1 Staff 'person (4 months work)
Program Cost
Materials
TOTAL

$13,867

4,938
- 15
$18,820

The department would absorb the cost for time in the field.
Total program costs would be developed from the pilot program.
Item 2. We concur, no costs at this time.
Item 3. We concur with the annual report. However,4 there would be a •
cost related to developing some of the items suggested for
the annual report.
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John Tomko

-2-

August 15, 1986

Our current program was designed to identify What hazardous
chemicals were in a specific location for emergency response
personnel and public inquiry regarding a specific location.
To call up the location of all businesses with a specific
chemical will require a modification/enhancement of the current
program. We have made initial contact with Data Processing
and they have given us an estimate of $1,500 to upgrade the
program.
Regarding the statement, "How successful the information has
been used by emergency response personnel", we have no problem.
When it comes to the area of "How successful it was used in
regard to other local decision making processes", we have no
idea how we would collect this information or evaluate it, or
if there would be a cost related to gathering the information.
Item 4. We concur with this paragraph. We question the statement
about denial of services.
Item 5. We concur with this paragraph.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The estimated costs for the Items above are:
Item #1

$18,820

Item #3

1,500
Total

$20,320

It should be recognized that these costs are for the pilot program.
There will be additional ,eçs to move from a pilot program to a complete City-wide pr

WILLIAM R. POWELL
Chief
WRP : nm
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§ 300.92 Definitions.

Terms not specifically defined in this
section have the same meaning as in
Subpart A of this part.
• Act means the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 198e.
CERCLA Hazardous Substance means
a substance listed in Table 302.4 of 40
CFR Part 302.
Commission means the State of
emergency response commission (or. for
the purpose of emergency planning. the
Governor if there is no commission) for
the State in which the facility is located.
Environment includes water, air, and
land and the interrelationship which •
exists among and between water, air,
and land and all living things.

Extremely hazardous substance
means a substance listed in Appendix D

PART 300—NATIONAL OIL AND
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
POLLUTION CONTINGENCY PLAN

1. The authority citation for Part 300 is
revised to read as follows:
Authority Sec. 105 Pub. 1., 98-510,94 StaL
2764, 42 U.S.C. 9505 and sec. 311(c)(2), Pub. L
92-500 as amended. 86 Stat. 885.33 U.S.C.
1321(0(2) and secs. 302. 303, 305. 325 and 328,
Pub. L 99-499; E.O. 12316. 46 FR 42237
(August 20. 1981): E.O. 11735. 38 F1't 21243
(August 1973.)

2. The table of contents of Part 300 is
amended by adding a new Subpart I as
follows:
•
PART 300—NATIONAL OIL AND
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
POLLUTION CONTINGENCY PLAN
Subpart I—Emergency. Planning and
Community Right tol Know
Sec.

300.91 Purpose.
300.92 Definitions..
300.93 Emergency planning.
300.94 Emergency release notification.
300.95 Penalties.

3. Following Subpart 1-I in Part 300, a
new Subpart I is added as follows:
Subpart I—Emergency Planning and
Community Right:to Know
§.300.91

Purpose.

This regulation establishes the list of
extremely hazardous substances.
threshold planning quantities. and
facility notification responsibilities
necessary for the development and
implementation of State and local
emergency response plans.

41581

•Release means any .spilling, leaking,
pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying,
discharging. injecting. escaping.
leaching, dumping, or' disposing into the
environment (including the
abandonment or discarding of barrels.
containers, and other closed
receptacles) of any hazardous chemical,
extremely hazardous substance, or
CEIrtCLA hazardous.substance.
Reportable quantity means. for any
CFRCLA hazardous substance, the
reportable quantity established in Table
302.4 of 40 CFR Part 302, for such
substance: for any other substance, the
reportable quantity iè one pound.
Threshold planning quantity means
for a substance listed in Appendix D,
the quantity listed in the column
"threshold planning quantity" for that
substance.

of this part.
Facility means all buildings.
I 30033 Emergency planning.
equipment. structures, and other
(a)Applicability. The requirements of
stationary items which are located on a
this section apply many facility at
single site or on contiguous or adjacent
which there is present an amount of any
sites and which are owned or operated
. extremely hazardous substance in
by the same person (or by any person
excess of its threshold planning.
which controls. is controlled by, or
(*entity, or designated, after public
under common control with, such
ncitice and opportunity for comment. by
person). For purposes of emergency
the Commission or the Governor for the
release notification, the term includes
State in which the facility is located.
motor vehicles, rolling stock, and
(b)Emergency Planning Notification.
aircraft.
The owner or operator of a facility
Hazardous Chemical means any
subject to this section shall provide
hazardous chemical as defined under
notification to the commission that it is
§ 1910.1200(c) of Title 29 of the Cocie.,of
a facility subject to the emergency
Federal Regulations, except that such
planning requirements of this subpart.
term does not include the following
Such notification shall be provided: (1)
substances:
On
or before May 17. 1987 or (2) within
• (1) Any food, food additive, color
sixty days after a facility first becomes
additive, drug. or cosmetic regulated by
subject to the requirements of this
the Food and Drug Administration. „
section, whichever is later.
' (2) Any substance present as a solid .
.(c) Facility Emergency Coordinator.
in any manufactured item to the extent
The
owner or operator of a facility
exposure to the substance does not
stlbject to this Section shall designate a
occur under normal conditions of use.
facility representative who will
(3) Any substance to the extent it is
participate in the local emergency
used for personal, family, or household
planning process as a facility emergency
purposes. or is present in the same form
response
coordinator. The owner or
and concentration as a product
operator shall notify the local
packaged for distribution and use by the
emergency planning committee (or the
general public.
Governor if there is no committee) of the
(4) Any substance to the extent it is
ficility representative on or before
used in a research laboratory or a
•September 17. 1987 or 30 days after
hospital or other medical facility under
eitablishment of a local emergency
the direct supervision of a technically
planning committee. whichever is
qualified individual.
earlier.
(5) Any substance to the extent it is
(d) Provision of information. (1) The
used in routine agricultural operations
owner or operator of a.facility subject to
or is a fertilizer held for sale by a
this section shall inform the local
retailer to the ultimate customer.
emergency planning committee of any
Person means any individual, trust,
changes occurring at the facility which
firm, joint stock company, corporation
may be relevant to emergency planning.
(including a government corporation),
(2) Upon request of the local
partnership, association, State.
emergency planning committee, the
municipality, commission, political
owner or operator of a facility subject to
subdivision of a State. or interstate
this section shall promptly provide to
body.
•
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the committee any ink:irritation
necessary for development or
implementation of the local emergency
plan.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under the control Number 2050-0046)
§ 300.94 Emergency releasenotlfication.

(a)Applicability. The requirements of
this Section apply to any facility: (I) At
which a- hazardous chemical is
produced, used, or stored and (2) at
which there is release of a reportable
quantity of any extremely hazardous
substance or CERCLA hazardous
substance which results in exposure to
persons outside of the boundaries of the
facility. This Section does not apply to
any such release which is a federally
permitted release.
(b) Notice Requirements. (I) The
owner or operator of a-facility subject to
this Section shall immediately notify the
local emergency coordinator for the.
local emergency planning committee of
any urea likely to be affecteclby the
release and the State emergency
planning commission of any State likely
to be affected by the release. If there is
no local emergency planning committee
or State emergency planning
commission, notification shall be
provided under this section to relevant
local or state emergency response
personnel.
(2) The notice required under this
Section shall include the following to the
extent known at the time of notice and
so long as no delay in notice or
emergency response results:
(i) The chemical name or identity of
any substance involved in the release.
(ii) An indication of whether the
substance is on the list referred to in .
section 302(a).
(iii) An estimate of the quantity of any.
such substance that was released into
-the environment.

(iv) The time and duration of the
release.
(v) The medium or media into which
the release occurred_
(vi) Any known or anticipated acute
or chronic health risks associated with
the emergency and, where appropriate,
advice regarding medical attention
necessary for exposed individuals.
(vii) Proper precautions to take as a
result of the release, including
evacuation (unless such information is
readily available to the community
emergency coordinator pursuant to the
emergency plan).
(via) The name and telephone number
of the person or persons to be contacted
for further information.
(3) As soon- as practicable after a
release which requires notice under
(b)(1) of this section, such owner or
operator shall provide a written followup emergency notice [or notices. as more
information becomes available) setting
forth and updating the information
required under paragraph (b)(2) of this
section. and including additional
•
information with respect to—
(i) Actions taken to respond to and
contain the release.
• (ii) Any known or anticipated acute or
chronic health risks associated with the
release. and.
(iii) Where appropriate, advice
regarding medical attention necessary
for exposed individuals.
(4) Exceptions. fi) In lieu of the notices
specified in paragiaphs (b) (2) and (3) of
this section. any owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section from
which there is a release of a CERCLA
hazardous substance which isnot an
extremely hazardous substance and has
a statutory reportable quantity may
provide the same notice required under
CERCLA section 103(a) to the local
emergency planning committee.

(ii) In lieu of the notices specified in
paragraphs (b) (2) and (3) of this section.
any owner or operator of a facility subject to this.section from which there
is a release during transportation or
storage incident to transportation. may
provide notice by dialing 911 or. in the
absence of a 911 emergency telephone
number, calling the operator.
(Approved by the Office of Management and ..
Budget-under the control number 2050-0046)
§ 200.95 Penalties.

(a) Civil Penalties. Any person who
fails to comply with the requirements of
It 300.94 shall be subject to civil
penalties of up to S25.000 for each
violation in accordance with section
325(b)(1) of the Act.
(b) CiviiPencillies for Continuing
Violations. Any person who fails to
comply with the requirements of
300.94 shall be subject to civil
penalties of up to S25.000 for each day "
during which the violation continues, in
accordance with section 325(0)(2) of the
Act. In the case of a second or
subsequent violation any such person
may be subject to civil penalties of up to
S75.000 for each day the violation
continues, in accordance with section
325(b)(2) of the Act.
(c) Criminal Penalties. Any person
knowingly and willfully fails to provide
notice in accordance with 300.94 shall.
upon conviction, be fined not more thar
S25.000 or imprisoned for not more than
two (2) years. or both (or. in the case of
a second or subsequent conviction. shall,
be fined not more than 550.003 or
imprisoned for not more thanfive (5)
years. or both. in accordance with
325(b)(4) of the Act.
•
3. Following Appendix C of Part 300
new AppendixiD and Appendix E are
added as follows: •

APPENDIX —LIST OF EXTREMELY HAZAPDouS SUBSTANCES, THREBNoLo PLANNING QUAN1TrIES, AND REPORTABLE QUANT;TTES
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Cot-None
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Cennuorirs
Ononatraam
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.

Crwrgelme
C4010+11004.11rto
Cf11104210erreydo. CE)OfOrOien °Mow*
Cyars09011 4:43.04

Cylnoonos
ovionne %Jones
Cofe$01111s4,4011
Oft 10P411ryirrora
CY1:6304^14ne

DerAoware (14)
Cameron
Deannoms.rnatnyl..
Donos
Damien

.

pow ommime_

Delmotonn.nyonenrunin4.
Choroloolwas
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"'L....a ......--
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-
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Ammons. ornicar ninn

-

IlvelITC40

Aecenionr
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(maws)

unaarstio

0.11111111y

Wand

1

.1

Sand

'

SCad

'

500
100
500
500
103
100
2
10.000
500
500
500
2
19.000
100
500
1.000
500
2

Said
500
I 11-11-4
Gas
Sold
Sand •
Salt

I
Sold

;
1 ■94 "

504
Said •
Sond
Uwe '

500
503
1.000
103
503
10.000

Gas
Lome
Send
XP

Cma
Woe
Lona
Soad
Sao
SoO

10.000

10.000
10.000
100

1.030
500

So

0031454 Sold "
55-25-7 SePC
5143-2 Sold
264111-734
159046-2 500
75-15-0 Lamal
766-194 1.5-..
• 224446-5 Lana i"
57 -76-9 Lr.-er
470404 Loud'
7752-50-5 Gat
24914-914 L11/14:'
9994114 Sara
. 107-20-0
Lane
79-11-6 Sorad
107-37-3 Lionel
627-11-2
5746-3 t40.143'
S42-56-1 Liou0 1'
107-30-2 Land'
3691-35-6 Sang"
198247-4 5o4"
21923-23-9 Mom&
10025-73-7 Sand
Sold :
• 7&4 641-.4
10210-WI Solo
52207-76-5 504
64-664 Sant
• 117-52-2 Sad
56-72-4 Sand "
5836-29-3 Sold
9546-7
53.549-7 Sold
4170-30-3 Warn*
123-73-9 Land
50646-3 So611 -'"
506-76-5 Soni
2536-26-2 1.0400
on..11
575-14-9
6641-9 SOW
108-91-5
' 26742-3 Loud
17713241-9 Sold
6065-46-3 Lanai
919-664 LANAd
1031 1.44. 9
19251-45-7
64-74-2
• 5023-53-6 Sakai'
111-44-4 Uo.-4
ta9-74.6 L6949
62-73-7 4.43i40
141-66-2
144-53-5 . uomd
814-49-3 L.71:11,40

I

SOO
. 1.030

011.07-7
100-44-7
740-204
1527141-7
53447-6
40.4454
1029444-5
7037-07-2
153434
211772.66-7
772645-6
• 106-199-0
109-19-3
,• 111-34-2
• 103-034
1306-19-0
=343-0

000e116dOlgine

II

1

100

1

1C0
• L000
• 5.000
•

1.1
1
II

5.000
1
.1
100
• 100
'1
'1
' 1
'1
'1
a
• I
'1
I

• 1
• 1.000
1
1
I

100
2
10.003
500
10,000
1.000

11
10
100
a

500

100
500
1,000
10.000
100
SOO
1030
10.0110
1.000
• 100
100

'500
t,000
2
10.060
100
100
100
10.000
. 100
500
1.000
100
1000
1.000
SCO
1.000
1.000
100
.100
10.000
10,000

500
500
SOO
100
100
H/000
10.000
10.01:0

"

1,000
LOW
100
` 500
1,000

10
I
5
1.000
•

• 5.000
s
'I

• I
• 1

ia
1
• 5
• 1
10
1
*1.000

•

100
100
1.000
.1
Il

1
1.1

al
1.1
10
'I
II

1
10

a
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aummTiEsCOntinued

La1:41411104 Onled

9346-0 Load
1E42-54-2 Sad
71-63-6 See
Z235-07-5

041fre-a-pearereenadamtea .
Deleecaroarrerna drums
Dceoen •
.094400 slaw

moo-m-s Sc
115-26-‘ Liam
00-51.5 sac
2524.422-4) Load.

Dcwal
Dent=
Caearese
wstrei preasnarcceonostreete
De1471nyi I)edraieur
Cernattek sedate
thoseth$1. settles
Oneatay$44meaaeocomos
Drheliwythetstoroulahe
Derneraylnyerarne
Oresatan
Cluslr0Oesol
Doesals
OntOler0 •
Decir sweesiala
DeeeNon
Deekoeutt
Deelaceoe,
DOerserceamea, acianetee4
Casuaoton
Derozareete 400e
Odeateaseet
Entaune..aireorocreonat
E eaostetan
Endeeten
Endre
Etecalonewcina
EPN
Ergoc.scderot
EreOlerfrove larvae
EINanirsuricehl monde. 2-ceaceoEthanol, 1.2.4090e-; acetate.
Einem
Emendates
Ethyl evoceadate
•
Edeyees12.•Clucereeda1aattee4
Breland Illeorohydne
Somme oluee
Edireadahreeme
•
Efleleemenate
Euroaelcunc ritasonale
Fenteroace
Faleronton
Feretodrneri

• 131-11-3
77.764 Load
7S-18-3
98-964 5401
7649-5
57-14-7
611644■4

Floonne

F segeaerts"Nce
Focroaceur wed
Fascroacerp monde
Fluceouta-a
,Fdeatos
Formagenese
Formaidenyde doeenydne,
Formatanate
Fortmenon
Forataretale

•

atm 52%)

161061trn telISCIlkOrKle

Iron. PeolaCar0Ohy6
Ishoenr Dr,

1

1.6.00uTrIVVIrdt

3.44struorconenle ewer

11.0C*1•61C

—

.0..

Isoleatermate .

isophorone

,

8orSOC,1061110

isootOrrol rhierOlornvile
gomolke
is0010Cworheirei0e42040 canternecadsamme
Licaseeme
Leeteeetos

lSOINOC•ri

So

534-62-1 Seed
98-93-7 Sol5
1420-07-1 Saki
• 117464-0
76-34-2
* 60-05-0 1..82-664 Solid
15246-9 Load
295-04-4
514-7343 5e4
541.63-7 Seed
315-42-7 Sow
11549-7 Sc
2778-04-3 Sold
72-20-6 Solal
105.864 I...a
2106-64-5 504
50-1441 Saud
379-79-3 Sce4
1622-32-8 Load
1014047-1 Waal
532-124 445/4d
13194-46-4 Law
54.2-90-5
525-07-0 1.4314.1
271-4247 Load
75-214 Gas
107-15-3
151-55-4 Lcaad
Sokt
I 22:154.54
=24-924 Sold
122-14-5 LAW
11540-2 Loyd
4301-50-2 Sead
7732 ■41 ■11 Gas
640-19-7 Sole
144-484 Seed
35946-5 load
51-214 Sale
944-22-9
50433-0 Gas
10746-4 1 Lo..1
23423-53-9 6414
2503432-1 LOA:
17702-57-7 Soad
2184.5-32-3 Load
3876-194 50141
110-004 Load
13450404 Soled

FIMMoi

retemdarOM
Reran
Goa:1m tecalealse
Ifteal-****0redIeeealateeete
Hasacrawonapeunaere
mesaraetrearnecasenae. N.N0i0uty4.
Hyonstaw
Hewes-yarn ace
14ydrogen Chu:WM
Hydrogen Nome
Hypo:gen peq81434 Iconcenirsum
eriaToen *Neese
Moaner, Wide
Merecnanoete
inceereirepa

Aneetes g!hscal &Ma

Od51.0

Cheentrel none

1335-57-1 5o4
4536-11.4 uauel
302-01-2 Lased
7140-5 Gas
7647414 C44
13564-39-3 Gas
7722-64-I load
7753-07-5 Gas
r,83-os-r Gas
123-31 9 5444
" 53-66-1 5014
' 1002547-5 Sced
*13463-404 Load
7$7-75-9 Sob
79-82-0 Load
102-3S-3 Seed -465-73-6 504
55-91-4 tete
4095-714 50e1 -----

ure..23.4
623-55-8

119-36-0
71-97-7
21609-90-5

LassO

Threshold
olerrirsa mmlty
Ipoands1

F,irceltano.
udinury

rpounes)

10.000
100
• 100
1.000
100
SOO
SOO
500
10.000
SOO
100
2
10.000
3.000
500

I
II

t

'6
'

10
SAM
1

2
100
$00
10,000
500
10,000
2
100
503
503
103
LOCO
2
500
500
1.000
300
"1.000
SOO
SOO
1000
1.000
1000
10.1:100
10.000
▪2
1.000
10.000
500
10.000
2
500
1000
100
100
*2

2

•2
500
SOO
SOO
10.000
100
100
100
SOO
100
SOO
500
500
10.000
500
1.000
100
500
100
1,000
2
SOO
SOO
10.000
10.002
100
100
10.000
SOO
100
'100
• 100
1.000
SOO
500
1.000
500

10

II
1 7

7

.1
5000
.1
.1
I
IC

,

100
1
, 1
1
11
1.000

4

I1

•10
100
'1
'1
100
d

l .

•
100
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HAZARDOUS

Sues-T.:St:Es.

Tml4ESNOLD

Repocassii fluAsTmEs-Contorluec!

P1.iwtsm5 QuAkrmcs.

1515101anotai Orem]
TImpliteld
Chlrike5 novo

Le.wins
Lnaute
Iluen hydro.
lononaro4
humaness. tkarbopyri
bassrior4175546,4154
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Ihsrosic
&km= os04
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M4eriacs050W5 Mow
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sow
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624-52-0
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144.0,1 phorgukkan
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45510,5y1 lhockrais
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A
a
1

■••
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1.0.1

sok
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15146flike5 C
M0recrei00ne.

Mummy"
6545.514.47 gal
14e4455
NsI Cartorly1
Ncolme
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Nam a0C

Ner,c ewe
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Sd- 11 - 5
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10102-43-9
90.954
1122-60-7
10102-44.0
62-75-9
991-42-4
0
• 65-80-1
• 20018-12-0
630-604
23136-22.0
2497-074
10026-194
1910-42-5
2074-504
56.38-2
26840-0
12002-M4
16624-22 - 7
• 71-0.-7
• 87.110,5
Z570-211.5
79-21-0
664-42 -3
108-85-2
97-18-7
4418-66-0
68404
58-364
696-26-6
54.68.1
62-364
2097-16103-15-5
298.02-2
4104-14.7
647-02-4
765.451.5.

...........
--

722 -11 -6
13171-214

1.0:0
'1
S i

1.000
10.030
100
5133
• SOO
SOO
SOO
• 100
10.000
2
SOO
$OO
10.000
100
500
500
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2
500
1.000
10.030

14 ■•1
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60-344
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75-79-6
112641-5
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44411nyihyorams
uwerrmummele dcisnar.•04
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Melskart:
4,44.•••pme
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sok

55e..1541 ) iauMf
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2=454 54110
16752-77-5
15148-2
11043-7 ; i....1
74-634 Gai
7642-1

1
•

$OO
600
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10.003
LOW
SCO
10,000
/00
SOO
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1.000
SOO
SOO
1.000
SOO
SOO

reos-53-2

14•656,516001104
64410ohkullor90 65425104
Melhstairkn
445.111000115
644610m0
Matnaryttnylrnsecart 4006156
61411hyl 2.4710c6450141111
1441055/1 braorke
Moak etionkkikul
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1E00-27-7
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Fle0044010
pulfilify
101,010S)

Pliftrofic Mikity
CCOUnClil

•2
1 MO
• 103181
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10.000
•2
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44kricrykkarteelyi socknaut

Ik111,1

Arriawit;ortokk Moo

C.4.5 PSC

a Amy
▪ 1C0

Lama

100
1.003
'100
10.000
SOO
100
500
100
2
10.000

55080
I o313■01

10.000
▪ 100

5 1
1I

'1
1.000
/
1 1
3 1
'1
Si

10
100
'1
I

1.000
1.000
SI
•1
100
■

10
•1
' 1
10
1.000
•
I I
1.000

'1
'1
100

1
1.030
10
1.032
SI

10
1
I
1
II
1.000
1

100
SOO
1.000

I1

1

100
2

2
• 100
• 100
500
500
10.000
10.000
100
SOO
500
500
100
100

5c44:1
1.144.1

100
1.000
5

500
500

SOW
Sok
L.41540

Sok
Sok
5E40
Sok
1.0.40
Sc#IS
$obd

•1
100
• 100
I
.1
'10
,

1. 000

r

1

1.000

'I

500

100

500
100
2
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.00
2
2
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100
10
.1
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1
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CAINVCSI 114510

Proscatne
Paostmorainco acs1 riwro.0- . 0-411140-1.4-frnilJ1yi8'alipOrny() rilAr
PhOsallonotnoac so& .15417•4*. 542406114rootossnywarosamy4) 04181n craw
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Phosorxwoui sontocia
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PftriootOriro
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Raoloam •
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Paola!
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Plabflaus Mires
Ptatersoll tav•cnicirsSe

Potassium ammo
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Potassium saw twos*
R.Nmodiro
Proximo twomsoe
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Pastoactimefte
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Proloa. 245.4.55.0.5-o940Prom. 441RIC,
Pyrdel.e. 4.eavod 1-0.434
Praronei

Atelearn trIch.CrOs
.

Socmois soS

3007-7277

SOW
Lselime

Gala

776340-0 Wm
7446-It 4 Sold '
7666-93-0 Low.
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— -.-- —

l'halksuS 60 we

'

thosoinicaroarde
Traawas. t2.04oroona5vr.MOW OIL 12.65strylonanyild

.
.

500
SOO

• 131642-5 Solt
10031-50-I Sots
6535-73-6 •SOS
7791-12-0 500
2757-164 Solid
7646-11-6 Solid
2231-57-4
'2156i-17-0 Loud
79195-11.4
640-15-3

207-07-2

106-05-5
76-10-6
5346-62-1
614-76-0
7550 4 5-0

Lax.: -Lout-L10‘40

Scud

SoLid
Solid

Lau.:

100
II 1

/00

SOO
-500
1.000
• 500
500
• SOO
• ,2
10.000
100
100

1.000
11

580

"1

1.000
100
1,000
12000
10.000
500
• 900
• 500
1.000
,2
SOO
500
1.000
SOO
10.030

io.aoo
10.000
Igo

10.003
1.000

61
1.003

1
1
'1
t , 1.
• *1.000
10
• 4
1
„ 1
10
1.0100
'1
'' • j

100

5000
1

100

1J:00

500
1,000
10.000
560
2
500
1.003

II

1
'1
10
,

imar

- 500
SOO
503
100
• 103
1.1:03
.2
503
2
100
500
• 100
• 103
• 100
10.030
M
100
• 100
• 100
• 100

1

1
.1
1

SCO

100

740-09-6

Thait.c owe
"Blois" wows

talAngly.
ursoonl

Sc64

3669-26-5 1.10,6
256947-1 Limas.

Taman" aetsisorde
1400
.
Tortarlos
.
.
Touilemosa'
75511eurolo
- •letlamathyt oaf!

Reconsole

57-24-6 5066
00-414

•

Thirsnok1
phisving Quantity
IpOunCli)

10100
1.000
500
4. -4 ico
100
• 100
2
100
100
500
500
• 100

Scoo:
Soul

703140-2
776446-6 Sold
26625-224 Soso
124-65-2 SOW
14 343.4 Sots
62-76-6 54:441
13142-2 Se*0
13410-094 SOO
10102-15-S Sold
10102-20-2 Sac

Strvernvnt
.
Steroweenr..i..dials
_
SatoteD
SOMEaCt, 3-0e0e0010Q71 ocr51

Timarii.m .

nall-o sow

10025-67-3
10020.13-6 SOO
1314411-3 Solid
• 64-60-0
5747-6 Sold
5744-7 Sold
124-674 Sold
110-69-4 1.••••
5201-13-0 SOW
23505-45-1 Limas
8 10025-65-2 Scod
• 13454-660 Solis
10124404' sow
151-54.6 Said

.125-56.3

Socwin wrist'
SOCiagn tatt.re
Sefton Aeisolle

IIIMMOus CARIOnala
Thal.louS.crboom
-Ntotous maiondre

IJThIPPRIVW14:01 •1110

7603414 Goa
220043-1 Loso3
5073246-0 Lou0
2506-33-7 LJ0..3
225443-5 I .6-1
2719-12-2 L.060

663-45-7

SeerrwAroame *Nora:Nome
Saga*, 44.4moosarj. Noetroremirm56549catim arorcutoons.1.sioonala
Saco" mamma
5234.615 V seer.s
Scours anor 11431*431;
Solum c3osa5t4t1
sop." sysmoa INalpill
SCCI:orf, svoroazilate
Sawn per.6'15*:r00Aerat4

Saha saws
Solar least.Lcoot
SOW, tnalsie,
Sulfurs: sac
_
Tastin

CASINO.

57-574 Linud
107-12-0 Lkus
542-76-7 liqrd
109404 UAW -.
• 1331-17-5 I ir•
75■ 5641 LPPOS
75-55-6 Uot.41
2275-16-5 Solid
*95-634
129-004 Sold
160-76-1 1.671P3
504-24-5 Sold
1124-33-0 SOW
53556-25-1 504
6 1004647-7 Sots
14167-16-1 Sold
107-4J-45 yawl
7791.234 L4a/ad
7736-00-6 SOW

Prixpoomerms.

Slak:orima
tafil
Sataraa14.0rres*OrCe

o)

606-61-6 Said
2621434 sand
106-06-7 Lowl

Roosoistrot 3 -atioroPromi chit:rat/NM*
eloPp1so. 0790. 051 sew
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REPORTABLE Cumwrings—Contnued '
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,1 00
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1
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Parts 117 and 302
S'N hI-F;IL 3032 91
-

SQoerfund Programs: Aeoortaole
Duantity ACIUSIMentS
ASENCY: U.S. F.,:nvircr.-er.tai Protecnon

When there is a release of a
hazardous substance in a quantity equal
to or greater than its RQ as listed irt 40
CFR 302.4 (as amended by today's final
the person in charge of the vessel
faC:iiri must :immediately notify the .

C. The toil-free number of the NRC is
jied belir.v under "ADORESSES."
•
EFFECTIve OATS: December 29. 1986.
AcioneSSES: The toil-free telephone

.kgency (EPA).
Acriorc Final rule.

number of the National Response Center
is 1-800/424-8802: in the Washington.
DC metropolitan area, the number is 1-

SUMMARY! Sections 103(a I and 103(b) of

202/428-2875.

tne Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation, and Liability
Ac: of 1980 ("CERCLA") require that
persons in charge of vesseis or facilities
from which hazardous substances have
'oeen released in quantities that are
equal to or greater than the reportable
quantities ("RQs") immediately notify
the National Response Canter ("NRC")
of the release. Section 102(b) of CERCLA
establishes RQs for releases of
designated hazardous substances at one
pound. unless other reportable
quantities were established pursuant to
section 311(b)(4) of the Clean Water Act
( - C'NA").
Section 102(a) authorizes the
Administrator of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") to adjust
these RQs. and to designate as
hazardous substances. substances
which when released into the
environment may present substantial
danger to the public health or welfare or
the environment. A final rule published
on April 4. 1985 (50 FR 13458) adjusted
RQs for 340 hazardous substances. In a
Notice of Proposed Rulernaking
("NPRM") also published on April 4.
1985. the Agency proposed adjusted RQs
for 105 additional hazardous substances
(50 FR 13514). This rule finalizes the RQ
adjustments proposed in the April 4.
1985 NPRM.' By making these
adjustments. the Agency will be able to
focus its resources on those releases
which are most likely to pose potential
threats to public health, welfare, and the
environment In additton. these
aciiustrnents will relieve the regulated
community of the burden of reporting
releases which are unlikely to pose such
threats. Today's rule adjusts not only
the s:atutory one-pound RQs. but also
the RQs established pursuant to section
311{51(41 of the CWA.
• The Agency has derided to retivn the statutory
one-pound RQs for leacL pentactiloroeinane. and
methyl .:stlortde. pending analysis of their Potantleti
carcrurserucity. Therefore. tocay's rule adjusts RQ.
for ICC of the 105 hazardous suostances for vouch
ne Aonl 4 19€5 NPRSI prccosed as:lusted RQs. For
',..r1fter MSC:1311On 01 this ,:fue. see Section LU.C. of
sh..9 ,•ssamote.
.
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Docket
Copies of materials relevant to this
rulernaking are contained in Room LC at
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. 401 M Street. SW. Washington.,
DC 20460. The docket is available for
inspection between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 4:00 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. As provided in 40 CFR Part 2. a
reasonable fee may be charged for
copying services.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Dr. K. Jack Kooyoomjian. Senior Project
Officer. Response Standards and
Criteria Branch. Emergency Response
Division (WH-548B), U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency. 401 M
Street. SW. Washington. DC zoo°. or .
the RCRA/Superfund Hotline at 1-800/
424-9346. in Washington. DC. at 1-202/ .

382-3C00.
SUPPLEMIIKturv INFORMATIOPC The
contents of today's preamble are listed
in the following outline:
I. Introduction
A. Statutory Authority
B. Background of This Rulemaking
U. Key Issues Not Addressed in This Rule
A. Continuous Reieases
B. Federally Permitted Releases
C. Radionuclide RQs
D. Potential Carcinogen KS
Ut Reportable Quantity Adjustments
A. Introduction
B. Summary of the Methodology
Underlying the Reportable Quantity
Adjustments
C. Substances for Which RQs Are Adjusted
D. JCR Substances
IV. Reportable Quantity Adjustments Under,
Section 311 of the Clean Water Act
V. Summary of Supporting Analyses •
I. Introduction
A.

Stctutory Authority

The Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation. and Liability
Act of 1980 (Pub. L 96-510). 42 U.S.C.
9601 et seq. ("Superfund." "CERCLA.".or
"the Act"). enacted on December 11.
1980. establishes broad federal authority
to deal with releases or threats of
releases of hazardous substances from
vessels and facilities. The Act defines a

set of ''hazardous substances" chiefly by

reference to other environmental
statutes (see section 101(14)): currently.
there are 717 CERCLA hazardous
substances. The Administrator of the

Environmentai Protection Agency
LEPA - 1 may designate additional
hazardous substances pursuant to
sec:ion:07. of CERCLA.
The Act requires that the person in
charge of a vessel or facility
immediately notify the National
Response Center ("NRC") as soon as
that person has knowiedge of a release
of a hazardous substance in an amount
equal to or greater than the reportable
quantity ("RQ") for that substance
(sections 103 (a) and (b)). 2 In certain
limited situations, when direct reporting
to the NRC is not practicable. the
releaser may report to the nearest Coast
Guard- or EPA-predesignated On-Scene
Coordinator ("OSC*). If it is not possible
to notify the NRC or predesignated OSC
immediately. reports may be made
immediately to the nearest Coast Guard
unit. provided that the releaser notifies
the NRC as soon as possible (40 CFR
300.63(b)). Section 102(b) of CERCLA
establishes RQs for releases of
designated hazardous substances at one
pound. unless other reportable
quantities were assigned under section
311 of the Clean Water Act ("CWA").
Section 102(a) authorizes EPA to adjust'
all of these reportable quantities by
regulation.
A major purpose of the section 103(a)
and (b) notification requirements is to
alert the appropriate government
officials to releases of hazardous
substances that may require a federal
response action to protect public health
and Welfare and the environment Under
CERCLA section 104. the federal
government may respond whenever
there is a release or a substantial threat
of a release into the environment of a
hazardous substance. Response
activities are to be taken. to the extent
practicable. in accordance with the
National Contingency Plan (40 CFR Part •
300). which was originally developed

under the CWA. and which has been
revised pursuant to section 105 to reflect
the responsibilities and authority
created by CERCLA. EPA emphasizes
that a hazardous substance release
notification is merely a trigger for
informing the government of a release su
3 Ante... Into the environment of a substance
which is not listed as a CERC..A hazardous
subsume but which rapidly forms a CERCLA
Itazartions sunstance upon release. Is subtact to the
notification requirements of section 103. If the
amount of the hazardous suostance formed as sucn
a reaction product sequoia or exceeds the RQ for that
substance. the relesse must be reverie* to the NRC.
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that the need for a federal removal or
actioo can be evaluated by the
appropriate federal personnel and any
necessary action undertaken in a timely
fashion. Federal personnel will evaluate
▪il reported rFtigases, but will not
nenessann. !neaten removal or
nenniial nsinni :rt response to all
ported 71, 1tAses. because the release of
• 7.eporiable quhnt:ty i)i a hazardous
nnostance wU not necessarily pose a
hazard to public heaith or welfare or the
environment.
Section 1031b) uthorizes penalties. .
including criminal sanctions for persons
In charge of vessels or facilitienwho fail
to report releases of hazardous
nnostances winch equal or exceed
reportaine quantities. Any person in
charge of a vessel or
who. as
soon as that person bait knowledge of a
inportable•reiease. fails to tenon the
release pursuant to section 103(a) or (hl
shall, upon consection. be fined on mom
than S70.000 or imprisoned for not more
..han one year. or both. Notifications
.-eceived under sector) 10310 or
:eformation ointained by such notice
ninnot be used againstany reporting
person in any criminal case. excapt a
prosecution for perjury or for giving a
false statement.
7errieduii

3. Background . 0164 Ralemaking
On May 25. 1983. M3A, proposed anule
148 FR 235521 to clarify procedures for
reporting releases of CERCLA
hazardous substances and to adjust
:nportable quantities for 387 of the then
.396 CERCLA hazardous subitances. 2
The May 25. 7983 nfPRM also listed for
the first time. the "hazardous
substances" identified under section
101(14) of CERCLA. In the NPRM. EPA
discussed in detail the CERCLA
'notification provisions lincluding the
persons required to notify the NRC of a
reiease, the hazardous substances for
which notification is required. the type*
' Sinre me Mu* 13. Isei3 NPRSt n idattlitins1
ri...r.araceas suostanees bees been telestrified
• rtuent to nrinsts imeter RA aod Ibie CAA:
'Name stream it.1.1t usider sects= AO% of do
Resuurr.. C.Nriservaiton and Recovitey Act (RCRA1
au FFt SWIM-rune oven onsossons tinder toecteae Ilt
!:•:e Clara Air Act I CAM tM IFS Weft %Vitae,
rtr.amsFU. FrCI. Ft= FUR ARM PDV. eitit rani
tectIon adds. u 11C-2.A 140 FR 19254 Imam
iiirrams K11c. It I 12. X.113. it114.1(113. end KIN
:elor semen errs of RCRA !atl.
4.299111:
. iiiutaine And p-asnaseeve ander wenn* 31101 of
RCA ISO FR 429511t; mans Means it IV. ti asa
X. 138 under section 3001 of RCRA 151 Fa $3Z3 awl
2-trnoxyetrianni under section 3001 of RCRA (31 FR
vS.31't. Nona of lbw eacrre-boteel insbstaiseno. with the
e x.:potion at ewe Isom* stream MI meet alio sem
etrossioash, hews itemina perasousee Wood is 'fah*
102.4. These 19 substances ars 1J:tomb:vs lilted a the
:dole to ooey's rule. The ROI for these substances.
however. wir net ashamed Ovr exclise's Me se* writ
rtdufl :netr 114c/so:ay onelsousa AQiii anal aelluesed
!utrirv ru.ireiaitints.

of rejenses subject to the notification
requirements. and the exemptions from
tese requiretnentsj. the methodology
and criteria deed to al:hint the RQ levels.
and thelQ adjustments proposed ender
section :1W of CEACLA and under
section 111 of the CWA. On April 4.
1985, EPA promulgated a final rule (50
FR 13456). that clarified reporting
procedures and finalized RQ
adjustments for 340 hazardous
substances. including 21 waste streams.
The April 4. 1985 Federal Register also
contained an NPRM proposing RQ
ad)ustnients for 105 additional CERCLA
hazardeus substances. including seven
waste Streams (50FR 13514L ht. asicfitios
the April 4. 1983 NPRM clarified
reporting requirements foe substances
exhibuing the RCRA characteristics
ignitabinty. corrostvity. and reactivity
(10:11140 CFR Z31.21-281.23). 4 The
adjuated RQ for ICA substance,.
discussed below in Section AID..
becomes effective with today's ntle. In
preparing torlay's final rule. the Agency
has considered carefully the comers:Tea
received in response to the April 4. 1865
NPRM. ■
In finalizing these RQ athustmente.
today'S mite amends Table 302.4 of 4)
CFR 302.4 and. consistent wtth 40 CFR
1.17,3. applies not only to CERC.A RQs.
but also io the RQs established for
haza Talent substances under pennon
321(b114) of the CWA. Both Table 303.4
and Table n7.3 are revised and
published as a part of this rubs. Section
II of this preamble discusses key tames
relating to RQ adnutementa and CERCLA
notification requirementadiat are ant
resolved in today'* final rule. Section III
dim:wises the RQ adiamments and the
methodology ased in malting these
adjustments. Section IV addresses RQ
adjustmenta under section 311 of the
Clean Water Act. Section V provides a
summary of the analyses support:Meth/a
rule. ,
It is important to note that other
provisions of MCLA may apply even
where the statute does not require
notifir.ition. Therefore. nothing in this
rulartaking should be interpreted as
reflecting Agency policy or the
applicable law with respect to other
provisions of the Act. For example. a
parry responsible for a release (except
federal-1'y permitted releases and
specifically exempted substances, or
entities). is liable for the costs of
cleaning up. that release and tonally
natural resource damages caused by the

a.

• Saisidausrass exhibiting the checactaristic al
extractiOn ;roe-0444re 'till toxicity were not at Mawr
beC2w14, etc thermeets c+r which Ors CP soinoty test
,1 desists:rid are a4. aeatirried spew At ago ureter ere
CFR

release. even if the release is not subject
to the notification requirements of
sections 103 (al and IM.
proper reporting of a release in
accordance with sections 103 (eland (b,
does not preclude liability for cleanup
costs. The fact that a release of a
hazardous substance is properly
reported or that if is 004 subfect to the
notification requirements of sections
103(a) and (b) will not prevent EPA or
other government agencies from taking
response actions under section 104.
seeking reimbursement from responsible
parties under section 107, or pursuing an
enforcement action against responsible
parties under section 108. Note also that
this rule does not affect hazardous
substance reporting requirements
imposed by other regulations and
statutes (extent the cWA—see Section
IV below!.
Neither today's Said MI* nor the April
4. 1985 final rule addresses the
designation of hazardous substances
which are not designated wider the
statutes listed in cuta.A. section
101(14nThe Agency has conducted
several preliminary economic and
technical analyses ca this sebiect (see
48 FR zzequ and in an Adveant Notice
of Proposed Rulanialting (ANPRI4). also
published on May 25.1.983. invited
public comment. EPA has carefully
reviewed the comments received. The
Agency's designation pulley may be the
subject of a home retest:king.
11. Key Issues Not Addressed in this
Rule
.A. Caathrecus Iteleassin
Under sections 103 (a) and(b) of
CERCLA. no distinction is made
between episodic and conlinunos
releases. Section 1alt/X2). Menem.
provideseeducedrepamineraqintements
for certain "continuous" releases.
Releases may be reported ken
frequently than unties sections 1e3 lel
and (b) if they ace " C0112111110011." "stable
in qaaatity and rats" anti nor.ation
has been given nada: secianne 183 (at
and (h) "far a period suite:Set to
estalailen the continuity. quantity. and
regularity" of the release. Nitrification
must soil be gine "anneally, or at sucis
time as there is any statistically
significara increase' in the quantity of
the hazardous 14116114ailei being releesarin
Thus, instead of reporting every reieese
as it aeons =rutin emanations releases
may be reported less dies '
In ths May Z. urn proposal. EPA
noted that esinnennent efforts would be
focused on episodic rather than
continuses reissues. The Agency
_
presented alternative
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which releases could be included within
the continuous release definition, and
discussed a possiote notitication scheme
for releases determined to be within the
7-,e Agency receive,± 7r.cre :Ilan 40
..........
:he Lilscuss:rin
c,-., rs!iriuous releases .n :ne NI.ay 25.
:G8:1 NPR:M. EPA is in :he process of
deveiocing continucus reiease reporting
reztliations to clarify :h:s reciuceci
reporting requirement.
Although the continuous release
reporting Issue was not within the scope
of the April 4. 1985 NPR.M. the Agency
received one additional comment on this
issue. The commenter argued that
because the scope of the definition for
continuous releases relates directly to
whether certain RQs are appropriate.
the comment period for RQ adjustments
in the April 4. 1985 NPRM should be
reopened when the continuous release
reporting issue is finally resolved. EPA
has rejected this argument. however.
because the Agency considers the issues
of appropriate RQ levels and the scope
of the reduced reporting requirement for
continuous releases to be unrelated.
Whether a given release qualifies as
"continuous - has no bearing on the
appropriate RQ for a hazardous
substance determined according to a
specific set of scientific criteria.

B. Federally Permitted Releases
One of the exemptions from section
103(al reporting requirements is for
"ferierally permitted releases." The
definition of "federally permitted
release' in CERCLA section 101(101
specifically Identifies releases permitted
under certain other state or federal
programs.
In the May 25. 1983 NPR.M. EPA
e ;flamed its interpretation of each type
of release exempted by the definition of
"federally permitted release." The
Agency received many comments on the
scope of the federally permitted release
exemption, most of which urged a broad
interpretation of one, or more of the
federally permitted re:eases. Due to the
ccr-iplexity of the issues involved. the
Agency decided to examine further the
scope of the federally permitted release
exemption.
Although the April 4. 1985 NPILM did
not address the issue of federally
permitted releases: we received a
comment on this issue which was
analogous to the comment received on
:ontinuous releases. The cotrunenter
argued:that the comment period for RQ
idjustments proposed in the April 4.
1985 NPFLM should be reopened when
he issue of federally permitted releases
slinally resolved. The Agency has
<9ected this argument for the same

reason it relected the commenter's
arzument as it appiied to continuous
releases. Whether the release of a
hazardous substance that exceeds an
RQ will, under certain prescribed
c:r:stances. be exempt from reporting
7ec::ement3 because it is "federally
permitted." has no bearing on the
objective determir.ation of the
appropriate RQ level for the substance.
The Agency is evaluating the federally
permitted release definition and intends
to address the issue in a future
ralemaking.

reguiated community and emergency
rplpon•e personnei front the Pun:on of
making and responding to reports of
releases which are unlikely to pose such
threats.
'In this rule. RQs for 102 hazardous
substar.ces are adjusted. including seven
of the waste streams that were not
assigned adjusted RQs in the April 4.
1985 final rule. In today's rule. EPA
raises the RQs of 31 specific hazardous
substances, lowers the RQs of 30
specific hazardous substances, and
leaves the RQs of 34 specific hazardous
substances at the levels originally
C. Radionuclide RQs
established by CMICLA (or by CINA
Radionuclides are hazardous
section 311). This rule also raises the .
substances under CERCLA because they
RQs of the seven waste streams. In
are designated as a hazardous air
addition, today's final rule adjusts to 100
pollutant under section 112 of the CAA.
pounds the RQ for releases of RCRA
The preambles to the May 25. 1983
Unlisted solid wastes (as defined in 40
NPR.M and the April 4. 1985 final rule
CPR 261.2), which exhibit the RCRA
recognize that the statutory RQ of one
characteristics of ignitability.
pound may not be•appropriate for
corrosivity. or reactivity but which are
radionuclides. Radionuclides are also
not "wastes" (and thus not CMCLA
not addressed in today's final rule. The
hazardous substances) until after they
Agency will address the comments
are released and are not cleaned up for
received in response to the earlier
repackaging, reprocessing. recycling, or
ruiemaking efforts, as well as other
reuse (see 40 CFR 302.4(b)). The
radionuclide RQ issues. in a future
remaining 275 hazardous substances not
rulemaking when our analysis. now
addressed by today's final rule are being
ongoing, is completed.
evaluated for potential carcinogenicity .
D. Potential Carcinogen RQs
and/or chronic toxicity. Analyses of
these hazardous substances are nearly
As discussed in Section III below.
complete and adjusted RQs based on
today's final rule proposes no RQ
potential carcinogenicity and/or chronic
adjustments for substances with one.
toxicity will be proposed in an NPRM in
pound statutory RQs which will be
the near future.
ranked for the primary criterion of
potential carcinogenicity. The ranking
The primary purpose of notification is
methodology for such substances will be
to ensure that releasers notify the
discussed in detail in an upcoming
federal government so that federal
NPRM in which the Agency will propose
personnel can assess the need to
to adjust RQs for potentially
respond to the release. The different RQ
carcinogenic substances.
levels do not reflect a determination that
a release of a =RCLA substance will
III. Reportable Quantity Adjustments
be hazardous at the RQ level and not
A. Introduction
hazardous below that level. EPA has not
made such a determination because the
Until adjusted by regulation under
Agency has found that the actual hazard
section 102(a). CF.RCLA section 102(b)
will vary with the unique circumstances
establishes a reportable quantity of one
of the release. and extensive scientific
pound for hazardous substances other
data and analysis would be necessary to
than those hazardous substances with
determine the hazard presented by each
RQs established under section 311 of the
substance under a number of possible
Clean Water Act (CWA); for these latter
circumstances. Instead. the RQs are
substances. section 102(b) adopts the
designed to be a trigger for notification
established CWA RQs. This rulernaking
and reflect the Agency's judgment that adjusts the statutory RQs based upon
the federal government should.be specific scientific and technical criteria
notified of certain releases to which a
that relate to the possibility of harm
federal response might be necessary.
from the release of a hazardous
The reportable quantities represent a
substance in a reportable quantity.
determination only of possible or
These RQ adjustments. therefore. enable
.potential harm, not that releases of a
the Agency to focus its resources on
particular amount of a hazardous
those releases which are most likely to
substance necessarily will be harrnful to
pose potential threats to public health
public health or welfare or the
and welfare and the environment. Such
environment.
RQ adjustments will also relieve the
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Because CERCLA's RQ adjustment
methodology differs from that used
pursuar.1 to secton 311 of the C.leari
Water Act, some of the RQs set. today
are not the sante as those initially
promulgated under the CWA. The Aprti
*. 7_435
rue ;50 FR 134.56} amended
:n (-777:z :7' 3
44 FR 50776. Aiigust
RQs adjusted aricier
CLA :he aopilcanie RQs for
.7.•..nposes of
section 311. Today's
n.11e therefore ,iniusts not only CERCL.A
RQs. but. where applicable, CWA RQs
:a weil. A person in charge need not
- eport a single release twice in order to
atis fy CERCLA and CWA reporting
7equirements: one report to the NRC
3. Summary of the Methodology
nderiying the Reportatfie Quantity
. 1.<1.fustrnents

The Astenc-y has wide discretion in
adtusting the statutory RQs for
hazardous substancee under CERCLA. 5
Aciministrative feasibiiiry and
practicality are important
--.onsiderations. The Agency's selected
methodology for adjusting RQs begins
with an evaluation of the intrinsic
physical. chemical. and toxicological
properties of each designated hazardous
substance. The intrinsic properties
-xarnined—:alled - primary criteria"—
are aquatic toxicity. mammalian toxicity
oral. dermal. aoci inhalation).
gnit ability, reactivity, chronic toxicity.
and potential carcinogenicity. (For the
purposes of this rule. chronic toxicity—
referred to as "other toxic effects" in. the
May ZS. 1963 NPFLM—is defined as
toxicity resulting from repeated or

continuous expostue to either a single
dose or multiple doses of a hazardous
substance.)
The Agency ranks each intrinsic
properry on a five-der scale. immolating
a specific range of values on each scale
with a particular RQ valise. This 5ve-tiec
scale uses the five RQ levels of 1.1d.
100. 1000. and 5000 pounds originelty
established pursuant to CWA section.
111 see 40 CFR Part 117 and 44 FR
3177761. Each substance receives several
:en tative RQ values based on it*
par icuia properties.' The lowest of all

,

' s Senate Reber'
9Gth Caere's.
•;cuou nes/won IWO{ notes it page M in

teourt.u.s timentitwa sander tbse
rJr.n ;sectton Ir ;12'. of 5.14811. the Prime.=
zons:Lier any f4c:nrs neemed relevant to
.e..rairtiaterins the rpoortirto requirements or the
2-tswent s , trier respunatoth isiss usinsr this Act
• Lf avAitaole 0;1 came same. ULU .8 hezeramea
.4:-.stance drpi.trt Imo a reasuoe productibet La.
mor.e,nasardous than the anginal substance. the
....rtmary crarma ase aoosied to the Mr* hazardous
nrrinvet rimer than to tar cent:Lai substance ha
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of the tentative RQs laecorurs the
- primary criteria RQ - for that
51.; dstanca.
.

The Agency received several
comments on :T.s general RQ adjustment
methociology. One•comrnenter supported
the A.ger.cy s decision to continue to use
:he five-ner svstem.for setong RQs
developeci.under CWA section 311.
Other Commenters objected to EPA's use
of the primary criteria of chronic toxicity
and potential carcinogenicity to adjust
RQs. One of these commenter,
suggested that the methorioiogy used to
evaluate and assign chronic toxicity
rankings should employ data based on
routes of exposure anti pharmacokizietic
parameters when converting.animal
doses to human /hoses. The cement
approach assumes 50 percent absorption
from inhalation exposures and 1CO
percent absorptioe from oral exposures
The Agency decided to use these
assumptions instead cif reviewing
absorpnon arid Obarmacokinetic data
heUa use the purpose of RQ adjustments
:s to establish ieves at which the
federal government should be notified a
releases, not to-develop lengthy and
complex risk assessment scenarios, The
Agency has previously considered and
rejected the use of risk assessment
scenarios to adjust RQs (see the April t.
1985 final rule at 50 FR 13458).
The Same commenter also requested '
an exp anation of the Agency's decision
to estimate chronic exposure by
reductog subcaronic effect 'ewe by a
factor Of 10 or less. The Agency believes
that this approach is wed sat:knotted bf
experimental evidence which shows
that the ratio oi sunclumnir: lauds Us
levels derived attar chronic exposure it
2.0 or less for sicjeathan half of the
chemicals studied. Apostuareately 9a
percent of these ratios are below a.vaitus.
of 10. This entpiricallry derived
relationship between chronic and
subchroinic etleirt levels tadicams that it
is reasonable to esepioy a 20-foid
uncertainty factor to =cow Ear
differences between suischronin and
chronic effect 'revels. For a detailed
discussion of the chronic toxicity
methodology. -see the Technical
Background Document to Support
generate ayatemns saatficie or imeeeduae moan
rlYnros)me are asempuen "noun mon& ace an the
hasia'af :hese Cbligoaauao passancni. tn the Agra 4
VMS SPAM. Ote primary criteria AQ's a row
Mad&
lUb.117100111
100Jklei 3tfluortee mai zinc peosplemel Mira thalled.

on the apossca nos of to prawn enema to te
more hamar:toss regionals tirotniata rubor Man se do
iinqmai r suostances. In today'. anal rtes. wag
has neon removed hum Ma poop al
substances viectes iQs are basal ea entrlicaume
'he primary c.71:aria sa reecnoa moaucta Per a
..:iscuseunn. of a -masons use Aaerscy remotest lead
:ro,rn this aroup. tee - ecocer LIL C.
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Rulessalting Pursuant to CERCLA
Section 101 Volume 1. rakpperidiv
March 1965. svailabie for inspection at
Room LC. U.S. Environtnentall 1 Protection
Agency. 401 M Str ee t. SW. Washirtston.
DC :0460.
Another commenter opposed
adjusting RQs onwards becaUse many of
the 105 substances for which adjusted
RQs were proposed in the Ap17rt 4.1995
NPR14.4 had not been evaluated
adequately for potential carcinogenic or
chronically toxic effects. This
commenter suggested that statutory RQs
be retained until it is proven that a
designated hazardous substance does
not exhibit either Chronic toxicity or
potential carcinogenicity, as applicable.
Although the Agency retains the
statutory RQs if it has evidence
indicating chronic toxicity or potential
carcinogenicity pending more detailed
analysis. the Agency does nisi delay RQ
adjustment until it has evidence which
affirmatively proves the absence of such
characteristics. To attempt to
affirmatively prove the absence of
chronic toxicity or potential.
carcinogenicity. even if technically
possible. would greatly strai4 Agency
resources with little added benefit to
human health and environmental
protection. 'The data available to the
Agency provide no clear evidence of
chronic toxicity or potential
carcinogenicity for any of the
substances referred to by the
commenter. However. the Agency will
readjust RQs as necessary in the future
to take into account new information
concerning the hazard of datigneted
subatanees.
For a more detailed discuMion of the
primary criteria., inr.luding chronic
toxicity. sea the preembie of, the May 2.5.
1983 NEitivf (a FR 23593-2.3585). the
preamble of the April 4. 18815 fined rule
adjusting reportable quentillies (50FR
13456. section V.D.1). and the Technical
Background Dectunent to SuPpart
Rulenzakiag Pursuers to CERCLA
Section 162, Volume 1. NtiarCh 1985.
available forinsnaction at ail= LC..
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
401 tol Street. SW. Wasitiogtect. DC
2001
After the ceinsary criteria RQs are
assigned. substances are tardier
evaluated for their susceptibility to
certain tiegraciative processes. These
natural ciegraidative processes are
bioasiredation. hydrolysis. and
photolysis or "BHP. - These- processes
tend to reduce the Fried.* Potential for
harm to public health and Welfare arid
the environment al many hazardous
substance. releases. tf hazardous
substances *save pninary criteria RQs
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already at the maximum assignable
l.tvel of 5000 pounds or are found to be
;ioaccumulative. environmentally
persisteni highly reactive (or otherwise
unusually hazardousl, or degradable to
77. ore .7: azardous products. they are not
e r a one ,eve: RQ :ncrease on
:ne basis of BHP. On :he other hand. if
arlaiysts indicates tnat art etigibie
hazardous substance degracies relatively
1-opicily to a less harmful substance or
compound through one or more of these
processes when it is released into the
environment. the primary criteria RQ is
alseci one level on the basis of BHP.
The single RQ assigned to each
hazardous substance on the basis of the
primary criteria and BHP becomes the
adjusted RQ for the substance. Under no
circumstances may the RQ for a
suostance be raised more than one level
based on BHP.
For a more detailed discussion of the
3HP criteria and their use in
combination with the primary atter.a.
see the preamble of the May 25. 1933
.-(PRM (48 FR 2356.51. the preamble of the
Apr.: 4. 1985 final rule adjusting
7nortabie quantities (50 FR 13456.
sections V.C.1. and V.D.Z.; and the
Technical Background Document to
Support Rulernaking Pursuant to
CZRCLA Section 102. Volume 1. March
1985. available for inspection at Room
C. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. 401 M Street SW. Washington.
-

-

rit

20460.

C. SuCs:cnces for Which RQs Are
A c-ius red
This section describes the process
EPA used to select the 102 substances
for which today's rule adjusts RQs. As
described below, these 102 substances
have been assigned adjusted RQ3 On the
basis of the five primary criteria other
than potential carcinogenicity. The
diustments are as follows: 28
hazarcious substances were adjusted on
:r!e basis of chronic toxicity only. 13
hazardous substances on the basis of
chronic toxicity and at least one other
2rIrriary criterion. and 81 hazardous
substances on the basis of primary
dr:ieria .other than chronic toxicity.
Prior to the May 25. 1983 NPFLM. the
Agency identified a number of CERCLA
.azardous substances that exhibited
:hronic toxicity or potential
:arcinogenicity (or both). EPA identified
he chronically toxic substances using a
:artety of EPA background documents.
eports prepared by state agencies. and
;ther sources. EPA identified the
•
otential carcinogensusing the
•lonographs of the International Agency
:r Research on Cancer. the First.
•econd. and Third Annual Reports on
2arcinosens of the National Toxicology
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Program. U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. final Agency
determinations published in the Federal
Register identifying a substance as a
potential carcinogen, and
determinations by the Agency's Office
of Health and Environmental
Assessment that a substance may be a
potential carcinogen based on either
published or unpublished data. Lists of
:nese substances were submitted to
EPA's Environmental Criteria and
Assessment Office (ECAO) for further
chronic toxicity analysis and to EPA's
Carcinogen Assessment Group (C.AG)
for further carcinogenicity analysis.
For further information concerning the
seiection of hazardous substances for
ECAO and GAG review, see the

Technical Background Document to
Support Rulemaking Pursuant to
CMCLA Section 102. Volume 1. March
1985. available for inspection at Room
LC. U.S. Environmental Protection
"
Agency. 401 M Street. SW, Washington.
DC 20480.

Cf the 102 hazardous substances
whose RQ3 are adjusted by today's rile.
35 were evaluated for chronic toxicity
by ECAO. In addition. the Agency
initially identified twelve of the 102 .
hazardous substances for evaluation as
potential carcinogens./. CAG's
subsequent evaluation of these twelve
hazardous substances found no
substantive evidence that any of the
twelve are potential carcinogens.
Therefore. the RQs of these twelve
substances have been adjusted using : ,
available data on the other five primary
criteria. Of the 105 hazardous

substances for which adjusted RQs were
proposed in the April 4. 1985 IYPR1N. the
Agency subsequently identified twelve
additional hazardous substances which
may be potential carcinogens.' Seven of
these substances (lead Chloride, lead
nitrate. tetraethyl lead. cresols. 1.3dichloropropene. dichloropropanedichloropropene (mixture). and captan)
currently have statutory RQs
established under the CWA which will
be adjusted downwards or remain the
same as a result of today's rule. The
RQs for another two of these twelve
substances, waste stream 1(052 and

-

,

The twelve substances arm aarnapinheite.
aurnapnthylene. anthracens. bensotgnalperfiene.
detta-8HC cironuc acetate. chromic sulfate. forte
dextrsn, fluorantane, nuarens. pn•nanisrefie. and
PYrerts.(The .h.gency has proposed in an NPR?*
publisned November 8. :SM. to cleat ferric di/siren
Ss a hazardous waste under RA and to donne it
from the list of CZRC..A hazard.ous substances
under section 104a) !see XI FR 460611.
@These twelve substances are lead, lead chloride.
!ead nitrate. tetraethyl lead. waste stream KOS2
pentacnioroethane. methyl crtioncia. cresols, waste
stream F. 1.3-dichlorooroperte. dichlotopropeneco cnioropropane irmeturei. and captan.

waste stream F004. are based on their
retpective constituents. tetraethyl lead
and cresols. The RQ3 for waste stream
1(052 and waste stream F004 will be
aciiusted today to correspond to the RQs
for tetraethyi !ead and cresols.
respectively. The one pound statutory
RQs for the three remaining substances--lead. pentachloroethane.
and methyl chloride--will be retained,
pending the outcome of their evaluation
for potential carcinogenicity. The
Agency will evaluate lead chloride. lead
nitrate. tetraethyl lead, waste stream
1(052. cresols. waste stream F004. 1.3didhloropropene. dicnioropropanedichloropropene (mixture). and denten
for potential carcinogenicity and, if
necessary, readjust their final RQs
based on potential carcinogenicity. in a
future ralemaking action.
The portion of Table 302.4 printed in
this rule provides a list of all CERCIA
hazardous substances for which
adjusted RQs are established by this
rule. The table indicates both the RQ
levei originally established by statute
and the adjusted RQ for each substance.
Li addition. the table includes nineteen
hazardous substances not previously
published in the table (see note 3
above).
Several commenters requested that
the RQs of various hazardous
substances be increased from the levels
proposed in the April 4. 1985 NPRIM. The
Agency agrees with three commenters
who suggested that the proposed RQ of
100 pounds for lead sulfide be raised to
5000 pounds on the grounds that lead
sulfide is very insoluble and its aquatic
' toxicity is low. The proposed 100-pound
RQ for lead sulfide was based in part on
the generalization that soluble sulfides
hydrolyze in water to form hydrogen
-

sulfide whose RQ is 100 pounds. The
commenters objected to the use of this
methodology for setting the RQ for lead
sulfide on the basis that lead sulfide is
highly insoluble. The Agency agrees that
lead sulfide is too insoluble to produce
significant amounts of hydrogen sulfide.
even in highly acidic solutions.
Accordingly, the RQ of lead sulfide in
the final rule will be raised from its
proposed value of 100 pounds in the
April 4. 1985 N-PILM to 5000 pounds.
based on its aquatic toxicity. the same
value it had under section 311 of the
Clean Water Act.
One commenter suggested that the RQ
of chloroethane be increased to 5000
pounds from the proposed level of 1C0
pounds because "it is the least toxic of
all the chlorinated hydrocarbons."
Although the quoted statement is true.
the Agency proposed a 100-pound RQ
for chioroethane. not because of its
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-Jkicity. but 'because. of tts
,iow flash.point of —58 'F and low
boding noir.: of 54 '17). Therefore. the
,:roposeci RQ of ItX) pounda for
oroethane wtii be retained in the final
0".he!....:c - ---e-._ers also requested
Qs of various
-.apardot
Libstances. But as was the
•..rise with the suqested increase for
:hioroethar.e. these other increases
would be incor.sistent with the overall
RQ adiustment methodology and
7 aaractervics of the respective
ubstances.
One commenter recommended that
the RQs of thirteen hazardous
substances proposed in the April 4, 1985
NPRM be lowered on the basis of
iquatic toxicity data provided by the
,:ommenter. Some of the data are based
aquatic toxicity tests that used
species and test procedures which
.ieviate from the standard species and
procedures used by the Agency for RQ
idiustment ourro
, ses. For the most part
:he suggested RQ adidstrrient3 were
based on soch non-standard species and
:rrocedures and therefore are net
,ccepted by the Agency.
For two substances
•pen tachlorobenzene and pherateh
nowever. the commenter used date
7 ased on the standard Se-hour LC
•4quabc toxicity test and a etandard
spec.es. the bluespik. The new aquatic
totucty data for pentechlorobenzene
:estify lowering the RQ of that
5i...balance from the proposed level at
t000 poun(is to 1.0 pounce. The Dee
aquatic toxicity data for phorate support
one-pound RQ which should be raisedt
one RQ level to 10 pounds based Ott
BHP. The Agency based the proposed
1000-pound RQ for pliant. me
mammalian toxicity data which
supported a 100-pound SQ. Because
.phorate is hydrolyzed readily. Ifss RQ
previously was raised one level Uinta,
pounds. In sum. the R.Qs for boat
pentachiorobenzene and phorate wifl be
set at 10 pounds in todaYs &nal rule.
'stead of 1000 pounds. as they were in.
rt e April 4. 1985 NTS.M.
Al thouah not specifitally requested by
the zorrirrtenter. the RQ of a third
hazardous substance. -waste.streans•
is also being lowered in the finals
K039 ts a filter cake resulting from
ne production of phorate and thus
creates oborate as a constituent.
Because the RQ at a waste stream is
based upon the lowest RQ of any ni
hazardous c.onsteuerits. the appropriasa
RQ for Kan should aisei be 10 peeled& lb
iight of the new aquatic toxicity data an
hara te. Ar_r-ordingiy. the RQ for iCetle
will be loweeed irons its I0Q-Ixiun4 level
in the Atr.1 4, 1945 NPR.M. to 113 pounds
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to rnaite

it2) RQ consistent with the new
RQ for its constituent. phorate.

0.1C.? Sc:.bs:crxes
As wee stated in the April 4. 1985
NARA the obligation to report releases
into the environment of substances
exni biting the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCR.A)
characteristics of ignitability,
corrostvity. or reactivity (ICR) had been
the subiect of some confusion. Under
section 103(a) of CERCLA. the person in
charge of a vessel or ,facility must notify
the NRC kid the release of a "hazardous
substance.' The term "hazardous
substance.' a*defined by section
101(14) of CtZCLA. includes substances
designated pursuant to section 102 of
CERCLA as well as substances
designated by other federal
environmentai legislation, including
RCRA. C'ERCLA election 11:M10C).
designates as a CERCLA hazardous
substance 'any hazardous weals, having
he characteristics identified under or
listed pursuant to 5041:10A 3001

IRCRAl.7The - characteristics

a

identified" ancier 'ROLA include
igrntaoiiv. corrosivily. anti reactivity.
Therefoke. the release of a nese
designsitad subscarice exhibiting ea IC2
characteriatic la tier mimeo of a.
hazartioas substance if the substance is
a waste'
The April 4. 1.986 Brod rule established
a 100-pbund RQ for ICR atettatafiCell
which are wastes prior to release.
However, due to confusiee with respect
to reporting requirements for ICRsubetanlms which become wastes aniy
after rebtase. this Agosey proposed in.
the t.awit./st pubfiskest essacurrindy wide
the Apiti 4. 1383 Leal nde. se apply the
same R:14 to the Lauer type of ICA
subsea. The reportable quantity .
• tilustrnent of 100 pounds for releases el
ICA estieteriare which become. wastes
only after release hecomessefieetkee
with todeees Neal rate.
M. the Agency
In MO April 4. 1955
acknovritedged that CZLC.A criminal
penalties attach telly if the penes in
charge anew or should have knave: that
the relearned materiel was &beton:Sous
substance. and recognized that
transporters easy not he awe.* that
substances the are carrying exhibit KR
characierisece. Several commeernert
suggested that this lack of knowledge•
may extend to others in the industrial
• laerati CERCLA artists. them mewed
suertattato set array at Stilt etaeadiesudm ea =it
halanteur waters tat atardstasarel eabelerleXt
seIL Of amen. &Lea CM a 60141 yeasts at deficalus.
40 CFR' 331.: arid nor exclud'oct frets oreotattas to s
hatsreous ware avow -110 CFO 313.4fte1. ror Mir
nacdcatiats ralstreoact) booed ate 1C2.
VlariCiaredeal dewy Soo as C7R atiLttat.

1439

chatri such as rnanuiacrurere, marketer,.
and - other handlers' of these theteriais:
However. resterciiess oi inc genera/
likelihood that any class of pent:ins may
or may not have the required level of
kr.owiedge. enforcement decisions will
be made on a case-by-case basis upon
the facts present in a particular
siuration.
With respect to ICR substances which
are not wastes prior to release. the April
4. :985 - NPRM makes a distinction
between those substances which upon
release are spilled and not cleaned up or
are cleaned no only for eventual
disposal. and those which- are released
and immediately cleaned up for
repackaging: reprocessing recYcling or
reuse. Because the former substances
are mists.. their release must be
reported if it equals at exceeds an RQ of
100 pounds. The letter substances are
ran wastes and therefore their release
need not be reported iincluent to
CERCLA. suction 103. Fee purposes at
clarificatioa. if an.1C.R. substance which
is note west* prior se release is
reieased and only partially cleaned ttp,
the release need tte reported only if the
amount not recovered, equals or excerecis
an EQ
pounds). If the amount
spilled and not recovered (or recovered
only far eventual disposal) is leas than
100 pounds there has been no:release of
an RQ or more of a hazardous substance
and the reporting requirements of
section 103, therefore. are not triggered.
Several commenters questioned the
legality and practicality of requiring
reporting of non-designated ICI
substances which become wastes only
after their initial release. Hawever, as
stated above. CZRCLA defines the term
'hazardous substance to include
hazardous wastes that exhifrit fat
charactercs and thus require.
repotting of reams*: of such wastes. To
the extent an ICR sabeteome esters the
en viestarions en4 is not rectreersel far
repackaging, mesmerising. recycling. or
reuse. that substance becomes a waste
and thus is sublet: to the reporting
requirements of station 103. leittlesaver,
because. the envittiemeatel impact upon
release at each. a selestance does not
depend upon. its &testa 84a, waste prior
to release. the Agency believes that in
the interest
protecting hem= health
and the envirtuireare., the federal
government must be aotiEetaf each
releases. This notification requirement is
consistent with the statutory .purpose of
section 103rat because it allows the
predesignared Ott-Scene Coordinator to
evaluate the need for s federal response
action to the release of - a non-designated
substance which. due to its 1C"R
charactereeecs. rrey be harmful to the

at

'
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.nvironment if released in art amoUnt
eduai to or greater than tne 100-pound
SQ.

IV. Reportable Quantity Adjustments
Under Section 311 of the Clean Water
Act

s•ne commenter objected to a 100;run:: RQ fPr non•.:iesiznated ICR
s•nn:es whi:h
5eccrne wastes
The
a '.O-pcund
stir:van:as .3 ,.:nr.ecessaniy
sent and suggested .nsiead a 1000:iound SQ. EPA proposed a 100-pound
RQ these non-designated substances
.::ecai..se substances which are wastes
to their initial release and exhibit
:CR characteristics have an RQ of 100 •
pounds. An RQ of 100 pounds was
originally proposed for the latter group
of substances in the May 25. 1983 NPFLM
48 FR 22552). The Agency's rationale for
:his RQ was that since the constituents
of unlisted wastes generally are •
unknown. it is very difficult to apply the
RQ adjustment criteria to such wastes. It
.s reasonable to assume that. on the
average. these wastes will fall within
:ne frindcile of the five RQ levels (i.e.. 100
pounds). The same rationale is equally
appiicabie to ICR substances that
become wastes after release. Because
the environmental impact of a release of
a substance exhibiting an ICR '
characteristic does not depend on
whether that substance was a waste
prior to its initial release. the RQ for
either type of ICR waste should logically
be the same. In addition. the Agency
believes that setting the same RQ for
both types of releases will ease the
rep,orting burden on the regulated
community. For these reasons. EPA will
retain a 100-pound RQ for nondesignated ICR substances which are
not wastes prior to their initial release.
Another commenter believed that
adopting an RQ for non-designated ICR
substances that do not become wastes
until after their release would result in
unnecessary reporting of releases
associated with bulk liquid tank venting.
The Agency notes that, as a general rule.
reieases from tank venting are in the
form of uncontained gases. However.
because =contained gases are not
RCRA solid wastes. 'they are not
unlisted hazardous substances under 40
CFR 302.4(b). Therefore. emissions of
gases that are not wastes prior to their
release and that are associated with
bulk liquid tank venting are not subject
to the 100-pound RQ for non-designated
lCR substances. Tharelease of .a listed
hazardous substance under 40 CFR
:02.4(b). however, is subject to
notification requirements regardless of
the form of the released substance.

The April 4. 1985 final rule (30 FR
12436i arr.er.ted 40 cFR 117.3 to make
re:or:I .:le quantities adjusted under
reportable
fERC"—. 1. :na
Fc: notification of disc:lanes
of hazardous substances pursuant to
Clean Water Act section 311. Thus. the
RQ adjustments in this rule apply to
both CERC:—A and CWA section 311
RQs. Although the April 4. 1985 final
rule amended 40 CFR 117.3. Table 117.3.
containing adjusted RQs for CWA
section 311 suostances, was not ,
published at that time. To eliminate
discrepancies in adjusted RQs as listed
in Table 302.4 (CERCLA) and Table
1:7.3 (CWA), Table 117.3 is published in
today's rule. Reportable quanntiesunder
both CERCLA and the CWA are set
forth in Table 302.4. Where there is a
release of a hazardous substance in a
reportable quantity into navigable
waters, a single report to the National
Response Center by the person in charge
will satisfy the notification requirements
of both statutes. The one commenter
who addressed this issue favored
equalizing RQs under czRa.A and
CWA. For further discussion of the
relationship between C.MRCLA RQS and
CWA section 311 RQs. see the May 25,
1983 NPRM preamble at 48 FR 23589 and
the April 4. 1985 final rule preamble at •
50 FR 13458.
V. Summary of Supporting Analyses
Executive Order 12291 requires that
regulations be classified as major or
non-major for purposes of review by the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). According to E.O. 12291. major
rules are regulations that are likely to
result in:
(1) An annual effect on the economy
of ZOO million or more: or
(2) A major increase in costs or prices
for consumers. individual industries.
federal, state, or local government
agencies. or geographic regions: or
(3) Significant adverse effects on
competition. employment. investment.
productivity, innovation, or on the
ability of United States-based
enterprises to compete with foreignbased enterprises in domestic or export
markets.
An economic analysis performed by the
Agency. available for inspection at •
Room LG. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. 401 M Street. SW. Washington.
DC Z3460. shows that today's final rule
is non-major. because the rule will result
in savings of approximately S1. million
annually. Of this amount. about 5203.000
annually will be saved by the reguiated•
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community (the remainder to be saved
cy government).
The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
requires that a Regulatory Flexibility
.Ar.ali..ists be performer: for all rules that
are
to have a "sigr.ificant impact
cn a substant:al number of small
ThIs rule adjusts RQs for
substances that have a substantially
"iower total production volume than the
substances that received adjusted RQs
the Apr.i 4. 1985 final rule. EPA's
•,.Jr.ai!..sis estimates that the economic
effects of both :he April 4. 1985 final rule
and today's final ruie are directly
proportional to total production volume.
,Thus, the impact of today's rule on small
,entities will be substantially less than
the impact of the April 4. 1985 final rule.
The analysis of the April 4. 1985 final
rule demonstrated that the rule wouid
not have a significant impact on small
entities. See the Regulatory Impact
Analysis of Reportable Quantity
,Adjustments Under Sections 102 and 103
available for inspection at
of CZR
Room LC. U.S. Environmental Protection
'Agency. 401 M Street. SW, Washington.
DC 20460. Therefore, as with the April 4.
1985 final rule. EPA certifies that no
'Regulatory Flexibility Analysis is
necessary for today's rule.
The Information Impact Analysis
performed for the April 4. 1985 final rule
'indicated that that final rule would
decrease the paperwork burden imposed
on parties other than EPA by about
50.000 hours. Today's RQ adjustments
!will provide a small additional reduction
in the paperwork burden imposed on the
regulated community for information
collection associated with reporting
releases. Because the effect of this rule
on the paperwork burden is not only
minimal, but also a reduction. EPA has
. determined that no further Information
Impact Analysis need be performed for
this final rule.
OMB has 'approved the information
Collection requirements contained in this
rule under the provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44
U.S.C. section 3501 et seq. and has
assigned OMB control number 20500048.
List of Subjects

40 CFR Part 302
Air pollution control. Chemicals.
Hazardous materials. Hazardous
materials transportation. Hazardous
substances. Hazardous wastes.
Intergovernmental relations. Natural
resources. Nuclear materials. Pesticides
and pests. Radioactive materials.
Repot-Ting and recorcikeeping
requirements. Superfunci. Waste
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treatment and disposal. Water pollution
control.
40 CFR Part 117
Hazardous substances. Penalties.

Auslaarty: See. 102 el the Caelpeelseueive
Environmental Response. Compensation. and
,Lability Act of 1980. 42 U.S.C. 900t secs. 311
and 501(a) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act. 32LT.SC. =St and 1361.

Reporting and recorcikeeping
requirements. Water pollution control.

2. Secnon. 302.4. is. ascended b1.4
revising Table 302.4 to read as follows:

Dated: August :O. 986.
Lee M. Thomas.

suottencoa.

=num l'he -Statutory RQ" column lists the
ROA for hazardous substances established by
section 202 of CERCLA. The "Statutory
Code" column indicates the statutory rourr.e
for designating each substance as a CERCLA
hazardous su'ostancet 1" indicates that the
statutory source is section 311(b)(41 of the
Clean Water Act. "2" indicates that the
source is section 307(a I of the Clean Water
Act "3" indicates that the source is section
112 of the Clear' Air Act. anti "4" indicates
that the source is RCRA section 3071. The
"RCRA Waste Number - column provides the
waste identification numbers iutaigned to
various substances by RCRA regulations. The
coltunn headed "Category" lists the code
letters "X". "A", "B". "C -, and D. which are
associated with reportable quantities of 1.1C.
1098. and 509Speande respectively. rm.
"Paunds (kg)" column provides the reportable
quantity for each hazardous substance in
pounds and kilograms.

302.1 Designation at hazardous

•

-i ■ Lnirms:rotor.

•

1
Table 302.4-List of Hazardous
Substances and Reportable Quantities

40 CFR Part 302 is amended as

NorepThe numbers under the column
headed ICASRN - are the Chemical Abstracts
Service Registry Numbers for each hazardous
subatenrs. Other mazes by,
fails
hazarciot. substance is identified in other

PART 302-0ESIGNATION,
REPORTABLE QUANTITIES, AND
NOTIFICATION

I. The authority citation for Part 302
7rintinues to read as follows:

statutes end their implementing regulations:
are provided in the - Regulatory Synonym:1e

TABLE 304. LIST OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES AND REPORTABLE OUANTTTIES
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DRINKING WATER
INTRODUCTION

This report examines two types of chemical contamination which the Sacramento Toxic Substances Commission
considered of particular significance to the quality of drinking water
the City of Sacramento:
trihalomethanes in treated surface water, and rice herbicide contamination of drinking water obtained from the
Sacramento River. •The focus on these two problems Is not meant to imply that there are no other possible
impacts on public drinking water in Sacramento, however. For further information on possible toxics hazards,
readers should review Chapter 3 of a 1985 report by the American Lung Association of Sacramento -Emigrant
Trails entitled, -foxics in the Sacramento Environment: A Primer on Environmental Health Concerns Related to
Toxic Substances."
'

PART I: TRINALOMETHANES IN SACRAMENTO DRINIQNG WATER
A.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The City should reexamine its assumptions regarding the safety of the current 100 parts per billion standard
for trihalomethanes.
2. The City Council should request city staff to submit specific recommendations for reducing the level of
THMs to less than 25 parts per billion without reducing current levels of protection from water-borne
diseases.
3.

The City should support State legislation seeking an immediate reevaluation of the trihalomethane standard
by the California Department of Health Services.

B. BACKGROUND
1.

What are Trihalomethanes?

Trihalomethanes (THMs) are a class of chemical compounds formed when chloride is used to disinfect surface
water for the purpose of providing safe drinking water. Formation occurs when organic materials such as
humic, tannic and fulvic acids react with the chlorine which has been added to kill bacteria, viruses, and other
pathogenic organisms. The most prevalent THMs are chloroform, chlorodibromornethane, dichlorobrornomethame
and bromoform.

The formation of trihalomethanes is dependent upon the following factors:
o The amount of organic material (precursors) naturally occurring in water.
o The amount of chlorine used to disinfect the water, which comes in contact with organic material.
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o The amount of time the chlorine is in contact with the organic material.
o The temperature of the water, since this will affect the rate of reaction between the chlorine and the
organic materials, or can simply increase the potential for algae blooms.
o The pH of the water, since alkalinity (high pH) will usually facilitate THMformation.
2. Why are trihalomethanes a concern?
Where chlorine has been used as a disinfectant in treated surface water it has virtually eliminated the

occurrence of such virulent and heretofore common diseases as typhoid, cholera, hepatitis, gastroentestenitis and
dysentery. However, the trihalomethanes which are formed through the reaction of chlorine with organic
material are known human and animal carcinogens.
In 1981, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) set a maximum legal concentration of THMs in
drinking water of 100 parts per billion (ppb) for large drinking water systems. (The standard was applied to
small systems serving between 10,000 and 75,000 people in 1983.)
This standard does not mean that drinking water which meets the 100 ppb standard is "safe". The risk factor
associated with 100 ppb THMs is 250 cancer deaths per 1 million people, assuming a lifetime exposure of 70
years. By comparison, industrial chemicals which are confirmed or suspected carcinogens are regulated at a
level in drinking water which would produce a lifetime risk of 1 additional cancer death per 1 million people.
The trihalomethane standard represents a compromise among many factors including the benefits of removing
bacteria, viruses, and other contaminants which produce acute disease, v. the long-term risks that people who
drink water with THMs will incur a risk of contracting cancer. The standard-setting process also considers
alternative treatment options and the costs of applying treatment to reduce THMs.

C. RNDINGS
1. Sacramento drinking water contains a level of trihalomethanes which, while less than half the lectall
standard, results in a risk of approximately 112 cancer deaths per 1 million population over a 70-year exposure.
Sacramento receives approximately 85% of Its drinking water from the Sacramento and American Rivers. The
City treats this water with chlorine in order to kill off viruses, bacteria, and other organic contaminants. This
disinfection process leaves the City's water contaminated with approximately 40 ppb THMs. This translates to a
risk factor of approximately 112 cancer deaths per 1 million people, assuming a lifetime exposure of 70 years.
2. There is evidence which su 41 ests that • ublic health would be si • nificantl better • rotected b an effort to
reduce the level of THMs occurring in Sacramento drinking water.

The Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) believes that the individual correlational studies of risks
from TMMs, when evaluated collectively, suggest that chloroform in water and probably the other
trihalomethanes, pose a significant health risk. More in-depth health studies are currently underway at EPA
and elsewhere.
These studies become increasingly important since for those Individuals, dependent upon treated surface water
for their drinking water supplies, THMs may increase their risk of contracting cancer more than any other
environmental contaminant except indoor and outdoor air quality.
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One example of such a study Is an Integrated Environmental Management Project which EPA conducted in the
Santa Clara County area. This area has more documented serious underground leaks than any other area
in the country. As many as 30 private drinking water wells have been contaminated, and 8 public wells have
been closed because of contamination. Local officials and the public have had grave concerns about the effect
such contamination might have on public health.
1
The study conducted by EPA evaluated and compared the health risks associated with exposure to a number of
environmental contaminants, including drinking water contaminated as a result of underground tank leaks. The
study concluded that, while tank leaks were a significant risk for a few People served by private wells
affected by such leaks, for the region as a whole, a far greater risk existed for the larger numbers of people
who drink water contaminated by THMs.
In Sacramento, as in the Santa Clara County area, reducing the level ofil THMs in drinking water could
significantly reduce the risk of cancer for relatively large numbers of people.
3.

A new, lower standard for THMs is expected to be established by the EPA sometime in the future.

EPA's ongoing research into the THM question is expected to result in the Agency promulgating new regulations
which would lower the THM standard nationwide. Reportedly, a new standard could be as low or lower than 25
ppb. Current estimates are that EPA could issue proposed regulations by 1991.
4.

Technologies exist which, when applied in combination, could result in decreased levels of THM's in
Sacramento drinking water.

There are generally three ways to control trihalomethanes in drinking water.
These are:
1.

Use of an alternative disinfectant.
Example: ozone, chloramine

2.

Treatment to reduce the precursor concentration prior to chlorination.
Example: Coagulation, filtration

3.

Treatment to reduce the THM concentration after formation.
Example: Removal by granular activated carbon.

None of these methods represents a panacea. Each of the control methodsi must be carefully analyzed and
designed to ensure that there is no reduction in the effectiveness of the system to eliminate bacteria or viruses
(and thus, some deleterious effects on health). In addition, alternatives to chlorination are significantly more
expensive.
A complete discussion of these alternatives is included in Appendix A.
5. To date. City officials have maintained that the 40_phb THM concentration!' is acceptable because it is less
than half the allowable 100 ppb federal standard_ This acceptance gives rise to charges of a "double standard'
in current policies which urae strict cleanup standards for industrial contaminants, but tolerate higher risks
from 'TFi Ms.
14,

1:
City staff have been monitoring quarterly for trihalomethanes since 1981.
Results are reported to the State Department of \ Health Services. Since the start of this monitoring period, the
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City's water has never exceeded the 100 ppb standard, and is usually in the 40-50 ppb range.
In addition, the City Council has twice received , detailed memos (in 1983 and 1985) from Department of Public
Works officials, providing background on the trihalomethane problem and describing various alternatives to
reduce NM levels. These memos are included In Appendix B.
Both memos recommended that the present disinfection practices and policies be continued. Public Works staff
concluded that additional treatment to reduce THMIlevels was not necessary because:

o
o

current levels (40 ppb) were sufficient to satisfy the legal standard; and
additional treatment would be more ,expensive, particularly as the City was considering expansion of
the system to meet new demands for drinking water hookups.

However, both memos failed to discuss the inadequacies in the existing standard, the health risks associated
with current levels of THMs, or the fact that a lower THM standard was under consideration by the EPA.
In 1987 the City's Water Division provided City water customers with a flyer describing various types of
contaminants found in city drinking water. Its discussion of chlorine treatment and the resultingTHM
contamination occurring in Sacramento simply 'concluded with a statement pointing out that the average THM
concentration in Sacramento's drinking water 7Is well below safe drinking water standards". The flyer failed
to mention the level of health risk associated With this average concentration, or of the fact that technologies
exist which could significantly lower this concentration — and the health risk associated with it
While this is correct, it assumes that the level of risk implicit in the 100 ppb standard is as acceptable today
as it was when it was reached in 1981. Public awareness of the question of risk has increased greatly since
that time, forced in large part by the awarehess of toxic contamination and the need for more careful
management of hazardous materials. This awareness is one factor in EPA's current efforts to reexamine the 100
ppb standard.
The lack of official concern over the THM issue , implies a "double standard" in current policies which urge the
cleanup of agricultural and industrial chemical contaminants in drinking water to very low levels of public
health risk, but tolerate a much higher level of risk for THMs in an effort to avoid higher treatment costs.
One argument put forth by public health officiels for this "double standard" is that the higher risk of cancer
associated with THMs is offset by the greatly reduced risk of transmitting typhoid, cholera and other diseases
as a result of chlorine treatment. By contrast, industrial chemicals in drinking water provide no benefit
whatsoever.
Since the Toxic Substances Commission began reviewing this issue, however, the Water Division has conducted
its own updated review of the THM issue. They contracted with James Montgomery Consulting Engineers to
obtain recommendations regarding the most appropriate method for Sacramento to reduce THM contamination,
while still preserving effective treatment levels to prevent water-borne diseases. Montgomery's report indicates
that either ozonization followed by chloramination, or granulated activated carbon, would be the most effective
THM-reduction methods for Sacramento's drinking water system. The Water Division is using this information
as part of a White Paper being prepared for the Department of Water and Sewer. No recommendation has yet
gone to the City Council.
6 Additional tr tment desi.n. t. rTHIlvf in
ramento drinkin w ter b low 40 • b could be achieved
with increased annual costs to water customers ranaina from $8.81 to $30.71. This represents an annual
increase of approximately 10 percent to 35 percent. These costs would probably decline after 20_years.li when
the capital investment in a new treatment system had been repaid.
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The Sacramento drinking water system currently supplies approximately 109,o0o connections. Approximately
106,000 of these (97%) are households or un-metered businesses paying approximately $7.25 per month ($87.00 a
year). The remainder are metered businesses, which pay a range of rates based on the amount of water they
use. The basic metered rate is $20.34 a month ($244.08 annually), with rates increasing as the volume of water
used increases.
The report prepared by James Montgomery Consulting Engineers for the DepartMent of Public Works' Division of
Water and Sewers provided recommendations and cost estimates for two types; of THM treatment methods that
could be applied to Sacramento's drinking water system. These were: ozone treatment followed by
chloramination; and granulated activated carbon.
Table A reflects the estimated increased cost to un-metered water users of these two alternative methods of
removing THMs from Sacramento drinking water. These cost estimates are d "worst-cased scenario for these
water users, because in reality costs would be shared with the 3,526 metered connections, most of which are
large-volume users.
TABLE A
INCREASED ANNUAL COSTS TO SACRAMENTO WATER CUSTOMERS
OF 'TREATING TRIHALOMETHANES

Treatment Method Initial Capital Cost

.Amortized cost & Averige Increased
O&M (Annual for Annual Cost for
20 years) ,
Non-Metered Users
Dollars Percent

OzOne +
Chloramination

$4.4 million

Granulated
$20 million
Activated Carbon

$934,000

$3,256,000

11' $8.81
;
' $30.71
1.

10%

35%

1) Source: Lee Harry, Department of Water and Sewers
Public Works Division
2) Worst case estimate of user costs because does not include 3,526 metered commercial users who
pay a range of fees based on higher volume use.
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City Should Reexamine Its Assumptions Reaardina the Safety of the Current Standard.
To date, the City has assumed that Its drinking water was "safe" because (a) it was below the legal
standard for trihalomethanes, and (b) Sacramento drinking water has less THMs than many other cities.
In fact, there are serious and legitimate concerns that the federal standard is far too high.

2.

The City Council Should Reauest City Staff to Submit Recommendations for Reducing the Level of THMs
to Less Than 25 Parts per Billion.
Staff has submitted such reports in the past, including cost estimates associated with the application of
various treatment alternatives to Sacramento's drinking water system. But these reports have asiumed
that increased removal of THMs was unnecessary, for the reasons identified above.
The City Council should request a new report from City Public Works staff which specifically includes a
recommendation regarding the most appropriate technology to use to modify Sacramento's drinking ,water
system to reduce THMs to below 25 ppb, while still preserving protection from water-borne disease
comparable to that provided with current 'chlorination methods. This recommendation should include an
estimate of the increased cost per user category resulting from the recommended treatment scheme.

3.

The City Should. Support Legislation Seeking An Immediate Re-Evaluation of the Trihalomethane Standard
the California
f Health Services.
The Department of Health Services adopted the 100 ppb standard for trihalomethanes soon after it was
set by the EPA in 1981. The Department could, however, have adopted a lower standard through its own
regulatory process, which includes, like that of EPA, a careful assessment of benefits, risks, costs and
feasibility.
Although EPA is now considering a lowertng of the THM standard, the EPA drinking water program has
been notoriously slow in promulgating standards. There is no guarantee that this process will produce a
new standard before the end of this decade. However, California need not wait for the federal
government to resolve this question. Our own state drinking water program could be directed to
reevaluate the data on THMs and promulgate a new standard within a specific time period.
Such an evaluation would be of benefit td the State even if the EPA did promulgate a new standard in a
timely fashion. This is because the regulatory process represents a compromise between what the
standard should be to achieve a high level of public health protection, and what It is possible for the
water suppliers around the country (including those with the dirtiest water) to actually meet. State
water suppliers may be able to provide drinking water with far lower levels 'of THMs than, say, a water
supplier in Louisiana who relies upon the lower Mississippi for his water supply, and must deal with a
warm, humid climate affecting the rate of growth of organic material in that water. Such a supplier
would probably have to use more chlorine, to disinfect the water; would have more organic material in the
water which reacted with the chlorine; and thus would Probably have a tougher time meeting a reduced
THM standard than most areas in California. The THM standard which may be possible for California
water suppliers to meet should not be undermined by a nationwide "lowest common denominator" approach.
. In addition, if all drinking water supplier's in California were required to meet a lower THM standard,
future state drinking water bonds would probably be structured to provide these suppliers with financial

1
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assistance to meet this tougher standard.
The City of Sacramento should work with the League of Cities and other communities concerned about
this issue, to urge the State Legislature and the Governor to enact legislation requiring the Department
of Health Services to develop a new standard within two years.

PART II:

RICE HERBICIDES IN SACRAMENTO DRINKING WATER

A. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The City should continue to monitor the situation with respect to rice, herbicide contamination of city
drinking water supplies, and petition the Regional Water Quality Control( Board to enforce strict controls
on the method and manner of herbicide application.

2.

The City should support legislation like that proposed by Assemblyman Connelly (AB 2630) to require the
state to ban the use of persistent water quality contaminants for which information on health effects is
lacking.

3.

The City should lobby the State Health Department to consider the cumulative effects of pesticides
repeatedly found in public drinking water supplies.

4.

The City should work with the League of Cities and with the County Supervisors Association of California
to obtain supportior its efforts to make state government more responsive to the rice herbicide issue.

B. BACKGROUND
Approximately five years ago, Sacramento residents learned that the bitter taste some people found in their
drinking water may be a result of contamination by Bolero, an herbicide applied to rice fields upstream from
the City's Sacramento River drinking water intake. Further tests by City water officials also determined the
presence of Ordram, another rice herbicide suspected of killing fish at high concentrations. More recently, City
water officials announced that yet a third rice herbicide, Basagran, had also been found in city drinking water.
This herbicide is also suspected of causing cancer in laboratory animals.
At the time these discoveries were made, the state health department had not established drinking water
standards for these herbicides. One standard which did exist, however, was ai water quality objective set forth
in a 1975 Central Valley Regional Water Quality Basin Plan, The Basin Plan established a numerical water
quality objective of 0.6 ppb for the total concentration of all pesticides in the; Sacramento San Joaquin Delta,
and narrative objectives regarding "Chemical Constituents", "Pesticides", "Tastes and Odors", and "Toxicity" for
surface waters within the Sacramento River Basin.
The state Department of Health Services later did adopt action levels for these three herbicides as follows:
Bolero 10 ppb
Ordram 20 ppb
Basagran 8 ppb
These three chemicals, however, are not the only pesticides used on the rice fields which drain into
Sacramento's drinking water supply. For example, CDFA's 1984 Annual PeSticide Use Report (published in
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November 1985) showed that an additional 18 chemicals were used on rice fields in excess of 400 pounds. State
action levels exist for only six of these pesticides.
Since 1982, however, the State Water Resources Control Board has officially recognized the state Department of
Food and Agriculture (CDFA) as the lead agency regarding registration and use of pesticides This has meant
that, while the State Board and its Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board have authoiity to
protect water quality, the two boards have relied upon CDFA to work with the rice growers to ensure that rice
herbicides do not contaminate surface waters at levels deemed unacceptable to public health. The role adopted
by the Regional Board has been to review and comment upon herbicide control plans prepared by CDFA and the
rice industry.
The City has taken an aggressive posture with respect to this contamination. The main focus of its efforts has
been to urge the Regional Board to enforce the Basin Plan objective of 0.6 ppb for total pesticides in the
Sacramento Delta by requiring CDFA to adopt stricter controls on rice herbicide use In 1986 the City
petitioned the Regional Board, stating that CDFA's 1986 herbicide control program was inadequate. The City
requested that the Board implement and enforce discharge standards and adopt a control plan for the use of
Bolero, Ordram and all other pesticides to ensure that the concentration of these pesticides, individually or
collectively, will not exceed 0.6 ppb. Although the City's petition did result in some strengthening of the rice
herbicide control plan for 1987, the plan did not fully address the issues raised In the City's petition. The City
subsequently petitioned the State Board, alleging that the Regional Board had failed to effectively regulate the
discharges of rice herbicides into the Sacramento River.
The State Board responded in late April 1987, essentially concluding that the rice herbicide control program as
approved by the Regional Board was adequate. The Board did make some recommendations, however, including
the following:

1.

The Department of Health Services (DHS) should review the action level for Basagran based on any
new information about its carcinogenity in laboratory animals.
DHS should establish action levels for all major rice pesticides before the next rice herbicide
season.

3.

CDFA should determine whether or not it would allow Bolero to be used on fields which would
drain directly to the Sacramento River (as compared to those which would first drain into canals
subsidiary to the river).

4.

CDFA should consider cumulative toxicity hazards in preparing future rice herbicide control
programs (in addition to the present substance-by-substance action level approach being taken by
DHS).

The Agriculture Department did subsequent y modify their 1987 rice herbicide application plan to ban
applications on rice fields draining directly to the Sacramento River.
The failure of the State and Regional Water Boards to take stronger action to control rice herbicide releases
has angered many Sacramento residents. In addition to the strong positions taken by the City, local State
Assemblyman Uoyd Connelly has testified at Regional Board hearings, and introduced legislation (AB 2630) which
would require the state to ban persistent water contaminants on which information on health effects is lacking.
This local activism has not yet been successful In forcing changes in state policy with respect to agricultural
pesticide use On December 11, 1987, the Regional Board approved the Department's 1988 rice herbicide
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application plan, Including authorizing releases from fields draining directly to the Sacramento River, if such
releases occur only on an emergency basis. The Board did specify that CDFA needed to better define the
criteria for defining an "emergency release".
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
The City should continue to monitor the situation with respect to rice Iherbicide contamination of city
drinking water supplies, and petition the Reoional Water Quality Control Board to enforce strict controls on the
method and manner of herbicide application.

The City has done an excellent Job of being "the squeaky wheel", demanding lattention of a state bureaucracy
which otherwise would probably have largely ignored a problem affecting the drinking water of approximately
100,000 people. The City should continue to play this role.
2.
The City should support legislation like that proposed by Assemblyman Connelly (AB 2630). to reouire the
state to ban the use of persistent water quality contaminants for which information on health effects is lacking.

,1 1
"It sounds so insane-- you'd think that's the law already", Connelly was quoted as saying in a 1987 Sacramento
Union article regarding the rice herbicide issue, and his bill to address the health effects issue. The
importance of the missing information on health effects is underscored by the realization that there are at
least 12 additional chemicals used on rice fields near Sacramento for which no health standards have been set.
3.
The City should lobby the State Health Department to consider the Cumulative effects of _pesticides
Jr
repeatedly found in public drinkino water supplies.

This recommendation was made by the State Water Resources Control Board in its April 29, 1987 response to
the City's petition for a review of the Regional Board decision on the 1987 rice herbicide use plan.
4.
The City should begin to work with the Leatjue of Cities and with the Catintv Supervisors Association of
California to obtain support for its efforts to make state government more responsive to the rice herbicide

issue.
The City has fought this battle on Its own for too long. There are other comMunities around the state which
will be interested in Sacramento's efforts, because they too face drinking water contamination problems linked
to agricultural uses of pesticides. The City should make every effort to identify
t these communities, to assist
them where we can and seek their assistance in obtaining more effective responses from state government on
the Issue of pesticide contamination of drinking water.
!

I
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APPENDIX A

Prepared by Suzanne Phinney,
Member, Sacramento Toxic Substances Commission

TRISALOMETHANES
Introduction

The Trihalomethane issue his been a major concern to regulatory
agencies, public interest / groups and municipal water purveyors
over the past 15 years. The;trihalomethane "compound group", are:,
by-products of the chlorination process. The most prevalent
trihalomethanes are chloroform, chlorodibromomethane,
dichlorobromomethane and bromoform. Trihalomethanes (THM) are
thought to be human carcinogens, based upon a finding in 1976 by
the National Cancer Institute which determined that chloroform
was carcinogenic to rats and!mice. Additionally, there have been
positive associations between drinking water quality and •
incidences of human cancer in 18 epidemiological studies.
Trihalomethanes (THM) are formed in water systems when'dissolved,
'naturally occuring -organic materials react chemically with,
chlorine. These organic materials, such as the humic, tannic and
fulvic acids, are present to varying degrees in many water supply
systems depending upon the source. As compared to groundwater
sources, surface sources (i.e. reservoirs or streams) generally/
contain more of the organic; materials which are essential to TEM,
formation. Also, water sourdes have varying, requirements for the
amount of chlorine necessary to properly disinfect the water.
The use of chlorine as an disinfectant dates back to around 1800
in France and England. The United States was slow to follow with
chlorination practices starting around 1908. Trihalomethanes
have probably been present at the current levels since their7
initial use. Trihalomethapes became a health issue when a 1972
EPA study of industrial pollution , in the Lower Mississippi River
in Louisiana identified their presence in drinking water. These,
findings, in addition to the potential health effects, prompted
an EPA survey of 113 municipal water supplies. Referred to as,
the National Organics Monitoring Survey, the study revealed high
levels of Ts in zany of the water supplies tested. Further_
studies and public hearings were initiated and led to the
establishment of a federal ixihalomethane drinking water standard'
of 100 ppb, based upon cost benefit criteria submitted by the
water supply industry. However, it should be noted that EPA,
actually recommends a level of 25 ppb. The EPA believes that the
individual correlational Studies when evaluated collectively .
suggest. that chloroform in water, and probably the other,
trihalomethanes pose a significant risk. The 100 ppb standard'
was applied in 1981 to utilities serving 75,000 orrmore persons
and in 1983 to utilities serving between 10 / 000 and 75,000 .
persons. More indepth studies are currently underway with data
on the brominated THMs expected in 1988. A new standard, most
probably below the current 100 ppb level is expected to be
established in 1989.
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Formation of Trihalomethanes

The formation of trihalomethanes is dependent upon the following
factors:
a. Concentrations of the organic precursors naturally occuring
in water -- high levels of organic precursors lead to
increased formation of THMs.
b. Amount of free chlorine coming in contact with the organic
matter -- water utilities which require high levels of
chlorine to disinfect water will have increased formation of THMs.
c. Chlorine contact time -- increased contact time, due to
chlorine disinfectant requirements, will lead to increased
formation of THMs.
d. Temperature -- rise in temperature increases the rate of
reaction between chlorine and organic precursors, thus
increased THM formation; increased temperature promotes algae
bloom, increasing the amount of potential organic precursors
and THMs; obviously, THM formation peaks in the summer
(Note: water purveyor usually has no control over
months.
temperature.) .
e. pH -- higher pH's usually facilitate THM forMation.
CONTROL OF TRIHALOMETHANES
Generally there are three ways to control trihalomethanes in
drinking water. Each of these approaches as well as an example,
is listed in the table below. Each control method will be
explained in further detail in the following pages.
Control Method

ExaMple

1) Use of alternative disinfectant
2) Treatment to reduce precursor
concentration prior to .chlorination.
3) Treatment to reduce the THM
concentration after formation.

Ozone, chloramines
Coagulation,
filtration
Removal by granular
activated carbon

Using some of these methods may also create by-products similar
to those formed by chlorine and a few, for example ozone, add a
substantial cost to the water purveyor. Each purveyor must first
evaluate the particular properties of its water and make a final
decision based on the characteristics of the water and the
feasibility and cost of a design modification. For example, in
the warm and biologically active climates found,in the southeast
United States, it is essential to use a strong primary
disinfectant to maintain the quality of the distribution system.

4

Many are still convinced that the hazard of trihalomethanes in
the water is an acceptable risk compared to the dangers of a
"perceived" lower standard , of potable water disinfection. The
general trend, however, has been a switch to an alternative
method. In California alone, four of the five larger water
purveyors surveyed (Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, Contra Costa Cdunty, Santa Clara Valley, San Diego,
and San Francisco Water Departments) have opted to substitute
another form of treatment, in place of chlorination. (More
information relating to this survey may be found at the end of
this paper.)
USE OF ALTERNATIVE DISINFECTANTS
A change in the type of disinfectant is probably the most
logical, cost effective choice for the great majority of water
systems. Many types of disinfectant systems are not used in
water systems as the sole,method but are combined with a lower
dosage of chlorine.
Chloramines

Chloramination involves the addition of ammonia with the
chlorine. Some chloraminei are already present in water due to
their natural formation when ammonia is found in the raw water.
Using chloramines results in lower free chlorine levels;
therefore, trihalomethane formation is limited. The ammonia can
be added either prior to or after the addition of chlorine. Post
ammoniation is the more daimon application. Chloramination was
widely used in the 1930's but usage declined with the discovery
of breakpoint chlorination and its better disinfecting ability.
Compared to free chlorine, dzone, and chlorine dioxide,
chloramines are weak disinfectants for bacteria, protozoa, and
particularly viruses, and , could increase the risk of pathogens
reaching the consumer; this weakness is partially offset by the
life (length of time the disinfectant is active) of chloramines
in a distribution system.
Advantages:
- helps prevent development of unpleasant tastes;
,ease of use;
- produces a persistent residual that can be maintained
throughout the distribution system; and
- low cost.
Disadvantages:
- longer contact times are required for adequate bacterial
control;
- ineffective against viruses;
- problems for fish and dialysis patients; and
▪ mutagenicity properties in bacteria.
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Chlorine Dioxide
Chlorine dioxide was first used in the United;States as a water
treatment process at Niagara Falls, NY in 1944. 1 In a 1977 survey
of US water treatment plants, 84 reported using chlorine dioxide
in treatment processes for controlling taste, odor and color,
disinfection, oxidizing organics, and controlling iron and
manganese. Most common uses were for taste and odor control (37
plants) followed by disinfection (21 plants).
Advantages:
- good biocidal activity over the pH range usually
occurring in water treatment, therefore, applicable to
most systems;
- equipment simple to install, operate and maintain;
- roughly 100 times more effective than chlorine as a
disinfectant;
- compatible with naturally occurring chloramines without
increasing the concentration of THMs; and
- promotes better coagulation-flucculation, especially when
water is turbid or discolored.
Disadvantages:
- more expensive than chlorine (3-4 times to produce an
equal disinfection level); and
- formation of by-products that might i have detrimental
health effects (*formation of chlorite and chlorate).
Ozone

Ozone is generally not used without an additional treatment of
either chlorine or chloride dioxide (of course, in smaller
concentrations). It is used as the finalItreatment step in
Europe and Canada but only when the water meets certain
conditions, such as when there is a low dissolved organic carbon
concentration and ammonia is absent. As of 1977 ozone was being
used by over 1000 water treatment plants throughout the world.
Ozone is used more extensively in Europe. This is largely
attributed to the taste sensitivity of Europeans. Water
consumption in Europe is also lower, thus less concern for cost.
Advantages:
- more efficient disinfectant than chlorine;
- disinfectant ability is not affected by the pH of the
water;
- excellent for eliminating taste complaints;
- no odor; and
- no problems with color.
Disadvantages:
- limited residual disinfectant protection;
- possible potential to form organic by-products with
unknown health risks;
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- when ozone is used, organics in the water become more
biodegradable,
and this can result in higher
microbiological activity in the distribution system; and
- higher cost, relative to chlorine.
REDUCTION OF PRECURSOR CONCENTRATION
1
The amount of organic material which is present in the system can '
be reduced Using a varietylof well known methods. For example,
coagulation is already used in water treatment systems for
turbidity removal. It has also become important in removing THM,
precursors. These processes can be utilized by modifying the
point of chlorine application. Existing plants using source
water chlorination may change the point of chlorination from near
the head of the plant to a point later in the process. This
allows for the coagulation and sedimentation processes to remove,
some of the raw water precursors (such as humic acids) prior to
the water treatment system (thus limiting the amount of THMs
formed).
Absorption of precursors prior to disinfecting has also provided
a means of lowering final trihalomethane concentrations.
Granulated activated carbon (GAC) has been used successfully to
treat surface waters. Powdered activated carbon (PAC) has also
been used extensively for odor and taste control and in large
dosages has proven effective in removing trihalomethane
precursors.
REDUCTION OF THMs AFTER FORMATION
Adsorption has been utilized with limited success to remove
trihalomethanes after their formation. For example, activated'
carbon has had limited use in removing TMs, but is used commonly
to remove other types of organic substances from water. The life
of the carbon is a function of the total organics in the water'
being treated. Carbon _adsorption is relatively expensive
compared to conventional potable water treatment processes.
HEALTH CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE
DISINFECTION METHODS
As discussed briefly in tihe "Use of Alternative Disinfectants"
Section, the use of any of 'the primary disinfecting alternatives
(chloramines, chlorine dioxide, ozone) presents some deleterious
effects on health. In a comparison of by-products resulting from
each of the methods, chloramination and chlorine dioxide produce
a higher number and concentration of by-products than ozone.
Chlorine, as expected, produces the largest quantity and
concentration of by-products.
Data from the Ames assayi which is the most commonly used test
for mutagenicity, indicated mutagenic activity with chlorine,
monochloramine and chlorine dioxide, with the degree of activity
1
1

,
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in the order listed. Non-disinfected and ozone-treated water
were nonmutagenic. Another test utilizing a mouse skin
initiation-promotion assay revealed tumor growth only in the
group of animals receiving the chlorine exposure. Additional
testing is currently underway.
With the establishment of the trihalomethane standard, many water
purveyors have modified their water treatment systems. With this
in mind, EPA has recommended that additional bacteriological
monitoring be conducted for six months prior to and at least one
year following any treatment modification. Many water purveyors
have switched from chlorination to the use of ammonia in
combination with chlorine (chloramination). As the use of
chloramines increased, the drinking water: industry became
concerned about the bacteriological quality of the finished water
(due to the decreased disinfection potential associated with
chloramination use). This prompted the DisinfeCtion Committee of
AWWA's Water Quality Division to investigate the implications of
chloramination.
In March of 1984, a questionnaire was distributed to the director
of each state's public water supply regulatory agency. Responses
were received from all 50 states as well as six US territories.
Forty-six percent of the respondents reported that none of their
public water suppliers used chloramination. California, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon, and Texas
reported that between 26 and 50 percent of their state's
population was served by public water supplies disinfected by
chloramines. The rest of the states reported a , usage of between
1 to 25 percent by their districts.
This survey also revealed that several states, including
California, reported a significant increase in the use of
chloramination as a result of the new THM regulation (set at 100
ppb). Several states have taken a strong stand on the
chloramination issue. Kansas has taken the position of requiring
its water suppliers which serve 10,000 or more people and all new
or modified plants, regardless of the number served, which use
any amount of surface water in their supply, to utilize
chloramination. Eight other states and territories will not
allow chloramination under any circumstances. Other states have
various ranges of restrictions on the use of chloramination.
A few municipalities have become increasingly alarmed by the
health risks associated with even the 100 ppb trihalomethane
concentrations in their water systems. The indications from EPA
that the 100 ppb standard may not be low enough to adequately
protect human health have prompted some cities to seek methods to
lower total trihalomethane concentrations below the set standard.
For example, the City of Dallas conducted a series of pilot tests
in 1980 utilizing chloramination in attempts to lower
trihalomethane concentrations below the 25 ppb recommended level.

The Monroe County Water Authority in Canada has also been
altering the point of chlorination to bring total trihalomethane
concentrations below the 25 ppb level. Their initial THM
concentrations ranged between 30-70 ppb and by implementing post
chlorination, THM levels were reduced by 62%.
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REDUCTION OF TRIHALOMETHANES
AT SEVERAL CALIFORNIA WATER DISTRICTS
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
- switched to chloramines fall of 1985
- current THM annual average: 63 ppb
Contra Costa County Water District
- switched to monochloramines 9/81
- current THM levels: 40 ppb
Santa Clara Valley Water District
- switched to post-chloramination 9/85
- current TEN levels between 57-87 ppb
- pilot scale ozone study due to start soon at one pump
station
San Diego Water District
- switched to chloramines spring 1982
- current TEN levels between 25-50 ppb
San Francisco Water District
- still using chlorine
- current levels run at around 70 ppb
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SUBJECT: Disinfection of the City's Drinking
Water

SUMMARY
August 30, 1983, staff presented to Council a report on the disinfection
practices used for the City's drinking water. This report responds to a request
77) for further discussion of this subject.
On

(

BACKGROUND
Staff presented the attached report to CoUncil in response to concern about
adverse health effects caused by thepresence of chlorination by-products in the
City's Drinking Water (SEE ATTACHMENT A). When chlorine is added to disinfect
the water taken from the American and Sacramento Rivers, compounds collectively
known as trihalomethanes are formed., These compounds have been found to cause
cancer in animals and thus are suspected human carcinogens. The City is fortunate that the quality of the American and Sacramento Rivers is such that the
concentration of trihalomethanes is low compared to other municipalities in
California and throughout the Nation
The U.S. EnVironmental'Protection Agency
and the California Department of Health Services have established a legal maximum concentration of trihalomethanesIto be allowed in drinking water. This
standard is 100 parts per billion (*). The drinking water supplied the City's
residents from the American and Sacramento Rivers contains lessthan half the
legal maximum (approximately 40 ppb).!
The legal standard was based on a number of factors. Health risk, reliability
of alternatives, practical compliance limitations, and ability of communities to
finance alternatives were all considered in arriving at the 100 ppb standard.
Federal and State health officials all recognize that the trihalomethane standard is a trade-off of benefit vs. ri s k.
Trihalomethanes are a group of comlioUnds of which chloroform is the principle
) member. Chloroform is a ubiquitous eompound. It is found everywhere. Contact
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with the Air Resources Board has disclosed that chloroform is present in
California even in the air we breath at concentrations ranging from .05 to .50
ppb. Just as professionals in the water industry would prefer that concentrations in drinking water be zero, professionals in air p011ution control
would also like to see zero concentrations of chloroform in the air we breath.
Mitigation measures in both fields are currently under heavy scrutiny.
P

In the United States, health experts and municipalities have not taken action to
mitigate concentrations of trihalomethanes in drinking water unless they have
exceeded the 100 ppb standard. Mitigation measures are expensive and have
resulted in problems which were not anticipated. For example in at least ten
public water systems in California the decision was recently Made to change the
disinfection system from free chlorination to a chlorine-ammonia process which
does not result in the formation of trihalomethanes. This solution resulted in
severe problems (SEE ATTACHMENT B). Citizens who were on kidney dialysis
systems suffered acute anemia including rupturing of red blood cells as a result
of the residual chlorine-ammonia compounds in the water supply. This occured in
spite of comprehensive attempts to notify dialysis centers that precautionary
measures would be necessary.

AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES
There are two general methods for reducing the levels of trihalomethanes. The
first method utilizes the principle of using a disinfectant other than free
chlorine thus preventing the formation of these compounds. The second method is
the adsorption of trihalomethanes using actjvated carbon.

I.

ALTERNATE DISINFECTION SYSTEM
As indicated in the 1983 report, alternatives to free chlorine as a disinfectant in water treatment include chloramines, chlorine dioxide, ozone,
potassium permanganate, hydrogen peroxide, bromine, iodine, ferrate ion,
high ph, and ultraviolet radiation. A tremendous amount of research on the
national and international level has shown only chloraMines, chlorine
dioxide, and ozone systems to be feasible for large scale domestic water
disinfection.
A. Chloramines
This system consists of adding ammonia to the water prior to introducing chlorine. The chlorine then reacts with the ammonia before
reacting with any other organic compounds. If the ammonia concentration is high enough, trihalomenthanes will not b'e formed.
The advantages of chloramine disinfection are: (1) It,; retuces the
levels of trihalomethanes to non detectable; and (2) It is the most
cost effective of viable alternatives. The additionalcost to the
system is solely for equipment to feed ammonia into the process
prior, to the application, of chlorine plus the cost of the ammonia
Itself. To install such a system in our facilities would require an
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initial expenditure of approximately $240,000 and ongoing annual expenses of about $35,000. The disadvantage of using chloramines is the
aforementioned toxicity of the chlorine-ammonia residual disinfectant
to patients on renal dialysis. Even where comprehensive attempts were
made to contact these patients to notify them that the water to their
machines needed special treatment, many failures occured. In fact the
Department of Health Services has placed a moratorium on the use of
chloramines to disinfect drinking water until such time as studies
indicate it can be used with no health risk.
B. Chlorine Dioxide
Chlorine dioxide has been used traditionally in water treatment to
control taste and odors. The City of Sacramento has used this process
in the past to combat tastes and odors caused by the presence of phenolic compounds in the Sacramento River. Both the Sacramento River and
American River facilities retain the capabilities to add chlorine
dioxide to the process water. However, the existing system would
result in the presence of both chlorine dioxide and free chlorine in
the water with the finished water still containing trihalomethanes. In
order to use chlorine dioxide as a disinfectant and eliminate trihalomethanes in the water, a new system would be necessary. The benefits
of chlorine dioxide are: (1) it does not react with ammonia or
materials which form trihalomethanes thus eliminat'ng chloramines and
trihalomethanes from the finished water; and (2) It is an effective
process to control certain tastes and odors particularly those caused
by phenolic compounds. The risks associated with chlorine dioxide are
principally the residual chemicals present in the drinking water. The
chlorite ion is known to have adverse health effects, and therefore the
process control is to have the residual present solely as chlorate.
This is sometimes difficult to achieve'.
A consultants estimate in 1978 projected the cost of replacing our
present system of chlorination with chlorine dioxide to be an initial
capital cost of $674,000 with an annual ongoing cost of $3,117,700.
Based on the uncertain health risks of the residual disinfectant it
would also be necessary to obtain the approval of the Department of
Health Services to install such a system.
C.

Ozone

with ozone has been used in Europe for many years. There
is a slightly different philosophy in treating the drinking water. In
European Countries most large :treatment plants are precede f by natural
sedimentation in pretreatment reservoirs. This allows a period of up
to thirty days settling time prior to the treatment with chemicals. A
great deal of the organic material in the water is thus removed prior

Disinfection

to the disinfection process. This process would be very difficult and
expensive to implement where natural storage reservoirs such as large

I
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lakes do not exist. The European method consists of using ozone to
achieve primary disinfection and finally adding chlOrine to give residual disinfection to the distribution pipelines.
'

Ii
II
II
1

The major advantages of ozone are: (1) It has highdisinfecting
effectiveness; (2) Its potency is unaffected by ammonia or pH.of the
water; and (3) When the reactions are complete, the!residual material
is oxygen. The disadvantages include: (1) It has an instantaneous
reaction and retains no residual disinfecting powers. This requires
the addition of either chlorine or chlorine dioxide4fter treatment to
protect the distribution system.' If chlorine is added in low amounts
there may be chloramines present in the drinking water. If chlorine is
added to a free chlorine residual, there may still 6e enough organic
material to form trihalomethanes. (2) Instability and explosiveness
requires the chemical to be generated on site. Thig: is expensive and
requires a great deal of electrical energy.
The cost of replacing our existing system with ozone and supplemental
The ongoing
chlorination was estimated in 1978 to be $4,277,500
annual costs were estimated to be $200,000.
This alternative would also require the permission of the Department of
Health Services.
,

II. REMOVAL OF TRIHALOMETHANES
%
“
The second method of eliminating trihalomethanes in drinking water is to
remove these compounds after they have been forMed. Thq method is the use
of deep bed granular activated carbon filters. The degree and efficiency
of removal is proportional to the contact time between the water and the
carbon. It would be possible to install such a system at our existing
water treatment plants but very expensive. The benefit of this system is
the removal of the trihalomethane compounds without forming additional
compounds which may be of concern.

1

The disadvantages of this system are many. The activated carbon filters
would require a comprehensive modification of the ireatmen• process. It
would be necessary to increase energy consumption to restore the water to
the elevation lost because of the depth of the filters. The carbon would
be depleted of its effectiveness after a period of use and would have to be
regenerated by high temperature methods. For processes as large as the
Also, in order
City's, on-site regeneration equipment would be required
to retain residual disinfectant protection in the distribution system, it
would be necessary to rechlorinate.,the water-after carbor treatment. The
resultant drinking water would still Contain compounds of residual
chlorine.

It is estimated that the initial capital costs necessary to install granular activated carbon systems at the City's treatment plants would be in
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excess of 12 million dollars. The ongoing annual costs would be approximately 1.5 million dollars per year.;

CONCLUSIONS
The most viable alternatives to our present practices are using ozone supplemented by chlorination, or using granular activated carbon followed by rechlorination. Both methods would result in the removal of trihalomethanes from the
City's drinking water, but it would still be necessary to maintainresidual
products of chlorination in the distribUtion system.
Staff would reiterate that the only pieces in the state or nation where communities are taking steps to lower concentrations of trihalomethanes are in
locations where they cannot meet the lop ppb standard. Staff sees no current
alternative Which would result in a significant improvement to our system.
The City is also currently on the brink of making decisions concerning future
expansion of our water production systeM. A decision to implement expensive
treatment systems would greatly increase the cost of expansion.

FINANCIAL
There is no financial cost or liability associated with this report.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the continuation of present policy in the disinfection of the
City's drinking water.
Respectfully submitted,

;
Larry Corn.
Water V—Sewer sivision Manager
Recommendation Approved:

Approved:

;pion Wisham, Jr.
ssistant City Manager
-^
ttachments

Melvin H. John
Director of PuW Works

VAsIsr.;—.
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Kiter i :hief t! Putlic Health Progra: for the
5tete Department::
Health Services, today annotnted that the
Department has re;u*Sted that 211 pcblic
wE ter systems in California using chic:amines for disiniatzion of
water discontinue
:heir use for a: least the =an:
1
.
:his action ha see
s beeraken in response
to several recent incidents in Southern California in which kdney dialysis
;a:lents were adversely affected

c cran.ne in the water stpp...y.

Dr. Kizer reported that in Los 4:1;eles Cott::: there have been ;treble= a: several
kidney dialysis centers. For exatple, a: one center 10 patients suffered acute
utamia,-and retired bibod tratsftsions due to chioramines in the center's water
.ply. Az 3 result, on l'htrsday of this veek, the LosIAttgeleS:Metropolitar.
discontinued its tse of chlaxamines.
Whi 7 e chicranines are of no health concern :0 the
general population, kidney
are especially tuspceptible to the effects of these chemicals.
.
nless adectately re=cve: trot
the water st;Ply, they can cause henclytit anemia
(rtp:ure of red blood cells) in these patients. While these problets have mot
been reported in nos: of the E:;:e's water Sys:ets using chloratines,
Dr. Ki-et
Said he is taking this aCtion ncw as a precaution tntil the safety of dialysis ,
patients can be assured..
Zr. Kizer pointed out that a:

.eas:

10 pu"nlic water systens in :California have
recent:y switched fro= using free chlorine to thloranines in anattenpt to

reduce possible health risks fro: triha1onethanes. Trihalcneth lanes (TMs)
are suspected cancer-causing trnprunds Which nay fern in drinking water when
free chlorine reacts 'zith natural zrganic conpti:nds in the water.
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z.f cn:7rnmines is a generally accepted method for reducing Ts tnroughout
:he country, and when the useic: cnioramines was approved in California

the :ercrimcnt of Heal::: Services reqi
ured extensive notification of all host.ital
on! diAlyrs centers. This notification included a letter to each water sysze=
direo:Ln; :nem it alert all dialysis Centers served, as uell as a return letter
from each dialysis center anknowledginc receipt of the notification and inplementazicri cf safety measures.
Kite= inCicated :Ma: the temporary suspension of thIcramine treatment wou14
'Demi= effect until a
force fully evaluates the situation...
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August 23, 1933
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session
SUBJECT: Chlorination Disinfection By-Products City of Sacramento's prinking Water

SUMMARY
4
An overview of the 'chlorine disinfection process utilized at 400rican and Sacramento
River Water Treatment Plants.

BACKGROUND
Prior to 19C3, water used for drinking by U.S. Citizens was not disinfected. As a
result of this practice, massive outbreaks of water-borne diseases occured in epidemic proportions. The most serious of these were typhoid and cholera. In Sacramento,
California there was a massive outbreak of cholera in the 1856.'s which caused a large
number of deaths. People were literally abandoning their famiPies as they fled the
City. A mass burial site still exists at the Broadway Cemetery to remind us of the
danger of drinking water which is not saniterily protected.
'

Since 1900, the practice of disinfecting drinking water by adding liquid chlorine
(chlorination) has virtually eliminated typhoid, cholera, and ,dysentery as diseases
of importance in this country. , Disinfection is the principal and most common objective of chlorination.
The first chlorination processes used by the City utilized a principle of forming
chlorine-ammonia compounds which would kill bacteria and other microorganisms present
in the water supply. Although these compounds were effective In protecting the sanitary quality of the water, they also imparted a medicinal taste to the water.
In 1945, the break-point chlorination process was discovered where'chlorine is added
in sufficient quantity to break down chlorine-ammonia compoundS. This results in a
free chlorine residual which provides for powerful disinfection without resultant *
tastes or odors. This process is currently used for disinfectpig the City's drinking
water (See Exhibit A).
The process has worked well for a number of years. The water is free of organisms
and few complaints are received. As with any panacea, it was short-lived. In 1974,
new research and improved analytical technology demonstrated that the powerful free
chlorine residual reacts with certain natural materials in river water, primarily

II
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humic and fulvic acid, to form new compounds. These compounds are collectively
called triheomethanes (THM), and are individually identified as chloroform, bromoform, dibromochloromethane, and dichlorobromomethane. Of these compounds, chloroform
is the compound found in the greatest concentration.

HEALTH EFFECTS
Chloroform and other trihelomethanes are now known to be formed without execption_
during break-point chlorination of drinking water. Because of this, intense international research programs have studied all aspects of the problem.
Research has indicated that these compounds are suspected carcinogensli. This
prompted the Enviromental Protection Agency (EPA) to amend the national interim primary drinking water regulations to include a maximum contaminant Ievel(MCL) of 100
parts per billion(ppb) for total trihalothethanes. Drinking water containing less
than this level is considered to be free from chronic or acute effects on human
health. This is a legal standard and has been adopted by the State of California,
Department of Health Services (DOHS).
The City has been monitoring trihalomethane levels for over two years. Results show
that we have never exceeded the standard'and can anticipate an average concentration
of less than SO ppb at each of our plants and, throughout our water distribution
system. Staff will continue to monitor the drinking water for trihalomethanes on a
quarterly basis. Results are routinely reported to the State Department of Health
'ervices..

METHODS TO REDUCE TRIHALOMETHAlES
The City is fortunate that levels of trialomethanes in our drinking water are well
below the concentration established as a Ihealth hazard. Viable alternatives to
remove these cv7pounds are expensive and !limited. These alternatives are:
1.

Chancing The Site of Disinfection
It has been documented that adding chlorine further into the water treatment process is a viable way to reduce the levels of trihaIomethane formation.
There are a number of reasons for this. The primary one being the precipitation of precursor& in the sedimentation basins. This alternative would certainly be the least expensive to implement requiring only the capital
.
expenditures necessary to reroute chlorine to the desired application point.
This alternative does have major disadvantages, however, which prevent staff
from recommending implementation. Chief among these is the fact that far
less contact time of chlorine withiwater will be allowed for microorganism
kill. The disinfection system will be made less reliable, thus the chance for
disease causing organisms to remain in the drinking water will increase.

1/ a substance that tends to produce cancer.
27 a substance from which trihalomethanes are formed.
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2. - Oxidation of Precursors Prior to Adding Chlorine
Several oxidants, have been evaluated to determine whether they would alter
precursors so they would not react with chlorine to form trihalomethanes. The
oxidants studied were ozone, chlorine dioxide, ootas,sium permanganate, ultraviolet radiation, and hydrogen peroxide. Each of these chemicals had some
effect in lowering the trihalomethane formation by altering the percursors.
However, it was foundthat high dosages of these cheMicals were necessary .
making these processes very expensive. It was also found that other byproducts were formed which would require thorough research into health reifications of these unstudied by-products. This approach is in the experimental
stage.

3. Adsorption
Because trihalomethanes are organic compounds, adsorption with activated carbon either in a powdered form dosed as a slurry, or as a granular bed is
effective in removing these compounds. The pincipali drawback is the extreme
high cost of these systems. If the City implements elther granular or
powdered activated carbon treatment, it is estimated that the total cost to
treat the water would double.

4. Alternative Disinfectants
A great deal of research has been done to evaluate alternatives to free
chlorine as a water disinfectant. Free chlorine has many advantages.' It
ensures the destruction of disease organisms during the treatment process and
maintains residual disinfecting powers throughout the distribution system. It
is easy to test for both at the wafer treatment plants and in the water
distribution system. Finally it is by far the least expensive method to
safely disinfect our drinking water.
Alternatives are chloramines (reverting to the chlorine-ammonia system and
resultant bad taste), chlorine dioxide, ozone, potassium permanganate, hydrogen peroxide, bromine, iodine, ferrate, high pH, and ultraviolet radiation.
Of these, only chloramines, chlorine dioxide, and ozone have been considered:
feasible for large scale domestic water disinfection„

The major advantages of using alternative disinfection systems is the ability
to lower trihalomethane concentrations to near detection limits. Of these
three viable alternatives, chlorine dioxide and ozone are powerful disinfectants, while chloramines are weaker disinfectants which may be barely' adequate
to ensure sanitary quality.

The disadvantages of using alternative disinfectants is that they are all oxidants which will produce by-products which may be as Undesireable as chloroform. Thus, while the trihalomethane level is lowered, the overall water
quality may not be improved because the health hazard'of the new organic byproducts have yet to be evaluated.
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From po;rit A to B, chlorine is in a combined form as chloromine.
At point B sufficient chlorine potential is Present to break apart the combined form.
1
At point C the oxidation-reduction reaction is complete, most of the chlorine being
consumed and no longer showing any appreciable residua
Al point / 4 the region of possible taste ond odor difficulties.
Point 2 is in the region of chlorine utilizolion.
Point 3 represents optimum chlorine dosage offer mbreok-point" at point C.
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August 23, 1983

Finally, none of these alternatives has the advantages of chlorine in terms of
reliability and cost to safely disinfect drinking water. Additionally it may
be extremely difficult to persuade the regulatory health agency (DOHS) to
allow use of alternative disinfectants.

FINANCIAL
There is no financial liability or cost associated with this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
I recommend that the current Practice of break-point chlorin4tion for disinfecting
the City's drinking water be continued since it is the most cost effective and
reliable method to achieve drinking water which is free from disease causing organisms. The by-products of the current disinfection process are well below the levels
considered to be a health hazard.
Respectfully submitted

John F. Varozza
Director of Public Works
Recommendation Approved:

Walter J. Slipe, City Manager
LH:rg
attachment
bc: Mel Johnson
Robert C: Bitten •
Robert W. Johnston
Larry Comarsh.
Jim Sequeira
Lee Harry
Ray Santin
files . •

14-R-010-00-0

August 30, 1983
All Districts
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How safe is Sacramento's drinking water? rl
By Ron Linden
SpecI.1 to The Bee
IT HE IDEA BEHIND Proposition 65, the Safe Drink-

'. ing Water and Toxic Enforcement Act approved
overwhelmingly by voters last fall, CMS to assure safe
drinking water for all Californians by imposing severe
reStrictions on the discharge of industrial/commercial
wastewaters into receiving waters.
Unfortunately, the high levels of carcinogens (cancercausing substances) In the drinking water of roughly.
tWo-thirds of all Sacramentans will not be improved by
Proposition 65. The reason't:-The Initiative excluded
front enforcement all city, county and district public water' supplies. Ironically, the largest percentage of carcinogenic contaminants In all industrial and residential
aischarges in our area originates from the water supplied by our water companies.
Here, then, a look at how this absurd situation arose.
Fir. even cite examples of how regulatory agencies and
lOcal districts suppress and distort information about
Carcinogens In our drinking water so the public will not
become aroused.
When water districts use chlorine to disinfect surface
water supplies, they produce very high levels of extremely carcinogenic THMs (Irlhalomenthanes) in the
water delivered to consumers. As a result, the drinking
water processed by the majority of Sacramento's suppliers has at least a hundred limes higher carcinogen levels

Ma =I

Ca

Ron Linden is head of the Technical Services Section of lit Sacramento Regional Sanitation District,
lie is In charge of, among other things, enforcing the
regulations for discharges of industrial waste wafer
into the sewer system here. A registered professional
engineer, he received his doctorcit in sanitary engineering from VC Davis.
than, for example, polluted ground water from Aerojet.
In our nren, these districts include:
• -The City of Sacramento.
• The City of Folsom.
• San Juan Suburban Water District (which supplies
water to the Citrus Heights Irrigation District, Fair Oaks
Irrigation District and the Orangeville Mutual Water
Company).
• Arcade County Water District.
• Arden-Cordova Water Company.
• Carmichael irrigation District.
To avoid pressuring these districts into developing alternative disinfection processes, and incurring the associated expenses, the California Department of Health
Services (MIS) basset an exceptionally high "action level" — the level beyond which action will be taken to enforce compliance — for TilMs. Thnt level is more than
500 limes higher than the "cancer-risk level" which applies to all the other carcinogens, even though the THMs

have long been recognized as among the most potent and
dangerous.
The "action levels" are set by the California Department of Health Services: In particular, by the Sanitary
Engineering Branch of its Environmental Health Division. Clarence Young, the branch's supervising sanitary
engineer, said the comparatively high action level for
THM (100 ugh!) was set to correspond to the EPA drinking water standard. 11 remains high because it would
take a long time and a lot, of money for water companies
to install equipment (e.g., activated carbon processes) to
remove the THMs or lo Brid alternative disinfection
methods. He mentioned, for example, LW it would cost
billions of dollars to install the necessary processes In all
the Southern California service area which gets its water
through MWD (Metropolitan Water District). The MWD
water supply originates to,a large extent from surface
water In the Delta.
The drinking water that flows into most of our homes
is actually well within the limits of the drinking water
standards set by the MIS even though II contains hundreds of limes higher levels of carcinogens than most of
the "contaminated" wells which are being closed by DIIS
as a health hazard. Amazingly, many people who had
been receiving their water from contaminated wells
with very low levels of carcinogens have been switched
See DRINKING WATER, back pap, Forum •
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Drinking water
Continued from Forum 1
through regulatory action to public water supplies with a
hundred times higher carcinogenicity.
Another intriguing circumstance to consider is this:
Not only are THM-laced public drinking water supplies
far more carcinogenic than most polluted ground water
supplies, but the comparatively minute amounts of carcinogens in ground water are temporary in nature. In
most cases, the source which caused the ground water
pollution has ceased to exist. Consequently, as time goes
by the ground water quality will improve. The drinking
water from public surface supplies, on the other hand, is
continuously piped directly to our taps generation after
generation.
mr HE LANDSLIDE VICTORY of Proposition 65
proved that Californians want. more information
than they're getting about the pollutants in our drinking
water. Clearly, Californians don't believe they're getting
all the facts — or even enough to make informed decisions. Proposition 65 has extensive reporting requirements which force disclosure of carcinogenic discharges
to local health officers and county boards of supervisors.
This was written into the proposition because the authors
believed that disclosure had been seriously lacking in
the past. Two recent examples in Sacramento will give
you an idea of how information could be distorted or suppressed.
• On Oct. 8, 1986. the Sacramento County Planning Department published a report titled "Hazardous Materials
Element — Sacramento County General Plan." The document purports to identify the major toxic environmental (water, air and land) exposures for the people of Sacramento. As the document was being prepared, several
government employees were asked to help answer the
question: "Which are the major environmental problems
qf Sacramento County?" I was one of those asked to respond.
I commented in writing, calling attention to the relatively high levels of carcinogens in the city's drinking
Water. My comments did not sit well with certain city
qfficials. I was subsequently threatened with disciplinary action by Sacramento County management for hay-

lag said what did. Worse than this, the Hazardous MateriaLs Element' of the General Plan now says nothing
whatsoever about the high levels of carcinogens in the
water most of us drink every day.
It's worth noting, as well, that the City of Sacramento
has officially voiced grave concern over the trace
amounts of TCE (trichloroethylene) which have seeped
from ground water below Aerojet's property into the
American River, which is the surface water supply for
the city. At the same time, attempts are being made to
keep information from the public that far more carcinogenic THMs are already in our drinking water.
• Aerojet's ground Water pollution — there's nothing
unique or surprising about it. Although the pollutant may
vary from industry to industry, the pattern of regulatory
actions and decrees as well as the political overtones are
often the same at sites like the Sacramento Army Depot,
McClellan AFB and Mather AFB (where TCEs were
found in ground water), or at Southern Pacific (where
other organics were found).
I use Aerojet as an example merely because it illustrates how a politically charged atmosphere can bring
about misguided regulatory actions which do very little
good and cost millions of dollars. If just a fraction of the
money spent by these so-called ground water polluters to
achieve virtually non-rneasureable public health benefits had been spent instead by local water districts to develop alternative non-chlorination disinfection processes. Sacramento would have been immensely better
served.
From the time that, TCE was first detected in the
ground water under Aerojet property in 1979, massive
engineering studies have been conducted, public and
regulatory meetings held and clean-up orders issued. On
Jan. 15, 1986. a tentative settlement was finally announced between Aerojet and the EPA, DHS and the Regional Water Quality Control Board, which represent the
public interest; As far as the actual public impact of this
settlement is C 0 ncemed, the most notable effect to date
— and surely the most absurd — has been the closure of
Well No. 13 in the Arden-Cordova Water District.
Well No. 13 faithfully; provided good drinking water to
Rancho Cordova for many years. However, in late 1985
small amounts! of TCE were detected. The average con-
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centration of TCE was 2.3 ugh 1 (micrograms per liter). real issues. In January 1986 he commented on the proWhen the well was closed, Aerojet agreed to pay for an posed Aerojet cleanup plan by writing to his 'Tear Conequivalent amount of additional water supply from the cerned 6th Assembly District Residents" that within the
Arden-Cordova Water District surface water treatment terms of the clean-up Plan," ... drinking water supplies
plant to replace the water from Well No. 13. The water for the City of Sacramento are not adequately protectfrom the Arden-Cordova plant has a total concentration ed." This apparently referred to the fact that trace
of THMs in excess of 100 ugh. In other words, the level amounts of TCE from Aerojet have leached underof carcinogens in the water which replaced water from
ground into the upper reaches of the American River,
Well No. 13 was tremendously greater.
which serves as a raw water intake for the city's water
Amazingly, in a letter issued by the EPA in December treatment plant several miles downstream. The ground
of 1986, the public was led to believe that the closing of water from Aerojet after it enters into the American Riv-,
Well No. 13 bad improved the situation instead Of caus- er has a concentration of generally less than 1 ugh. It is
ing it to deteriorate.
diluted further in the river, and, as a result, the meaAnother irony is that Aerojet is paying for the treat- sured concentration of TCE in the city's raw water inment of copious amounts of water out of the ground at take has never been more than 0.6 ug/l.
Arden-Cordova Well No. 16 because it has a TCE concenWhen you consider that the water we already draw
tration of around 30-50 ug/I; it is then required to treat it from our faucets every day has THM levels of 50 ugh, it
to remove the TCE. However, the treatment Process seems the height of absurdity to imagine that the Aerojet
causes the THM concentrations to increase from nothing ground water pollution could cause the city water supply
to about 10 ug/1. According to the EPA's own water quali- to be "not adequately protected."
ty criteria (see accompanying story). THM is 14 times
more carcinogenic than TCE. Once again, the public is
led to believe that the treatment of the TCE-contaminat- 1 N LIGHT OF ALL the furor over TCE from Aerojet:
ed ground water has improved things. The fact that the
it's especially interesting to note that over the last sev:'
THM levels have increased so drastically is brushed eral years scientific studies have indicated that TCE is
aside with the argument that, after all, the drinking wa- not carcinogenic to humans, after all. The EPA's crite;
ter standard sets the limit at 100 ugh. Through an expen- ri do not reflect this new information. TCE should .be
sive treatment process, Aerojet has been forced to ex- taken off the carcinogen list. It is within the power: of
change one carcinogen for another and call it "clean" so regulatory agencies to do so, but it's unlikely to happen.
the EPA and others can claim a hollow consumer "victo- At least it's unlikely as long as millions of dollars are bery." . .
ing raked in from Aerojet in the form of penalties. BeThe California Department of Health Services' project sides, so much hype has been generated about the hazmanager for the Aerojet ground water restoration proj- ards of TCE that it would be politically embarrassing to
ect is Peggy Harris, a waste management engineer with admit to misguided regulatory efforts over many years.
the Toxic Substances Control Division. She indicated that That will be especially true in Sacramento, the Mecca of
her division uses the action levels . which have been de- the nation's regulators.
veloped by the DES sanitary engineering branch when
It's time for the people of California to realize the tact
deciding whether a ground water cleanup is required that our drinking water is not what many believe it to be.
and when the water from a well is acceptable as drink- We continue to drink tap water that would be ioning water. • •
demned and ordered cleaned up if it came from any
• Assemblyman Lloyd Connelly (D-Sacramentc1)...has " .source other than our public water companies. 11'& time
joined the ranks of those who considerAerojet aSertous: .... that all . of us demand an honest accounting from those
polluter. He itis made much political hay out of the ails- who have been entrusted with the job of protecting Our
conceptions and half-truths that have surroutIdeil1he7 . 'water sitpplies.
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How EPA set
its standards
RINKING water standards for carcinogens have
been evolving over a long period.
DDpc1876
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
-identified 110 so-called -toxic pollutants" in 65 different
:ChaniCal groups. The list consisted of 13 heavy metals
pinr. 97 other compounds, all but two of which (cyanide
atititsbestos)'were organic chemicals. The identified or'galls were among those most commonly used as "buildingtlocks" or raw materials in a host of chemical professes. The federal Clean Water Act (1977) required the
EPA to publish — within 180 days — "proposed effluent
staiidards" for each of the toxic pollutants, which were
ginti to be dubbed "Priority Pollutants." That is, the EPA
waste,decide what levels of discharge of these pollutants
Into our water supply would be acceptable.
The EPA, however, was not in any position to promulgate such standards because there was a lack of scientific.data on the environmental impact for a great many of
the Priority Pollutants.
.When the EPA failed to take action, the National Resources Defense Council ;took the agency to court in
1979. To settle that case, the EPA promised to publish
"Water Quality Criteria" (WQC) instead of Effluent
Standards for each of the Priority Pollutants. (The list
had expanded to 129 compounds by then.) The Water
Quality Criteria were finally published on Nov. 28, 1980.
In its preamble to the Criteria, the EPA stated emphatically that the Criteria " ... are not rules and they have no
regulatory effect. Rather, these criteria present scientific data and guidance on the environmental effect of pollutants which can be useful to derive regulatory requirements based on considerations of water quality impacts."
•However, even though the WQC were only meant to be
u.leful in helping to set standards, they soon became
standards in themselves and are now more or less the
norms at many regulatory levels.
.:The Criteria give specific concentration levels for
each of the Priority Pollutants for the protection of both
hkman and animal life. Where human consumption is
concerned, the compounds can be divided into two
.groups: 1) those for which a "recommended" level is giveft' (P.g. cadmium at 10 ug/l); and 2) those for which the
level is zero ug/l. ("Ugh" Is micrograms
.recommended
per liter, which is the same as parts per billion, or ppb.)
• Tile EPA explained in its Criteria that because zero concentration levels of some compounds may not be attainape. at the, present time," it has placed values on the incremental increases of cancer risk for consumption of
•the 'compounds, estimating them at "10""
•=k4)." ". and "10"."
.

UNRAT DO these numbers mean? Let me give you an
example: If an average person who weighs 70 kg.
•drinks the average amount of water (1.8 liters per day),
gid-that water has a concentration of the pollutant TCE
27 ugh', he will stand a risk of "10"" (one chance in
0,000) of developing cancer due to exposure to ICE. IL
however, the concentration of ICE was only 2.7 ug/l, the
balker risk would be "10"," or one chance in a million.
The problem with these numbers is that the sample
risk levels picked by the EPA (10", 10", 101 give us no
Idea what an acceptable risk level might be. The three
risk levels were, in fact, selected completely arbitrarily,

'1

and the EPA stated t'- risk estimate range &presented for information letuenes and does not represent
an Agency judgment ()TM' 7actable' risrlevel."
Unfortunately, whenernsulatory agencies have subsequently selected acceptable risk levels they've been uncertain what levels to cnoose. Since it's human nature to
choose the middle road in times of uncertainty, the DI14
often picks an "Action Level" clamber which i very close
to the EPA levels corresponting to tlie,ose-in-a-million
(10") risk level — the mide ' of the risk -range. flat is,
the DHA will take action when water is shown to be
above that level.
What our regulatnryngencies call!'safelevels". of carcinogens in our water i are often nothing more than a
one-in-a-million mid-level number selected on the basis
of arbitrary "risk factors" which were never intended to
be adopted as standards for acceptable levels.
There is on KoticeaSle exeption to the usual one-in• a-millidn .risk level among he current California DHS
Action :..evels. That exceptioahe compound known
tITM (trihalornethane),;whictrearteen assigned an Attion Leveltumber about 500 time! higher than most ollty
er carcinogens.,Why?
In 1975t elevrited concentrations bt:THMs were detected in many water supplies where the Source Was surface
water. The l'Ehit are 'formed during the chlorination
process at, water treatment plants using surface waters
as their source. It was alreadritnovn at theitime (before
the development of Water Quality Criteria) that THMs
were very potent carciaogens. Furthermore, the experimental and epidemiological data proving the dangers of
THMs were quite impressive compared with data for
most other pollutants, for which the data base is sketchy
at best.
As a result of this, in 1979 the EPA adopted mandatory
limits on THMs in all public drinking water supplies. The
limit was set at 100 ug/E Since the one-in-a-million cancer risk level for THM is 0.19 ug/1, this meant that our
water supplies (as a tradeoff to economic considerations) were allowed totcontain as much as 500 times
more carcinogens in the form of 711Ms than the otherwise acceptable one-in-a-million risk level. This is particularly striking when we Consider the fact that for carcinogens other than THM in ground water, the
concentration is close to the one-in-a-million risk level.
In other words, we're allowed to drink water containing THMs with 500 times higher carcinogenic toxicity
than the water from condemned polluted ground Water
wells.
•
— Ron Linden
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The cases for and against
our chlorinated drinking water
• Without it, immediate health risks
By James R. English
Special to The Bee

ONTROVERSY has arisen over
C
chlorinating drinking water.
Common chlorination practices

James English is vice president
of the Sacramento Area Water
Works Association.

The development and proper use of
sometimes result in the formation of reliable disinfection systems have
a group of chemicals called trihalo- eliminated epidemics caused by ormethanes (THMs). Comparison has ganisms in drinking water.
been made between the allowable
concentrations of THMs in drinking
IA breakdown in this process
water and concentrations of industri- would restore threats of epidemics.
al chemicals present in water near Known diseases transmitted by watoxic disposal sites. Most toxic ter include typhoid, cholera, hepaticlean-up efforts require concentra- tis and polio. In addition, gastroentions to be lowered to the one-in-a- teritis and dysentery are caused by
million increased cancer risk based waterborne protozoans, bacteria and
on lifetime exposure. Levels of viruses. Finally, poorly disinfected
THMs in drinking water are permit- water can cause the aerosol transted in excess of that increased risk.
mission of Legionnaire's disease.
There is a need to inform the com- Many of these diseases are fatal; all
munity of the reasons for this appar- are virulent. As an example, in 1908
the incidence of typhoid for people
ent dichotomy.
drinking non-chlorinated surface
The water drawn from the Ameri- water was about 200 per 100,000 popcan and Sacramento rivers and res- ulation. For people drinking chloriervoirs must be completely treated nated surface water there were not
prior to delivery to the public. Al- reported cases.
though the sources are of exceptionally high quality, the water must be
Chlorination is the current methclarified and properly disinfected od of choice in the United States for
before it is used as drinking water. disinfecting pater. In the early
Prior to the development of treat- 1800s, compounds of chlorine and
ment plants, there were many ammonia were used for this process.
threats to the public health from wa- In 1945 it was discovered that free
terborne agents of human disease. chlorine was a much stronger disinfecting agent and became the meth- when free chlorine is used to' disinod of choice for treating drinking fect surface water, it combined with
Water. It had the additional benefit natural ingredients in the water such
of controlling taste and odor in pota- as humic acid to form by-products
ble water. The water industry had called trihalomethanes. There are
found an economical and effective four compounds in this group, but
control for the threat of disease or- the significant one in drinking:water
ganisms.
Is chloroform.
In the 1979s, It was discovered that

See FOR, Forum 2
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For
Captioned from Forum 1
About the same time, studies indicated chloroform to
be suspect in inducing cancer in test animals. Using
standard toxicological procedures, the level of chlorolOrm in drinking water which could be expected to cause
one additional mortality trim cancer out of a population
of a million people drinking 2 liters of water per day for
JO years was projected at 0.2 to 0.3 parts per billion
(ppb). The drinking water of the Sacramento area taken
trom surface sources averages about 40 ppb, well below
the federal standard of 100 ppb, and relatively low compared to other municipalities chlorinating surface water.
It is, however, well in excess of the one-in-a-million inCreased cancer risk.
The water industry was faced with a dilemma. The
panacea for the disinfection of drinking water was challenged. What followed were years of formulation of policy regarding these compounds which culminated in legislation establishing the maximum level allowable in
drinking water.
The federal process establishing maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) is a lengthy one. The final MCL was
agreed upon after review of all salient issues. It considered health risk vs. benefit, feasibility of alternatives
and economics prior to establishing the current legal
standard of 100 ppb. This standard is enforced by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). States may develop their own standard, but it must be at least as stringbote as the federal MCL California has accepted the
1100-ppb standard.
Water agencies that were unable to meet the standard
were directed to correct the problem. This led to controversy within the industry. There are a limited number of
alternatives to reduce tribalomethanes. The precursors
can be removed or reduced, an alternative disinfectant
may be used which does not form these compounds or
they can be removed after formation. There currently
exists a myriad of information on each alternative. Each
alternative has its advantages and disadvantages. Utilities which were unable to meet the THM standard have
selected one of the available alternatives to achieve that
goal.
ACRAMENTO water agencies were fortunate to
have concentrations well below the 100 ppb MCL.
S
We had passe.1 the test of risk vs. benefit. Because tree

chlorine disinfection has numerous advantages over alternatives, water agencies do not usually deviate from
this method unless they cannot meet the 100 ppb MCL.
Free chlorine is an extremely effective disinfectant, it
maintains residual disinfecting power in the distribution
system, it is not energy depletive and it is affordable.
Concurrent with the development of the trihalomethane standards, there was an explosion of information
concerning other toxics. Major discoveries of contaminated groundwater indicated a serious problem in preserving our underground water resources in areas of
heavy industrial and military use. The presence of organic solvents and other chemicals in the groundwater

W
1,
t
were discovered and attributed to past chemical disposal
practices. Results of toxicological studies indicated
many of these compounds were suspected carcinogens.
This led to comprehensive legislation mandating cleanup of contaminated grodndwater.
The current war on tokics is far-reaching and comprehensive. Examples of major clean-up efforts in the Sacramento area include McClellan and Mather air force
bases, the Sacramento !Army Depot and the Aerojet
properties. The degree Of clean-up required at these installations is determined by the EPA and the California
Department of 'Health Services, in many cases, the regu latory agencies are demanding that groundwater be
cleaned up to a level I below the one-in-a-million increased cancer risk.
1'
Recently, controversy has arisen because the level of
trihalomethanes permitted in drinking water is much
higher than the level of Clean-up required at contaminated groundwater sites. Such arguments fail to consider
the obvious tradeoff of risk vs. benefit that led to the orderly formation of the trihalomethane standard. There
is no benefit to be derived from the presence of trichloroethylene or vinyl chloride in water. There are tremendous benefits from the presence of chlorine in drinking
water.
It is essential that water agencies accept the actions of
regulatory agencies responsible for setting drinking water standards. These agencies have determined that a
certain level of trihalornethanes is acceptable in drinking water as a trade-off fer the benefits of free chlorine!.
tion. These agencies have also determined that more
stringent requirements are necessary for cleaning up
contaminated groundwater.
To attempt to compare the two areas is simply not telling the'whole story. Although cost was a consideration in
setting the current standard, it was only one component
In the evaluation. To suggest that the only reason. for not
adopting an alternative to free chlorination is cost is a
distortion of fact.
!
ORE STRINGENT' THM standards may very well
become a reality, but only after the regulatory process determines that suitable alternatives exist which do
not result in a greater threat to the community.
Water agencies are prepared to respond if responsible
regulatory agencies determine the need for lower trihalomethane levels in drinking water. Results of more and
more studies are beingimade available. It is unclear
what the future bolds for disinfection of drinking water.
but as long as Water isideliverecl from surface water
through pipes and drawn from a tap at the home, a
strong disinfectant which maintains its powers in the distribution system will be required.
This system will require trade-offs of risk vs. benefits.
Whether this risk is in the form of a product of ozone,
chlorine dioxide, chlorareine or free chlorine will be determined by the regulatory process. Our present disinfection practices have stood the test of time. Changes
should be made only after
of all relevant
1 consideration
•
data.
ww
1
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lie cases for and against
our chlorinated drinking water
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• With it, long-term cancer risks
By Ron Linden
Special to The nee
N DECIDING whether polluted
O groundwater must be cleaned up,
ane Department of Health Services
(DHS) division — Toxic Substances
control — uses a *risk level" of one
=neer case in a million people as its
;tenderd for most carcinogens. ThLs
standard is applied whether or not
be groundwater is presently used
tor drinking.
Ironically, another DHS division
;Sanitary Engineering Branch) pernits water from public water cornNinths to expose us to a THM risk
evel of 500 cancer cases per million
— and this is the water we drink in
nir homes every day of the year.
Why do we permit high carcinoen levels if there is even a "posside" cancer link? Why not enforce at
east the same tough standards for
Winking water that we require for
Toundwater that may never be used
or drinking'
The reasons are not so complex as
ye might be led to believe. It's been
.uggested that water companies 'Are
flowed to have high levels of exremely toxic 'flats as a "trede-off,"
vhat's being traded? We're told that
Inds are undesirable but unavoidble byproducts of the chlorination
irocess for surfice waters, and chit>
ination is neceesery to Mil disease-

Ron Lindens head of the Technical Services Section Of the Sacramento Regional Sanitation District. He is in charge of, among
other things, enforcement of regulations for dischargesr, of industrial wastewater into the sewer
system here. A registered professional engineer, he received his
doctorate in sanitary engineering
from VC Davis. Linden requests
that all responses to this article,
which is written in his capacity
as a private citizen, be directed
to him Alo Forum, The Bee, P.O.
Box 15779, Sacramento, 95852.
•
causing bacteria which could lead to
gastrointestinal infections. The
"trade-off," we're told, is that we
must accept the risk of cancer in the
long term — perhaps some years
down the road so we can avoid the
risk of gastrointestinal infection in
the short term.
This is another misunderstanding.
.A "trade-ofr suggests that something
Is traded on both sides Of an issue.
Those of us who were following the
development of the comparatively
very lenient drinking water standard
for IBMs will recall that there were
no trade-offs at all to short-term infectious diseases. From the very beginning it was assumed that disinfection had to be done until all
bacteria had been killed. If users
could contract any Infectious disease
due to lack of chlorination, water
district officials would find themselves In a highly vulnerable position, and could even be held liable.
On the other hand, if people were
to get cancer (presumably years
from now) due to high, levels of
THMs, the link to drinking Water
eould not be easily established. As a
result, there never was any real
trade-off regarding the chlorination
tequirement.
Once chlorination was accepted as
a given, the de facto tradeoff was
between bow much money the water
surveyors would have to spend to re.Wiove the THM byproducts and how
,agb a cancer risk could he tolerated
Iltnong the general population. This
was the real trade-off. In setting
".nking water standards', it was de.dri
*Jed that a THM level of 100 ug1/1,
'Mitch subsequently was determined
to correspond to 526 cancer cases
per one million population, was acceptable because It would not be financially burdensome to water companies to reduce T'Hlits tolhat level.
-

In other words, the trade-off was
between dollars to remove THMs
and cancer for the users. This situation is well documented in the offibat Environmental Protection Agency documents pertaining to the
development of drinking water
standards.
Now, several years later, when
pe're faced with extensive groundwater pollution from past negligent
bazardous waste disposal and from
leaking underground tanks, the Toxic Substances Control Division of
.DHS has decided that the acceptable
risk level is only one cancer case per
.million of population — not 526. Furthermore, this "acceptable risk level" was selected in a completely arbitrary manner by the Toxic
Substances Control Division without
any consideration of cleanup costs.
As a result, we have today this absurd double-standard for chlorinated drinking water on the one hand
•and polluted groundwater on the other.
This double-standard became
more apparent than ever on March
'13, when The Bee reported that chloroform — the main ingredient in
— had been found on Aerojet's
property. Cliff Sharpe. a representative of the Sanitary Engineering
Branch of DES, declared that the
discovery of chloroform 'raises
some difficult questions about which
4tandards will be applied. The drinking water standard for chloroform is
set at 100 ppb, but that's for the compound formed by the combination of
chlorine and organic matter while
disinfecting water. We would have to
look at it in an entirely different
manner if we found it In contaminated underground water," implying
that a tougher standard would apply.
HY IN THE world doesn't
W
DES apply the tougher of the
two standards to the water that's being consumed day after day by the
majority of unsuspecting Sacramentans? How come Proposition 65, the
toxics initiative, makes a blanket exemption for all -operators of public
water systems no matter how many
totes and carcinogens they expose
us to?
It's unlikely that a positive causeeffect relationship between drinking
water and any form of cancer will
ever be officially established. For
one thing, opinions among so called
experts will never be unanimous.
For another, the liability ramifications would assume fearsome proportions.,
-
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Against
Residents of Twilight Mobile
Home Park, located adjacent to Aerojet property, recently brought a
multimillion-dollar lawsuit against
Aerojet based on the levels of carcinogens found in their groundwater
well — carcinogens which had migrated from Aerojet property. On
Oct. 28, 1986, after carefully reviewing all the evidence, a jury completely absolved Aerojet of any wrongdoing. Among other things, the defense
conclusively proved that the concentration of chloroform in the contaminated well was less than half of that
in the public water supply in the Sacramento County Courthouse.
It is tremendously difficult to
prove in court any link between cancer and any environmental exposure. In those rare cases where such
a link has been proven to the satisfaction of a jury, the frequency of
cancer occurrence has been ex-,
tremely high — as in plants where
workers have been continuously exposed to asbestos and large numbers
of them have subsequently developed cancer.
Barbara Taylor, a consultant with
Cambridge Analytical Associates in
Boston, has spent many years studying the risks associated with THMs
in drinking water. In a recent interview, she stated: "Epidemiological
studies (for determining carcinogenicity) try to survey the actual exposure of people to carcinogens over
time and population so that a true
cause-and-effect relationship can be
established. But there are many confounding factors: lifestyles, occupations, diets and the lag time between
Initial exposure and cancer incidents."
As a result, for the time being we
must rely upon circumstantial evidence. There is very, very little in
the way of hard proof. We must lis-

ten to experts in the health care field,
who notice trends and changes in the
Incidence of cancer. For example
Dr. Robert Green, a Sacramentc.,
urologist notes: All of the urologists,
here in Sacramento, including myself, see much more bladder cancer!
than one would expect in a commu- 1
city of this size. Living in Sacrarnen-1
to, you definitely have a higher riski
of cancer of the bladder. This is also
reflected in the official cancer statis-!
tics."
Dr. Ralph DeVere-White, professor of urology at the UC Med Center, 1
confirms the high incidence of bladder cancer here. Since there are !
probably no lifestyle or dietary differences between Sacramentans and '
the average population elsewhere,
we're left with water and air as the
only remaining factors to consider,
according to Dr. DeVere-White. But
that in itself is not proof that there is
a link between high levels of carcinogens in our drinking water and
bladder cancer.

How to eliminate
THMs in our water
W

ATER COMPANIES could take these steps to reduce or eliminate IBMs in our drinking water
• limit the formation of TliMs by using an agent other than chlorine
for partial disinfection of the water supply. If ozone Is used in a prechlorination step, smaller amounts of chlorine are necessary for final
chlorination. This method could typically reduce the 'IBM levels by
some 20 ugh!. For technical reasons, ozone cannot be used exclusively.
• Use a "reaction product" of chlorine rather than chlorine itself for
disinfection. In 1979 the EPA recommended that the "use of chlorine
in a less active form such as combined chlorine or chloramlne will
significantly reduce THM formation." This approach has been used extensively already in much of Southern California and In other parts of
the country, even where the 100 ugh 1 THM limit would have been met
without such precautions. However, neither the use of ozone nor the
use of reaction products will bring the water down to the one-In-a-million cancer risk level. To do so requires the following:
• After THMs have been formed In the chlorination process, they
can be removed in a subsequent step either through "air stripping" or
through 'absorption" 011 granular activated carbon (GAC). Professor
Ed Schroeder at UC Davis Is involved in research to the removal of
carcinogens through absorption on GAC. He says: 'Ile technology to
effectively remove THM as well as many other chlorinated organics
from drinking water is well demonstrated: II Is just a question of cost.
For larger systems, It costs around 20 cents per thousand gallons of
treated water, which corresponds to about 10 cents per day per household. The THM concentration In treated water is usually below the detection limits (0.2 ugh')." This level is close to the one-in-a-million cancer risk level of 0.19 ug/l. At 10 cents a day', the average household In
Sacramento would pay less than $40 extra each year.
The City of Cincinnati (population 400,000) some time ago embarked on a program to construct a GAC process for THM removal at a
projected cost of $50 million. Officials there expect the average family's rate increase to be $2 monthly. In Sacramento, $2 more per month
would constitute a 20-percent increase.
It's been suggested that the whole THM problem could be solved If
all the water companies delivering THM-contaminated water to customers informed them about the cancer risk. If that were done, each
user could then decide for himself whether the risk is acceptable and,
If It were not, he could pay for his own private solution to the problem.
Many households in California already use an alternative to tap water
— either bottled water or tap-located water purification niters. While
some people used bottled or filtered water because of their concerns
over high carcinogen levels, others do so simply to remove the chlovine taste in the water.
The monthly cost for a single-family (AC filter at the tap is between
it) and $8. Bottled water costs several times more. Besides, with bottled water you seldom have a guarantee about where it comes from. It
Is so easy for small businesses in a highly competitive market to let
honesty fall by the wayside. So-called "spring water gold as "crystalclear and 'pure" is sometimes nothing more than a chlorinated surface water, which of course is high in THMs, even though it meets the
drinking water standards for carcinogens. it, however, the "spring water is actually of groundwater origin and meets the drinking water
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A privets solution to snits, contarnInationi a filter for tits tap.
standaxds, It's probably of superb quality. The prAblem is finding out
the truth about the water's source.
Even when you buy your own filter to install on your tap at home,
you should check that it meets the requirements of the National Sanitation Foundation. The suppliers of household GAC filters can also do
Improper and even illegal things. For example, the president of Culligan's Hollywood franchise recently served three months in jail for discharging chromium Into the sewer system. Even though the GAC was
not directly Involved in this offense, Its credibility probably went down
the drain with the chromium. It goes to show that we need to be careful
in our selection of "alternatives."
It seems to me that the public should not have to pay for private
solutions to public water supply contamination. We all have an interest
in providng safe, non-carcinogenic water for ourselves and our children. 1 doubt that the average Sacramentan would object to paying the
increased $40 a year for removal of THMs as a cancer-preventive
measure.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The Fire Department should evaluate their emergency response training program and stage large-scale
emergency response training exercises.

2.

The Fire Department should provide emergency response training to "lines fire fighters.

3.

The Fire Department should revise the Hazardous Materials Response plan to incorporate more specific
procedures for the evacuation of citizens. Those city representatives ;having the authority to order an
evacuation should be clearly stated in the Plan.

4.

1
The Fire Department should provide regular hazardous materials exposure medical examinations to all
responders potentially exposed to hazardous materials.

5.

The Fire Department should require that Incident reports include a disdinsion on responder exposure to
hazardous materials.

6.

The Fire Department should provide hazardous materials information directly to initial responders and
Haz Mat teams, before their arrival at a commercial and/or industrial facility that has disclosed a use
of hazardous materials.

7.

The Fire Department should consolidate the various local, state, arid federal emergency response
planning requirements into a single, coordinated program.

8.

City Council should adopt an ordinance requiring that the Fire Department be notified of ail accidents
involving hazardous materials. Also, the Fire Department should evaluate the need for a regulatory
program to address the hazards associated with the transport of hazardous materials.

9.

The Fire Department should budget for state-of-the-art emergency response equipment.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The City of Sacramento's Fire Department is responsible for emergency response planning and implementation in
the event of an uncontrolled release of hazardous materials to the environment, The Fire Department has
developed a Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan that describes, 1 in detail, the mechanisms and
organizational structures required to safely respond to and mitigate hazardous Material releases. Subcommittee
B has reviewed the Department's Emergency Response Plan and discussed some of the plan's concepts with Fire
Department personnel.
The Fire Department's commitment of resources, both staff and equipment, appears adequate. The Department's
Emergency Response Plan is a good document in that it describes in a clear; and concise manner the steps
necessary to protect the public in the event of a release of a hazardous material. However, Subcommittee B
has identified some deficiencies in the Department's Emergency Response IPian. These deficiencies and
corrective recommendations are discussed in detail in the next section of this report.
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The Fire Department is also the lead agency, for the City of Sacramento, for the Implementation of the
following regulatory programs:
•

Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance - Chapter 71 of the City Code.

o

Hazardous Materials Release Response Plan and Inventory Code - Chapter 6.95 of the California
Health and Safety Code (AB 2185).

o

Federal Emergency Planning and Connmunity Right-to-Know Act of 1986 Title III of the Superfund
Amendments and Re-authorization Act of 1986.

These three programs address and/or affect the operations of a community's hazardous materials emergency
response plan.
Ill. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FINDING:
I
Training of Fire Department personnel, in responding to releases of hazardous materials, is suspect.
Specifically, procedures followed at the April 29, 1987 anhydrous ammonia .tanker truck accident, at 5th
Street and Broadway, were inadequate to protect Fire Department personnel. Four responders , were
exposed to the hazardous gas and received medical treatment.
RECOMMENDATION #1:
The Fire Department should evaluate their hazardous materials emergency response training program. The
Department should consider staging large-scale hazardous material release incidents as training exercises.
These simulated incidents should be staged on a regular basis (preferably twice a year), coordinated with
county, state and federal emergency response agencies, and cover a wide range of large-scale releases.

RECOMMENDATION #2:

1

Hazardous materials release training should, be given to "line" fire fighters, as well as Haz Mat personnel.
Since "line" fire fighters are often the first responders to an incident, they should be sufficiently trained to
identify potential hazardous materials' 'trouble" spots, assess the degree of risk to themselves and to the
public, don the appropriate protective gear, and secure the site while awaiting the arrival of a Haz Mat
team.
FINDING:
The evacuation of citizens, in the event of a' large scale hazardous material's release, is not clearly defined
within the Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan. Also, the hazardous materials database, developed
pursuant to the City's Hazardous Materials Disclosure Ordinance, is apparently not utilized to designate high
risk areas, where a release of a hazardous material could affect large numbers of people.
RECOMMENDATION #3:
The Fire Department should revise the Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan to incorporate more
specific procedures for the evacuation of citizens. The Plan should clearly state who has the authority to

1
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order an evacuation. Also, the hazardous materials database should be used to designate high risk areas.
Evacuation plans should then be developed, by the Fire Department, for these designated areas.
FINDING:
Fire Department personnel do not currently have adequate ongoing medical examinations for exposures to
hazardous substances.
RECOMMENDATION #4:
The Fire Department should Implement an employee health and safety program. This program should require
"hazardous material exposure" medical baselines on responders who are lexposed to hazardous materials.
These baseline reports should be updated on a regular basis, preferably yearly, unless the number (or
degree) of exposures indicate more frequent updating is required. (According to the City's Safety Officer,
medical baseline with annual follow-up examinations have been approved for Ha z Mat personnel only.)
RECOMMENDATION #5:

,h

Employee exposure to hazardous materials should be described in the incident report. This description
should, at least, qualitatively state the degree of toxic exposure, the time of exposure, chemicals involved,
and type of exposure (i.e., inhalation, ingestion and/or dermal) for each exposed responder. The incident
report should also state if medical attention was given to the responder, including the nature of the
treatment and the outcome.
1
FINDING:

1,
1
Hazardous materials information collected by the Fire Department purSuant to the City's Disclosure
Ordinance and the state and federal emergency planning statutes is not directly accessible by first
responders to Incidents at industrial or commercial sites. Rather, information deemed critical by the
dispatch officer is transmitted to the responders by radio, as time permits.

RECOMMENDATION #6:
Hazardous materials information should be directly accessible by the responders to an incident at an
industrial or commercial facility. Whenever possible, Haz Mat teams should be notified immediately
regarding incidents at sites that are documented hazardous materials use areas. The hazardous materials
information should be transmitted to Initial responders and the Haz Mat teams before their arrival at the
facility, to allow them time to assess the nature and magnitude of the potential risks awaiting them, and
allow them time to evaluate the need for protective gear.
FINDING:
Due to recent state and federal legislation in the emergency response planning area, the Fire Department is
in the process of expanding their emergency response planning activities.
RECOMMENDATION #7:
Wherever possible, the Fire Department should consolidate all local, state and federal emergency response
planning requirements, mandated by legislation, into a single, coordinated program.
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FINDING:
The transport of hazardous materials on City streets and highways constitutes a large risk to emergency.
responders and to the public in the event of an accident. Currently there Is no regulatory program in the
City that addresses this Issue. Since the City's Fire Department Is normally the first responder to a truck
accident, within the City limits, it appears that a local regulatory program may be needed.
RECOMMENDATION #8:
The Fire Department should evaluate the need for a regulatory program to address the hazards associated
with the transport of hazardous materials on city streets and highways. As a starting point, Subcommittee
B recommends that the City Council adopt an ordinance requiring that the Fire Department be notified of
all accidents involving the transport of hazardous materials on city streets and/or highways
FINDING:
The effectiveness of an emergency response is often determined by the quality of the emergency response
equipment available to the responders. The
April 29, 1987 anhydrous ammonia incident referred to earlier could have had serious public health
implications If the wind had been towards populated areas. The Fire Department was ill-prepared for this
scenario since they lacked a portable wind measuring monitor.
•

RECOMMENDATION #9:
The Fire Department should budget for state-of-the-art emergency response equipment, including hazards
mitigation, personnel safety, and meterological devices.
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE REPORT

I.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The City of Sacramento should alter their emphasis on household hazardoue wastes (HHW's) from a disposal
perspective to one on reducing the sources of these wastes. Available options include the following:
1.

I '
A coordinated local government and industrial effort to identify those household products that have
the greatest potential to generate hazardous wastes, and to develop benign alternatives and/or
establish a local redemption program for these waste products.

2.

Establish a public education program that would advocate and promote the use of benign alternatives
to toxic household products.

3.

Lobbying the state and federal governments to develop legislation advocating the elimination (or
minimization) of taxies within household products.

IL

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The disposal of household hazardous wastes has been receiving increased attention by all levels of
government, and the public, over the last several years. Many jurisdiction are concerned that the disposal
of household products, containing toxic chemicals, in the trash and/or the sewer system, may cause
environmental damage and/or injuries to sanitation workers. There has also been documented a concern,
from firefighters, regarding potential health risks associated with residential fires from stored toxics. In
addition, the storage of toxics within the house and/or within an attached garage, could result in
significant indoor air pollution effects.
Many communities within the United States have embarked upon developing alternatives to the disposal of
household toxics. The City and County of Sacramento have both experimented, collectively, and
individually, with a free collection site service for household toxics over the last few years. Subcommittee
B has reviewed all available data from these programs.
III.

FINDINGS

Household hazardous waste collection programs have been held in Sacramento County in 1982, 1984, 1985
and 1986. Information collected by Subcommittee B on these programs, from the City's Fire Department and
the Division of Solid Waste, and the American Environmental Management Corporation, is illustrated in
Table A. The data presented in this table portray some of the operational characteristics of a community's
household hazardous waste program. The major characteristics are as follows:
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A.

COLLECTION SITE LOCATION
The location of the collection site influences the public's participation in the program. The 1984
participation was approximately four times greater than 1982, even though the collection time in 1984
was one-half of the 1982 collection period. Also, the doubling of participation in 1985 compared to
1986 (with collection time in 1985 being one-third of the 1986 collection time of twenty-four hours)
could also be attributed to having two sites open in 1985, while only one site was open in the three,
eight-hour, 1986 collection days. However, the increased participation in 1985 over 1986 is probably
also due, in part, to the differences in how the programs were advertised/promoted (See "B" below).
The increase in participation is most evident in the number of participants per hour. The participation rate in 1984 increased by a factor of eight over 1982, from 5.4 to 42.9 participants per hour.
The participation rate in 1986 decreased by a factor of six compared to the 1985 rate, from 128 to
21.8 participants per hour.

B.

ADVERTISEMENT/PROMOTION STRATEGIES
As mentioned in "A" above the increased participation rate in 1985 (128 participants per hour)
compared to the 1986 rate (21.8 participants per hour) could be attributed to the reduced level of
promotion of the 1986 program. The 1985 program promotional strategy included the mailing of press
packets to the local media (including followup telephone calls), paid newspaper advertisements and
utility bill inserts. The 1986 strategy consisted solely of the mailing of press packets to the media
with relatively minor "lead" times. Also, the aggressive promotional strategy conducted in 1985 is
possibly the reason for the low participants per drum figure (2.6) for that year. Since the public was
sufficiently informed of the collection program, in 1985, it appears they had larger individual loads
either because they had time to clean out their garages and other storage areas of hazardous products,
and/or had time to consolidate their 'waste with wastes from neighboring households (in 1985 one
hundred and thirty-three additional households were served by this consolidation method).

C.

PROJECT COSTS
The 1986 disposal costs were significantly higher than the 1985 disposal costs because the hazardous
waste contractor, American Environmental Management Corporation (AEMC), provided their services at
cost in 1985. The 1986 disposal costs of $293.85 per drum represents around a 230% increase over the
1985 cost of $88.33 per drum. However, AEMC estimated that their 1985 costs would have been
between $80,000 to $100,000 (showed at $90,000 in the table) if profit and overhead margins were
added. Therefore, the true market value disposal costs increased by approximately 28 percent over
this one year period.

D.

CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusion reached in the 'analysis of the data in the "Collection Program Comparison"
table is that the correlation between the degree and type of promotion and the public's participation
(and hence the project costs) is extremely high. The turn-out in 1985 was phenomenal (one hundred
and twenty eight participants per hour) in comparison to the 1986 participants per hour figure of 21.8.
This difference, as indicated earlier, is most likely attributed to the promotional strategy, employed by
Golden Empire, to inform the public of this service. However, this "pro-active" promotional strategy
has the negative effect of drastically increasing project costs. If the 1985 promotional scheme had
been repeated in 1986 and the resultant public turn-out had also been comparable, then the 1986
program costs, for the three collection days, would have been approximately $350,000, or $117,000 per
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collection day (roughly $114.00 per participant).
The 1985 program served 1224 households. This represents less than 1.0% of the total available
households within the City of Sacramento. If this service were provided to each household, within the
city, total costs would be about eleven million dollars at today's prices. Of course, utilization of this
program would most likely remain voluntary thereby reducing the number of participants, however,
repeat participation will occur. In the 1985 program thirteen percent of the participants (136
households) were repeat users of this service.
The location of the collection site also appears to play a critical rule in the participation rate,
though its significance is not easily quantifiable in the data collected to date.
III. RECOMMENDATION
The City of Sacramento should alter their emphasis on household hazardous wastes (HFIW's) from a
disposal perspective to one on reducing the sources of these wastes. Toxics within household/domestic
products must be identified and benign alternatives should be deve oped and incorporated into the
marketplace. As the "Household Hazardous Waste Report" indicates, local HHW collection and disposal
programs are extremely expensive and not cost-effective. The HHW programs implemented in
Sacramento County over the last two years have served less than 1°0 of the population. Hence, the
net impact of these programs on water quality at the city's and county's sanitary landfills, on
sanitation worker's health and safety, and on residential exposures and/or risks, is negligible.
A more effective means of addressing the HHW issue, on a local level, would be to allocate the
resources currently being expended on collection and disposal programs, to source reduction programs.
Available options include the following:
1. A coordinated local government and industrial effort to identify those household products
that have the greatest potential to generate hazardous wastes, and to develop benign
alternatives and/or establish a local redemption program for these waste products.
2.

Establish a public education program that would advocate and promote the use of benign
alternatives to toxic household products.

3.

Lobbying the state and federal governments to develop legislatio
(or minimization) of toxics within household products.

advocating the elimination

This redirection of the City's HHW program has the potential to include all of the city's residents by the
elimination of a toxic household product before it becomes a disposal problem. , This program does not depend
upon the citizen making a conscious decision to participate in a HHW collection program (experience has shown
that participation is extremely low). This redirection should also more closely achieve the objectives of a HHW
program; the degree of achievement depends upon which option or set of options are selected and how
strenuously they are implemented.
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TABLE A
HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTEI
COLLECTION PROGRAM COMPARISONS
1982 1

- 1984

1985

40

20

8

216

858

10241

524

Drums Collected

54

167

393

117

Participant/Drum

4

5.1

2.6

4.5

Participant/Hour

5.4

42.9

128.0 qa

21.5

Total Hours
Open to Public
Participants

1986 3
24

At Cost

Included Profit
and Overhead

Disposal Costs

$34,713.00

$90,000.00

$34,380.00

Advertise Costs 4

$ 8,545.00

$ 6,545.00

Done by city

Disposal Cost/
Participant

$ 33.90

$

87.89

$

229.91

Disposal Cost/Drum

88.14

Disposal Cost/
Hour
Total Costs
N/A
(inc. promotional costs)

N/A

293.85

$1i1 j 250.00

$1,430.30

$43,258.19

$96,545.00

, $34,380.75

In 1982 the program was held in a remote area of the coUnty.

2.

In 1985 the services of American Environmental Management
, Corporation .
were offered at cost. Also, 1985 was 4 joint city and county program.
i
City program only.
,
Golden Empire, in 1985, was paid $8,545,00 to coordinate activities and
advertise the collection program.

4.

$

$ 5,406,72

1.

3.

65.61

$
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO,
TOXIC SUBSTANCES COMMISSION

IN RE PROPOSAL TO PROHIBIT )
USE OF PLASTIC PIPE IN
PLUMBING (AND CERTAIN
ELECTRICAL) APPLICATIONS.

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS

INTRODUCTION

On July 29, 1986, the Sacramento City CoUncil referred to the
Toxic Substances Commission for its review and recommendation a
proposal to prohibit the use of plastic pipe for most plumbing
applications and certain electrical applications within the City
of Sacramento until an Environmental Impact Report being prepared
by the California Department of Rousing and Community Development
is complete. A copy of the proposal referred by the City
Council, and a draft ordinance based thereon! prepared by the City
record of these

Attorney's office, is included in the writte
n
proceedings.
II
COMMISSION PROCEEDINGS !

The Commission held public hearings on the proposal on
October 20, 1986, November 17, 1986, and December 1, 1986.
■
Approximately nine hours of testimony from ,more than 30 witnesses

was heard. Well over one thousand pages of documentary evidence
1
were received and reviewed. Written transcripts of all hearings
were prepared and are available, along with the documentary evidence, from the Commission Secretary.
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The persons who testified at the hearings included:
City Staff
John Tomko, Supervising Engineer '
Dennis Smith, Deputy Fire Chief
Ron Pecci, Chief Plumbing Inspector
Witnesses in Favor
Tina Thomas, Attorney, Law Offices of Remy & Thomas
Dr. Alvin Greenburg, Toxicologist
Dr. Mark Lappe
David Blackman
Dr. Yves Alarie
Cliff Haskell, Firefighters Local #522
Bill Rhoten, Plumbers and Pipefitters Local #447
A. C. Steelman, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers
John Marical, Sacramento Police Officers Association
Witnesses Opposed
William G. Holliman, Jr., Attorney, Law Offices of
Holliman, Hackard & Taylor
Jack Lancaster, Plastic Pipe & Fittings Assoc. (PPFA)
Alan J. Olson, B. P. Goodrich Chemical Company
Dale Sands, McKesson Environmental Services
Gordon Hartzel, Southwest Research Institute
Donald L. Schultze, Chief, Sacramento County Building
Inspector
Bob Kuntz, Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
Sam Myers, Myers Electric Company
Ken Carlson, National Electrical Contractor's Assoc.
Inc.
Lawrence Byrnes, Carlon Plastics
Charles Forsberg, Carlon Plastics
Joseph Zicherman, Carlon Plastics
Irwin Benjamin, Carlon Plastics
Joe Nusbaum, Wessflex Manufacturing
Ernest Pronske, J-M Manufacturing
Robert Walker, Uni-Bell PVC Pipe Association
J. P. Langmead, Gas Appliance Manufacturer's
Association, Inc.
Bob Lucas, Attorney, Carrier Corporation
Bruce Booher, Alkali Flat Project Area Committee, on
behalf of Local Independent Builders and Developers
Rob Raymer, California Building Industry Assoc. - Local
Richard Patton, Patton Fire Suppression Systems
J. U. Stack, Sacramento Municipal Utilities District
.
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Brief written submittals were received from the following
;
StateL agencies: State Fire marshal, Department of Health
Services, and Department of Housing and Community Development.

BACKGROUND
1
The term "plastic pipe as commonly used includes several
1
types of substances. The five principal types of plastic pipe
are Polybutylene (PB), Polyethylene (PE), AcrYlonitrile-Butadiene,
Styrene (ABS), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), and Chlorinated
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC). Research conducted by a member of the
Commission determined that the exact chemical! formulations of
plastic pipe have changed and may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. This fact introduces uncertainty Into efforts to
determine the hazards associated with plastic pipe on the basis
of laboratory studies. Plastic pipe found it the marketplace may
differ from that studied in laboratories.

1
The use of plastic pipe in construction k i s regulated pri-

marily by the Uniform Plumbing Code and the Uniform Electrical
Code as adopted by the State of California for residential
j
construction. The major permitted uses in the City of Sacramento
are as follows:
1
(1) PE and PB, a relatively flexible pipe often sold in
black coils, are currently allowed only for Cold water supply
outside of a building, and for exterior gas piping.
PVC, commonly a white rigid pipe, is used extensively in
1
sprinkler systems and is allowed for gas piping and cold water
(2)
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supply outside buildings and for drain, waste and vent s (DWV)
applications in residential buildings of two stories or less.
(3) ABS usually black, is currently allowed for DWV applications in residential buildings of two stories or less.
(4) CPVC, a rigid, usually gray or tan pipe, is not
currently permitted for water supply or DWV applications.
(5) PB and PE are not currently permitted for DWV applications.
ABS and PVC are the most commonly used types of plastic pipe
in Sacramento. In addition to water supply outside of buildings
and DWV uses, plastic pipe is commonly used for natural gas
distribution, electrical conduit (PVC), electrical wiring
(Romex), and miscellaneous consumer appliance uses (dishwashers,
washing machines, heaters, etc.).
The proposed Ordinance would ban all plastic pipe and plastic
fittings under the jurisdiction of the City of Sacramento until
completion by the California Housing and Community Development
Department of an Environmental Impact Report addressing the
possible expansion of residential water supply and DWV applications of plastic pipe. Exceptions to the Ordinance, as modified
during the hearings, include lawn sprinklers, outdoor gas piping,
residential fire suppression and gas appliance venting. The
Ordinance would not apply to Romex, to governmental agencies not
subject to the City of Sacramento jurisdiction, to mobile homes,
or to consumer products using plastic pipe or other plastic products.

1
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A number of studies on the use of plastic Pipe arwpresently

being conducted. The Housing and Community Development
1
Department is preparing an Environmental Impact Report regarding
the proposed expansion of plastic pipe to allow the following
additional uses:

1

(1) PB and 'CPVC for hot and cold potable water supply
systems inside dwellings;

1
(2) ABS, PVC and CFVC pipe in DWV applications in fire-rated
construction.
The State Fire Marshal is considering combustion toxicity
studies. The State Department of Health Services is conducting a
permeation study, addressing the transfer of contaminants from
soil across plastic pipe (especially PB and PE) into a water
supply.
The primary uses of plastic pipe within the City of
Sacramento are as follows:
(1) ABS for DWV applications in residenti41 construction not
more than two stories in height.
(2) PVC for water supply outside buildings, electrical conduit, irrigation, and natural gas distribution'
The major direct effects of the Ordinance ,eould be to elimi-

nate PVC for electrical conduit and water supply and to eliminate
ABS for DWV applications in residences. Virtually all new residential construction now uses ABS for DWV and PVC for water service.
If the Ordinance is not adopted, existing permitted uses of
plastic pipe in the City of Sacramento will not be expanded

•
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until completion of the Environmental Impact Report by the
Department of Housing and Community Development and a final decision by that agency. It is likely that the adequacy of the EIR
will be challenged. Such a challenge, if successful may prevent
expansion of permitted uses but will not directly result in the
elimination of existing ,permitted uses in the State of California
or City of Sacramento.
The evidence presented to the Commission focused on seven
distinct issues:
1.

Leaching of chemicals from pipe and solvents used to con-

nect pipe sections into the potable water supply.
Permeation of chemicals from the ground through pipe into
1
the potable water supply.
2.

3.

Fire spread.

4.

Combustion toxicity.

5.

Occupational health and safety.

6.

Structural integrity.

7.

Economic issues:
IV

FINDINGS
1.

Leaching
(a) The data were confused because all plastics were lumped

together and because test water temperatures were often higher
than actual temperature's found in exterior potable water piping.
Most data were derived from CPVC, a type of plastic not used in
Sacramento.
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(b) Both plastic and metal pipe leach chemicals into the
water which passes through them. most of the evidence of
leaching which was presented to the Commission concerned plastic
pipe, especially the solvents used to attach plastic pipe sections. At least one recent study indicates that copper pipe also
leaches potentially significant amounts of its components into
water. The problem of lead leaching from solder is generally
recognized. The state and federal governments have taken regulatory actions which should reduce the amount of lead in solder, in
1987.
(c) Sacramento has relatively soft water which is chlorinated. These factors may increase the potential hazard of
leaching from both plastic and metal pipe.
(d) The evidence establishes that leaching is substantially
higher, during the first hours of use of water r pipe, and occurs at
levels which may constitute a public health hazard.
(e) There is no substantial evidence that leaching from
1
plastic pipes constitutes a present public health hazard,
although there' is some evidence which points to the possibility
of a public health hazard. Further study of .F1,is issue is
warranted.
(f) Leaching does not present a hazard in drain, waste and
vent applications or other non-potable water applications.
2.

Permeation
(a)

PB and PE pipe are more permeable to organic compounds

than are metal pipe and PVC or CPVC pipe.
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(b) State regulatiods prohibit use of plastic water mains in
areas subject to contamination by petroleum distillates or near
waste disposal ponds and sites, although the locations of such
contaminated sites are not always identified.
(c) The California Department of Health Services is conducting a study relating to permeation of contaminants through„
plastic pipe.
(d) Several studies indicate that permeation of contaminants
occurs in metal pipes through pinholes at solder joints.
3.

Fire Spread.
(a) Plastic pipe burns at relatively high temperatures
A

(500°-700 P and up), but,produces toxic fumes at much lower temperatures (approximately 200 ° F).
(b) There is no substantial evidence that plastic pipe acts
as •a wick to carry a fire from one story to another or from one
area to another.
(c)

1
In most residential fires, before plastic pipe installed
1

within walls begins to burn, the building will already be totally
involved. Other plastic (hydrocarbon) materials within the tJesidence, such as carpets, drapes, and furnishings, will contribute
to fire spread before plastic pipe becomes involved.
(d) Rubber and plastic joiners on metal pipe may fail under
fire conditions.
(e) The evidence presented to the Commission on the rel a tive
safety of metallic and plastic electrical raceways and sheathing
was conflicting. Evidence suggesting that plastic raceways o
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reduce the risk of fire by controlling elecrical arcing appears
sound. However, other evidence suggests thit nonmetallic
sheathed cable (Romex) may be a significant cause of fire ignition. Plastic raceways and sheathing are similar compounds, but
the first is a pipe in which wiring is pla41 while plastic
sheathing is a thick coating for wire. Plastic sheathed cable is
not included in the proposed ban, however.
4. Combustion Toxicity
(a) metal pipe presents no risk of combustion toxicity.
(b) Hazardous fumes can be emitted from plastic pipe before
it actually flames or burns. ABS pipe emits cyanide, among other
compounds, while HC1 may be emitted from pipes made with chlorinated compounds.
(c) Although a theoretical scenario to,the contrary can be

desCribed4 the occupants of a burning residence will Probably be
dead from other Causes before plastic pipe begins to offgas.
(d) Sacramento firefighters wear breathing apparatus and are
1
therefore'protected from the acute effects 'of toxic fumes while
fighting fires.
(e) Combustion toxicity is a growing area of scientific
research. More data are becoming available, but more research is
needed before a conclusive determination of potential hazards can
be made.,

(f) Concern about exposure to plastic pipe fumes was
expressed but no examples of incidents were presented.
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5. Occupational Health and Safety
(a)

.

There is some evidence that persons working regularly

with solvent cements used to join sections of plastic pipe have
higher-than-expected incidences of cancer.
(b)

Proper work practices and careful training can substan-

tially eliminate the potential workplace hazards associated with
plastic pipe.
(c)

Plastic pipe does not present an apparent hazard suf.

ficient to justify elimination of existing permitted uses.
(d)

For up to 80% of residential applications, mechanical

fittings can be used instead of solvent cement when joining
plastic pipe, thus reducing possible exposure to solvent EumeL
6. Structural Integrity
(a) Evidence regarding the structural integrity of plastic
pipe was received, but deemed irrelevant to the Commission's
task since no health and safety issues were presented or are
involved.

7.

Economic Issues
(a)

The economic issues are, at best, of limited relevance

to the Commission's task.
(b)

It is established that installation Of metal pipe

in

residential construction is more expensive than installationkpf

plastic pipe. The elimination of plastic pipe would increase
costs approximately $300-$400 per dwelling unit.
(c)

The dispute over plastic versus metal pipe has some

characteristics of a trade war, not only between unions and

III
11
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plastic pipe manufacturers, but also between Metal pipe manufacturers and plastic pipe manufacturers.
(d) Plastic pipe is easier for do-it-yourself workers to

11
11

install.

• 'plumbers
1
(e) There is some evidence that jobs for
(up to 30
full-time equivalents in the City of Sacramento) are lost because
of plastic pipe uses.

11

V
COMMISSION ACTION

At its meeting of December 15, 1986, the Commission took
action on four key motions hereinafter described.
Motion No. 1 was to recommend adoption of the proposed ordi111

nance banning plastic pipe until such time as the environmental

11
11

impact report being prepared by the Californi at Department of

1

1

1
1

I
11

Housing and Community Development is certified and expanded uses
of plastic pipe are approved by the State of California. The

motion failed on a 3-7 vote.

IY

Motion No. 2 was the same as Motion No. lj, except that the

operative date of the ban would have been postponed Until April
15, 1988. The motion failed on a 3-7 vote.
$
Motion No. 3, containing four recommendations to the City
Council, was adopted an a 9-1,vote. The recOmmendations are:
4'
1:
There should be no expansion of exiting permitted uses
of plastic pipe for potable water beyond that permitted
,
by the 1979 Uniform Plumbing Code until the Department

of Housing. and Community Development completes the
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environmental impact report which is currently being
prepared and the State of California approves expanded
uses of plastic pipe.
2.

The Council should examine and adopt pre-occupancy
flushing requirements for all plumbing pipe, both
plastic and metal. The requirements should be the
strictest which are reasonable, based upon a survey of
1
other jurisdictions and the literature concerning
leaching of chemical contaminants from water pipe.

3.

To the extent the City has jurisdiction, it should
encourage or require the use of mechanical fittings
rather than solvent cement for joining plastic pipe
wherever technically feasible.
The City should require appropriate soil sampling and

4.

testing before, the installation of underground water
piping, whether metal or plastic, wherever there is a
reasonable suspicion that the soil is contaminated by
organic compounds.
Motion No. 4, adopted on a 9-0 vote, with one absention, made
four additional recommendations:
The Council should instruct Fire Department and Building

1.

1

Division staff to evaluate existing codes to determine
if any measures can be devised to decrease the likeli•

hood of fires within walls where plastic pipe Lawfully
can be used.

2.

The Council should request City staff to monitor ongoing
studies of plastic pipe and metal pipe and report back

II
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to the City Council semi-annually wi.61 new information
which might prompt the Council to reexamine the issue.
Careful and thorough evaluation of asubject of such

3.

technical magnitude by the Commission requires addition,
al technical resources.
The Commission will draft a letter t6 the Department of

4.

Housing and Community Development expressing the
Commission's concern over the inadequate scope of the
in-progress environmental impact report and its failure
•

to address important issues regarding plastic and metal
pipe.

DATED:

January 21, 1987.

;73/7
ROBERT B. McCRAY, ChairMan

